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Abstract
In the present work, we investigate the domain of Proactive computing, which may
be characterised as a comparatively new computer science research paradigm. In our
study, we understand and use the notion of Proactive Computing as it was defined by
Dr. David L. Tennenhouse [1, 2]. Conceptually, the architecture and main framework of
our software system is entirely based on underlying concept characteristics of the given
approach.
Being a new research paradigm, proactive computing doesn’t possess yet a clear method-
ological support and approach repository, which may subsequently provide us with the
necessary research techniques and methods. An application of the proactive computing
approach thus requires a thorough empirical and theoretical investigation.
The main objective of the current research project is to design an e↵ective methodological
framework, which will subsequently allow us to provide our proactive system with a
scientifically rationalised proof of concept. An acquisition of the scientific evidence is
primarily accomplished through the design, implementation and testing of all composite
theoretical, methodological and functional aspects of the proactive system’s framework.
The present study aims to emphasise the importance of designing a coherent multi-
disciplinary methodological framework, which is initially based on the expertise of two
research fields, computer science and cognitive science domains. The main compos-
ite aspects of our methodological structure are based on the specific multidisciplinary
techniques from both research fields. We investigate the proactive computing paradigm
within the defining principles of deterministic and probabilistic approach orientations,
where we additionally apply the techniques of the cognitive modelling approach.
All designed and implemented computational mechanisms, together with the realised
empirical studies, collectively aim to formalise the concept characteristics of the proactive
system. Ultimately, an e↵ective validation of the employed methodological frameworks
and their underlying computational techniques provide our system with the necessary,
scientifically rationalised proof of concept.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The current chapter aims to provide the reader with the necessary primary information,
related to the di↵erent aspects of the given thesis work. In the upcoming sections, we
define the thesis’ methodological directions, and we specify the study’s main objectives
and orientations. Together with a research problem definition, we consequently introduce
the thesis’ underlying research questions, which define the structure of the current work.
Additionally, we find it necessary to acquaint the reader at the present introductory
step with the key methodological characteristics. Thus, we outline below the governing
aspects of the study’s methodological and empirical specifications.
The present chapter is structurally divided into five composite parts. Collectively, all
outlined introductory information aims to highlight the key orientations and the main
governing points of the current thesis. Thus, in section 1.1, we delineate the purpose of
the thesis, where we specify its background and underlying motivations. Consequently,
in section 1.2, we introduce an associated study area and the thesis’ main focus. In the
following section 1.3, we specify the thesis’ objectives and key research orientations. We
acquaint a reader with the methodological and empirical characteristics of the study in
section 1.4. Ultimately, we provide a detailed outline of the entire thesis structure in
the corresponding section 1.5.
1.1 Purpose of the thesis
Below we present the related background information and prerequisite thesis’ details,
which conjointly define the main directions and orientations of the current research
project. Moreover, the highlighted information serves to underline the importance of
contributions and research e↵orts, made by previous and current scientific collaborators.
3
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1.1.1 BLAST Project
Entitled as Better e-Learning Assignments System Technology, the BLAST1 project has
been initiated in 2006 by Professor Denis Zampunieris with the objective to build a
prototype version of the proactive e-learning assistant, based on the currently employed
University’s Moodle platform [3–5]. The initial project objective was therefore to de-
sign and to implement the Proactive Online Assignments System for blended teachings
at the University of Luxembourg for supporting students and teachers in their online
academic activities. The given Research & Development project aimed to build a fully
functional Online Assignments System with advanced proactive features, designated for
both beginners and advanced users.
Thus, throughout the time and with the help of accorded research e↵orts, the project
evolved into a broader area of interdisciplinary research, which currently encompasses
the contributions of several scientific collaborators and junior researchers. Consequently,
the Proactive Online Assignments System has evolved into a more conceptually refined
and user-oriented Proactive System.
1.1.2 PhD thesis in the frame of the BLAST Project
The current PhD thesis is taking place in the frame of the BLAST project, and is
therefore partially based on the previous research e↵orts, where it aims to provide an
additional research input and to contribute to the interdisciplinary aspect of the ongoing
Research & Development project. Bound together, the activities of the PhD thesis and
the BLAST project represent an opportunity to produce constructive research results,
issued from a cross-domain contribution of two di↵erent discipline fields: Computer
Science and Cognitive Science.
The purpose of the current doctoral research is therefore to provide a necessary theo-
retical input from the cognitive science domain, which allows us to extend the method-
ological scope and proficiency level of the proactive system’s conceptual framework. An
e↵ective formalisation of all theoretical and functional aspects of the system provides
the current research with a consistent and viable proof of concept. An acquisition of
the scientific evidence is primarily accomplished through the design, implementation
and testing of all composite theoretical, methodological and functional aspects of the
proactive system’s framework. Consequently, an e↵ective realisation of a scientifically
rationalised proof of concept represents the study’s governing objective and the thesis’
main purpose.
1The “BLAST–Better e-Learning Assignments System Technology” project was supported by the
University of Luxembourg under the grant no. F1R-CSC-PUL-10BLAS during the years 2011–2012.
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1.2 Study area
Throughout the years of the present doctoral research, numerous theoretical concepts
and empirical approaches have been studied, where some of them have been selected,
analysed and subsequently implemented into the methodological framework of the cur-
rent work. The theoretical key orientation is represented by the computer science re-
search field of proactive computing. The given field defines the underlying aspects of
the thesis’ conceptual specifications and their corresponding methodological structure.
All supplementary theoretical frameworks, together with their associated empirical tech-
niques, ultimately aim to support the methodological structure and functional aspects
of the proactive computing research.
The current work investigates the domain of Proactive computing, which may be initially
defined as a comparatively new computer science research field [2]. Conceptually, the
architecture and main framework of our software system is entirely based on the under-
lying concept characteristics of the given approach. A concept of proactivity, applied
within the domain of computing technologies may be largely defined as an anticipation of
a context event, activity-based problem, unwanted event, context conditions, or context
change [6, 7]. A system, which employs the intrinsic principles of proactive comput-
ing aims to detect the aforementioned elements in order to be able to act proactively
with regard to its initial objectives and the conditions of a currently prevailing context
setting.
Consequently, we conduct our study and build its corresponding methodological frame-
work on the basis of the aforementioned field of proactive computing research. More
precisely, we understand and use the notion of Proactive Computing as it was initially
defined by Dr. David L. Tennenhouse [1, 2]. In his vision of a future of the com-
puter science research he explores a new paradigm, where he proposes to re-examine
the relationships between physical and abstract domains of a context, to re-evaluate
our general approach of interactive computing, and to gradually move from interactive
human-centred to proactive human-supervised models of human-computer interactions.
By taking into consideration the relationships between the associated aspects of physical
and abstract domains of a context, and through the enhancement of a target system by a
proactive type of behaviour, we are therefore able to build more intuitive and perceptive
software systems.
Essentially, the key concept of proactive computing and its compound underlying princi-
ples characterise the proactive system as an anticipatory context monitoring mechanism,
which aims to accurately assess a target situation and to successively perform the nec-
essary context mediating actions. In other words, a system, built within a framework of
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the proactive computing paradigm primarily operates within the specified target envi-
ronment, where it aims to anticipate or prevent certain context events by continuously
monitoring, and if necessary mediating the composite aspects of a context setting [8, 9].
As we will see in our upcoming chapters, the context composite aspects are often char-
acterised by hidden human factors, which pervade the space of context details.
Thus, a target context situation is often composed of numerous “undetectable” aspects of
human behavioural characteristics and users’ cognitive variations, which play an essential
role in the accurate analysis of context settings. Consequently, in order to allow the
system to be perceptive towards hidden aspects of the human behaviour, we have to build
the appropriate mechanisms, which will be able to penetrate into the subtle abstract
layers of the associated context details. Ultimately, in order to e↵ectively realise the
fulfilment of the given objective, we must employ in our research the knowledge and
expertise of the associated cognitive science domain. Only then we will be able to
endow our system with the required perceptive qualities, capable to detect the subtle
aspects of a target context environment.
The present study aims to emphasise the importance of designing a coherent and adapted
multidisciplinary methodological framework, which is initially based on an expertise of
two research fields, the computer science and cognitive science domains. By employing
the cross-domain methodology, we aim to demonstrate the key mechanisms, which even-
tually allow us to e↵ectively unlock the proactive computing potentials. A fulfilment
of the given objective may be eventually accomplished through a combined application
of corresponding methods and approaches, issued from both research fields. An ex-
pertise of the cognitive science domain will successively complete the methodological
needs of proactive computing research. The main composite aspects of our methodolog-
ical structure are based on the specific multidisciplinary techniques from both research
fields. Consequently, the research problem, outlined in the upcoming section is inher-
ently linked to underlying empirical and methodological factors of the proactive system’s
framework.
1.3 Study objectives and key research directives
Proactive computing as a new research paradigm does not possess yet a clear method-
ological support and approach repository, which may successively provide us with the
necessary techniques, methods, and tools for building a fully functional proactive sys-
tem. Being a comparatively new research domain, which is still in its earlier stages
of development, proactive computing necessitates a thorough empirical and theoretical
investigation. The applied research e↵orts will consequently allow us to reveal and to
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formalise the approach’s underlying functional characteristics and its associated method-
ological traits. The main objective of the current research project is to design, build,
and test the coherent methodological and empirical frameworks, which will subsequently
allow us to provide our proactive system with a scientifically rationalised proof of con-
cept.
1.3.1 Research objectives and key methodological orientations
Basing on the underlying factual traits of proactive computing research, indicating a
lack of clear methodological support, we therefore aim to elaborate and to put into
place our own repository of guiding methods and approaches. Consequently, we decide
to investigate the proactive computing paradigm within the defining principles of two
computer science approach orientations. The given research directions respectively in-
clude deterministic and probabilistic methodological principles. Subsequently, in order
to provide the supporting basis for all further system’s conceptual and technical expan-
sions, we define the corresponding functional principles for each applied methodological
framework.
Thus, on a deterministic level, we specify the according functional specifications of the
proactive system, which primarily stipulate that we have to anticipate a target context
event, basing on the techniques of pre-programmed proactive scenarios and rules [10].
An application of the given principles has the initial objective to provide the stable
system’s functioning, with the first prerequisites of a proactive computing approach.
Correspondingly, on the probabilistic level, we specify that the system has to anticipate
a new event or to refine the context details of an initial event, basing on a probabilis-
tic analysis of already available context information, which is originally provided by
the functions of related deterministic rules [11]. Besides the mentioned event monitor-
ing processes, the system has to additionally identify an exact activation time for the
potential response-actions, related to a detected context event.
It should be noted, that according to the aforementioned methodological specifications,
the implemented mechanisms of a deterministic approach provide the corresponding
mechanisms of a probabilistic approach with the necessary functional prerequisites. In
other words, the stochastic mechanisms of our probabilistic framework are conceptually
linked to, and based on a functional output of the elaborated deterministic framework.
More specifically, in order to refine the prevailing context details, and thus to penetrate
into more subtle abstract layers of context characteristics, we need to identify first the
initial prerequisites of a target event. An identified and collected context data must be
an exact representation of an initial target event.
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The given approach allows us to provide the corresponding system’s algorithms with the
event’s original properties, necessary for all further probabilistic evaluations of context
details. Consequently, in order to detect the predetermined target events, the associ-
ated context monitoring mechanisms of the proactive system have to be based on the
underlying principles of a deterministic approach. On the other hand, in order to be
able to penetrate into more subtle layers of prevailing context details, the system’s an-
alytical mechanisms must be correspondingly based on the underlying principles of a
probabilistic approach. Our main objective for applying the aforementioned stochastic
mechanisms is to be able to precise the quality and properties of the currently prevailing
context characteristics.
Consequently, in order to fulfil the thesis’ objective, we have to validate or, in other
words, to formalise the theoretical and empirical specifications of both methodological
frameworks. Notably, we have to formalise the proactive system’s general structure, its
underlying methodological framework, and eventually the quality of its primary func-
tional capacities. The given approach will subsequently allow us to provide the necessary
proof of concept for all applied concept designs and their corresponding technical reali-
sations.
Due to the thesis’ main objective, which stipulates the necessity to scientifically ratio-
nalise all proactive system’s underlying mechanisms, we have to design, formalise, and
test both, the governing theoretical and empirical aspects of our entire methodological
framework. The given objective consequently leads us towards a specification of the
thesis’ research problem and all underlying research questions, which collectively define
the structure of the current work.
1.3.2 Research problem and fundamental conceptual orientations
As we conceptually base our system on a new research dimension of the proactive com-
puting paradigm, our proactive system does not possess a clear empirical and method-
ological support. Throughout our literature research, we have identified a lack of co-
herent specifications of the domain approach repository, and essential methodological
definitions, which consequently implied that proactive computing research is still on its
earlier stages of development. Therefore, for the purposes of an e↵ective formalisation
of the system’s applied methods and approaches, we need a more extensive investigation
on the theoretical and empirical levels. Consequently, the given approach allows us to
provide the valid proof of concept for all designed conceptual elements and implemented
functional characteristics of our proactive system. The given direction ultimately repre-
sents our main research problem.
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In order to address the aforementioned research problem, and thus to provide the valid
proof of concept for our proactive system, we subsequently formulate a set of research
questions, which initially aims to guide us throughout the progress of our research.
Notably, the stated research questions define the main directions of our study. Each
formulated research question aims to address a specific aspect of the identified research
problem. Collectively, all research questions define three main orientations of the applied
methodological framework, including a theoretical basis, approach directions on the
deterministic level, and approach directions on the corresponding probabilistic level.
Research question #1. Our first research question aims to determine the according
theoretical directions and methodological prerequisites for all further specifications of
applied methods and approaches. Thus, the Research Question #1 is formulated as
follows:
What are the main theoretical and methodological prerequisites and orien-
tations, which define the conceptual directions of a system, built within the
framework of the proactive computing paradigm?
The outlined research question helps us to specify the composite characteristics of the
proactive system’s conceptual directions on the underlying theoretical level. The initial
theoretical specifications might include the methodology and expertise of several related
computer science research fields. Besides identifying the main theoretical prerequisites,
the given research question additionally helps us to define the system’s conceptual ori-
entations on the fundamental methodological level.
Research question #2. Our second research question aims to specify the main con-
ceptual characteristics and design orientations, which subsequently govern the proactive
system’s development process within the fundamental deterministic paradigm. The Re-
search Question #2 is formulated as follows:
What are the key principles and elements, which define the main system
concept, its functionality, and its integrity on the fundamental deterministic
level?
Correspondingly, the stated second research question helps us to specify the system’s
main design orientations and certain functional attributes on the primary deterministic
level. As we will see in section 3.2, a prospective list of underlying factors will include
several concept implementations, which define the system’s functional aspects on the
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fundamental deterministic level. The given research question provides a basis for a
successive validation of the deterministic side of the system, which is primarily achieved
through our first empirical study. The main objective of the aforementioned experiment
is essentially characterised by an assessment process of relevance, quality, and outward
implications of the system’s functional attributes.
Research question #3. Our last research question aims to determine the main con-
ceptual characteristics and design orientations, which correspondingly specify the proac-
tive system’s transition to a dimension of the probabilistic approach. The Research
Question #3 is formulated as follows:
What are the key principles and approaches, which define the transition of
the framework concept from deterministic towards probabilistic dimension?
Our last research question helps us to specify the system’s main design orientations
and certain functional attributes on the secondary probabilistic level. As we will see
in section 4.1, the prospective list of underlying factors will include several concept
implementations, which accordingly define the system’s functional aspects on a more
intricate probabilistic level. The given research question provides the basis for the suc-
cessive validation of the probabilistic side of the system, which is achieved through our
second empirical study. The main objective of the aforementioned experiment is charac-
terised by an assessment process of applied methodological techniques and approaches,
which consequently aim to demonstrate the feasibility of concept realisation within the
underlying principles of the probabilistic framework.
As we have mentioned earlier, the proactive computing paradigm is essentially charac-
terised as a comparatively new field of the computer science research, which does not
possess yet the clear methodological support and coherent approach repository. The
given disposition implies that the current state of proactive computing research can not
provide us yet with the necessary techniques, methods, and tools, allowing us to build
the fully functional proactive system. Ultimately, in order to be able to build a system,
incorporating proactive computing principles, we need to elaborate our own methods
and techniques, which in the end will constitute the main body of our methodology.
Correspondingly, the underlying methodological structure of our proactive system is
based on a series of theoretical and empirical studies, which aim to specify the com-
pound characteristics of the framework’s functional and theoretical aspects. The afore-
mentioned series of studies are consequently divided into composite research steps, which
are initially based on several guiding principles, specified in form of our earlier presented
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research questions. Ultimately, each research question aims to stipulate a specific factor
of our methodological framework.
Our first research question aims to emphasise the need for a coherent theoretical basis,
which will be used as the starting point and the supporting ground for all further elab-
orations of the proactive system’s aspects and their underlying functional mechanisms.
Our second and third research questions, consequently aim to help us in the specifica-
tion and definition of the methodological key orientations and governing characteristics
of the system’s conceptual attributes. Additionally, for an e↵ective elaboration of the
system’s proof of concept, the last two research questions aim to stipulate that we will
need to test and to validate the chosen methods and approaches through the correspond-
ing empirical studies. Thus, a formalisation process of the system’s conceptual aspects
and their underlying methodological structure is consequently achieved in a progressive
manner through the design, elaboration, implementation, and ultimately testing and
validation of all system’s composite aspects.
1.4 An outline of the key methodological aspects
Below, we highlight the successive methodological steps, which accordingly describe all
essential theoretical and empirical aspects of the current thesis. In the given section
we outline the project’s key methodological factors, which collectively constitute the
main body of the thesis. Consequently, the elaborated methodological framework rep-
resents the underlying structure of our proactive system and its composite conceptual
and empirical factors.
1.4.1 Framework formalisation
The key methodological factors of the current study are essentially defined by a for-
malisation process of the chosen concepts and methods within the underlying principles
of two theoretical perspectives. The designated approach orientation is necessary as it
allows us to build a required proof of concept in the progressive interrelated structure.
More precisely, we design, elaborate, and implement our methods and the system’s pri-
mary functional capacity by following the principles of the deterministic approach. The
given research specifications consequently provide us with the possibility to build first
the stable fundamental structure of the proactive system. The elaborated fundamental
basis allows us to subsequently implement more evolved context monitoring and data
analytical techniques. We design and implement the corresponding probabilistic part,
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conceptually basing on the formalised mechanisms of the system’s deterministic frame-
work. In other word, by applying the probabilistic computational techniques, we try
to extend the system’s initial context monitoring capabilities, and thus to increase the
accurateness and intuitiveness level of successive proactive mediation. Therefore, an
e↵ective formalisation of the fundamental deterministic mechanisms allows us first to
assess the functionality and potentials of the key principles of the basic proactive func-
tions and their successive outward impact. On the other hand, an e↵ective formalisation
of the system’s probabilistic mechanisms allows us to go further, and thus to explore the
fundamental principles of the proactive computing paradigm on more advanced levels.
Consequently, a conceptual realisation of the system’s deterministic side is essentially
based on the design and application of several computational techniques and methods,
which provide the system with the basic functional capacity. In order to implement
the underlying proactive computing principles, we design a number of the system’s
initial deterministic components, including the Rules Running System, proactive rule
and its fixed algorithmic structure, proactive scenarios and their inherent task delegation
mechanisms [5, 12].
For the purposes of the context monitoring function, we design several proactive scenar-
ios, which have the objective to continuously scan a target context environment for the
predefined instances of corresponding context conditions. Ultimately, the given approach
allows the system to initiate, if needed, the successive context mediating actions.
Conceptually, a proactive scenario is represented as a set of compound predefined rules,
which specify the scenario’s main type and its basic functional characteristics. The
allocated predefined rules are consequently executed by our Rules Running System,
which conventionally ensures the continuity aspect of the proactive system’s monitoring
and mediating processes. Therefore, all aforementioned composite elements, built within
the principles of the deterministic framework, collectively provide the stable operational
basis for all further expansions and implementations of the system’s new functional
aspects.
An e↵ective implementation of the stable deterministic framework successively allows
us to design and to implement more elaborate context monitoring and context mediat-
ing techniques, based on the principles of the probabilistic approach. Conventionally,
the system’s probabilistic mechanisms include several composite modules, which collec-
tively allow us to refine the accurateness of the system’s monitoring capabilities and
to increase the intuitiveness level of the system’s mediating actions. Thus, the new
framework incorporates a function of probabilistic data evaluation through an appli-
cation of the associated techniques of the Bayesian approach. Additionally, the given
framework includes an adaptation of corresponding interdisciplinary techniques, initially
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borrowed from the cognitive modelling approach [11]. Subsequently, an application of
both approaches allows us to refine the system’s functional capacity by increasing the
intuitiveness and accuracy levels of its monitoring and mediating techniques.
Consequently, the formalisation of both methodological approaches plays a crucial role
in an overall objective of providing our system with a valid proof of concept. More
specifically, an e↵ective validation of chosen concepts, theories and methods, collectively
allow us to provide the scientific evidence, necessary for a well grounded proof of con-
cept. Conventionally, a methodological structure of concept validation is represented
as a gradual formalisation process of all system’s aspects. First, we aim to elaborate,
design and formalise the system’s fundamental mechanisms, basing on the underlying
principles of the initial deterministic approach. Subsequently, we aim to elaborate and to
formalise the successive stochastic mechanisms of context data evaluation, basing on the
underlying principles of the associated probabilistic approach. Therefore, an e↵ective
validation of both methodological frameworks and their corresponding computational
techniques will provide our system with the necessary, scientifically rationalised proof of
concept.
1.4.2 Preview of concept realisation
A formalisation of the system’s concept consequently necessitates an elaboration of ap-
plicable methods and approaches, which will allow us to incorporate the underlying
functional principles of prospective methodological frameworks. As we will see in our
upcoming chapters, one of the fundamental elements of the proactive system is a proac-
tive scenario. The underlying mechanisms of all proactive scenarios ultimately provide
our system with the valuable proactive behaviour. Consequently, a variation of designed
and implemented proactive scenarios defines the orientation of the system’s functional
characteristics. Therefore, in order to build the proactive system, which is conceptually
based on two distinct methodological frameworks, we have to correspondingly design
two distinct variations of the system’s proactive scenarios.
An ultimate formalisation of both methodological frameworks is obtained through the
design, implementation and testing of two waves of proactive scenarios. Thus, the main
design directions and conceptual characteristics of the first-wave proactive scenarios aim
to define the fundamental algorithmic mechanisms, which will consequently allow us to
implement the basic functional capacity of the system’s proactive behaviour. On the
other hand, through a formalisation of underlying mechanisms of the first-wave scenarios,
we are able to create the stable functional framework for all future types of proactive
scenarios. Therefore, the first-wave proactive scenarios are essentially characterised as
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a fundamental realisation of the initial concept, which is designed and built within the
governing principles of an elementary deterministic approach.
Correspondingly, the main design directions of the second-wave proactive scenarios aim
to define more accurate algorithmic mechanisms, which will consequently allow us to
increase the intuitiveness and accuracy levels of the system’s monitoring and mediating
capabilities. Conceptually, the given set of proactive scenarios is based on, and designed
according to the functional principles of the first-wave proactive scenarios. However,
an implementation of additional probabilistic and cognitive modelling techniques dis-
tinguishes both types of proactive scenarios in terms of their complexity, functional
capacity, and acquired qualities of the system’s monitoring and mediating capabilities.
1.4.3 Experiments’ key orientations
As we will see in our later chapters of theoretical and methodological descriptions, a
formalisation process of the proactive system’s key mechanisms may be consequently
achieved through dedicated empirical studies. The prospective experiments will aim
to investigate the various aspects of the system’s implemented methods, techniques and
approaches. Both waves of proactive scenarios, together with their underlying functional
mechanisms will be therefore subjected to the thorough investigation, performed within
the framework of two experiments.
The key objectives of the first experiment will consist of organising the dedicated enquiry
study. The given experiment aims to test the system’s fundamental functions and their
overall performance, to examine the system’s functional capacity and to study an impact
of the system’s proactive behaviour on a user’s general performance. In other words, the
first empirical study aims to validate the deterministic part of the proactive system, and
on the other hand, to determine the scale of its functional impact on a user. Ultimately,
an e↵ective formalisation of deterministic mechanisms will open the doors for a successive
implementation of supplementary techniques of the probabilistic approach.
The key objectives of the second experiment will consist of organising the corresponding
exploratory study. The given experiment aims to elaborate and to enhance the system’s
initial functional capabilities by applying more advanced techniques of the probabilistic
approach and cognitive modelling methodology. In other words, the second empiri-
cal study aims to validate the probabilistic part of the proactive system, and on the
other hand, to emphasise the feasibility of a concept realisation. Moreover, the men-
tioned exploratory study has the objective to highlight the value of a multidisciplinary
methodological approach. Ultimately, from a theoretical point of view the results of the
second experiment will help us to outline potential directions for future research e↵orts.
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1.5 Thesis structure
Before proceeding further towards the detailed description of our enquiry and exploratory
studies, we provide in the present section the main guidelines for our thesis structure.
Conceptually, the thesis organisation is divided into three thematic parts, where each
part successively describes a specific aspect of the study.
Thus, the first part is characterised as an introductory section of our work, which ini-
tially confines two chapters, Introduction and Theoretical framework. Both chapters aim
to introduce to the reader the main study concepts, theories, and definitions, which are
successively used in the following chapters. Chapter 2 of the literature review addresses
the underlying aspects of our Research Question #1, which aims to specify the concep-
tual and theoretical characteristics of our interdisciplinary methodological framework.
The given chapter has the objective to situate the study within a clearly defined theoret-
ical structure. Here, we introduce the key concept of Proactive computing together with
other related theories and approaches, which are conceptually linked to the specifications
of our methodological framework.
Our second part represents the cornerstone of our thesis, which contains two main chap-
ters, Deterministic methodological framework and Probabilistic methodological frame-
work. Both chapters aim to delineate the underlying methodological aspects of a con-
cept formalisation. Chapter 3 addresses the underlying aspects of our Research Question
#2, which aims to highlight on an empirical level a deterministic side of the proactive
system. Additionally, in the given chapter, we specify the settings of our first empiri-
cal study, which aims to investigate the functional capacity of our initial deterministic
framework.
Consequently, our chapter 4 addresses the underlying aspects of our Research Question
#3, which aims to highlight on an empirical level a probabilistic side of the proactive
system. In the given chapter, we specify all conceptual and methodological characteris-
tics of our system, which collectively aim to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept
realisation within the principles of the probabilistic approach.
Our last part represents the conclusive component of our work, which initially confines
two chapter, Study results and general discussion and Conclusions and future directions.
Both chapters aim to conclude the current work by highlighting the nature of obtained
results and emphasising the characteristics of their general implications. Chapter 5
delineates the major study findings, their implications, and relationship towards the
applied theory, methods, and approaches. Additionally, in section 5.2, we unify in a dis-
cursive form the main points of the study by highlighting the key relational aspects of
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the experiments’ results with regard to our initially stipulated research objectives. Con-
sequently, chapter 6 concludes the work with an extensive highlight of all fundamental
study aspects. Additionally, we outline here our visions for the prospective research
e↵orts.
Chapter 2
Theoretical framework
In the given chapter we present the main theoretical framework, which contributes to
the understanding of key ideas, definitions, and approaches, used in the current study.
The highlighted theories, presented in the upcoming sections collectively address the
underlying aspects of our Research Question #1, which aims to specify the conceptual
and theoretical characteristics of our interdisciplinary methodological framework. The
given chapter has an objective to situate the study within the clearly defined theoret-
ical structure. Therefore, all successively used definitions, notions and methodological
orientations are based on, and related to the delineated below theories, approaches and
methods.
The given chapter is conventionally divided in two theoretical perspectives of computer
science and cognitive science research. In section 2.1, we introduce to a reader the as-
sociated concepts and research orientations, related to the computer science domain.
First, we provide the definition and corresponding functional characteristics of proactive
computing paradigm, which is used in our study as the underlying basis for all method-
ological and empirical aspects of the system’s design. Additionally, we acquaint a reader
with all associated computer science approaches and theoretical orientations, which have
been applied or referenced throughout the current study. The mentioned theoretical
orientations include Ubiquitous computing, Autonomic computing and Context-aware
computing. Ultimately, in section 2.2, we highlight all corresponding theories and ap-
proaches, related to the cognitive science domain. Our objective here is to introduce to
a reader all applied theoretical and methodological aspects of the Cognitive psychology
and Cognitive modelling approach. Consequently, in the end of the given chapter, we
highlight an interdisciplinary nature of the current research, where we emphasise the
necessity of applying the cognitive science expertise together with a repository of its
methods and approaches.
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2.1 Computer science perspective
The current section gives an overview of several computer science theories and method-
ologies, which make a theoretical basis of the given thesis. The presented below ap-
proaches and theoretical orientations aim to assist a reader in a better understanding of
applied methodologies, used in the current work. All highlighted theories are delineated
in the logical sequential structure, which has an ultimate objective to progressively lead
a reader throughout the study’s central points, representing the basis of the current
methodological framework.
2.1.1 Proactive computing
Conceptually, the architecture of our software system is based on the notion of proac-
tivity. The application of this approach defines the main directions of our theoretical
framework. In order to provide a primary general definition, below we highlight several
features and underlying conceptual characteristics, pertinent to the design specifications
of any proactive system type. Thus, a system, which employs the concept of proactivity
is primarily characterised by the following inherent capabilities:
continuous awareness of surrounding context conditions,
intuitive monitoring of a related context evolution, and
functional capacity to generate the dedicated proactive actions with regard to the
needs of a context situation [13, 14].
On the one hand, a system, enhanced by specific proactive features is capable to act on
its own initiative by continuously providing the adapted proactive services. On the other
hand, a system amplified by proactive type of behaviour is capable to be perceptive and
intuitive towards the manifested, context-based needs of a user. The aforementioned
inherent characteristic of a proactive-based system, consequently prompt us to use the
given approach as main conceptual framework of our system.
It should be noted that in our research, we understand and use the notion of Proactive
Computing as it is initially defined by Dr. David L. Tennenhouse [1, 2]. In his vision
of the future computer science research he explores a new paradigm, where he proposes
(a) to re-examine the relationships between physical and abstract domains of a context,
(b) to re-evaluate our general approach of interactive computing, and (c) to gradually
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move from interactive human-centred to proactive human-supervised models of human-
computer interactions. By taking into consideration the aforementioned factors, we are
therefore able to build more intuitive, user-oriented computer technologies.
According to the definition of the proactive computing, given by David Tennenhouse,
there are two main principles, which govern the entire process. The first principle
stipulates that any proactive system is always working on behalf of a user, whereas
the second principle specifies that a proactive system acts on its own initiative without
explicit instructions from the user [1]. In other words, we can assume that the system
may possess a set of policies, which define the patterns of its behaviour in various
contextual situations. Therefore, as a general characteristic, in order to prevent an
unwanted event from happening, a proactive system always aims to cause a change in a
context, rather than just to react to changes.
In order for the system to be able to monitor the outside world, it has to possess some
instruments, allowing to be aware of a surrounding situation, and to be able to capture
certain aspects of a context. In his work, David Tennenhouse outlines the prerequisites
for such a mechanism by highlighting the necessity of implementing di↵erent sensors and
actuators, which will serve as the perception centre of the system. Such a mechanism
will allow the system to interact with the world around it using its sensors, and thus to
capture and to monitor an event of interest.
The process of proactive mediation itself is characterised by several features. The most
distinguishable property of a proactive system is its capacity to act according to the
needs of an evolving situation on its own initiative by providing the adapted services [13,
14]. Another important characteristic, which distinguishes the proactive system, is its
capability to act with respect to future possible situations. Thus, during the process of
a context monitoring, the system can translate the attributes of a currently prevailing
situation together with the contextualised user’s actions, and use it as an evidence for
future event estimation [6, 7, 15].
In the prospect of his vision for the future of computer science research, the prevail-
ing motivation for David Tennenhouse to move from interactive human-centred towards
proactive human-supervised computing seems to be stipulated by an ever-growing num-
ber of networked computers. The given disposition presumes and necessitates the review
of current techniques and mechanisms for elaborating more adaptive proactive processes
of interaction between networked computers with respect to the specifics of a context
and the needs of a user. Thus, David Tennenhouse proposed three guiding principles in
the e↵orts to move to a new paradigm.
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The first principle is defined by the condition of connecting the proactive system to
the world around it, using sensors and actuators in order to acquire the context-aware
capabilities for monitoring the physical domain. At this level, the system will be capable
to capture the events of interest for its further analysis.
The second principle is partially dependent on the first principle in terms of data evalua-
tion and further data exchange between the networked embedded processors. Such data
exchange, according to Tennenhouse, has to function at a higher operational frequency
than humans could possibly sustain, which simply implies that the latency between
system inputs and outputs are considerably shorter. In other words, in order to commu-
nicate with a user within the interactive computing paradigm, the system’s operational
frequencies must always be adapted to the frequencies of a human response. In the
proactive computing, the system’s operational frequencies are much faster, which puts
automatically a human agent outside of the interactional loop. In this perspective, the
computing processes of a proactive system will have a faster response rate to an ex-
ternal stimuli in comparison to a situation where human decision making is involved.
Therefore, according to Tennenhouse, the proactive computing will not be characterised
as human-centred but human-supervised, meaning that the allowed extent of a deci-
sion making will be done mainly by the system but under the constant supervision of a
human agent.
This leads to the third principle, which specifies the naturally derived condition of placing
human agents outside of the interactive loop. The given disposition, as we mentioned
earlier is due to the shorter time constants in proactive system interactions with the
associated data of an outside context. According to David Tennenhouse, the human
involvement will shift from direct human-computer interactive tasks into supervisory
and policy-making tasks. The systems, therefore, will not be in direct contact with
human agents, but rather with their environments for the objective of providing proactive
actions on its own initiative where it is most needed. In order to implement certain
attributes of the proactive computing, Tennenhouse highlights in his work the necessity
of employing in a system design the probability approach, and thus, gradually moving
from deterministic to probabilistic models of computation [1, 2].
Proactive computing is therefore a new paradigm, which according to Tennenhouse lies
within one of the domains of Ubiquitous computing. Furthermore, the author in his
attempt to ground a proactive computing approach, divides the methodological scope of
ubiquitous computing into several spaces. On the one hand he specifies the dimension
of interactive, manual, human-centred computing, which is more common in the tradi-
tional sense of the term. On the other hand he introduces the dimension of proactive,
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autonomous, human-supervised computing, which according to Tennenhouse necessi-
tates more extensive research e↵orts in order to expand the common trends in computer
science research beyond the interactive domain. Thus, the first dimension designates
more specifically the reactive character of human-computer or machine-to-machine in-
teractions with a human agent in the main loop, whereas the second dimension specifies
the proactive character of these interactions by giving to a human agent the supervisory
role.
We may notice that an initial idea of proactive computing as it was defined by Tennen-
house, lies within the same methodological space as ubiquitous computing. The author
places his new envisioned concept into a not yet fully developed dimension of ubiquitous
computing, and thus encourages the researchers to take this approach further for its
development and advancement. By taking this directive into consideration, we there-
fore aim to investigate the nature of proactive computing for its better understanding
by analysing more extensively the main aspects of ubiquitous computing. Our objec-
tive in this analysis is to find the potential common points as well as individual unique
characteristics, which distinguish the two aforementioned concepts.
2.1.2 Ubiquitous computing
As a branch of computer science research, ubiquitous or sometimes called pervasive
computing has originated more than a decade ago. The notion and concept have been
introduced by Mark Weiser in 1991 [16]. In his paper, he projected the ideas of pervasive
or ubiquitous computing, which he described as invisible embedded systems, surround-
ing and helping people in the tasks of their everyday life. In his definition of ubiquitous
computing, Mark Weiser states the idea that the technology becomes profound only
when it disappears or becomes indistinguishable in people’s everyday life. Such “dis-
appearance” of technologies, according to Weiser, is due to their seamless integration
into user’s environment. He links the mentioned “disappearing e↵ect” to the human
psychological state, where through the perfect learning of something, a person starts
to gradually loose his/her awareness about the subject of learning due to its complete
internalisation by the mind. The same happens with the technology, if it is seamlessly
integrated into the background of people’s everyday environment.
In order for technology to be ubiquitous, it has to be designed and developed around
the idea of seamless and undetectable background functioning. Russell et al. highlights
in his work the importance of accurate system design and its integration into the envi-
ronment by specifying the guidelines, which he designates as Heterogeneity, Dynamism,
Robustness, and Interaction techniques [17]. In summary, the aforementioned aspects
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highlight (a) the importance of diversity of embedded systems in a workspace, (b) the
dynamic nature of a software framework, allowing to easily update the embedded mod-
ules, (c) the general system stability, allowing to provide a non-interrupting functioning,
and (d) the adapted interaction techniques, allowing to provide adequate and e cient
interfaces.
Thus, within the aforementioned definitions of ubiquitous computing, we may highlight
one important aspect, which constitutes the basis of this type of computing paradigm.
The environment in this case represents the key factor, which defines the term Ubiqui-
tous. In his work, Lupiana et al. tries to categorise the ubiquitous environment in two
major classes [18]. The authors define Interactive and Smart environments, where the
former represents the setting for a group work, and the latter represents the setting for
an individual work. In the case of interactive environments, the embedded computer sys-
tems are often playing the role of supportive work tools without any smart capabilities.
The smart environments on the other hand, according to Lupiana are the supportive
embedded systems, which assist people in their everyday life. The main objective of
ubiquitous computing technologies is therefore to provide enhanced living and working
environments.
The functional capacity of the given technology is mainly based on the idea of tracking
the user’s current location and some other contextual data, which is acquired through
wireless devices and signal transmitters [19]. Such systems are usually programmed to
observe an event and to react to the given event automatically with the objective either
to provide an interactive feedback, or a designated service. We may notice here, some
prerequisites of a proactive dimension that has been mentioned by Tennenhouse, however
the degree of its realisation and implementation, in our opinion, is mostly characterised
as interactive.
In another work, highlighting the visions and challenges of ubiquitous computing, the
author shows through hypothetical context scenarios that the proactive type of system
behaviour is indeed a missing link in pervasive computing [20]. The author states that
it is crucial for a pervasive system to be able to track user’s intent in order to determine
the appropriate system actions with the objective of helping a user in his/her task
activity. Therefore, the author stipulates the importance of anticipation of user’s intent
for providing the adapted and proactive support.
In his work on expert systems within the framework of ubiquitous computing, Kwon and
his colleagues argue that most of the current ubiquitous computing-based applications
provide only limited personalisation services using user’s contextual data. Furthermore,
the author states that an expert system within ubiquitous computing space has to be
reinforced by a proactive type of behaviour in order to be able to provide adapted and
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intelligent decision making capabilities [19]. According to the author, one of the main
reasons for applying Proactiveness is the necessity to have the self-triggering mechanism,
allowing to infer the user’s context-based needs, and thus to provide a better service
quality. Consequently, the author lists proactive capabilities as one of the main pre-
requisites, essential in the next-generation, ubiquitous, decision-support systems. Due
to the conceptual characteristics, which stipulate that a system, operating within the
user’s environment is always context-dependent, the author additionally highlights the
importance of context-aware capabilities.
We see the same paradigm of indispensability of context-aware capabilities yet in another
example. In his attempt to define the main conditions for a pervasive computing, the
author stipulates that in order for a system to be able to accordingly adapt its behaviour
it has to be cognisant of user’s states and surrounding context conditions [20].
In another work, related to system adaptation research, the author highlights the ne-
cessity for pervasive computing applications to be able to self-adapt to the changes of a
target environment in order to maintain the up-to-date state of their interactions with
the outside world [21]. The author puts an emphasis on self-organising systems within
the ubiquitous space, where he compares two types of adaptation, reactive and proactive.
Furthermore, the author states that in the first case of reactive adaptation the frequent
context change leads only to the frequent system adaptation, which doesn’t seem to
be always suitable. On the other hand, in the second case, proactive adaptation allows
the system through anticipatory features to calculate ahead the possible or necessary
configurations, and thus to optimise system’s decisions. In order to decrease the time
adaptation, the proactive features are used for anticipation and prediction of certain
context attributes and user’s general intent. The author designates the given approach
as proactive adaptation, which allows the system to promptly anticipate the changes
within an associated context environment, and to accordingly adapt its behaviour.
Through the aforementioned examples we may notice the multiple sides and subdomains
of ubiquitous computing. This demonstrates that from its conception in 1991, the no-
tion and the field itself grows exponentially and evolves towards new approaches and
techniques. The given disposition may serve as a prerequisite for triggering and encour-
aging the research of new computing paradigms. In his analytical paper, highlighting
the aspects of proactivity in service-based applications, Vlahakis et al. argues that with
the spread of computing power and ever increasing rate of computer devices, consumer
electronics and embedded micro processors, the ubiquitous computing provides indeed
a stable ground for a gradually developing and growing methodology of proactive com-
puting research [13].
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In the brief chronology of ubiquitous computing, highlighted above, starting from its
conception in 1991, we may notice a slight shift in computer science research towards the
related proactive dimension, discussed by David Tennenhouse in his work. The given
shift, consequently demonstrates the increasing necessity for applying the additional
research e↵orts, allowing to develop an e↵ective methodology for the corresponding
proactive mechanisms.
In our opinion, one of the possible preconditions for such a shift towards the dimension
of proactive computing may be characterised by the continuous expansion and evolution
of ubiquitous computing research and its technologies. Consequently, the given evolu-
tionary aspect marks the progression of processing capabilities and increasing rate of
networked embedded processors. The gradual evolution of computing technologies em-
phasises the emerging need for new solutions, which will successively allow us to manage
the ever growing computing complexity. One of the possible solutions, which aims to
address the aforementioned problem has been proposed by the researchers at IBM with
the formation of Autonomic computing. However, the underlying concept of autonomic
computing partially overlaps the proposed framework of proactive computing from Intel
Research. In the next section we will try to analyse the specifics of both fields and to
highlight their most notable di↵erences and similarities.
2.1.3 Autonomic computing
Within today’s society, characterised by an ever increasing rate of use of di↵erent tech-
nologies, the computer systems became more complex and more elaborate in relation to
their operation and management. Therefore, the emerging need for creating an optimal
solution, allowing to tackle the forthcoming challenges of managing the ever-growing
system complexity became more obvious. As a result, in 2001, the researchers from
IBM proposed in their manifesto a new approach of Autonomic computing, which aimed
to address the impending issue [22]. The main aspect of autonomic computing can be
characterised by the system’s ability for self-management and adaptation, according to
factors of its context environment [23]. The main points, which characterise the new
approach have been specified by researchers. In order for a system to be able to per-
form self-management functions, it has to possess four properties: self-configuration,
self-optimisation, self-healing, and self-protection [22, 24].
Besides these four attributes, an autonomic system has to possess as well the various
quality requirements, where one of the elements is an anticipatory feature [25]. There-
fore, according to the characteristics of an autonomic system, we may notice a certain
overlap with the proactive computing approach. The following example points to these
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correlations between two aforementioned subfields of computer science research. In a
work, which analyses the autonomic principles within cloud computing, Martinovic et
al. highlights the general need for predictive or anticipatory features [26]. According to
the author, in a system, which operates within e-health environment, the error resiliency
may be built on anticipatory features based on a proactive type of system behaviour.
In order to clarify the common points and to distinguish the unique characteristics we
present below a comparative overview of the two approaches.
In our opinion, the most comprehensive and complete comparison of two research direc-
tions has been done by researchers of Intel themselves, that is Roy Want, Trevor Pering
and David Tennenhouse. We find such overview extremely interesting and valuable for
our work, which consequently allows us to see the main points and arguments from the
perspective of proactive computing founders themselves.
The authors start by underlining the main principles of autonomic computing, which
constitute the cornerstone of its structure. The given principles can be characterised as
follows:
an autonomic system has to be capable to self-monitor, self-heal, self-configure,
and self-improve its performance,
the system has to be capable of context-awareness and self-defence against external
attacks,
the system has to be able to interact, and furthermore
the system has to possess some anticipatory features [2, 22].
On the other hand, the authors highlight the main principles of proactive computing,
which can be correspondingly specified as follows:
a proactive system has to be connected to the outside world or any other associated
context environment,
the system has to be capable for deep networking, and macro-processing,
the system has to be able to anticipate, and to deal with uncertainty,
the system has to be the closing element in control loop, and
the system has to be able to provide adapted and personalised services.
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In his further analysis, Want et al. highlights the common advantage of context-
awareness for both systems, either in configuration support for an autonomic system,
or in adaptation of services for a proactive system. In several examples presented in
the paper, the author highlights the common, mutual benefit of two fields, where for
instance, the principles of autonomic computing are playing an essential role of inter-
connecting the various components of a system, or providing the self-defence capabilities
against external attacks, or simply unwanted data or program. On the other hand, the
principles of proactive computing are crucial in a general system management and coor-
dination, which are mainly based on system’s anticipatory features. Thus, the authors
put both research perspectives, and their conventions as the emerging necessity for all
scalable systems. The main argument made by Want et al. is that both autonomic
and proactive computing principles will most probably be the guiding factors in the
upcoming computer science research.
According to the aforementioned theoretical highlight, the conceptual framework of au-
tonomic computing contains some properties, which are equally common to proactive
computing paradigm. However, we may notice that the key di↵erence between the two
fields becomes more apparent in the area of its application. That is, an autonomic
system seems to be more oriented towards its internal operation and self-management,
whereas the proactive system is more dedicated towards the user-related context activ-
ity. According to the conceptual highlight, made by Want et al., in conjunction, the
two computing approaches complete each other, if integrated within one methodologi-
cal framework. In other words, a system, which uses both concepts, acquires internal
autonomic self-management capabilities and a context-oriented, external proactive be-
haviour. Therefore, the aforementioned theoretical review puts the two research direc-
tions onto one line as parallel, complementary approaches, rather than conflicting and
opposing concepts.
Throughout the entire chapter of theoretical framework up to this point, we may notice
an existence of a unique element, which is uniformly present in all highlighted theoretical
approaches of proactive computing, ubiquitous computing, and autonomic computing.
Namely, the given element is Context-awareness, which seems to be shared by all men-
tioned theories due to their specific needs to be aware either on the internal low-level of
some system aspects, or on the external high-level of user-oriented context situations.
The necessity of connection to external or internal context attributes is primordial for in-
teractive context-based human-computer interactions in case of ubiquitous computing,
or for internal system-based self-management in case of autonomic computing, or for
proactive context-based user guiding in case of proactive computing. Thus, in the next
section we investigate further the field of context-awareness in the frame of proactive
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system research in order to understand its main theoretical and conceptual underpin-
nings.
2.1.4 Context-aware computing
Due to the progressive development of computing technologies and their methodologies,
it is fair to imagine that Context-aware computing most probably appeared as a logical
consequence of the arrival of pervasive technologies on the scene of computer science
research. In this perspective, the evolution of ubiquitous computing may be considered
as a first precondition for the design and development of the context-aware systems
and their approaches. Therefore, in our further analysis we try to define the notion
of context-aware computing, to distinguish its strong and weak points, and we try to
analyse its role within the framework of proactive computing research.
In order to define and to understand the term of context-aware computing as an approach
within the field of ubiquitous computing, we must examine it independently as a separate
concept. The beginning of context-aware computing as an approach started in the early
1990s with the introduction of the first context-aware application, which operated within
an o ce environment [27]. In his work, Want et al. introduced a novel approach of
locating a person by using an electronic badge, which was transmitting a signal in form
of a unique code. The emitted signal then had to be captured by a network of sensors
in order to be used later as a beacon of a person’s location [28]. This Active Badge
Location System was the first system to be used within the framework of the generally
established notion of context-awareness.
However, the term of context-aware computing has been introduced few years later by
Bill N. Schilit and Marvin M. Theimer in their paper about mobile distributed com-
puting [29]. The authors describe context-aware computing as an ability of a system to
discover and react to changes of an associated context environment. The monitoring of
a context itself consisted of collecting the location data in relation to objects of interest
and their various states. The monitoring process included as well the detection of nearby
people, nearby devices, person’s identities, and some location-specific information such
as electronic messages. Throughout the succeeding years of computer science research,
the context-awareness as a notion started to expand and acquire new meanings, and
thus forming its current-state definition.
Notably, in his work related to a context-aware archaeological assistant, Ryan et al.
gives the definition to a context-awareness as the system’s capabilities to sense an en-
vironment information, including location, time, temperature and user identity [30]. In
another example, Brown P. J. defines context-aware capabilities as a set of the following
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characteristics: detection of location, adjacency of objects within an environment where
people wear electronic badges, critical states such as temperature level, computer states,
identities of people, and time [31].
Consequently, under the light of the given examples, the evolving character of context-
awareness’ paradigm becomes more evident. That is, in comparison to the first men-
tioned definition of context-awareness, the notion starts to acquire new meanings and
attributes, such as computer states, objects’ adjacency and so on. In order to iden-
tify the constituent parts of a context-aware application, and to define a context itself,
Dey et al. conducted a survey work, which aimed to develop a theoretical ground for
a context-aware approach [32]. In his research, Dey et al. defines first, the type of a
possible active participant within a context, or in other words, an entity type. Thus,
according to authors, an entity could be a person, place, or an object, which is related to,
or associated with the human-computer interactions. The context itself is then defined
as any information that can characterise a situation or an environment of an entity. To
put it di↵erently, any type of information is an attribute of a context as soon as this
information allows the system to specify a situation, related to an entity, that is per-
son, place or an object. Therefore, we may notice the terminological shift of the initial
definition of context-awareness towards a more generic and inclusive description of its
notion and its constituent elements. In contrast to its former initial denotational state,
the latter definition type adheres more closely to our view of context-awareness, applied
within the framework of proactive computing research.
Due to their pervasive capabilities, context-aware systems may be used in a variety
of domains, which highlight di↵erent aspects of a person’s life and attributes of his/her
context activity within a specific environmental setting. Thus, throughout its conceptual
development, the approach of context-awareness has been applied in a variety of domains,
which resulted in the formation of di↵erent types of context-aware systems. Below, we
present some examples of context-aware system applications.
As a general tendency, the majority of context-aware systems are oriented towards pro-
viding situation-based personalised services, or in other words, recommendations. Con-
siderable amount of context-aware systems are in fact recommendation systems, adapted
to their particular context environments. In the following example, discussed by Hariri
et al., we can see the authors’ attempt to augment, or to extend the general purpose
recommendation systems, based solely on a user’s profile by incorporating additional
contextual information, which helps to define the best recommendation match [33]. The
authors build the recommendation features of their system on a unified probabilistic
model, which aims to merge the user’s profile and context data for the statistical analy-
sis of recommendation elements. In their work, the authors adhere to the definition of a
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context, given by Dey et al., which defines the context as any data, capable of describing
the entity’s current situation [32]. This position allows the authors to employ all avail-
able contextual information, obtained throughout the user’s interactions with a system,
in order to further estimate its probabilistic value for the customised recommendations.
Context-awareness is indeed a valuable resource of information, allowing to incorpo-
rate various user-oriented services. The given approach has found a stable ground in
the environment of e-health services. In the next example the authors use an asso-
ciation rule within a decision-making model in order to identify the characteristics of
recommendation services, based on contextual data [34]. Consequently, the personalised
exercise services are provided, basing on the detection of patient’s preferences from
context data. In a similar example, which shows the enhancement of a Recommender
system by context-aware capabilities, the authors propose a latent probabilistic model
for context-based recommendations [35]. In their work, the authors present a combina-
torial framework of Context-aware recommender system, which takes into consideration
the context conditions in order to e↵ectively predict the user’s preferences. The au-
thors base their system on a latent probabilistic model, which is used to extract the
user’s preferences and the recommending items’ features. The chosen approach allows
the authors to model a range of functional relations between context attributes, user
preferences, and items’ characteristics.
In the last three examples, we may notice the implication of an additional element within
the context-aware system, which is mainly engaged in computing the relevance level of
a recommendation. Notably, this element is often characterised as a decision-making
component, which is commonly based either on a probabilistic data analysis, or on the
simple statistical derivations. Additionally, according to the examples mentioned above,
the predictive features, encompassing the context attributes, or the user’s preferences
seem to play an important role in the general perspective of a context-aware approach.
Hence, from its beginning as a simple concept of context’s properties recognition, we
may notice the gradual evolution of context-aware computing towards more complex
context monitoring and data analytical systems. The key functional capabilities of
such systems may include the features of context-based adaptation, context derivation,
context prediction, or the probabilistic matching of context-based recommendations.
As it is generally the case with the evolutionary principles, where the growth and devel-
opment often involves new challenges, new confrontations, and new issues, undoubtedly,
the same principles adhere to the evolutionary stages of a new approach or method-
ology. In its early stages, the context-aware computing had certainly to cope with a
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lesser number of methodological and implementation-related issues comparing to nowa-
days features-enhanced, context-aware paradigm. In the following paragraphs we try to
highlight the most significant challenges that context-aware computing confronts today.
Due to the default characteristics of any context-aware system, to continuously collect
a situational data, the context conflicts within an evolving situation can therefore be
denoted as the first-hand problem type [36]. In his paper, Filho et al. proposes a mech-
anism, which aims to reduce an error ratio of the context-aware adaptation decisions,
based on the implementation of context-quality indicators [37]. The authors highlight
the importance of a context consistency management in order to be able to e↵ectively
provide context-based services. To achieve the mentioned goal, the authors developed a
Context-quality management module, which performs the quality check, and thus allows
the system to improve the reliability of context management operations and the system’s
context-based adaptations.
Throughout the last few examples, we may notice one prerequisite of a context-aware sys-
tem, which is often characterised as a self-adaptation feature. The given system function
generally aims to adapt according to an evolving situation either the system behaviour
or its services, which is usually characterised as a conceptual challenge [38]. Corre-
spondingly, in his work Hussein et al. addresses the issue by highlighting the general
problematic disposition of a research community of treating separately the self-adaptive
and context-aware paradigms [39]. According to the authors, such approach represents
a strategical problem, where on the one hand, the research on self-adaptive systems
is mostly characterised by the implementation of alteration functions and adjustment
features. On the other hand, the research on context-aware computing is more con-
cerned by context modelling and context management, without taking in consideration
the benefit of mutual relationships between two perspectives. Therefore, in the frame-
work of our research, we adopt a holistic perspective on conceptualising and developing
context-aware capabilities for our system.
Another important challenge, often highlighted within the context-aware community, is
characterised by many researchers as the lack of predictive or anticipatory features [15].
Consequently, in a work, performed by researchers at the Kyunghee University, the
authors highlight the predominant non-proactive standpoint of current context-aware
computing research, which is mostly characterised by developing systems with limited
personalised context-based services [40]. According to the authors, the current service-
based technologies are not yet capable to fully implement the smart decision support
due to insu cient research e↵orts in combining the systems’ decision approaches and the
ubiquitous computing technology. Thus, in their work, the authors apply an approach
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of incorporating the proactive system reasoning, based on user’s contextual data within
the framework of a Decision Support System.
In a similar example, the authors stipulate the importance of using historical context
data, which allows the system to apply the associated learning algorithms with the
objective to predict a certain contextual information for the successive proactive ser-
vices [15, 27]. Together with the proactive computing methodology, an implementation
of anticipatory capabilities furthermore necessitates expertise in translating the corre-
sponding cognitive attributes of a user’s behaviour into the system’s algorithmic level.
Thereupon, due to its quality of pervasiveness, a context-aware system usually entails dif-
ferent aspects of a context, including a human factor. Indeed, one of the main principles
of such system is to be aware of user’s contextual settings, that is location, preferences,
and user’s intentions, which accordingly touch the cognitive side of the approach. For
this reason, a human factor represents a substantial challenge in conceptualising and
developing context-aware system behaviour.
The given issue has been also addressed by other researchers in the domain. Notably,
Verbert et al. discusses the issue of using Technology Enhanced Learning paradigm
within the framework of recommender systems [41]. However, an e↵ective implemen-
tation of the context-awareness in regard to a user’s learning activity, evokes a lot of
discussions within the scientific community. According to the authors, in the dimension
of context acquisition, the biggest challenge is capturing the user’s related context ac-
tivity. Verbert et al. states that some promising examples of systems, which fulfil to a
certain degree the aforementioned objective are the systems that rely on task modelling.
In their further argument, the authors underline the emerging need of interdisciplinary
collaborative research, which aims to include cognitive science and computer science
communities.
Furthermore, in another example in relation to context-aware recommender systems, the
authors point out that there are still little research e↵orts, dedicated to the interdisci-
plinary aspect of tackling the context acquisition issues [42]. According to the authors,
due to the user’s predominance within a context setting, it is beneficial to incorporate
the cognitive science expertise in order to be able to deal with various factors of human
cognitive processes.
To summarise the current chapter and underlying aspects of earlier discussed context-
aware paradigm, we present below our understanding, interpretation and use of context-
awareness within the proactive computing dimension. Correspondingly, we find it con-
venient to describe our interpretation of the notion Context-awareness by separating
the integral elements, and analysing each part individually. The first element of the
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term, Context is characterised in our study as the sum of situational factors, such as
general types of a user’s online activity, diversity of academic tasks, types of organisa-
tional problems, variety of tasks priorities, users’ cognitive states, online statistical data
and so on. All mentioned elements, therefore, in their various combinations constitute
and form a context setting, which is ultimately subjected by our proactive system for
its further evaluation.
The second element of the term, Awareness is understood as a system capability, allow-
ing to distinguish the pre-defined context elements in their variational sets, and thus to
identify a target context situation. In combination, the two elements form the fundamen-
tal concept of context-awareness, which is used within the framework of our proactive
system. The context-aware paradigm is therefore employed to identify and to evaluate
the di↵erent factors of a surrounding context, and to analyse a situation with respect to
its potential future evolution.
Throughout the various examples of the present chapter, together with our definitions of
certain terms, we may consequently notice an emerging need for an interdisciplinary ap-
proach as the main prerequisite to guarantee an objective research methodology. Afore-
said condition is essential in order to be able to e↵ectively translate and to implement
the di↵erent aspects of human behaviour within the system architecture. The given
disposition requires an additional knowledge of cognitive-related factors of human men-
tal processes. In the following section we present the main principles and approaches,
applied in the objective of providing our study with the necessary cognitive science
expertise.
2.2 Cognitive science perspective
In the given section we highlight the interdisciplinary aspect of the current work, which
is mainly represented by the theoretical input of cognitive science expertise. In the
upcoming paragraphs, we try to view the aforementioned computer science theoreti-
cal orientations in conjunction with the corresponding perspectives and methodologies,
issued form the cognitive science domain. The given approach allows us to better un-
derstand the forthcoming methodological techniques from the twofold perspective of
computer and cognitive science research.
2.2.1 Interdisciplinary approach
In its original definition, given by Tennenhouse, for a proactive system to be able to
function as an anticipatory and user-guiding mechanism it has to take into account the
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context, its actors, and their interrelations. Therefore, in order to accurately model
proactive scenarios and system behaviour, we have to precisely understand all aspects of
a context situation from di↵erent perspectives. Only in the given manner, we can endow
our system with the genuine context-aware capabilities, by giving it the details about
all essential and necessary attributes of a context. Such disposition implies that an
interdisciplinary approach is indeed a vital precondition, or characteristic of the entire
methodology. In order to build an objective methodological background, we need to
direct our attention to di↵erent theoretical approaches.
In our opinion, a global shift towards interdisciplinary research model, has been stipu-
lated by the evolution of proactive computing itself. In other words, from the moment
of its conception and throughout the time of its evolution, an ever increasing rate of var-
ious research attempts has been done for applying the approach in a variety of di↵erent
domains. In the following paragraphs we try to highlight this aspect by giving several
illustrative examples.
The first example demonstrates the use of proactive computing within the framework
of event-driven systems. Engel et al. proposes a conceptual architecture for a proactive
event-driven computing with a perspective of applying proactivity either for eliminating
undesired future events, or for taking a benefit of future events, which are considered as
advantages [7, 43]. The authors base their concept of the proactive event-driven system
on several requirements, depending on the type of environment. In their generic per-
spective, the given requirements could be characterised as an accurate event-processing
methodology and probabilistic predictive and decision making capabilities. Therefore,
the authors define the main goal of a proactive event-driven system as reaction to an
event that is expected to occur somewhere in the future. The proposed concept of the
aforementioned system is then built on a model, which consists of several steps, that is
pattern detection, forecasting, deciding, and taking actions.
Another example illustrates the benefit of using the proactive approach within the frame-
work of recommender systems. In their work, Bedi et al. presents a strategy for a
proactive recommender system, which aims to accurately assess a context situation and
to proactively provide the right suggestions [44]. The authors underline an extreme
e↵ectiveness of the aforementioned approach, if applied within a dynamic environment,
which is characterised by the constant and rapid change of its state and its attributes.
However, the authors equally highlight situations where the e↵ectiveness of the approach
decreases, either due to wrongly assessed recommendations, or due to wrongly assessed
context settings. Consequently, we may notice a twofold character of the proactive
approach.
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Another example, which underlines the advantage of proactiveness within the frame-
work of recommender systems, seems to agree with the aforementioned opinion of using
the approach in a dynamic environment. In order to address an issue of coverage and
diversity in recommendations within the domain of news, the authors successfully at-
tempt to employ proactive computing strategies to manage the dynamism of a given
environment [45].
Throughout time, the recommender systems have been applied in a variety of domains,
which eventually proved to be an e↵ective method of assisting a user. The e-learning en-
vironment is therefore, an important domain for implementing and testing context-aware
and proactive principles. Thus, Gallego et al. highlights the importance of incorporating
proactive recommending behaviour into an e-learning system [46]. The main objective of
the highlighted study is to proactively manage the learning material within the electronic
platform, according to the needs and interests of a user. The authors build their system
basing on the domain-dependent context modelling. The proactive recommendations are
therefore based on the analysis of user activity and some attributes of context-related
resources’ management [47].
Another notable example of employing proactive computing principles is found in the e-
health environment. In order to provide personalised healthcare services, context-aware
and proactive paradigms are employed for monitoring various context properties, re-
lated to the user’s activity and his/her health states [48]. The given approach provides
a possibility to resolve the problem of healthcare personalisation through the patient’s
monitoring in a variety of di↵erent contexts, such as home, hospital, or any other associ-
ated environment. In other words, the aforementioned approach allows the correspond-
ing system to provide healthcare services at the right time and at the right place [49].
Therefore, by applying a proactive biomedical health monitoring, it becomes possible to
provide the anticipatory health services, and if needed, to manage the preparation of a
medical treatment ahead [50].
The last example that we highlight in the current section, illustrates the advantage of us-
ing proactive computing paradigm within the domain of tra c control systems. In their
paper, the authors present an e↵ective proactive-based solution for managing the tra c
congestion in urban areas [51]. The researchers use a forecasting algorithm, deployed
within the tra c control system, which is built on two properties. The first property
is characterised by a time interval variable, allowing the system to identify decision
thresholds. The second property, on the other hand, takes into account an anticipatory
principle of proactive computing, which is built on top of the “reactive” framework of a
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tra c control system. This example demonstrates furthermore the prospect of interre-
lations or transitions of possible methodological states, such as from static to dynamic,
from interactive to proactive, or from deterministic to probabilistic.
Concluding remarks. The current state of proactive computing research is still con-
sidered to be in its prime stage of development [2]. The given disposition allows and
inspires us to explore the proactive computing paradigm in di↵erent directions. There-
fore, throughout the current study we investigate proactive computing and its under-
lying functional aspects from deterministic and probabilistic perspectives. On the one
hand, the deterministic approach allows us to implement the preprogrammed set of
context-aware capable rules, in order to enhance a system with the proactive type of be-
haviour [3, 52]. The deterministic approach, however, represents only one segment of the
theoretical framework, applied in the development of the proactive system. In order to
enhance the initial deterministic framework with unpremeditated and automated func-
tioning, we apply the probabilistic approach upon the deterministic structure. Therefore,
the given methodological orientation allows us to validate the conceptual framework of
our proactive system within two theoretical dimensions.
In order to accomplish our initial research objective, which aims to validate the prospec-
tive concept of the proactive system, we need to take into account all underlying func-
tional aspects of the system together with context-based attributes of a target envi-
ronment. As illustrated in the aforementioned examples, proactive computing touches
di↵erent sides of a context, including the human factor. Thus, it is important not only to
take into consideration the computer science research, but also to refer to di↵erent fac-
tors of cognitive science expertise. In the given perspective, we consider the combination
of di↵erent study domains to be beneficial, due to its interrelated and complementary
e↵ect. Therefore, in order to e↵ectively implement the context attributes, related to
di↵erent sides of a user’s behaviour, we are going to present in the next section an
approach, which helps us to model, simulate and to successively translate the various
cognitive states of a user into an algorithmic level of system functions.
2.2.2 Cognitive modelling methodology
As stated in the previous section, one of the motives for implementing an interdis-
ciplinary approach, is due to the presence and manifestation of multitude of factors,
included into the design of individual proactive scenarios. As we will see in the up-
coming chapters, proactive scenarios form an integrated proactive system behaviour.
Therefore, certain potential situations are modelled through various proactive scenar-
ios as an abstraction and manipulation of integral context elements. Consequently, the
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given approach implies the necessity to analyse the user’s behaviour in various poten-
tial situations with respect to the di↵erent aspects of a user’s cognitive states. The
given analysis mainly consists of an abstraction of context-based user’s cognitive and
behavioural manifestations.
In order to perform this task, we have to relate our ideas to the theoretical background,
which deals with the cognitive side of human behaviour. Therefore, di↵erent cognitive
and associated methodologies have to be taken into account for a corresponding analysis
of users’ hidden mental characteristics. By approaching the issue of users’ behavioural
modelling through the given strategy, we try to define the main guidelines for the design
of a proactive system behaviour from the cognitive science perspective.
The design itself consists of specifying certain instances of a user’s behaviour, defining
its distinct characteristics, and finding the best way of combining and implementing
these attributes of user’s cognitive manifestations within di↵erent proactive scenarios.
Given that a user is the chief attribute of a context, we decide to employ the Cognitive
modelling approach as the main technique for simulating and modelling the di↵erent
aspects of a user’s behaviour. Additionally, as we will see later, this approach allows
us to incorporate the statistical evaluation of users’ cognitive states into the proactive
system. In our opinion, the chosen approach takes into account and agrees with our
initial conceptual and methodological goals, allowing to accurately reflect the underlying
aspects of human-computer interactions.
The principles of the Cognitive modelling methodology emerge as an approach from a
more generic theory of Cognitive architecture, whose objective is to simulate and repre-
sent the structures of human cognitive processes on a computational level [53]. The field
of cognitive architecture, in itself represents collateral research e↵orts, attributed to the
domain of Cognitive Psychology, which conceptualises a human being as an informa-
tion processor [54]. Cognitive psychology deals with a variety of phenomena including
perception, memory, attention, reasoning, learning, problem solving, decision making,
concept formation and so on. However, despite its orientational diversity, cognitive
psychology is consolidated under the common perspective of an information-processing
approach, a dominant theoretical orientation throughout decades, providing an e cient
way to study human cognition [55]. Correspondingly, cognitive psychology includes four
major theoretical directions:
Experimental cognitive psychology, which uses experimental methods for studying
human behaviour without involvement of computational modelling.
Cognitive science, which studies the functional aspects of the mind and its pro-
cesses by using computational models for understanding human cognition.
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Cognitive neuropsychology studies the structures and functions of the brain with
emphasis on cognitive impairments.
Cognitive neuroscience studies the brain functioning with emphasis on biological
substrates of mental processes.
The cognitive science uses computational models in order to understand human cog-
nition, to provide an explanatory basis of a theory, and to help to predict the user’s
behavioural patterns in new situations [55, p. 4], [56]. Therefore, a cognitive modelling
approach within the cognitive science domain is mainly used for representing a cognitive
theory assumption for its detailed investigation. Moreover, the given approach is used
with the objective to observe how evidence fits the theory. The designated cognitive
models are usually designed and expressed as the computer programs, which simulate
on the algorithmic level the domain-specific functions of human cognition. The use of
the computing cognitive modelling approach, is therefore characterised as beneficial and
constructive for generating the specific cognitive phenomena under investigation. Such
premise is due to the cognitive modelling capabilities of generating a data, which rep-
resents the same characteristics as an empirical data, issued from real experiments, and
thus providing researchers with valuable theory-building techniques [57].
The cognitive architecture is the theoretical structure, which represents a generic frame-
work, and provides the possibility for detailed modelling of various cognitive phenomena.
The computational cognitive models are then the domain-specific structures and mech-
anisms of human cognitive processes. Initially, such models are used for theoretical
analysis of cognition [58].
In their work, Emond et al. stipulates the beneficial factor of using cognitive modelling
within the perspective of human-computer interactions, as the given approach allows
the researchers to design and evaluate the methodological techniques and computa-
tional models of users’ behavioural aspects [53]. The given disposition, according to the
authors, consequently provides a possibility to use the computational models within the
interactive technologies as the simulated instances of users’ cognitive phenomena. Sev-
eral research e↵orts have been made to create the aforementioned cognitive architectures
in order to simulate the di↵erent aspects of human cognition.
Examples of such frameworks are the SOAR system, which was developed by Allen
Newell and his colleagues in 1990 with the focus on problem solving and learning, or the
EPIC system, developed by David E. Kieras and David E. Meyer with a specific focus
on multimodal and multi-task performance [59–61]. The Executive Process-Interactive
Control (EPIC) architecture incorporates a variety of structures, which reflect the human
cognitive performance as the simulated computer models.
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Another notable example is the ACT-R system, developed by John R. Anderson and
his colleagues in Carnegie Mellon University [62, 63]. The Adaptive Control of Thought-
Rational (ACT-R) is a cognitive architecture system, consisting of a set of domain-
specific modules, such as a perceptual-motor module, visual module, goal module, mem-
ory module and so on. Together, the modules form a network of interconnected micro-
systems, which operate and process the information in a parallel and serial manner.
The ACT-R system represents the architecture of the integrated domain-specific mod-
ules, where it aims to build the scientific evidence on organisational structures and
processing mechanism of the brain.
In his work, Durin et al. presents the theoretical background, which serves for creating
the technology capable of providing the “intelligent human-computer interactions” [64].
The authors use a cognitive modelling methodology for modelling users’ cognitive, per-
ceptual, and motor factors for their integration into the user interface. The given ap-
proach allows the system to use the cognitive models for evaluating the user’s nonverbal
information in order to adapt the elements of user interface, if needed, to the characteris-
tics of users’ current mental variations. Therefore, the authors’ main motives for models’
integration is to provide the system with the capabilities of monitoring the user’s cogni-
tive states such as tiredness, confusion, frustration or distraction. The authors consider
the instances of nonverbal information as indicators of inner mental processes, which are
hidden behind behavioural manifestations. Thus, a nonverbal information, according to
the authors represents a communication medium for the behaviour interpretation.
In another work, related to the study of human-computer interactions, the researchers
emphasise similar advantages of using the cognitive modelling approach. The authors
argue that the computer simulations of human behavioural patterns represent an im-
portant methodological component for building an e↵ective interactive technology [53].
Within the domain of cognitive science research, there have been many attempts to
build the representations of human cognitive processes, using a probabilistic modelling
approach [65]. However, a cognitive model, which represents a cognitive function or
a state, is essentially the deterministic model, where the main principles of cognitive
psychology are mainly based on stochastic representations, and often described by means
of probabilistic techniques. Consequently, the given disposition poses a fundamental
problem in the relationships between the cognitive modelling approach and the principles
of cognitive psychology. A solution, however can be found in developing the cognitive
models with the emphasis on probabilistic interrelations between model and data [57].
In other words, the statistical inference can be used in a process of relating the models
of cognitive aspects to the empirical data, reflecting the human behaviour [66].
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Correspondingly, the approach of using statistical inference to evaluate a cognitive model
against an empirical user’s data, represents the primary methodological technique of
our study, allowing to implement the probabilistic aspects into a proactive computing
paradigm. Consequently, the cognitive psychology and cognitive modelling methodology
allow us to define and to ground the aspects of human cognition together with the
instances of users’ behavioural patterns. We use the cognitive modelling approach in
order to represent the user-based contextual data on the algorithmic level, and thus to
relate the aspects of users’ cognitive states to the specifics of the proactive system.

Part II
Methods, concepts and
approaches
41

Chapter 3
Deterministic methodological
framework
In the present chapter we define all notions and concepts used in the design and devel-
opment of a proactive system prototype. The main objective of the following sections is
to situate the methodological implementations within the previously defined theoretical
framework. This technique will help us to scientifically rationalise all related aspects
and characteristics of a system’s conceptual framework with respect to the mainstream
theories and approaches.
In the following sections we proceed in accordance with our aforementioned research
questions (see chapter 1). If the previous section has been characterised and built
according to the properties of Research Question #1, then the Research Questions #2
will respectively define the structure of the present chapter. The following sections are
divided in two categories. First, we define the nature of Proactive Scenarios, which
represent the context-aware mechanism, or in other words the perception centre of the
proactive system. Here, we describe the role of proactive scenarios, their mechanism of
operation and the main guidelines, used in the design and conception of such scenarios.
Second, we address the Research Question #2, where we highlight all aspects of the
deterministic approach, used in designing the fundamental part of the proactive system.
In section 3.2, we present the deterministic dimension of the proactive system, which
has been defined and implemented in the framework of Learning Management Systems
(LMS). The main objective of the given section is to delineate the fundamental concept
of the deterministic dimension and to subsequently validate it through testing and ex-
perimentations. We will describe here the methodology of our first experiment, which
aims to validate the deterministic side of the concept through an empirical study, based
on enhancements of basic LMS functionalities with proactive context-aware capabilities.
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3.1 Context-aware mechanism of the proactive system
In order to better understand the conceptual framework of a proactive system, we will
consider its key principles through the perspective of its environment. A proactive sys-
tem is a goal-oriented mechanism, which aims to bring the feature of proactivity into
service-based systems for an enhanced and more adapted operation within its environ-
ment. In the given work, we investigate the concept of proactivity as an added-value
feature, built in form of a plugin with an idea of its modular integration into a target-
system in order to augment its functionality with anticipatory and predictive features.
The environment of a proactive system is then thoroughly defined and characterised
by an environment of its target-system. Furthermore, the given approach implies that
certain changing factors, or context variables of a proactive system environment are
partially defined by the fluctuations of the target-system states, which are caused by a
user’s activity or non-activity on a system.
Additionally, in some cases the variation of target-system states can be caused by its
interaction with another system, or by newly acquired data, captured through physi-
cal sensors. Consequently, the main functions’ characteristics of the proactive system
depend entirely on the type of a target-system. In other words, the environment of a
target-system defines a type of a proactive system behaviour and its associated proactive
services.
As we mentioned earlier in chapter 2, in order to provide a target-system with more
intuitive and e↵ective service-based functionality, the system has to be augmented with
operational principles of the proactive computing paradigm. The assumed proactive
capabilities, have therefore to be integrated through a mechanism, operating on the
basis of a concept, which is capable to provide anticipatory and predictive features.
The term proactivity, applied within the framework of a target-system, presumes that
depending on the currently prevailing contextual situation, the designated system has
to do something first or, in other words, it has to take initiative of action. As defined
previously, the notion of proactivity and its respective concept specify that a primary
objective of any proactive system is to initiate a change of a situation, rather than to
simply react to an already occurred event. Therefore, in order to act proactively, the
system has to be built on the principles of high-level dynamism.
The given approach presumes that for an e↵ective event anticipation and future context
inference, the proactive system has to be constantly aware about the current state of
context conditions and their characteristics. Consequently, an important requirement for
a realisation of the aforementioned functional aspect is the system’s ability to interact
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with the context environment through monitoring, analysis and, if needed, through
manipulation of a context data.
In a review of the given account, we can notice one more time that the main prerequisite
for an e cient functioning of the proactive system are the context-aware capabilities,
which are deployed within a target-system environment. Therefore, in order to operate
e↵ectively, the proactive system has to possess a mechanism, allowing to capture the
ever evolving states and conditions of its corresponding context environment.
It is important to mention that for the purposes of the given proof of concept, we don’t
implement and we don’t use in our proactive system any physical sensors or actuators.
Instead, we employ various techniques and approaches of an event abstraction through
algorithmic modelling of context’s variational instances. The given disposition provides
us with a bigger range of possibilities, allowing to detect di↵erent situational aspects.
One of such acquired functional qualities is the system’s monitoring capability, allowing
to capture the finer context details, related to a user’s cognitive activity.
Due to the collective and aggregated nature of the proactive system environment, which
is defined by di↵erent characteristics of the target-system’ attributes, including system’s
internal processes and its states variations, we designate therefore the proactive system’s
operating domain as a virtual environment. As we will see in the upcoming sections, the
various aspects and attributes of a context are mainly represented indirectly through
di↵erent compound elements of a target-system. The context representations are essen-
tially realised by means of allocated statistical combinations of various data instances.
In our opinion, it seems therefore necessary and reasonable to appoint the virtual aspect
to the definition of a proactive system’s environment.
Correspondingly, due to their virtual representations, the associated context attributes
have to be captured by other means than the physical sensors. In consequence, we
focus on developing the mechanisms, which are capable to detect the finer users’ context
information, manifested within the proactive systems’ virtual environment.
The aforementioned mechanism has to be capable to capture the variations of the target-
system states, which implicitly reflect the user’s activity, manifested within the desig-
nated context environment. In order to implement and to generate anticipatory proac-
tive features, we have to provide our system with the possibility to capture the target-
system’s states fluctuations through the continuous monitoring of its internal processes.
Subsequently, in order to realise the given objective, we elaborate the mechanism, which
allows the proactive system to monitor the database of a target-system for any state fluc-
tuations. Every data change in the target-system’s database consequently represents the
user’s interactions with the system.
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The fluctuations of the database states, will allow the algorithms of the proactive system
to interpret and to translate the context details of the user’s actions into the compu-
tational level of system’s functions. As a precondition, such a mechanism requires a
thorough prior analysis of a target-system’s database, its structure and relationships of
its tables. An example of the given technique will be discussed in details in the upcoming
section of deterministic approach (see section 3.2).
Alternatively, the monitoring of a target-system can be achieved without a database
analysis. In this case, the proactive system performs the direct monitoring of a target-
system’s user interface for capturing and analysing the user’s browsing activity. The
aforementioned mechanism necessitates profound prior data specifications with the sub-
sequent arrangement of data into logical and coherent combinations, patterns and ul-
timately models of the user’s browsing activity. An example of this technique will be
discussed in section of probabilistic approach (see section 4.1).
3.1.1 Context scenario definition
According to the aforementioned characteristics of a proactive system environment, any
change or variation of a target-system state represents an external event or a set of
events. On the other hand, a set or sequence of events, associated with a particular
context, collectively represent a context scenario, which is defined as domain-specific.
Furthermore, the given definition designates that a context scenario represents a partic-
ular context situation, consisting of several inherent events, which progressively unfold
within the particular time frame.
Considered as one of the objectives of our research, we therefore focus on identifying,
specifying and modelling the aforementioned context scenarios. Consequently, in order
for a system to be able to monitor the designated context situation with a proactive
type of behaviour, specific proactive actions are allocated and assigned to individual
context scenarios. During the modelling process of context scenarios, several factors or
preconditions are taken into consideration. Thus, given a type of a proactive system
environment, the context scenarios are defined as the chain of system events, represent-
ing the instances of a user’s activity on a target-system. The events are characterised
either explicitly in form of human-computer interactions (denoted as physical domain),
or indirectly as the corresponding metaphysical representations (denoted as abstract
domain).
It should be noted that each element of a physical domain has always its abstract
representation or meaning on a metaphysical level. In other words, each context activity
of a user provides a set of corresponding cognitive reactions where each reaction is a
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potential precondition for the next context actions. Any conscious context action is
therefore the product of the prior cognitive activity, where the pattern of user’s actions
is a chain of constant interactions and interrelations between physical and abstract levels.
Ultimately, while modelling a context scenario both, physical and abstract domains are
taken into consideration with the conditional assumption that the user’s behavioural
patterns within the physical domain are the aftere↵ects of his/her inner mental processes
from cognitive level.
In our study we understand all context-associated instances of a user’s behaviour as
outward manifestations of his/her inner cognitive processes and their attributes, such
as perception, memory, attention, decision making and so on. The cognitive attributes
in this case are characterised by the conditions of a related context. Consequently,
our objective is to design a mechanism, which will allow the system to capture the
characteristics of a user’s activity and its corresponding cognitive preconditions and
posterior e↵ects. Therefore, the schematic abstraction of various context scenarios is
necessary.
In order to achieve the aforementioned goal, first, we have to specify all relevant and
interesting context settings. Subsequently, we have to create the abstraction models of
corresponding context scenarios and to integrate them into the proactive system on an
algorithmic level in form of computational models. In order to provide a system with the
context-capturing techniques for an ultimate proactive mediation, each computational
model of a context scenario has the objective to detect its predefined context situation.
Every computational model is therefore designed with respect to its abstract context
preconditions and the corresponding posterior e↵ects. All computational models, which
are the abstractions and representations of a context situation on an algorithmic level,
are designated in our study as Proactive scenarios.
3.1.2 Proactive scenario definition
Similarly to a context scenario, which consists of several integral events, a proactive
scenario consists of several rules or sub-events, positioned sequentially in a logical struc-
ture, representing collectively a complete event. A proactive scenario is defined as a set
of compound rules, where each rule is an integral action-specific component, involved
in detecting a particular, appointed data type. Occasionally, depending on a proactive
scenario type, the inherent rules may additionally perform other work than detecting
a data. For instance, a rule may launch another rule or a process in order to continue
executing the logic of a proactive scenario. A rule is responsible only for a particular,
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single action, which is performed within a general framework of the confining proactive
scenario.
In the given manner, each rule sequentially or randomly aims to perform its unique task,
and thus to complete the workflow of a proactive scenario. In other words, the multilayer
structure of a proactive scenario constitutes a policy of actions, needed for achieving a
context-based task. As in the real world, where each task necessitates the execution
of specific actions, a proactive scenario similarly necessitates a policy of actions, which
have to be executed for achieving a specific objective of the proactive system.
Hence, each proactive scenario has its own objective of actions, where each objective is
defined and characterised by a type of a problem or issue that has to be addressed within
a particular context scenario. On the low level, some of the proactive scenarios may
have an objective to perform certain internal computations, needed by other scenarios
to perform their context-related job.
In a general perspective, the common objective of the proactive system, which is com-
posed of proactive scenarios is to detect and to extract an event from a context situation,
to analyse the event, to define the needed response-actions, and to provide the appro-
priate proactive services, whenever response-actions are needed. However, in order to
achieve the aforementioned objective, the inclusive tasks have to be assigned and pro-
portionally allocated between all proactive system modules or, in other words, proactive
scenarios. Every proactive scenario, has therefore to perform individually or in conjunc-
tion with other modules its unique task within the global scheme of proactive system
objectives.
As we may notice, the structure of the proactive system is built on the principles of a
modular design. The give conceptual characteristic allows us to add without any system
modifications new functional aspects, that is to enhance and to elaborate the behaviour,
features and capabilities of the proactive system by simply designing and integrating
the new modules (proactive scenarios). The application of the aforementioned approach,
consequently allows the system to extend its functional horizons by addressing the deeper
and finer details of a context. Hence, a proactive scenario is a single, individual proactive
module, built around a particular context situation with its unique action’s objectives.
All composite proactive scenario’s objectives are defined by the needs of a target-system
environment.
However, the main objective, common to all proactive scenarios is to act with considera-
tion of future situation development. In other words, every proactive scenario is built to
operate with respect to the future, by projecting its actions onto the currently prevailing
context setting, and thus deliberately and purposely reshaping its prospective outcomes.
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The given condition is a unique and distinctive characteristic of a proactive behaviour,
always to act according to the desired future development of a context situation.
As mentioned earlier, if a context scenario is a representation of a complete event, we
therefore have to detect its all constituent sub-events first. Due to their modelled struc-
ture in form of a rule, the scenario’s sub-events are organised and positioned sequentially
in a logical structure, which reflects the progressive stages of an unfolding context situ-
ation. Upon the detection of one of the sub-events, the structure of a proactive scenario
allows an algorithm to know ahead what to expect in the near future, simply by looking
on the rest of a model and taking into consideration the sub-events, which have not
yet happened. The given system’s policy is the main reference, which distinguishes the
proactive system from other computing paradigms. Consequently, due to its modular
design, where every proactive scenario has the same objective to act with respect to
the future, the proactive system may be characterised as an anticipatory mechanism,
providing intuitive and proactive interactions with a human agent and other context
attributes within the specified environment.
Below we give several approach illustrations of proactive scenarios and their function-
ality, which aim to demonstrate the anticipatory and proactive features of a system in
various context conditions.
Illustration #1 The first example illustrates the proactive system behaviour, de-
signed to monitor and to optimise the satellite’s orbit trajectory. A proactive scenario,
which is involved in satellite’s monitoring, consists of several rules, representing in their
logical organisation the sub-events of a potential satellite’s trajectory deviation. Namely,
each rule has to detect progressively the following context characteristics: (a) the satel-
lite’s current position, (b) the satellite’s deviation from established trajectory, (c) the
satellite’s exact position at the moment of the trajectory deviation, and (d) the state
of its systems at this moment. Thus, when such an event occurs, a proactive scenario
detects and records through step (c) the satellite’s exact position at the moment of a
problem, and through step (d) it detects that at the moment of the trajectory deviation,
the satellite’s solar panels have not been displayed optimally in relation to the sun’s po-
sition. Subsequently, the system sends all related information to a mission control centre
for supervision. Consequently, the proactive scenario updates its function parameters
by adding recently detected data.
The given approach will allow the proactive scenario to detect on the next orbital turn,
through step (a) that a satellite is approaching again the coordinates captured by step
(c). Therefore, in order to prevent a problem detected by step (d) in the previous orbital
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turn, the proactive scenario optimises ahead the position of the satellite’s solar panels
before it enters the problematic zone.
We can see through the given illustration that already at the step (a), the algorithm
may infer the potential future context states by looking on the rest of a model, that are
steps (b), (c) and (d), and thus to take all necessary measures before the actual event
happens.
Illustration #2 The next example illustrates the proactive system’s behaviour, de-
signed for the health state monitoring systems. The given example di↵ers from the
previous one in terms of its policy structure, which comprises the capacity of a task
delegation. The designated feature allows the initial proactive scenario to launch an-
other service or another proactive scenario in order to take part in building anticipatory
and preventive measures. Denoted in the present example as proactive scenario #1, the
module is involved in monitoring the patient’s health states. The given proactive sce-
nario is programmed to look for any minor, non-threatening health anomalies, indicating
first preconditions of a health risk.
As we demonstrated in the previous example, similarly, the current proactive scenario
consists of several rules, representing respectively in their logical organisation the sub-
events of potential health risks. Namely, each rule has to perform the following context-
based actions: (a) monitoring a patient for specific minor health anomalies, (b) detecting
the specific instances of health anomalies, (c) recording all relevant medical data corre-
sponding to a moment of anomaly occurrence, such as blood pressure, sugar level, bit
rate etc., (d) ultimately, upon the condition if step (b) is true, the current proactive
scenarios will delegate the task on a higher level by triggering the proactive scenario #2.
The second proactive scenario will start to define all necessary measures to prevent the
actual health risk and further health aggravation. In due time, the proactive scenario #2
will communicate all needed preventive medical measures to a doctor before the actual
health aggravation happens.
Correspondingly, when a health anomaly occurs, the proactive scenario detects and
records through step (c) all relevant data, corresponding to the moment of a health
anomaly occurrence. Subsequently, the algorithm updates its functions’ parameters by
a newly acquired data. In other words, the proactive scenario allows the system, through
the discovered new data, to optimise its functions. Furthermore, the potential variations
of parameters can be added by a doctor beforehand. After providing the functions with
the new parameters, the proactive scenario will start to look for a new data upon its
next run. Hence, during the next iterations, if the proactive scenario #1 detects the
close relationship between patient’s current health state and system’s new parameters,
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indicating the values of previously detected patient’s health anomaly, it then launches
the proactive scenario #2, which will provide this time recommendations to a patient
and doctor, before even the minor health anomaly occurs.
In the given illustration, we may notice a slight di↵erence in relation to the first ex-
ample, in terms of supplemental proactive services, which are involved in building the
anticipatory function. The implemented proactive scenarios have to posses the function
of a task delegation, which allows the proactive system to allocate the complex context
events within several proactive scenarios. Consequently, the initial proactive scenario
will have to activate and to accordingly parametrise the next proactive scenario, whose
objective is to carry on the initial task on a di↵erent level of the context situation. As
we have seen in the example above, both proactive scenarios in the cooperative manner
are able to provide the doctor with the possibility to acquire the vital data proactively,
before the actual health risk occurs.
Illustration #3 In our last example, we present a new type of proactive scenario,
which incorporates the functions of anticipation and prediction through a slightly dif-
ferent mechanism. The scenario characterises a situation, where the future development
of a context event consists of several possibilities. An example is represented by a situ-
ation, where a user may manifest either a state of mental satisfaction or dissatisfaction,
in relation to the obtained results during a web search querying. In order to estimate an
occurrence of the most prevalent context variation, the probabilistic calculations may be
applied upon the patterns of a user’s activity. In other words, probabilistic calculations
are applied in order to evaluate the user’s cognitive states of satisfaction or dissatisfac-
tion, expressed during an online search activity. In order to achieve the aforementioned
objectives, the cognitive models of user’s mental variations have to be created. Conse-
quently, upon the positive probabilistic evaluation of one of the cognitive models, certain
measures can be undertaken in order to provide the user with more relevant results. The
given example will be described and discussed in more details in section 4.1.
The presented illustrations of proactive computing approach demonstrate several de-
sign possibilities, allowing to implement the feature of context state’s inference. Every
example illustrates its own technique. In the first example we demonstrated that an
event anticipation can be achieved through monitoring the logic of a proactive scenario,
where the algorithm takes into consideration the ratio of happened and non-happened
sub-events. In other words, the proactive system is able to use the situation development
in itself as its input data, by using proactive scenarios for correlating the levels of their
accomplishment with the particular states of a context situation.
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The second example illustrates the technique, where an event anticipation can be achieved
on a higher level, through the currently active proactive scenario. In the given approach,
a proactive scenario may launch another proactive scenario, which will carry on the ini-
tial objectives, pertinent to the same context event, by initiating the proactive actions
with respect to the desired future outcomes. The designated mechanism is a representa-
tion of the general algorithmic logic of our proactive system, which allows its functions
to select and to activate the next most relevant and needed proactive service in order to
deal with a situation at hand.
With the ability to use the real life scenarios of an evolving context as its input sources,
the proactive system is therefore capable to project its target actions with respect to
the potential future development of a given context situation. Moreover, in our last
illustration we demonstrated that an event prediction or evaluation can be achieved
through the application of the probabilistic inference. The given approach is applicable
upon the condition, if the target context characteristics presume several possibilities for
the context variations. The system then estimates the most probable context deviation.
It should be noted that context-interpretative algorithms are not limited to only one
anticipatory technique. The application of several approaches and their combinations
may be used in the design of dedicated proactive scenarios.
Furthermore, the aforementioned examples demonstrate the underlying principles of the
proactive computing, mentioned by Tennenhouse [1, 2]. Notably, due to their high
frequency operation, most of the system’s computations and data exchange are done
without human interference into the process. Nonetheless, as we saw in our examples,
the proactive system always remains under the supervision of a human agent.
The presented approach illustrations demonstrate an important methodological charac-
teristic, which stipulates that a proactive system’s behaviour has always to be oriented
towards a particular target environment and its associated context variations. Only in
the given manner, an assortment of distinct proactive scenarios can be built in order
to accurately cope with the context-specific events. Therefore, we design and build our
proactive scenarios, representing a general system’s behaviour, by focusing on the real
life context situations. The particular context events are then carefully elaborated with
respect to the proactive system’s objectives, that is to operate with regard to the needs
and goals of an external agent. On the design level, every context event is modelled to
accurately reflect the aspect of a context transformation from one state to another. The
given approach stipulates that every context event is either a precondition or a product
of another event.
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By employing the aforementioned approach, we are therefore able to design in a seamless
and a logical manner the general flow of a situation development. The proactive sce-
narios may in general have di↵erent areas of application within a context category. The
given characteristic typifies the nature and the main operational directions of a scenario.
Moreover, according to a variety of possible context attributes and a diversity of issues
that may arise from a context setting, the scenarios may di↵er considerably in their
features and complexity. Some of the proactive scenarios may have a very simple logi-
cal structure, where others can be characterised by distinctively complex organisational
aspects. In the latter case, the implementation of additional computational techniques,
such as probabilistic data estimation is sometimes required.
Consequently, a system, which is enhanced by the proactive behaviour, may use various
proactive scenarios in order to deal with problematic context events by simply employing
the appropriate event-oriented target actions. Every proactive action is therefore stipu-
lated by the inherent objective to resolve the emerging event-based issues. As we saw in
our conceptual description, the proactive scenarios are used as the main technique for
enhancing the target-system’s capabilities with the proactive features. Successively, the
given approach allows the target-system to deal more e↵ectively with the context events
of an associated environment.
The highlighted above conceptual characteristics of proactive system’s mechanisms demon-
strate the main attributes, which allow the proactive system to cope intuitively with an
associated context environment. The key prerequisite for designing and building an ac-
curate proactive system behaviour is mainly stipulated by a type of the target system’s
environment. The given approach disposition allows us to define the character of the
proactive behaviour and the underlying mechanisms of its actions. All proactive ac-
tions are then designed and implemented in the framework of proactive scenarios, which
concurrently serve as context-aware and context-reshaping mechanism of the proactive
system.
On a conceptual level, all proactive scenarios are designed and based on the real-life
context scenarios, which are carefully selected and further elaborated around a partic-
ular context event. The given approach is the fundamental condition for defining the
proactive scenarios’ main objectives. Due to the high number of possible context events
and their respective individual objectives, the structure and complexity of corresponding
proactive scenarios may therefore vary considerably. Nonetheless, an objective, common
to all proactive scenarios always remains the same, that is to act with respect to the
desired future development of a context situation by taking in consideration the needs
and objectives of a user or another system.
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In the next section we will discuss all conceptual issues, related to the design and imple-
mentation of proactive scenarios. We will take a look on the main attributes of proactive
scenarios, where we study their relationship to the cognitive science expertise.
3.1.3 Conceptual framework of proactive scenarios
According to the conceptual characteristics and mechanisms of the proactive system
behaviour, we know that all proactive scenarios by definition naturally inherent all
related aspects of corresponding context scenarios. Distinctly, all attributes of context
scenarios become the guiding milestones, which direct the process of designing and
developing proactive scenarios. In the given subsection we highlight the most important
attributes, which characterise the nature and the principles of proactive scenarios.
Hence, we divide the process of attributes’ specification in two categories, the attributes
of physical domain, related exclusively to the context settings, and the attributes of
abstract domain, related to the cognitive aspects of a user’s behaviour. The argument for
such category di↵erentiation is due to the governing premise, which defines a user as the
main actor of a context. The given postulation, consequently leads to the methodological
disposition, which defines the user’s behavioural patterns, manifested on a physical
domain as a reflection of corresponding cognitive activities, initiated on the abstract
level. In other words, every human action, performed in any context situation is a
posterior product of various cognitive preconditions, which are formalised either by
other cognitive aspects or by circumstances of previously experienced context events. In
our opinion, it is therefore important to dedicate a substantial part of our research to
investigating equally the mechanisms and attributes of veiled connotations of an abstract
domain, represented by the user’s cognitive characteristics.
A context scenario, as we already mentioned, is primarily characterised by an environ-
ment, where the user’s activity is taking place. In our study we investigate the nature of
the proactive computing paradigm within two types of environment, that is the academic
e-learning platform and web search engine.
The first environment is represented in a form of an e-learning platform, or Learning
Management System (LMS), which functions as an online academic tool provided by
the University. The main user types are students and teachers. The given disposition
presumes that the academic-based interactions within the given environment are the
main types of activity. More specifically, the platform interactions between users are
outlined, but not limited to such activities as management and organisation of the course-
related content, assignment management, bibliography management, tasks organisation,
announcements management, course-related forum chatting, blogging, course scheduling
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and so on. Thus, we may derive that the given environment is mainly characterised by
an intermittent and scattered character of interactions between teachers and students.
Occasionally, the interactions may involve a communication interchange with the system
administrator or study department.
We may notice that the design characteristics for proactive scenarios, operating within
the given environment, must have very specific context event orientations, such as the
guidance of a user in his/her daily academic-related online and o✏ine activities. The
user is then defined as a teacher or a student who uses the e-learning platform according
to the needs of his/her course-related objectives. A teacher, for instance, may post an
assignment and provide the students with all related information by posting the assisting
documents or, by sending the corresponding assignment guidelines through a messaging
system. On the other hand, a student has to view the assignment posting by referring to
all supporting information, provided by a teacher before the task deadline. Ultimately,
the student has to accomplish the assignment and to upload it in due time into the
electronic platform.
In the provided example, we may notice a context attribute, which is represented by the
teacher-student interactions, and is characterised by the governing objectives of these
interactions. Basing on the aforementioned example, we are able to derive a general list
of attributes, which are common to most context events of the given environment. Thus,
by defining a general list of context characteristics, we create a schema, or in other words
the guiding principles for designing accordant and adapted proactive scenarios, which
will have the potential to accurately deal with the associated context events. Below, we
present a general list of attributes, pertinent to an LMS environment.
Attribute A1: user interactions. All context attributes of the given environment
are influenced by, and based on the electronic platform interactions, stipulated by the
course-related activities of involved parties. The mentioned interactions are charac-
terised by a bidirectional information exchange in form of the teacher-student or student-
student communications. The first context attribute, denoted as A1 and symbolising
the interactional aspect of the LMS environment represents the ultimate product of all
engaged sub-attributes. The given disposition implies that in a process of attributes’
identification, we go from evident, distinct elements, such as user’s interactions, to the
abstract, defining properties. In a general perspective, the latter underlying elements
often provide a ground for the overt, distinct elements of a context. Thus, the A1 at-
tribute, representing the interactions between teacher and student, characterises nearly
all types of platform-based activities. The interactions may take the form of forum
postings, assignment submissions, messaging, blogging and so on.
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Attribute A2: subject of interactions. The next context characteristic is the sub-
attribute, related to the aforementioned interactional perspective of the LMS environ-
ment. The given context attribute is denoted in our study as the sub-attribute A2. More
specifically, it represents the subject of the aforementioned teacher-student interactions.
The subject sub-attribute is often represented as the teacher-provided, course-related
task, which has to be accomplished by a student. In the perspective of our example, the
A2 sub-attribute (teacher’s assignment to students) represents the underlying basis for
the attribute A1 (teacher-student interactions). In other words, the A2 sub-attribute
provides the ground for all subsequent user’s interactions, carried out within the frame of
the A1 attribute. The A2 sub-attribute respectively defines and characterises the prop-
erties of the A1 attribute, meaning that characteristics of the teacher-provided tasks
define the nature and traits of the successive teacher-student interactions.
Attribute A3: characteristics of a subject. The following context attribute, de-
noted as A3 delineates the characteristics of a subject, or in other words, specifications
of the sub-attribute A2. The given A3 sub-attribute aims to define all aspects, which
characterise and specify the nature of the subject (A2). The subject’s properties can
be illustrated by a level of importance, composite complexity, involved time frame, sub-
ject’s purpose, category and so on. In the perspective of our example, the mentioned
properties are the aspects or information, which characterises the assignment task.
Attribute A4: subject-based activities. Correspondingly, if the previous attribute
aims to define the subject, the present context attribute has the objective to specify the
subject-based activities, which must be carried out in order to accomplish the main
task (A2). The present context attribute is denoted in our study as the sub-attribute
A4. The given sub-attribute aims to define and to specify all key activities or actions,
which are involved in the accomplishment of the course-related task. In relation to our
example, in order for a student to be able to accomplish the task at hand, he or she has
to perform first a background search and analysis of the relevant literature, to review
the course notes, or to perform any other activity, which is necessary in the e↵ective
achievement of the given goal.
Attribute A5: characteristics of subject-based activities. The last context at-
tribute is linked to specifications of the subject-based activities. Similarly to the A3,
the present sub-attribute, denoted as A5 aims to define and to specify the proper-
ties of potentially involved activities of the sub-attribute A4. From the perspective of
our example, the present sub-attribute has the objective to provide the actions-related
meta-information, allowing to identify and to characterise all necessary and potential
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activities, which have to be performed by a student in order to accomplish the task at
hand.
As highlighted in the list of context attributes, the definitions of context characteristics
are stipulated by distinct, evident elements at the beginning, and by more abstract,
underlying properties in the end. The gradual shift of the defining attributes’ qualities,
results in the division and categorisation of their constituents in two methodological
classes, physical and abstract domains. Both classes have their distinctive, individual
characteristics, which become detectable through the application of various algorithmic
techniques. The structural attributes of the physical domain, easily distinguishable and
evident at the first sight are characterised by the user’s explicit interactions with the
system. The given interactions are usually stipulated by various forms of the user’s
online activities, performed through the graphical user interface. Consequently, the
user’s actions and the context attributes of the physical domain are easily detectable
through di↵erent computational techniques. For instance, the context characteristics,
representing the traits of user’s interactions with the system can be identified through
monitoring the user’s interface-based activities, including mouse clicks, mouse hovering,
strings inputs and so on.
The given orientation allows us to distinguish and to select the most interesting, relevant
and consistent types of interface-based activities for their further analysis and sorting
into the coherent detectable patterns. Subsequently, the progressive detection of the de-
signed activity-patterns will allow the algorithm to interpret and to evaluate the di↵erent
aspects of a context setting, and thus to reveal the prevailing event inclinations. The
specific context event can in this regard be represented by a thoroughly defined sequence
of various interface-based activities, such as combination of mouse clicks, pauses, mouse
positions and so on. In order to accurately define all physical patterns of a user’s online
activity, we need to thoroughly define its abstract implications and meanings. Hence,
our main objective in the design of proactive scenarios is to specify the physical con-
text events, displaying the nature of user’s settings conditions by applying an abstract
analysis of the involved attributes.
If the main objective of a physical domain methodology is to identify the relevant context
events, consequently, the main goal of an abstract domain methodology is to identify
and to establish their underlying specifications and properties. For these purposes,
an identified context event has to be successively translated into an abstract level for
its further specification analysis. The principles of the given approach presume that
the transition to the abstract domain will eventually involve the context attribute’s
abstraction and categorisation. Moreover, if a scenario’s objective is set to deal with
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the variations of human behaviour, the transition to an abstract level will additionally
include the consideration of the human cognition and its associated processes.
In order to design the accurate relationships between context attributes, we have to
analyse them further on the metaphysical level of the properties formalisation. In other
words, during a context analysis, we try to create the relationships between cause and
e↵ect of an event by studying its preconditions and identifying its most probable poste-
rior e↵ects. As we mentioned earlier, in relation to the human factors, in our study we
understand the instances of a user’s behaviour as the posterior product of his/her cog-
nitive preconditions, formalised by previous experiences and existing knowledge about
the problem. The attributes of an abstract domain are additionally characterised by
the user’s cognitive processes, involved in a task accomplishment. A situation, where
the context events involve human participation, the abstract context characteristics are
often represented by cognitive attributes of the user’s mental activities.
Concluding remarks. Due to the fact that certain proactive scenarios deal with hu-
man factors, involved in a context setting, we therefore need to consider our methodology
from the perspective of di↵erent cognitive approaches. The given disposition allows us
to specify the aspects of a user’s behaviour, and thus to better understand its underly-
ing principles and characteristics. Consequently, the aspects of a user’s behaviour are
expressed through the user’s cognitive processes and their associated attributes, which
are defined in our study on three levels.
The primary level denotes the cognitive precondition factors, which are defined as the
user’s previous similar experiences, expressed through collected skills and competences.
The memories of previous problem encounters, which are correlated with user’s compe-
tences are mainly expressed through his/her performance during the task accomplish-
ment.
The secondary level is characterised by existing knowledge, which is often formed either
through the experience accumulation and event observations, or targeted learning. The
third level, represents the defining factors of desired situational outcomes in form of the
posterior e↵ects. The given factor characterises the user’s future behaviour, which is
based on the current context state and the related existing knowledge. All aforemen-
tioned human factors, involve the activity of several essential cognitive prerequisites,
such as perception, memory, attention, reasoning, problem solving and decision making.
Consequently, while creating and designing proactive scenario, we have to analyse the
user’s behaviour in various potential situations and to define its stipulating cognitive
aspects. In order to perform the aforementioned task, we have to analyse the user’s
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behaviour with regard to various cognitive theories, dealing with the cognitive charac-
teristics of a human behaviour. However, in order to keep our research topic focused
and narrowed down towards the defined objectives, we leave the associated cognitive
theories generic, which furthermore allows us to create a space for open discussions.
3.1.4 Summary
As highlighted in the discussion above, a design of the proactive system behaviour in-
herently includes a variety of factors and attributes, which in a compound form, allow
us to build a mechanism, capable of anticipatory and predictive features. The design
process conventionally consists of several milestones, used as the guiding principles in
modelling the proactive system behaviour. Below, we delineate the general steps of this
process in form of a summary, which aims to outline and to recapitulate the main points
of the given section.
The central point, discussed in the present section highlights the design principles and
implementation mechanisms of proactive system’s capabilities for context-awareness.
According to its definition, the system’s capacity for context-awareness primarily com-
prises the need of sensors’ use. However, due to the distinct, computerised type of
environment, used in our study, which is characterised by a target-system environment,
we resort to other means of context detection than the use of physical sensors and actu-
ators. Instead, we design and develop a mechanism, represented by proactive scenarios,
which is equally capable to detect the details of a context situation by monitoring its
continuous evaluation.
All proactive scenarios are designed upon, and based on the real life context scenarios,
which are taking place in a particular situational setting. Our design objective is there-
fore to base the context-aware capabilities of our system on the functions of proactive
scenarios, whose goal is to represent an abstraction of a context event through di↵erent
computational models. One of the key advantages of using proactive scenarios’ mecha-
nism is stipulated by their built-in capabilities to always act with regard to the future
development of context situations. There are several characteristic steps, which need to
be taken into consideration in the design process of proactive scenarios.
The first step, a precursor in a scenario’s design, is a definition and specification of
a problem that has to be addressed and mediated by the proactive system. In order
to accurately define the problem characteristics, we therefore try to specify first the
problem structure and its constituents. In other words, in order to create a model of
a problem, which may include a multitude of context elements, we try to imagine first
what the problem should consist of, that is to define its composition. The elements of
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the designed model, representing a particular problem, are hence our aforementioned
context attributes. Each contextualised model element, pertinent to a physical domain,
always has its abstract representation, or corresponding meaning on a metaphysical
level.
According to the aforementioned conceptual description, every representation or mean-
ing on a metaphysical level is, in fact, a corresponding attribute of an abstract domain.
Moreover, every abstract domain attribute is generally characterised by several defining
aspects. Consequently, an attribute of an abstract domain is defined by its precondition
factors, existing knowledge about the related problem, and potential posterior states,
which often characterised as desired, potential outcomes. It is important to mention that
an abstract attribute may be represented either by general properties, relating to simple
meanings and representations of a physical domain, or by cognitive-related properties,
associated with human mental processes, related to di↵erent activities in a physical do-
main. In the latter case, the element of precondition factors of an abstract attribute
definition will change to cognitive precondition factors.
After having defined all context attributes of both dimensions, the next important step
in creating and designing proactive scenarios is the process of accurate and coherent
attribute interrelation. In other words, in order to simulate the defined problem, we
have to correlate all attributes of a physical domain with the corresponding attributes
of an abstract domain into a coherent and logical structure, which will characterise our
context event. Depending on the problem definition, both orientations of the attributes’
correlation may be used, that is from physical to abstract and/or from abstract to
physical. For the coherent attributes’ interrelation, we have to decontextualise our event
by removing it from the context in order to define its pertinent generic properties.
An example of the aforementioned decontextualisation can be presented in form of a
question that we have to formulate in order to define the event’s general characteristics.
The given questions may have the following form: What are the general characteristics
of a student’s low e ciency during the task accomplishment? or What are the defining
aspects of the user’s cognitive states of satisfaction during an online search? and so on.
In other words, we try to define first the meaning of a state or a process, which repre-
sents an event outside of its actual context. After having defined the necessary event
characteristics during its decontextualisation, we ultimately reassemble the event and
analyse it in the frame of its actual context, with respect to its previously defined gen-
eral characteristics. Therefore, the given process of an event contextualisation is mainly
stipulated by the aforementioned attributes’ interrelations. During an event contextu-
alisation, we try to match all context attributes of both dimensions by assembling in a
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logical structure the elements of a user’s context activity and the elements of his/her
current cognitive states.
The final methodological step in creating proactive scenarios is characterised by the
process of event abstraction. In other words, we have to translate our event into an
algorithmic level through the logical representation of its abstract domain attributes by
detectable computational instances, manifested either through the user interface or the
system database. Therefore, the process of proactive scenarios’ design and conception
mainly consists of an accurate event definition, and its successive abstraction into the
computational level.
In the present section we illustrated and characterised the main concept definitions of
the proactive system behaviour, which involves a multitude of inherent factors. We
investigated the underlying principles of proactive scenarios and their corresponding
operational mechanisms on the theoretical level. The given disposition allows us to
build the necessary concept framework for further practical system implementations. In
the upcoming sections we are going to see the implementation details of the proactive
system behaviour, applied within two types of environment, first in a target environment
of Learning Management Systems (section 3.2), and second in a target environment of
web search engines (section 4.1).
3.2 Deterministic approach: proactive computing in the
framework of Learning Management Systems
The main objective of the present section is to address and to investigate the underlying
aspects of our Research Question #2, which aims to highlight on an empirical level the
deterministic side of the proactive system. In the current section we present the details
of a system’s deterministic methodology, which has been practically implemented and
tested within the framework of Learning Management Systems (LMS). Our objective
here is to delineate the characteristics of the fundamental concept of the deterministic
approach and to validate it through subsequent experiments. Below, we present the
first part of the system’s proof of concept, which aims to validate the deterministic
side through an empirical study by enhancing the basic LMS functionality with the
user-oriented, proactive, context-aware capabilities.
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3.2.1 E-Learning environment
Before proceeding to the description of methodological principles, related to the deter-
ministic approach, we first have to characterise the underlying nature of our target-
environment. As we mentioned earlier, the main operational environment of the proac-
tive system is entirely defined by a type of the target-system. Hence, the basic method-
ological principles, characterising the deterministic side of the proactive system are going
to be applied and tested in the framework of Learning Management Systems. For the
purposes of more adapted and e↵ective application of our approach, we have to thor-
oughly understand all historical and evolutionary traits, which form the underlying prin-
ciples of the current e-learning system paradigm. The given disposition is important as it
allows us to identify and to characterise the target-system’s strong and weak points of its
functional principles. Consequently, during a process of the LMS enhancement through
an integration of the designed proactive features, the identified system’s characteristics
will allow us to take advantage of the strong points, and to respectively reinforce the
weak points. Ultimately, the discriminative target-system analysis will allow us to de-
sign adapted and better fitted proactive behavioural orientations, and therefore more
intuitive proactive services.
We attempt to define the key notions of e-learning systems paradigm by taking a brief
look on general evolutionary traits of tutoring systems, which have their roots in the
popular educational theories and learning methods. During his research on adapting
teaching technologies, Bloom et al. has underlined the importance of one-to-one teaching
approach by highlighting its e↵ectiveness in a general learning process [67]. In his
study, the author showed the results’ di↵erence of two teaching approaches, tutoring and
instructional, where the students, tutored individually were more successful in their final
results with an average outperformance of 98%. Consequently, the results of Bloom’s
study opened the doors towards many other applicational directions, allowing the given
model to be employed in various related fields.
The idea of the computer-assisted instructional programs in the computer science field,
has already dominated as one of the main focus areas in many research labs [68]. How-
ever, the status of the given computer-mediated learning models still needed a sub-
stantial contribution of the additional research. The first significant input has been
made by J. R. Carbonell in the early 1970s during his Ph.D, where he developed and
adopted the tutoring model of the first intelligent tutoring program SCHOLAR [69, 70].
The objective of the aforementioned human-stipulated, tutoring model was to assist a
learner in his/her education-related activity. In the later research, investigating and
studying the theories of learning, the importance of feedback, practice and learner guid-
ance has been highlighted and accentuated by many researchers [71–73]. In the field
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of human-computer interactions, the importance of a tutorial feedback is highlighted
by numerous attempts of implementing the computational models of the feedbacks into
various electronic educational programs [74].
The Learning Management System, abbreviated as LMS is a product deviation from the
mainstream concept of e-learning systems and computer-assisted instructional programs.
An LMS platform represents an online environment, oriented towards managing the dif-
ferent sides of blended learning, such as administrative task management, organisation
of di↵erent aspects of course-related activities, bibliographic material management, mes-
saging, course scheduling and so on. The main goal of the given e-learning platforms is to
provide facilitating management solutions for various academic activities to students or
teachers who use the LMS environment as the main tool for course-related, educational
tasks.
One of the notable examples of the Learning Management Systems is the Modular
Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment, or simply Moodle. The Moodle soft-
ware has been originally developed by Martin Dougiamas, whose goal was to create a
service-based electronic platform in order to help the teachers in managing their online
courses [75]. According to the system’s documentation, describing the Moodle philoso-
phy, the e-learning platform features comprise several approach orientations, including
Constructivism, Constructionism, and Social constructivism.1
In summary, all three notions stipulate the idea that a knowledge can be built through
several techniques, which are characterised as (a) the active interaction with learners’
environment, (b) the course material interpretation and its logical organisation into
comprehensible structures, and (c) the collaborative knowledge sharing. The key point
of the aforementioned philosophy is to highlight the bidirectional approach in a learning
process, which stipulates that besides teacher’s input, the learners themselves can as
well contribute to a general framework of learning activities. Consequently, the Moodle
platform can be used in a variety of active domains, such as the educational and training
environment, business, administration and so on. The key features, pertinent to the
Moodle functioning can be characterised as follows. The Moodle provides a user with
the functions of general management of course-related materials, assignment submission,
file management, assignment grading, calendar, news and announcement posting, forum
discussions, instant messaging, glossary, quiz, wiki, text editing and so on.2
However, in spite of the large list of the aforementioned features, which make the Moodle
platform a popular open-source course management system, we must highlight that it
lacks certain feature capabilities of more complex computing methodologies. As we saw
1Retrieved from: http://docs.moodle.org/27/en/Philosophy
2Retrieved from: http://docs.moodle.org/27/en/Features
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in the Moodle’s features characteristics, given above, the platform provides the user
with the fundamental course management functions, which are essentially built on the
reactive and interaction-based computing principles. The Moodle operational features
do not include (at least for now) more complex functions, such as user’s behaviour
monitoring, inference of context situations for the content recommendations, proactive
notifications and so on. We assume that the original Moodle conception strategy didn’t
intend to include in its development more complex computing approaches, but had the
objective to provide the user only with the necessary course management functions.
Given that the platform provides the perfect course managing functions, we intend to
use the Moodle platform as the basis for the design, implementation and testing of
more complex computing paradigms, such as proactive computing. Correspondingly,
due to its open-source type, easy availability, academic and managing orientation, and
plugin-supporting functions, we choose Moodle platform as a perfect testing ground for
implementing and validating the deterministic part of our proactive system.
3.2.2 Amplification of Moodle’s basic functions
As we may notice, the Moodle’s fundamental functions and features can be characterised
as basic in comparison and relation to more complex computational methodologies.
The given target-framework characteristics provide us with the necessary and relatively
flexible action-space, allowing to implement and to test new computational approaches
and techniques. The aforementioned action-space represents a vital strategic choice,
characterising our methodological objectives of the proactive system implementation.
In other words, the given strategy can be defined by our deliberate intention to use the
Moodle, representing a stable system framework for the purposes of testing the new, not
yet fully developed experimental concept.
It is important to mention that due to the e↵ectively developed methodological strate-
gies, the aforementioned experimentations of proactive system behaviour do not put a
user at any kind of associated privacy nor cyber security-related risks. Therefore, the
combination of target-system’s characteristics and our initial methodological objectives,
represent one of the justifying motives for choosing the Moodle platform to test our
proactive module. The underlying principles of implemented and tested features have
to reflect the deterministic part of a proactive behaviour, and thus to fulfil our first
research objective to validate the foundational part of a proactive framework approach.
An extension and elaboration of Moodle functions, involving the process of new features
design, requires furthermore the applicable implementation techniques and subsequent
functionality testing. In other words, the main challenges, stipulating the Moodle en-
hancement are characterised by such empirical issues as finding the suitable approaches,
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allowing on the one hand to successfully embed the proactive module, and on the other
hand to test its functionality.
In order to address the first issue, we take an advantage of the Moodle’s plugin support,
which represents a suitable solution for resolving the implementation problem. The
defining strategy for the code writing is characterised by, and oriented towards the
development of the proactive system as a Moodle plugin. The given approach, highlights
an important technical aspect, which defines the integrated proactive system as the
framework isolated module. On the other hand, the given methodology implies that we
don’t change the target-system code, but instead, we simply fuse the proactive system
behaviour through a modular technique of plugin integration. The framework isolation,
is therefore our main approach directive, characterising and defining the key criteria of
the development process. The given theoretical disposition allows us to build the self-
sustained, semi-autonomous proactive system, which is programmed to always operate
beyond the defining limits of a target-system.
In addition to the aforementioned motivations, characterising the technical side, another
motive for using the Moodle in our research is stipulated by its built-in collaborative
mechanisms, which imply an important condition that the same system modules can be
simultaneously used by several users. The given aspect provides the conditional pos-
sibility to design and to test the unique proactive features, aiming to operate within
the context environment, which includes the participation of multiple users. The cor-
responding features of the proactive system are therefore programmed to take care of
group objectives and their learning-related collaborative needs.
The aforementioned proactive features have the objective to aptly address the aspects
of an online collaborative work, which is successively characterised as a vital prerequi-
site for collaborative learning. On the other hand, according to the Moodle’s inherent
features, we know that the e-learning platform takes an individual approach to course-
related learning activities. The given disposition provide us with a possibility to focus
on the design and development of corresponding proactive features, which equally take
an individual approach to the user’s activity. The main aspect of our system’s op-
eration is conditioned by the proactive system behaviour, which additionally provides
the context-intuitive, response-actions. Both, individually-oriented and collaborative-
specific proactive features have the common objective to increase the e↵ectiveness rate
of student’s learning process, which is partially dependent on the use of the e-learning
platform as an assisting online tool. Therefore, all instances of added features are based
on, and designed according to the defining principles of the proactive computing, which
in succession plays the role of the main instrument of the Moodle’s enhancement.
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From a theoretical point of view, the enhancement of the Moodle platform with various
proactive features, will naturally change its original conceptual characteristics and will
augment its basic functional orientations. The given conceptual shift will inherently
contribute to the upgrade of the Moodle’s fundamental functionalities, and will move its
methodological framework towards a dimension of more complex computing paradigms.
One of the distinctive characteristics of such conceptual shift can be characterised by
the system’s acquired capabilities of semi-autonomous functioning, which is primarily
defined by the system’s potential to operate without explicit instructions from a user.
Consequently, by referring back to the aforementioned Tennenhouse’s premise of proac-
tive computing (see section 2.1.1), such conceptual orientation implies that Moodle can
operate on a higher frequency level, without constantly waiting for a human feedback.
Furthermore, the given methodological setting allows the Moodle’s operational frame-
work to shift from the basic interactive orientation towards a more advanced proactive
computing paradigm.
For a learner user, the mentioned disposition commonly implies a constant academic
guiding in user’s daily learning activities, which is considered as a valuable study prac-
tice from an instructional and pedagogical perspective. Moreover, such “tutoring” type
of system behaviour may serve the learner as a potential motivating factor in his/her
studying process. In the case of an e↵ective realisation of the aforementioned goal, for
a teacher, the system’s assisting functions may signify the potential and partial tasks
discharge, which are commonly related to the supervising and monitoring aspects of
the course organisation. Consequently, the enhanced e-learning platform may provide a
teacher with the valuable academic e-assistant. As might be expected, in order to fully
realise the aforementioned objective, the target e-learning platform has to be enhanced
more than by few simple proactive scenarios. All further system design and elabora-
tions, requiring additional research e↵orts, are considered to be beyond the scope of
the current PhD thesis, and are thus ascribed as guiding objectives for future work.
However, the experimental realisation of the aforementioned objective may serve as a
stable, empirically valid proof of concept and a guiding schema for the future design and
development of electronic academic assistants.
The central mechanism, providing the system with a proactive behaviour is based on the
design and development of corresponding proactive scenarios, where every scenario is
programmed to take care of a specific context setting. Consequently, the same method-
ological orientations are valid for the enhancement of the Moodle’s basic functionality.
In order to fulfil the given objective, we have to build the corresponding type of proac-
tive behaviour, basing on the design and development of the Moodle-specific proactive
scenarios. Successively, the Moodle-based proactive behaviour will be characterised and
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entirely conditioned by the type of its proactive scenarios, their complexity and orien-
tation. Our main objective is therefore to design and to develop proactive scenarios,
which on the one hand must enhance Moodle’s basic functions, and on the other hand
to reflect the needs and objectives of user’s learning activities.
In order to accomplish the latter goal we have to additionally find the suitable proactive
solutions for covering the aspects of a user’s activity, which are not supported by Moodle.
We can logically assume that the instances of a user’s activity may include a multitude
of corresponding behavioural patterns, and thus to cause substantial context variations.
However, according to the objectives of the current study, we focus on the design and
development of proactive scenarios, which only cover the most important part of the
user’s learning activity. Consequently, the given proactive scenarios will help us to
validate and to empirically ground open theoretical concepts and approaches. In the
upcoming sections we will give exhaustive details, describing the types and variations of
the applied proactive scenarios.
3.2.3 Deterministic attributes of the proactive e-learning system
As we mentioned in our earlier subsections, the main proactive mechanism and its cor-
responding system behaviour is based on the design and implementation of proactive
scenarios, serving concurrently as a means for context-awareness and event-specific tar-
geted mediation. In the given example of e-learning platform, the mechanism of proactive
scenarios represents the main principles and foundations of our deterministic framework.
In the earlier subsections we have described the conceptual characteristics of proactive
scenarios, consequently, in the upcoming subsections we discuss the mechanisms of their
functional aspects and practical implementations. We conceptually divide the construc-
tive description of deterministic framework principles in two compound levels.
In order to describe the first-level principles, we have to highlight first the inherent
prerequisites and criteria of scenarios’ organisation as well as their corresponding clas-
sification. We have to distinguish and to group our proactive scenarios into several con-
cept categories, which respectively specify the scenarios’ key characteristics. The need
for scenarios’ categorisation is partially due to the operational logic of the proactive
module, which has to be optimised in order to provide an e↵ective, resource-economic
functioning. The area of scenarios’ application delineates the fundamental structure
of a proactive scenario. The scenario’s composite functions are exclusively adapted to
a particular type of a context event. The scenario’s function specification allows the
proactive system to be very accurate and precise in relation to its target actions. On the
other hand, the operational logic of a proactive module defines the global organisational
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policy of scenarios’ execution. The given directive policy, plays an important role in an
e↵ective structuring of the main algorithmic processes of the proactive system.
According to the aforementioned specifications, all proactive scenarios, related to the
Moodle environment are classified in two main categories, that is Meta-scenarios, abbre-
viated as MTA, and Target-scenarios, abbreviated as TRG. As we will see later, the given
classification plays furthermore an important role in relation to the applied methodolog-
ical strategy, which allows us to optimise the system’s triggering mechanisms. In a
general perspective, we distinguish two types of scenarios’ orientations, Meta-scenarios,
which are mostly defined as system-oriented, and Target-scenarios, which are charac-
terised as action-based. More specifically, Meta-scenarios represent a mechanism, whose
objective is to monitor all system changes, reflecting the current state of a corresponding
context setting. On the other hand, the Target-scenarios are programmed to discharge
the context-specific response actions, and thus to provide the targeted mediation of an
event, basing on the previously detected context data, which has been captured and
supplied by a dedicated Meta-scenario.
In the description above, we may notice the first algorithmic mechanism of task dele-
gation, which works as the main prerequisite for channeling the information flow from
one proactive module to another, represented respectively by MTA and TRG scenar-
ios. The mentioned approach plays an important role in building and optimising the
proactive system’s launching mechanism. The given methodology is necessary for several
objectives, including memory optimisation, cost-e↵ective operation, system action spe-
cialisation, and most importantly for the generic and modular structuring of proactive
system behaviour. Consequently, we may notice in the proactive scenario’s structure
the first-level, deterministic principles, where two types of “independent” processes are
programmed to work in constant interrelation in order to achieve a common goal. It
should be noted that on the given deterministic level, the process of a context derivation
and targeted action assignment does not include any instances of probabilistic estima-
tion nor any data evaluation. The entire process operates as a result of a task delegation
and is fully based on the interrelation of pre-programmed rules, which are iteratively
executed with respect to their context-specific objectives.
Every proactive scenario essentially consists of a set of integral rules, which characterise
the di↵erent aspects of the given proactive scenario, such as its complexity and func-
tion orientation. The rules, representing our second-level deterministic principles are
characterised as necessary system elements, which allow all MTA and TRG scenarios to
function. The secondary deterministic factor has the methodological objective to specify
the approach characteristics on a low algorithmic level, which deals with rules’ internal
specifications and their corresponding structural organisations. In a general perspective,
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the internal rule’s structure is characterised by several computing steps, representing the
algorithmic flow of a rule’s logic. The rules’s integral steps must therefore be executed
either sequentially or non-sequentially (intermittently), depending on a type of a con-
fining proactive scenario. Thus, a rule’s integral structure consists of a fixed number of
successive functions, which are characterised as standard and common for all types of
rules. The only slight distinction, which di↵erentiates the rule’s structure is defined by
rules’ functions organisation and their execution. Such distinction fully depends on a
type of the proactive scenario, where the given rule is integrated as an algorithmic step
of a scenario’s logic. Consequently, the rule’s compound structure, pertinent to a Meta-
scenario di↵erentiates to a certain extent from the rule’s structure of a Target-scenario,
in terms of its functional composition and the characteristics of the successive execution.
Below, we give an overview, delineating the rule’s compound structure and the charac-
teristics of its integral components, which are defined and designed with an objective to
highlight the generic character of rule’s structure (see Algorithm 1). The generic charac-
teristic of a rule’s structure plays an important role in a development process, where it
serves to define the rule’s universal template, used in the design and development of new
proactive rules. The rule’s template is therefore characterised as a guiding schema, allow-
ing to create structurally similar rules. From a design-and-development point of view,
the rule’s template reflects in a general manner, all necessary information-processing
and information-parsing prerequisites, which play an important role in abstraction and
embodiment of an external context data.
The given template, characterising the rule’s compound structure consists of five inter-
related parts, or in other words algorithmic elements, which represent the formal steps
of rule’s information-processing and information-parsing policies. The given algorithmic
elements are defined as Data acquisition, Activation guards, Conditions, Actions, and
new Rule generation. All five elements are outlined in their logical and respective posi-
tions, where each element, representing a specific function has to sequentially perform
its individual tasks and objectives. Consequently, the given approach of fractional data
management is characterised by the rule’s ultimate objective to operate in relation to
its main goal, processing and parsing the corresponding context information.
As we will see later, all rule’s elements are characterised as inter-depended and comple-
mentary, which implies the rule’s correlative structure where every element relies on the
state of its above-positioned neighbour. Such rule’s characteristic, suggests that activa-
tion process of each element requires as a precondition the argument information, which
has to be computed first by the rule’s preceding neighbour. The given approach allows
the context data to be embedded and treated further in a progressive and cumulative
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manner, which in our opinion represents an optimal and e↵ective solution for monitoring
the highly dynamic context conditions.
Algorithm 1: Rule’s algorithmic structure
Data: DA - Data Acquisition, AG - Activation Guards
C - Conditions, A - Actions, R - Rule regeneration
Data Acquisition()
1: repeat for each DA request
(a) perform DA
(b) if (error) then
raise exception on system manager’s console and go to step 7
else create local variable, initialised to result of DA;
2: create local Boolean variable activated, initialised to false
Activation Guards()
3: repeat for each AG test
(a) evaluate AG
(b) if (result == false) then
go to step 6
else if (AG == last AG test) then
activated=true
Conditions()
4: repeat for each C test
(a) evaluate C
(b) if (result == false) then
go to step 6
Actions()
5: repeat for each A instruction
(a) perform A
(b) if (error) then
raise exception on system manager’s console and go to step 7
Rule Generation()
6: repeat for each R
(a) perform R
(b) insert newly generated rule at the end of the queue
7: delete all local variables
8: discard rule from the system
Data acquisition. From a design perspective, the first element of the rule’s structure
is characterised as a collecting type, which has a functional objective to acquire and to
collect all related data, forming the rule’s information-specific context. The first rule’s
element allows the algorithm to gather and to assemble all needed information from a
corresponding data source, which can be represented either by the system’s sensors or
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target-system’s database. On the other hand, the data assembling process is mainly
characterised by the algorithm’s objective to collect the context-specific data for its
further analysis, which is successively performed by the remaining parts of a rule. As we
may notice, the context-specific characteristics of a rule are defined by a type of acquired
information, which subsequently specifies the rule’s further behaviour.
In order to illustrate the aforementioned details, we provide below an example, which
delineates the situation of a new assignment detection on the Moodle platform. Accord-
ingly, if the acquired data by the first rule’s element is a new assignment, posted on
Moodle, after its detection, the rule’s following objectives are to specify its metadata,
that is assignment type and its corresponding deadline. The accomplishment of the
given objective is achieved by parsing the collected data further through the remaining
elements of a rule.
The data acquisition function of the rule gathers all necessary, context-specific informa-
tion from the Moodle’s database. As we mentioned earlier, our objective to choose the
given data source is mainly stipulated by the specifications and directives of our imple-
mentation approach. More specifically, the aforementioned implementations characterise
the Moodle’s database as a viable source, capable to reflect the numerous aspects of a
user’s online activity and to identify the corresponding context changes.
After having successfully retrieved the specified, related information from the Moodle
database, the rule has to further save the associated data for its subsequent use by the
remaining, successive elements of the rule. The information, acquired from the Moodle
database is always saved in a corresponding rule’s local variable, which is always available
for a later use, if necessary, in the successive information processing. The variable data
type can vary depending on the properties of the saved information, where a type of
the corresponding information, depends on the rule’s main objectives. However, with
no di↵erence to its type, a variable is always characterised as read-only, meaning that
the given variable can’t be modified by a rule nor by any functions.
Consequently, in reference to our example above of new assignment detection, the data
acquisition element has to identify first a data change in a corresponding database table,
reflecting the posting of a new assignment. Subsequently, the rule’s function saves the
corresponding data into a boolean type variable, which is parametrised either as true
or false. The variable value is later used by the successive rule’s elements, which have
the objective to specify the various data-related conditions, such as assignment’s type
and its corresponding deadline. In terms of the information processing steps, the given
data acquisition element may be characterised as an opening gate for the successive
algorithmic processes. In other words, the data acquisition step has to be executed first,
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in order to allow the succeeding rule’s elements to perform their individual tasks, and
thus to fulfil the rule’s general objective.
Activation guards. If the first element of Data acquisition aims to collect the context-
specific information, issued from the Moodle database, the rule’s second element of
Activation guards has the objective to further evaluate, the context conditions of the
given data. The evaluation process itself is accomplished based on the computation
of a related conditional statement, which in the given example of a new assignment,
inherently incorporates the data from the rule’s first element. Depending on the rule’s
objectives, the evaluation data can be of di↵erent character and from di↵erent sources.
The present conditional expression has to evaluate the data either to true or false, and
thus to respectively determine if the element of Activation guards is going to be activated
or not. Consequently, the obtained result specifies the further directives and character
of the algorithm’s control flow. In other words, the given element of Activation guards
is always performed after the Data acquisition part with the one objective, to determine
the directives of rule’s further algorithmic steps.
Depending on the data evaluation result, there are only two control flow possibilities,
which specify if the successive rule’s elements of Conditions and Actions are going to
be activated or not. On the one hand, if the element of Activation guards is evaluated
positively, the subsequent rule’s elements of Conditions and Actions are allowed to be
executed, and thus are authorised to continue the progressive flow of the rule’s logic.
On the other hand, if the element of Activation guards is evaluated negatively, the
subsequent rule’s elements of Conditions and Actions are skipped in order to move
the control flow directly to the last, fifth element of Rule generation. Depending on
a rule’s type and objectives of the inclosing proactive scenario, the control flow of a
rule deflects towards the fifth step of the algorithm, where the new instance of the
same rule is generated in order to continue the monitoring of the Moodle database.
Alternatively, the given rule may generate a di↵erent rule, whose objective is to provide
an additional service or to collect various, supplementary data, needed for completing
the initial scenario’s objectives. As we will see later, the given action diversity depends
on a logic and objective of the inclosing proactive scenario.
Conditions. The third rule’s element, denoted as Conditions represents the secondary
data evaluation layer, where the algorithm’s objective is to investigate in extensive details
the context-specific data. As we discussed earlier, the given data is introduced by the
first element and initially evaluated by the second algorithmic component. Consequently,
in its function, the given third element is identical to the previous algorithmic step of
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Activation guards. The main objective of the current element is to further evaluate the
context details of the initial data through the computation of corresponding conditional
statement.
In relation to our previous example of new assignment detection, the given algorithmic
step may for instance evaluate the conditions of the assignment deadline, where it has
to identify if the deadline of corresponding student’s assignment is less than in 3 days
or not. Depending on results of data evaluation, the Action part may be activated,
and some specific actions may be initiated in order to provide the monitoring of the
assignment submission. In the similar manner as in the case of Activation guards, the
present conditional expression has equally to evaluate the data either to true or false
and to successively store the result into a local, boolean type variable. The only slight
di↵erence in comparison to the function of the second rule’s element is characterised
by the subsequent activation type. In the given step, the result of data evaluation will
specify if the algorithmic part of Actions is going to take place or not. On the one
hand, if the element of Conditions is evaluated positively, the Action part is going to be
activated. On the other hand, if it is evaluated negatively, the Action part is skipped in
order to move the control flow directly to the last element of Rule generation.
Actions. The fourth element of a rule, denoted as Actions is an algorithmic part of a
rule, which is executed in succession, only if the preceding parts of Activation guards and
Conditions have been evaluated positively. The rule’s fourth element has an objective
to provide the designated context-specific actions in order to fulfil, entirely or partially,
the rule’s initial objective. The Actions part consists of a set of dedicated instructions
that have to be performed in relation to the acquired data, collected by the first rule’s
element of Data acquisition. In certain cases, depending on the rule’s characteristics and
general objectives of the confining proactive scenario, the Actions step can be skipped in
order to move the control flow directly to the last, fifth element of Rule generation. Such
algorithmic overstepping is due to an underlying complexity of involved context-actions,
which have to be undertaken in order to e↵ectively respond to an invoking situation.
In the aforementioned cases, the designated actions are performed in succession, through
specially dedicated rules, which are generated by the fifth element of an initial rule.
However, in more common situations, which invoke a simple set of compulsory actions,
the given fourth element of an algorithm is usually always performed. The character
of its designated actions may vary depending on the complexity and general objectives
of the confining proactive scenario. On the one hand, the designated actions may be
characterised as primary and direct, and therefore initiated immediately at the moment
of the algorithm’s element execution. On the other hand, the aforementioned actions
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may be designated as the preliminary steps, necessary for the progressive execution of
a complex set of instructions in order to complete the global objective.
A function of the given fourth element can be equally illustrated in relation to our
example of new assignment detection. Consequently, after the process of new assignment
detection, general condition evaluation, and assignment deadline specification, the fourth
element of a rule has the consecutive objective to create a message to students, who have
not yet submitted their assignments. The content of the message will contain a note,
which will notify the students that an assignment deadline is approaching and will be
over in three days. The role of the fourth element in the given example is to perform
rather a preliminary action of composing the dedicated message to students.
The given approach represents a necessary compound step for completing an entire
action, which is an integrated part of the designated proactive service. The primary
motivation for an implementation of the given approach is based on a fact that the
entire target-action, reflecting a proactive service may be very complex, and thus very
di cult to be realised and implemented only by one proactive rule. In the given situa-
tions, our methodology of service implementation is mainly based on allocation of the
integrated service instructions within several, specially dedicated rules, which in the end
form a complex proactive action. Such complex actions are usually assembled in, and
represented by a specific proactive service, which often consists of a set of preliminary
steps, necessary for accomplishing the initial service-based objectives. The functions of
the fourth element are in this context characterised by the rule’s type and the general
objectives of the confining proactive scenario.
Rule generation. The last step of the algorithm, denoted as Rule generation, is a
part of the process, which is responsible for the proactive service progression, and thus
in 99% of all cases always performed. Depending on a type of a rule, the given fifth
element has the objective either to clone itself, or to generate a new rule in order to
provide the continuation of a process for accomplishing the initial global objectives on a
level of the proactive scenario. In relation to our example of new assignment detection,
a role of the given element consists of two main steps of the rule generation.
After having created a message by the preceding fourth algorithmic part, the rule’s
next step is therefore to direct the control flow to the fifth element, whose objective is to
generate a specially designated rule, which will send the created message to the dedicated
group of students. When the fifth element generates the new rule, it consequently passes
to the given rule the corresponding parameters that include the previously composed
message. At the moment, when the messaging rule is generated, it already possesses all
necessary information, characterising either the individual students or the target student
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group. The given data transition is a primary and necessary condition for the rule in
order to be able to accomplish its original task.
The second step of the given algorithmic part consists of the successive process of cloning
its confining initial rule for creating the continuous e↵ect of a new assignment monitoring.
The self-cloning approach is an important methodological attribute, which highlights the
main principles and importance of a process’ continuation paradigm. Successively, the
given approach allows the system to ceaselessly monitor the outward situation conditions
in order to be always aware about any context modifications.
As we may notice, the rule’s mechanism, highlighting our second level deterministic
principle is represented as a complex algorithmic structure, consisting of five main steps,
which are characterised as the rule’s integral functional elements. Every step of an algo-
rithm has therefore its own specific objective, which has to be fulfilled in order to allow
the rule’s control flow to progress throughout the algorithm’s logic. Moreover, every
element’s objective has to be accomplished separately in order to sustain an indepen-
dence and autonomy of the rule’s di↵erent processes. However, the individual functional
objectives of each element are interrelated and conditioned by the common objective of
a confining rule.
The rule’s structure and its logic remains always the same for all types of rules, which
additionally serves as the rule’s template during the design, development and implemen-
tation of various patterns of the proactive system behaviour. The rules di↵er only in
the characteristics of their functional aspects, which are mainly stipulated by the type
of a rule and general objectives of its confining proactive scenario.
A rule may be characterised as the progressive algorithmic structure, allowing to create
a unified and adapted mechanism for implementing the continuity-based process of a
context monitoring. In the upcoming sections, we give several examples, where we aim
to describe in greater details the rule’s di↵erent structural aspects and their functional
variations in the frame of two types of proactive scenarios, Meta-scenario, and Target-
scenario. Before proceeding to the description of rule’s functional characteristics, we
first take a look on a mechanism, which is responsible for the actual execution of all
implemented proactive rules.
3.2.4 Rules Running System
The highlighted previously rules’ structure, represents only one segment of a proactive
mechanism, which initially characterises a variation of the system’s proactive behaviour.
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Figure 3.1: System architecture
However, individually or by themselves the rules are not capable to perform any proac-
tive actions, as they only represent the logic and a structure of the intended proactive
behaviour. In order to implement and to control a rule’s logic, which is encoded in rule’s
functions, the proactive system possesses a mechanism, responsible for the execution of
all applied proactive rules [5, 12]. The given mechanism, entitled as Rules Running
System on a conceptual level represents the core element of the proactive system. In
Figure 3.1 we illustrate in the example of the Moodle platform the positioning of the
Rules Running System in relation to the di↵erent composite modules of the proactive
system.
From the general perspective the Rules Running System (RRS) represents a mechanism
of the proactive system, which is responsible for the control flow of the rules’ execution.
Conceptually, the RRS or rules’ engine represents the core of the proactive system, which
has the unique objective to analyse and to process all composite proactive scenarios.
The rule’s engine has several essential process parameters, which define the general
structure of the RRS functioning. Upon its activation, the rules’ engine is set to run for
a specific period of time (parameter F ), during which it iterates the specified number
of implemented rules, stored in the corresponding FIFO list (parameter N). As we may
notice, the first two parameters specify respectively the duration of system’s activation
periods (F ), and the maximum number of rules, allowed to be executed within one
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activation period (N). Additionally, the Rules Running System has the third parameter,
which specifies the minimum pause-time between two activation periods (parameter P ).
The last parameter ensures that the rules’ engine does not interfere with the main
processes of a target-system.
Upon its iteration period, the RRS is programmed to take the first rule from the FIFO
queue and to check its compound parameters. Successively, an algorithm of the rules’
engine tests the activation guards of a rule and accordingly executes its composite logic.
Once executed, the rule is subsequently discarded from the system. For the purposes of
sustaining the currently active proactive process, the corresponding rule has to generate
a new instance of itself in order to be placed again inside of the FIFO list for its later
reactivation.
RRS FIFO lists. Every type of system’s proactive behaviour is implemented as a rule
in a separate Java class, which is successively stored in the database of the Rules Running
System. The RRS is essentially responsible for storing and executing the proactive rules,
through the built-in mechanism, which manages the two FIFO lists. The first FIFO list,
entitled as Current queue is responsible for holding the rules, which are going to be
executed in the current activation period. The current activation period is consequently
defined as an amount of time, during which the RRS is allowed to execute its rules. The
given condition is represented as the parameter F .
The second FIFO list, entitle as Next queue is responsible for holding the new instances
of the proactive rules, which have been generated by the initial rules upon their execu-
tion during the current activation period. For the optimisation purposes of managing
persistent data, we use the Hibernate framework, which allows us to save the queue
of to-be-executed rules during each activation period. Furthermore, the given frame-
work allows us to store all corresponding data, relevant to proactive scenarios and the
system in general, including context-based generated messages, system statistics and
parameters.
RRS First loop. The running period of the rules’ engine is initially locked within
the main process loop, which can be suspended upon the satisfaction of two conditions.
The first condition, allowing the RRS to be stopped depends on a state of the FIFO list,
which stipulates that the rule’s engine may suspend its operation if the current queue
is empty. On the other hand, the RRS can be stopped by an explicit command of the
system administrator.
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RRS Second loop. An activation period of the RRS is essentially characterised by
the engine’s iteration process, which conventionally contains the second process loop,
responsible for an actual execution of all proactive rules. Similarly to the first loop,
the second loop has its corresponding conditions, which accordingly allow it to break
the initiated locked process. The given iterating process of the second loop breaks
upon several condition: (a) if the current queue gets empty, (b) if the allowed number
of executed rules for one activation period reaches its maximum limit (parameter N),
or (c) if the allowed time for the current activation period has passed (parameter F ).
Consequently, upon the satisfaction of one of the three given conditions the RRS iteration
period gets suspended.
During the actual period of the engine’s iteration, the function processes of the second
loop extract the first rule from the current queue and successively execute the logic of
this rule by the corresponding implemented method. Subsequently, after completion of
the rule’s execution, the RRS initiates the next activation period through the several
successive steps, including: (1) updating the current queue with remaining elements
of the next queue, and thus emptying the next queue, (2) clearing the database cache,
(3) replacing the queue on the database with a data of the current queue, (4) saving
statistics of the completed iteration, and (5) updating statistics of the rule’s execution.
Database wrapper. The given composite characteristics of the above modules, col-
lectively represent the overall functional structure of the proactive system. However, in
order to connect to a target-system environment, the proactive module has to possess
the additional functional elements, which will successively enable a coherent connection
between two systems. Consequently, the connection to a target-system is done via its
composite database. The proactive system is set to continuously monitor the state of
a target-system’s database for the purposes of detecting any new changes, which might
correspond to a specific logic of one of the proactive scenarios. The given connection
between proactive system and a target system is represented by an abstract database
wrapper, which includes an implementation of MySQL with the textual SQL queries,
needed to access the target system’s data.
User interface. The last important element of the overall proactive system architec-
ture is a graphical user interface, allowing to create a direct connection with an outward
context environment and its corresponding actors. In the case of the Moodle environ-
ment, the interaction with a user is done either by means of the Moodle’s email messaging
system, or through the implemented user interface elements, allowing to display to a user
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Figure 3.2: Messaging block
Figure 3.3: Message pop-up window
the received notification information via the corresponding messaging windows. Conse-
quently, the user has a possibility to discard the unwanted or read messages by deleting
them from the initial list.
The composite elements of the implemented user interface consist of three di↵erent
parts, including the Messaging block, Message pop-up window, and a Notification bar
(see Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4). The Messaging block represents an additional Moodle’s
module, displayed at the left side of a platform’s webpage. The given module contains
all messages, arranged into a list, which initially are relevant to, or associated with the
user’s current e-learning activities. The elements of the Messaging block allow the user a
certain degree of interaction with a list, where a message can be clicked, and thus opened,
deleted, or simply ignored. A message in the list contains two types of information, that
is the title of a message and its corresponding level of importance. Upon the click on a
message, the pop-up window is displayed, which allows the user to read all containing
message information. In the case when the user is outside of the range of the Messaging
block, whenever a new message is sent to a user, the Notification bar pops up in order to
get the user’s attention. The given last element of the user interface is correspondingly
positioned at the bottom of the Moodle’s webpage.
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As we may notice, the proactive system’s functioning is fully dependent on the high-
lighted above three system modules, the Rules Running System and its database, the
database wrapper, and the system’s implemented user interface elements. Collectively,
all modules represent the proactive system’s main framework, which initially ensures a
coherent functioning of all applied instances of a system’s proactive behaviour. More
precisely, the given framework allows us to incorporate the various types of a proactive
behaviour, which are correspondingly characterised by the di↵erent types of the imple-
mented proactive scenarios. In the upcoming sections we discuss the applied variations
and composite features of all implemented proactive scenarios.
3.2.5 Meta-scenarios
Our first type of proactive scenario, denoted asMeta-scenario or shortly MTA, represents
the system’s monitoring capabilities, which are essential preconditions for an e↵ective
implementation of a proactive system behaviour. In order to delineate all compound
aspects of the MTA-scenario, we explain first the underlying principles and defining
conditions related to its name. The name of Meta-scenario initially derives from the
idea of a meta-concept. In a general perspective, a meta-concept represents a situation
where one system process works for the objectives of another process. Consequently, the
Meta-scenario’s function is defined as a prerequisite process, supporting and completing
another related process for the purposes of fulfilling the common goal. A mechanism,
based on the given approach is primarily characterised by the sequential and incremental
function execution, allowing to create a continuity-e↵ect for the corresponding system
processes.
Conventionally, the proactive system consists of a set of predefined proactive scenarios,
which constitute the system’s modular structure. Every proactive module is a separate
system unit, characterised by its own individual objectives and task orientations. Col-
lectively, all proactive modules form a goal-oriented, unified, context-aware mechanism,
capable to interact and to monitor the outward context environment. The proactive
scenarios, representing di↵erent algorithmic processes are interrelated on the low and
high levels of the system operation. The given conceptual characteristic presumes that
in a global frame of the proactive system operation, one proactive scenario is always
working for the objectives of another proactive scenario in order to fulfil the common
goal.
Figure 3.4: Notification bar
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A Meta-scenario is a prerequisite process, consisting of a set of predefined rules with
the specific purpose to provide the associated Target-scenarios with essential context-
specific information. In other words, the MTA-scenario is characterised as a modular,
sub-level function of the system framework in relation to the higher function of the
TRG-scenario. The functions of both types of proactive scenarios are characterised as
interdependent, meaning that by themselves, the MTA and TRG-scenarios are only half
processes, unable to operate in full capacity, and thus unable to accomplish their original
objectives.
By definition the MTA-scenario is a continuous never ending process. In relation to
the aforementioned rule’s classification, the scenario’s compound rule is always subject
to the perpetual regeneration with no di↵erence to the values of evaluated conditions.
More specifically, if the first two elements of a rule (Data acquisition and Activation
guards) are evaluated to a negative value, the rule’s control flow will always proceed
to the last fifth element in order to generate a new instance of itself. The given rule’s
characteristics allow the system to sustain for a specified period of time the currently
required processes. Therefore, in relation to the MTA-scenarios, the main objective of a
rule’s regeneration is to provide the proactive system with the context-aware capabilities.
Conceptually, an MTA-scenario has an additional added-value quality, which is defined
and characterised as a computationally optimal solution for a cost-e↵ective system op-
eration. More precisely, in comparison to the TRG-scenario, an MTA is the only type of
proactive scenario, which is defined as a continuous and never-ending rule. Such method-
ological distinction implies that all Target-scenarios can be e↵ectively kept backstage of
the system process in a non-active state as the latent and waiting system’s sub-processes.
The given approach characteristics indicate that the system’s proactive scenarios don’t
have to be activated, all at the same time. The few dedicated proactive rules can be
constantly in the active state in order to be able to manage and, if necessary, to trigger
the single Target-scenarios.
After being activated, the associated rules of a TRG-scenario perform their action-based
tasks in a dedicated context environment. Ultimately, the rules of the TRG-scenario
get dismissed without regeneration. This is the main distinction between two types of
proactive scenarios, where the compound rules of a Target-scenario never regenerate
themselves, but are activated correspondingly by a designated Meta-scenario. On the
other hand, a compound rule of a Meta-scenario always generates a new instance of
itself in order to be able to sustain the process of a context monitoring. Through the
conceptual division of all proactive scenarios into MTA and TRG-scenarios, we are able
to keep in a non-active, latent state all non-essential and currently needless processes.
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Furthermore, we are simultaneously able to sustain all prevailing, compulsory system
activities.
The concept of a Meta-scenario allows us to cut a considerable number of the active
proactive scenarios, and to consequently provide the cost-e↵ective system operation. The
given cost-e↵ective characteristics include the following system optimisation properties:
a substantial memory gain, system’s information processing discharge, and an e↵ective
task delegation mechanism.
In addition to the cost-e↵ective characteristics and system optimisation benefits, an
MTA-scenario contributes furthermore to the system process in a di↵erent constructive
manner, which characterises a Meta-scenario as the necessary context provider. This as-
pect represents the main objective and functional orientation of an MTA-scenario. Con-
sequently, all implemented Meta-scenarios serve as a perception centre of the proactive
system, which continuously monitor the Moodle database for any states’ fluctuations.
As mentioned earlier, in order to perform the database monitoring, the main rule of
the associated Meta-scenario has to be constantly in the active state, which is achieved
through the process of its sequential and continuous regeneration. The given disposition
represents furthermore the main precondition for the uninterrupted and never-ending
context analysis.
Moreover, the Meta-scenario has a secondary operational objective, which is charac-
terised as a task delegation function. The given function is conceptually based on the
rule’s first objective of the context monitoring. After having detected the required con-
text data, a Meta-scenario has to provide the associated Target-scenario with the cor-
responding context information, which will allow the proactive system to successively
initiate the necessary context-mediating actions. An MTA-scenario is always able to
provide the corresponding Target-scenario with all necessary context information, and
thus to accurately respond to an attention-required, context situation.
Moodle-specific Meta-scenarios
In order to exemplify the aforementioned theoretical description of MTA-scenarios in
the framework of their practical implementations, below, we present in extensive details
the typology and principles, pertinent to all Meta-scenarios. As stated earlier, the main
target environment of our empirical implementations is the Moodle platform, which is
used by our University3 as an e-learning, assisting tool. According to the presented
scenarios’ classifications, we design and develop two types of experimental, proactive
3University of Luxembourg
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scenarios, which aim in the framework of the present study to reflect the fundamental
principles of a proactive system behaviour. The compound rules of both scenario’s types
are uniformly based on the five-step structure of the rule’s template. The orientation of
the design characteristics of corresponding proactive scenarios entirely depend on a type
of the chosen target-environment. We focus on creating several fundamental categories
of Meta-scenarios, which must successively cover the basic dimensions of a context and
its corresponding attributes.
Due to the system’s conceptual characteristics, which stipulate that the main deter-
ministic mechanism is integrated within the framework of proactive scenarios, we don’t
have to resort to any additional physical sensors or actuators. According to the stated
motives, we choose not to use any physical sensors in our study, but to apply instead
the mechanism of the Moodle’s database monitoring. The given approach allows us
to perform the continuous monitoring and evaluation of the priorly specified context
conditions, which are symbolically represented in the database state variations. The
mentioned approach, representing the proactive system’s context-aware mechanism, is
fully capable to satisfy, and to thoroughly reflect our initial study objectives that aim to
validate the deterministic structure of the proactive system. Below, we present an out-
line of the implemented Meta-scenarios, where we describe their general characteristics,
compound structures, and their context-a liated roles.
According to our methodological directives, presented in section 3.1.3, prior to the design
of Moodle-based proactive scenarios, we first have to define the corresponding context
attributes, which will be involved in the given scenarios. The process of a context
analysis necessitates a strong supporting and guiding structure, which will help us to
ground the multiple abstract aspects of a context on the stable methodological basis. In
order to accurately describe the process of the proactive scenarios’ design, we are going
to refer to the methodological framework of the earlier established theoretical directives.
Meta-scenario of assignment detection: context attributes A1, A2 The con-
text attribute A1, which emphasises the interactional aspects of the Moodle platform
is characterised in our study by the users’ online interactions, related to the assignment
exercises. According to our methodological schema, the given assignment tasks, repre-
sent successively the sub-attribute A2, which is defined as a subject of interactions, or
in other words the conditional reason for the user’s interactions.
According to the aforementioned disposition, our two context attributes are structurally
interrelated on several concept levels. On the one hand, the initial attribute A1 (user’s
interactions) highlights a variation of online activities between teachers and students,
which are taken into account by the designated proactive scenarios. On the other hand,
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the sub-type attribute A2 (subject of interactions), consequently specifies the additional
details and nature of the corresponding users’ interactions. The subject, or topic of users’
interactions is therefore represented by a posted assignment, which plays the role of the
stipulating condition, specifying the character and type of teacher-student interactions.
Our first Meta-scenario will have to address the selected context situations, which involve
the tasks of assignment posting, assignment accomplishment and assignment submission.
More specifically, the aforementioned Meta-scenario will have to be able to detect and
to analyse the newly posted assignment on the Moodle database.
In order to implement the system’s proactive behaviour and thus to apply the corre-
sponding context actions, related to the new assignment task, an MTA-scenario has first
to detect the newly posted assignment through the continuous monitoring of the asso-
ciated Moodle’s database tables (see Algorithm 2). Our first Meta-scenario, denoted as
MTA001, has the objective to detect the new assignment, posted by a teacher, and to
subsequently activate a set of related proactive scenarios in order to delegate them their
specific tasks. The activated proactive scenarios will continue further the initiated pro-
cess. Specifically, in the frame of a timeline, the MTA001 scenario has the objective to
compare the Moodle’s database states and to detect any changes, which successively rep-
resent an abstraction of user’s actions. All detected data variations, inherently represent
a specific event of a real life situation, occurred within the margins of the corresponding
target-environment.
After having detected the di↵erences in the database states, the MTA001 will conse-
quently launch the appropriate Target-scenarios in order to allow them to perform their
specific context-based actions within the limits of the detected real life situation. The
associated action scope of the scenario MTA001, can be characterised as inward related
due to its function of the internal database analysis. However, a global objective of the
scenario is fully oriented to the user’s outward environment. The processes of activation
and launching of the associated proactive scenarios together with a delegation of the
corresponding context tasks, are entirely stipulated by the types and specifications of
the compound scenario’s functions.
The MTA001 scenario is built and fully based on the earlier presented rule’s template,
which represents a general model-structure of the scenario’s algorithm. From the pro-
gramming point of view, the inclosed scenario’s algorithm, inherently consists of five
rule’s elements, where each element has its own specific function.
Step 1: Data acquisition. Upon the first algorithm’s step of Data acquisition, the
rule’s function is set to comparatively evaluate the Moodle’s database state and to detect
any new data, which represents a newly posted assignment on the Moodle platform. In
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Algorithm 2: MTA001
Input: (N)
1: Data Acquisition()
boolean newAssignment  isNewAssignment(N);
2: Activation Guards()
return newAssignment;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
no actions
5: Rule Generation()
if (activated) then
assignments[]  getNewAssignments(N);
for (each assignment in assignments[]) do
createRule MTA004(assignmentID, 0);
createRule MTA002a(assignmentID);
createRule MTA002b(assignmentID);
createRule NTF001(assignmentID);
createRule NTF002(assignmentID);
nextN  assignmentID;
createRule MTA001(nextN);
else createRule MTA001(N);
a process of data evaluation, the rule uses a parametrised function, which by means of a
comparative information analysis has an objective to identify every new data instance,
appeared within the associated database table. In case when a table is defined as static,
containing no new data, the rule is set to regenerate itself through the step five in order
to continue the process of the database monitoring. On the other hand, in case when
a table is defined as dynamic, all new data is identified, and rule’s control flow goes
progressively through all successive steps of the algorithm.
The process of a comparative information analysis is based on the provided data-
parameter, which represents the last known state of the given database table. The
aforementioned data-parameter, denoted as N, is provided by the previous instance of
the rule’s function, which defines the N-parameter as the last assignment, treated by
the given rule in a previous iteration. The role of the N-parameter is therefore to set
the ID and time markers on a data in order to always be able to identify the newest
items in a database table. Subsequently, after having detected the new data instance in
a corresponding database table, the rule saves the corresponding positive value (a value
which is set to true) in a local boolean type variable, denoted in the given example as
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newAssignment. The aforementioned boolean variable and its value are further used by
the successive functions of the current rule.
Step 2: Activation guards. The positive value of the previous Data acquisition step
allows the algorithm’s control flow to successively pass to the rule’s next element of Ac-
tivation guards and its corresponding function that represents the first set of conditions’
evaluation. Upon the second algorithm’s step, the rule’s function is set to evaluate the
global conditions, related to the acquired data of an assignment task. Upon the given
computational step, the previously defined, first-step variable newAssignment is evalu-
ated by the rule’s current function. According to the previously assigned value of the
first-step variable, which is set to true, the function of the Activation guards sets its own
boolean variable to the same value (true) as the function of Data acquisition. It should
be noted that such computational aspects of the rule’s second element, which simply
repeats the function of the previous step, entirely depend on the type of the variable and
data of the corresponding first algorithmic step. Specifically, if the first-step variable
is an integer type, the given disposition then naturally extends the possibilities of the
successive data evaluations beyond the scope of only boolean values.
The rule’s second function is allowed to evaluate the first-step integer value in di↵erent
directions. If the first-step variable is a boolean type, the rule’s second function is thus
unable to perform more extensive evaluations, as the only possibility is to re-evaluate the
first-step variable to the same value as in the step before. In other words, the positive
value of the first-step boolean variable of newAssignment is automatically assigned to
the corresponding second-step boolean variable of Activation guards in order to allow
the control flow to pass to the next computational step.
Step 3: Conditions. According to the given scenario type and its basic functional
structure, the current algorithmic step does not contain any complex calculations. Con-
ventionally, the given rule’s element has the objective to evaluate the extensive, addi-
tional conditions, related to a type of the detected data instance of the first-step function.
Similarly to the case of the second-step computations, the current function simply sets
its own third-step boolean variable to a positive value (true) in order to allow the con-
trol flow to pass to the next fourth step. The given computational aspect is equally
characterised by a first-step variable type and the complexity of the confining proactive
scenario, which in the current case does not allow the third-step function to evaluate the
data beyond the scope of boolean values. The assigned role of the given algorithmic step
in this particular example is limited to the automatic data evaluation with the single
purpose, to allow the control flow to pass to the next computational step.
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Step 4: Actions. Due to the methodological objectives, which prompt us to use the
same rule’s template for all categories of proactive scenarios, the programming strategies
thus may vary, depending on the objectives of the designed proactive scenarios and their
structural complexity. As we demonstrated in the previously described algorithm’s steps,
certain parts of a rule have sometimes a very little amount of tasks to perform. Moreover,
in certain cases, the given fourth rule’s step of Actions, depending on the complexity
and configurations of the confining proactive scenario, is sometimes skipped in order
to activate the last fifth element of a rule. The given MTA001 scenario, consisting of
specifications, which do not presume the functioning beyond the simple detection of a
new assignment, is therefore not programmed to initiate any additional actions, directed
to context manipulations. The current fourth step of the MTA001 is going to be skipped
by the algorithm in order to proceed directly to the functions of the last fifth element.
Furthermore, it should be noted that according to the conceptual characteristics of all
Meta-scenarios, the Action part of an algorithm in the present case is used less frequently
in comparison to the rule’s functions of a Target-scenario. Such programming charac-
teristics are due to the main role of the MTA-scenario, which is mainly characterised
by the functions of the context event detection, task delegation, and system process
optimisation. As we will see later, the fourth algorithmic step plays an important and
vital role in the operation of all Target-scenarios.
Step 5: Rule generation. Upon the last step of the rule’s algorithm, the associated
functions of the final fifth element are always executed with no di↵erence to the type
and complexity of the confining proactive scenario. Consequently, at the algorithm’s
last step of Rule generation, the scenario’s fifth-step functions have several assignment-
based objectives, where each objective aims to specify the associated characteristics of
the event conditions. The first function can be characterised as a precondition step, set
to specify the associated details of the detected assignment in order to be able to pass the
corresponding data-parameters to the generated proactive scenarios. As we may notice,
the function of the details’ specification corresponds to our earlier A3 context-attribute
(see section 3.1.3), which aims to delineate the characteristics of initial factors of the
teacher-student interactions. In other words, if the detected assignment is a subject of
interactions (attribute A2), which defines the basis of teacher-student communications,
the details about the assignment are therefore our characteristics of a subject (attribute
A3) that aim to further specify the corresponding context conditions.
After having specified all necessary assignment characteristics, a function of the algo-
rithm’s fifth step will subsequently generate/launch the new proactive rules, accordingly
parametrised by the recently specified new assignment details. The additional details
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are the characteristics of the assignment, which include its name, associated course, and
corresponding study program. The newly generated proactive rules may vary in type,
depending on the structure and objectives of the confining Meta-scenario. In case of
the MTA001, the function of the rule’s last step will generate/launch several MTA and
TRG scenarios in order to proactively respond to the potential needs and requirements,
related to a context situation of the assignment accomplishment.
First, the current rule’s function will launch the associated Meta-scenarios, denoted
in our study as MTA002a, MTA002b, and MTA004, which will start the continuous
monitoring of the given assignment from a di↵erent angle. The corresponding MTA-
scenarios will monitor the assignment-related context conditions, such as the rate of the
assignment accomplishment, performed by students within a particular timeframe. As
we may notice, the chosen approach allows us to successively delegate the corresponding
context-based tasks to other scenarios in order to continue the proactive monitoring of
the specified event from a di↵erent contextual angle. The task delegation mechanism is
the main technical instrument of the proactive system, allowing to follow, monitor and
if necessary to mediate the attention-required context events. In a predominant number
of cases, related to the proactive context monitoring, the task delegation is realised and
implemented by means of the given fifth step of the new rule generation.
Additionally to the generated Meta-scenarios, a function of the current algorithmic step
will subsequently generate several Target-scenarios, parametrised accordingly by the
recently specified assignment details. In comparison to the previously generated MTA-
scenarios, which aim to take over the process and to continue the context monitoring
from a di↵erent angle, the generated TRG-scenarios have a simpler objective to provide
the single, one-time target-actions. We will discuss the associated functions’ details of
TRG-scenarios in the following sections.
The provided parameters, assigned to the TRG-scenarios characterise an assignment task
by means of establishing its unique identity. A function of the fifth step will therefore
generate/launch the associated Target-scenarios and provide them with the necessary
parameters, characterising the details of the new assignment. The generated scenarios,
denoted in our study as NTF001 and NTF002, will notify the related users about the
newly posted assignment. The Target-scenario NTF001 will provide the students with
the essential details about the new assignment, whereas the scenario NTF002 will in-
form the related teacher that all students, enrolled in his/her course are duly notified
about their new task. As we will see later, the Target-scenarios occasionally employ an
approach of the task delegation. The given disposition is true in certain cases when a
TRG-scenario requires an additional service or information, which is necessary for the
ample and thorough achievement of its initial objective.
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After having generated the associated MTA and TRG scenarios, and thus having suc-
cessfully delegated all related tasks to the subsequent system processes, the function of
the given algorithmic step will ultimately perform its last action. The compound rule of
the MTA001 will generate a new instance of itself with the updated parameters of the
last treated assignment. The given approach will allow the new instance of the MTA001
to take over the process from its last known state, and thus to continue the monitor-
ing of Moodle’s database tables with respect to already happened context events. The
provided parameters, assigned to the new instance of the MTA001, reflect the unique
characteristics and identity of the detected assignment task. Consequently, when the
proactive scenario is regenerated, it will start over the process of algorithmic computa-
tions from the first step of Data acquisition, and will continue onward towards its last
step of Rule generation.
As we may notice, the given approach allows the system to iterate the steps of the context
monitoring indefinitely, until the process is stopped either by the system administrator or
by another proactive scenario. It should be noted that after the negative data evaluation
at steps of Data acquisition and Activation guards, the control flow of the algorithm will
directly jump to the last fifth step of the rule in order to generate the new instance of
MTA001 scenario. In comparison to TRG-scenarios, the Meta-scenarios always execute
the given part of the rule regeneration.
In the illustrative description of the MTA001, we presented the scenario’s underlying
techniques, related to the compound algorithm’s operations and their characteristics.
The aforementioned rule’s processes represent, in their conventional perspective, the
overall mechanism, which defines the methodological strategies of the algorithm’s com-
posite steps, valid for all types of Meta-scenarios.
Consequently, the main di↵erence lies within the type of an MTA-scenario, its context-
related objectives and its general functional complexity, which collectively define the
character, structure, and aspects of scenario’s composite functions. However, with no
di↵erence to the characteristics, related to the scenario’s internal mechanisms, all MTA-
scenarios are subjected to follow the aforementioned rule’s procedures in order to sustain
their functional aspect of process continuity. Every Meta-scenario is explicitly designed
to tackle a particular context-based event or a situation, which upon our prior context
analysis has been considered and marked either as interesting or as attention requiring.
Therefore, all MTA-scenarios are designed and developed according to the individual
characteristics of corresponding context situations and their compound events. Accord-
ing to our design strategies, the given situations and their distinct settings represent
individual context elements, which conventionally necessitate the system’s continuous
proactive mediation. Consequently, the related areas of MTA-scenarios’ application may
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vary considerably, depending on the scenario’s objectives, corresponding context char-
acteristics, and the desired context outcomes. In the upcoming sections, we present
an exhaustive list of all MTA-scenarios, where we highlight their associated general
specifications, objectives and the corresponding technical aspects. Before proceeding to
the list of interconnected proactive scenarios, we highlight first in the next section the
underlying mechanisms and definitions of the associated Target-scenarios.
3.2.6 Target-scenarios
Denoted as Target-scenario or shortly TRG, our second type of proactive scenarios repre-
sents the system’s action mechanism, which has the primary objective to implement the
prior specified target actions within the corresponding context environment. Similarly
to the descriptive structure of the MTA-scenarios, in order to delineate all compound
aspects of the TRG-scenario, we explain first the underlying principles and defining
characteristics, related to its name.
The name of Target-scenario is based on an idea of performing the context-specific, tar-
get actions with the objective to mediate the conditions of a context environment. In
other words, the system aims to target the specific context events on behalf of higher
level functions of a corresponding MTA-scenario. The mechanism of proactive scenarios
essentially represents an interrelated and mutually dependent process, where all com-
posite units are interconnected on the di↵erent system layers. Consequently, we create
a network of interdependent processes, where each element is always working in the
interests and objectives of another process.
The given disposition is particularly valid in case of the TRG-scenario. According to
its conceptual definitions, an TRG-scenario represents an instance of a system process,
which always benefits from related prior computations, performed on its account. There-
fore, all Target-scenarios are always associated with their corresponding Meta-scenarios,
which provide TRG-scenarios with the essential data-parameters, aimed to help them
to accomplish their action objectives. In other words, all Target-scenarios conceptually
represent the hands of the proactive system, which are subjected to comply with the
instructions, issued by a higher level function of a Meta-scenario.
Conventionally, if a Meta-scenario is a prerequisite process, collecting all necessary con-
text data, a Target-scenario is then the intended system’s instance for which all cor-
responding precondition processes have been performed. In other words, if an MTA-
scenario is characterised as a modular, sub-level function of the system framework, a
TRG-scenario represents a modular, on-level function, which aims to bring the proac-
tive actions into the real life context situations. Besides the given conceptual di↵erences
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of both types of proactive scenarios, another important distinction, which consider-
ably di↵erentiates their typology, lies within the individual algorithmic characteristics
of TRG-scenarios’ function longevity.
In comparison to an MTA-scenario, which is a continuous never ending process, an
TRG-scenario is characterised as a single, one-time action of the short life span, which
ultimately gets discarded after its initial objective is accomplished. In relation to the
earlier described rule’s convention, the mentioned TRG-scenario’s characteristics imply
that its corresponding, compound rule is never regenerated at its fifth algorithmic step.
Although a Target-scenario may generate other associated proactive scenarios, it can al-
most never generate a new instance of itself due to the strong adherence to the scenarios’
structural policies.
The specified policies allow a scenario to run continuously, through the perpetual rule
regeneration, only in case of the Meta-scenario type. The given scenarios’ policies are
implemented for purposes of the two functional objectives. On the one hand, the pur-
pose is to optimise the system’s characteristics in order to reach the ideal cost-e↵ective
functioning, whereas on the other hand, the purpose is to separate the scenarios’ running
processes. The later objective is characterised as an essential element, which constitutes
the basis of the proactive scenarios’ launching mechanism.
Although the Target-scenario is built on the basis of the same rule’s template as any
Meta-scenario, its algorithmic structure is slightly di↵erent with regard to the execution
policy. Despite the fact that a compound rule of an TRG-scenario follows the same five
steps of the algorithm’s template, it has nonetheless the di↵erent functional strategy
of the rule regeneration. Moreover, according to the algorithmic structure of an MTA-
scenario, we know that the compound rule’s step of Action is the only part of a Meta-
scenario, which is used less frequently, in relation to the rest of its rule’s elements. The
given algorithmic part however represents a vital functional element in the case of a
TRG-scenario.
Consequently, The functional characteristics of a Target-scenario presume less frequent
use of its rule’s second and third algorithmic steps, which aim to evaluate in a consecutive
manner the context-related events’ conditions. The given functional characteristics are
mainly stipulated by an approach of the process separation, which conventionally divides
the common task between two types of proactive scenarios. The associated events’
conditions, related to the system’s function of a context analysis are always evaluated
by a prerequisite process of the Meta-scenario. The rule’s second and third steps of an
associated Target-scenario are in most cases simply set to the default value (true) in
order to allow the control flow to pass towards the next step of Actions. Conventionally,
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the rule’s fourth step of a TRG-scenario is almost always performed, as it represents the
defining element of a Target-scenario’s functional structure.
As previously defined, one of the objectives of the MTA-scenario is to be the Context
provider, which consequently appoints the given proactive module to serve as a percep-
tion centre of the proactive system. Respectively, the main objective of a TRG-scenario
can be characterised as the Action provider, which impels the given proactive module
to initiate the event-specific target actions, oriented to manipulate the context envi-
ronment. In other words, a Target-scenario uses the context details, provided by an
associated Meta-scenario in order to accomplish their common objective as a composite
function of a proactive system behaviour.
The aforementioned properties and features of a TRG-scenario, accordingly characterise
the given scenario as the hands of the proactive system. The Target-scenario always acts
with the objective to provide the targeted context mediation by initiating the direct ac-
tions upon the defined instances of a context situation. In comparison to the concept
characteristics of a Meta-scenario, the Target-scenario is always subjected to remain in
its non-active state, prior to the moment of performing its dedicated tasks. The activa-
tion of a TRG-scenario is conventionally assigned to the corresponding MTA-scenarios,
which individually decide when to launch the associated Target-scenarios. Addition-
ally, a Meta-scenario provides a TRG-scenario with the corresponding data-parameters,
which consequently allow the scenario’s algorithm to specify the characteristics of an
associated context event. Consequently, if the Meta-scenario represents the primary
module of the proactive system, which is capable to capture and observe an event of
interest, the Target-scenario represents the secondary module, allowing the system to
implement the context-mediating actions.
Moodle-specific Target-scenarios
In order to exemplify the aforementioned theoretical description of TRG-scenarios, below
we present in extensive details the typology and principles, pertinent to all Target-
scenarios. In the upcoming paragraphs, we present the corresponding detailed structure,
which characterises the functional aspects of the second type scenarios.
The presented below structure of a TRG-scenario is built within the guidelines of the
aforementioned context attributes. Consequently, all context attributes from A1 to A5
are applied in order to help us to specify all related context conditions and their specific
events. The usability of the given methodological framework is pertinent to the design
and development of all proactive scenarios. The established methodological framework
helps us to define the specific target actions, corresponding to the associated context
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events, detected by the MTA001 scenario. All Target-scenarios and their specific context
actions are designed and developed with the objective to take into account and to employ
all associated context data, provided by an MTA-scenario. Every TRG-scenario inherits
the characteristics of a context event, which are specified and subsequently provided by
the associated MTA-scenario.
At present, we attempt to describe the conceptual and algorithmic characteristics of one
of the Target-scenarios used in our empirical study. The given description represents
the general underlying principles, common to all TRG-scenarios. In order to implement
the system’s proactive behaviour, and thus to apply the corresponding target-actions,
related to the new assignment task, an MTA-scenario has first to detect the newly posted
assignment through continuous monitoring of the Moodle’s database.
According to the design characteristics of a proactive behaviour, after having detected
the new assignment, and having specified all relevant context details, the system will
have to notify the corresponding students about their new task. In order to initiate
an event mediation, our MTA001 scenario, from the previous example, will launch the
corresponding Target-scenarios in order to respond to the current needs of a context
situation. One of the triggered services is a notification scenario, denoted in our study
as NTF001. The unique objective of the NTF001 scenario is to promptly notify all
related students about their new, course-related task. Notably, the main objective of the
NTF001 is divided into several smaller sub-goals, representing respectively the scenario’s
composite functions. Each function aims to individually fulfil its specific, event-based
objective. In order to be able to create the corresponding notification message, the
NTF001 has to specify additional context conditions, related to the event, including the
assignment name, course name, and the designated group of students. Subsequently, the
NTF001 has to generate a new target scenario, denoted in our study as the Messaging
scenario (MSG001), in order to delegate the given scenario the successive task of sending
the already composed and fully specified notification message.
The specifications of a message contain all necessary information about the given as-
signment and the dedicated group of students. The given processes of the message
creation and students’ group specification consists of the progressive execution of sev-
eral compound functions, where each function has to perform its unique action in order
to ensure an e↵ective operation of the NTF001 scenario. In comparison to the MTA001,
the scope of the NTF001 actions can be characterised as the outward related. The given
characteristic is due to the NTF001 functions’ orientations and their successive e↵ect
on the associated context conditions. Similarly to the MTA001, our NTF001 scenario is
built upon, and fully based on the earlier described rule’s template, which represents a
general, model-based structure, pertinent to all proactive scenarios.
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In comparison to the described algorithmic characteristics of the MTA001 scenario, the
underlying aspects of the NTF001 control flow delineate slightly di↵erent algorithmic
properties, which are mainly manifested in the rule’s functions and their organisation
(see Algorithm 3). The given algorithmic distinction is due to the conceptually di↵erent
type of the scenario’s properties, which conventionally characterise the NTF001 as a
single, one-time action. In consequence, certain rule’s steps of the NTF001 scenario
vary in their functional specifications, compared to the underlying rule’s mechanisms of
the MTA001 scenario.
Algorithm 3: NTF001
Input: (assignmentID)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentName  getAssignmentName(assignmentID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
students[]  getStudentsFromCourse(courseID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
text  createText(...);
5: Rule Generation()
for (each student in students[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, studentID);
Step 1: Data acquisition. The main conceptual di↵erence, related to the first-step
functions of the NTF001 algorithm is stipulated by the typological rule’s prerequisites of
a Target-scenario in conjunction with the characteristics of its data acquisition process.
In other words, in case of our NTF001 scenario, upon the first computational step, the
algorithm does not look for the new data, but explores instead the additional, event-
based details, related to the already provided information by the MTA001 scenario.
The given conceptual divergence, related to the algorithm’s functional characteristics,
has the key objective to complete the original event-based data with the supplementary
context details.
In relation to our example, the compound algorithm of the NTF001 uses the assignment
ID, representing the provided data-parameter by the MTA001, in order to further specify
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the complementary characteristics about the new assignment event. The given, addi-
tional properties include such event attributes as the Assignment name and Course ID.
Consequently, the obtained Course ID has the successive objective to further specify the
associated course name and corresponding students’ list, containing the identification
characteristics of all related users. In a process of the data specification, the rule uses
the parametrised functions, which have the composite objective to identify every related
data instance, currently present within the associated database tables. The given data
specification is performed by means of direct querying of the corresponding Moodle’s
database tables.
The main conceptual di↵erence between the proactive scenarios lies within the defined
characteristics of the rule’s control flow. Compared to the MTA001, the first-step func-
tions of the NTF001 are always executed in such a way that the rule’s control flow never
proceeds directly to the fifth step, but instead follows its logical progression throughout
the successive algorithmic steps.
According to the aforementioned rule’s characteristics, the earlier defined variations of
static and dynamic database states, are not taken into consideration, and respectively
are not applied in the given example of the NTF001-scenario. Instead, the algorithm
is programmed to monitor the already existing information within the related Moodle’s
database tables. All necessary data is always detected upon the rule’s first step, and
subsequently evaluated by the remaining algorithm’s functions of a TRG-scenario. After
having collected the necessary data in the corresponding Moodle’s database tables, the
NTF001 saves all associated values in di↵erent local variables, including integer and
char data type variables. Additionally, the algorithm creates an array data structure,
where it allocates and saves a list of the designated students. All aforementioned local
variables and their held values are further used by the successive functions of the current
rule.
Steps 2-3: Activation guards and Conditions. Consequently, the Data acquisi-
tion step allows the algorithm’s control flow to pass to the rule’s next element of the
Activation guards and its corresponding function, which represents the first set of the
conditions’ evaluation. At the level of the algorithm’s second step, the rule’s function is
set to evaluate the global conditions, related to the collected data of assignment specifi-
cations. According to the given scenario’s type and its action-based functional structure,
the algorithmic steps of Activation guards and Conditions do not contain any complex
calculations. Due to the conceptual di↵erence between MTA and TRG-scenarios, the
first-step functions of the Data acquisition do not require any further condition evalu-
ations as their primary objective is to complete the already evaluated context event of
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the detected assignment. Conventionally, both rule’s elements and their corresponding
functions have the objective to set their own second and third-step boolean variables to
the positive value (true) in order to move the rule’s control flow further. The role of
the given algorithmic steps, in this particular example of the NTF001, is limited to the
automatic data evaluation, which has the only purpose, to allow the control flow to pass
to the next fourth computational step.
Step 4: Actions. According to the characteristics of both types of proactive scenarios,
we may at present emphasise the most prominent parts of any Meta-scenario. In relation
to the MTA-scenario’s characteristics, the Data acquisition and the Rule regeneration
represent the rule’s main elements of a Meta-scenario, as they allow the system to detect
the requisite, context-based data, and to sustain the essential factor of continuity.
On the other hand, in relation to the TRG-scenario’s characteristics, the Data acquisition
and the Actions represent the rule’s main elements of a Target-scenario, as they allow
the system to specify the additional context details about the already detected event,
and to define the required context-based actions. Notably, the rule’s fourth element of
the NTF001 scenario represents an important algorithmic step, which conventionally
has the objective to define and to formalise all required further actions. In relation
to our example, the compound rule of the NTF001, upon the fourth algorithmic step
has to adapt the predefined message template, according to the needs of the context
conditions. The rule is successively set to create a subject and the main body of the
dedicated notification message by inserting several instances of the previously collected
data into the predefined message template. The adapted template will then include the
specific assignment name, course name, and the corresponding text message, contain-
ing an essential information, highlighting the importance of the given assignment task.
The composite, fourth-step functions of the NTF001 scenario are fully based on data,
provided by the previous MTA001 scenario and are accordingly parametrised by the
first-step functions of the current NTF001 algorithm.
Consequently, by the fourth step of the rule, the NTF001-scenario contains all necessary
information, including the assignment name, course name, a full list of the corresponding
students, and the ready-to-use body of a notification message. As we may notice, the
main part of the NTF001 algorithmic process is characterised as a prerequisite process,
allowing to achieve the scenario’s objective. In comparison to the MTA001-scenario,
the NTF001 aims to assemble and to categorise the already present and known context
information into coherent data units in order to push them further to the successive
Target-scenario. Notably, the specified and accordingly adapted data of the NTF001
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is ultimately used by the successive functions of the newly generated TRG-scenario
MSG001, which aims to complete the original process, initiated by the MTA001-scenario.
Step 5: Rule generation. Compared to the previously discussed algorithmic struc-
ture of a Meta-scenario, the characteristics of the fifth-step functions of the NTF001
vary considerably, regarding the structural aspects of the fifth-step functions of the
MTA001-scenario. Distinctly, in case of the MTA001, the proactive scenario has several
objectives, associated with the fifth step of the rule. Upon the execution of the fifth-step
functions, the MTA001 is programmed to generate/launch a new MTA-scenario, a new
TRG-scenario, and subsequently to self-regenerate in order to sustain the process of
context monitoring. However, in case of the NTF001, the proactive scenario has fewer
objectives, associated with its fifth-step functions.
The algorithm’s fifth element of the NTF001 has the unique functional objective, to
generate the dedicated Target-scenario, which will deliver the earlier created and ac-
cordingly parametrised notification message to the designated students. The NTF001
algorithm is set to use the earlier created array object, which contains a list of rele-
vant students, defined by the first-step functions of the Data acquisition element. The
given array, containing a list of participants is created with the objective to specify the
identification markers of every related student in order to be able to send him/her the
corresponding notification message. Subsequently, the function of the fifth step will gen-
erate/launch the supporting Target-scenario, denoted in our study as MSG001, whose
objective is to deliver the created notification message to all students.
The list of the message recipients is based on the established, students’ identification
markers, allocated within an array object. Consequently, the MSG001 contains the
following parameters, including the subject of a message, main body of a message,
and a student’s ID. The prerequisite computations of the NTF001, allow the system
to assemble and to categorise all available context information for the purposes of its
further processing by the successive MSG001-scenario. In comparison to the MTA-
scenarios, which aim to take over the process and to continue the context monitoring
from a di↵erent angle, the given NTF001-scenario has a simpler objective, to provide a
single, one-time assembling-action for the successive context mediation.
In certain degree, the proactive Target-scenarios, similarly to Meta-scenarios employ
the approach of a task delegation. The given characteristic is generally true in the spe-
cific cases, when a TRG-scenario requires an additional service or information, which
is necessary for the e↵ective and thorough achievement of its initial objectives. Our
NTF001-scenario has the similar function’s characteristics, compared to the compound
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functions of the MTA001. Notably, the NTF001 has the objective to delegate the cor-
responding context-based tasks to the associated Target-scenario (MSG001), which is
programmed to complete the previously initiated instance of a proactive process.
The given technique is highly e↵ective in cases, when the multiple Target-scenarios have
to perform at certain levels the similar tasks. For this reason, or more precisely for the
purposes of creating more generic, modular system structure, we decided to segregate
certain repetitive processes, which are recurrently used by other system’s modules. One
repetitive process, used by half of our Target-scenarios is a requisite action of sending the
particular message, notification, or the reminder to the dedicated users. The given aspect
prompted us to create the designated Target-scenario (MSG001), consisting only of the
message providing function, which can be used by any module of the proactive system.
The given approach of the progressive task delegation allows us to improve considerably
the overall system’s operation in terms of its cost-e↵ective values. Additionally, the
given approach allows us to e↵ectively optimise our code with respect to the more
generic programming methods.
According to the aforementioned algorithm’s descriptions, the key di↵erence between
MTA and TRG-scenarios, which always remains true, is characterised by the scenario’s
function of the rule regeneration. With no di↵erence to a type, or main objectives of the
confining proactive scenario, an MTA-scenario always generates a new instance of itself
at the end of the rule’s algorithm. Accordingly, with no di↵erence to a type, or main
objectives of the confining proactive scenario, a TRG-scenario never generates a new in-
stance of itself, which consequently characterises a Target-scenario as a non-regenerative
system process. Such conceptual divergence is true in case of our NTF001-scenario,
which at the end of the rule’s algorithm simply gets discarded by the system. The given
approach characteristics allow us to e↵ectively optimise the running processes of our
proactive system in terms of its memory usage and a general cost-e↵ective operation.
Throughout the description of the NTF001, we presented the scenario’s underlying tech-
niques, related to a general algorithmic structure and its corresponding functional char-
acteristics. The aforementioned rule’s processes represent, in their conventional perspec-
tive, the overall mechanism, which defines the operation of the algorithm’s compound
steps, valid for all types of Target-scenarios. According to the type of a context event,
which is primarily detected by a corresponding MTA-scenario, the individual TRG-
scenarios may vary in terms of their functional characteristics. Every Target-scenario is
designed to provide the most needed, context-based actions in order to directly manip-
ulate, or mediate a particular context event or a situation. Consequently, the related
areas of application, pertinent to NTF-scenarios, may vary, depending on the scenario’s
objectives, corresponding context characteristics, and the desired context outcomes. In
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the following section, we present, within the framework of the performed empirical study,
the overall mechanism of scenarios’ connections and their underlying functional interde-
pendences.
3.2.7 Assessment and validation of the deterministic approach
In subsection 3.2.3, we have introduced and subsequently explored the deterministic at-
tributes, which constitute the fundamental grounds of the proactive e-learning system.
The theoretical and conceptual descriptions of system’s characteristics, allowed us to de-
fine the main underlying aspects of the deterministic mechanism of the proactive system,
including proactive scenario and rule’s structure as key elements. For the purposes of a
concise presentation, we have illustrated only one example for each type of the proactive
scenario. In the previous sections, we described the composite mechanisms and tech-
niques, which respectively define each type of the proactive scenario. Every presented
example conceptually represents a general underlying mechanism, applicable and valid
for all related types of proactive scenarios. The compound structure and functional
characteristic of one illustrated proactive scenario successively helps us to understand
the operational and conceptual principles of the remaining set of proactive scenarios.
In order to see the scenarios’ functional interdependencies, applied in the frame of an
actual context mediation, we further take a look on the schema of proactive system’s
processes from the perspective of associated empirical studies. From a standpoint of the
real-life implementations, the given overview allows us to identify the potential e↵ects
of a proactive system’s behaviour on the associated context environment.
Accordingly, we present the general schema of proactive scenarios’ interdependencies,
which characterise and define the aforementioned principles of the system’s modular
structure. The schema of the proactive scenarios is successively presented and discussed
in the framework of the empirical study, which has been conducted as a part of our global
research strategy. From a general point of view, the experiments have the objective
to help us to assess the validity and accurateness of the chosen methodologies and
theoretical principles, which constitute the basis of our system. At present, we highlight
only the structure of experiments, their initial objectives, definitions, and settings. The
associated results will be presented and discussed later, in chapter 5.
Before proceeding to the details of scenarios’ interdependencies, we define first the cor-
responding objectives and main organisational points, representing the key aspects of
our experiments. The given research project consists of two sets of experiments, where
each series of empirical investigations has the objective to test and validate the deter-
ministic and probabilistic parts of the proactive system. The present section highlights
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the description and characteristics of underlying deterministic principles of the proactive
system, the probabilistic principles will be respectively discussed later, in chapter 4.
The fundamental part of the deterministic framework consists of several theoretical and
methodological orientations. In order to provide the scientifically rationalised proof of
concept for our proactive system, the applied concepts and methods have to be tested and
accordingly formalised. Therefore, our first empirical study aims to test and to explore
the conceptual structure of the proactive system. The empirical study investigates the
issues, related to the software reliability and general system performance.
On the other hand, the conceptual structure of the proactive system, represents collec-
tively the interdisciplinary research e↵orts, which include the expertise of the associated
cognitive science domain. Consequently, the second important objective of the given
experiment is to test, explore, and to formalise the applied strategies of the cognitive
science domain. The empirical study aims to assess the learning-related aspects, user’s
perception of various system’s functions, and e↵ects of a system’s proactive behaviour
on a user’s overall performance. All aforementioned study objectives are separated
into computer and cognitive science perspectives, the System-related category and the
Learning-related category.
System-related category. In our first study perspective of the system-related cate-
gory, we di↵erentiate two sub-types of the associated study domains, which are subject
to the subsequent thorough examination. The first study domain comprises the general
character issues, such as functions’ variety, their quality, performance characteristics,
and ease of software usability. The given enquiry issues are based on a type of the
implemented proactive scenarios, their corresponding relationships, and overall running
characteristics. The second domain deals with the visual aspects of the proactive sys-
tem’s graphical user interface (GUI), which is embedded into the Moodle’s native graph-
ical structure. The proactive system’s interface is characterised by the individual GUI
elements, position of these elements, e↵ectiveness of their functions, their visual aspects
and so on.
Both sub-domains represent collectively the system-related category on a more detailed
scale, which allows us to test the individual, constituent elements of the proactive system
with regard to general guidelines of a software reliability. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned characteristics of the system-related part, we implement furthermore the various
types of automatic statistics’ collection. The gathered statistical data, aims to highlight
the aspects of a user’s productivity, user’s perception of new functions, and a user’s
willingness to exercise the implemented proactive system functions. Additionally, we
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collect various technical statistics, which mostly reflect the characteristics and quality
aspects of a system’s performance in terms of its cost-e↵ective values.
Learning-related category. In our second study perspective of the learning-related
category, we investigate a variation of the system’s potential e↵ects on a user’s perfor-
mance in relation to his/her e-learning activity, which may be instigated by the im-
plemented proactive features. Due to the character of the study’s initial objectives, a
predominant part of the implemented proactive features is appointed to cover the stu-
dent’s platform-based online activity. In consequence, we focus on exploring and study-
ing the aforementioned system’s e↵ects on a user’s performance, related to the student’s
e-learning activity. The given part of the experiment aims to study the aspects of users’
e-learning behaviour, which includes but is not limited to such phenomena as practice
of e-learning activity, cooperative and collaborative learning, development of learning
competences, students’ general performance, motivation and so on. Conventionally, all
aforementioned learning-related phenomena collectively represent an area of interest of
our empirical study, which aims to reveal a potential impact of the proactive system
behaviour on a student’s overall e-learning performance.
It should be noted that the given experiment does not have as the objective to inves-
tigate and to study in details every mentioned learning-related phenomena. Instead,
the study aims to identify a general disposition, or the likelihood of the potential posi-
tive or negative inclinations of a user’s e-learning performance. Ultimately, through the
analysis and study of the learning-related category, we are able to specify and to define
the second aspect of the determinist approach, which at this point, aims to identify the
likelihood of either positive, negative, or static e↵ects, caused by the implemented proac-
tive features. The data, issued from the given empirical study, will successively allow
us to build more intuitive and elaborate learning-based proactive scenarios, which may
extend the capabilities of the proactive system with regard to the accurate reflection
and consideration of users’ e-learning goals.
Experiments settings. In order to implement and to accomplish all aforementioned
experiment’s objectives, we first have to elaborate and to adopt a corresponding schema
or plan, which will allow us to proceed throughout the organisational and analytical
steps of our empirical study. For the given purposes we create a methodology of the
experiment, or in other words the structure of all compulsory proceedings and tech-
niques, which consist of specific steps, activities and guiding directives. Consequently,
the organisational and structural aspects of the given methodology include the following
prerequisite elements: a place of the experiment, time, involved participants, targeted
study domains, and the necessary steps for accomplishing the initial objectives.
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In relation to the aforementioned procedural aspects of time and place, we decided to
set up our experiment at the campus of the faculty of Computer Science and Commu-
nications of the University of Luxembourg for a period of one academic semester. The
relatively easy access to the University’s electronic resources, such as the University’s
o cial e-learning platform, is one of the reasons, which prompted us to choose the given
academic environment for our empirical studies. Consequently, the chosen environment
provides us with valuable technical and administrative possibilities, which allow us to
use the Moodle platform as our target system. We are able to implement our proactive
module on top of the Moodle platform as an integrative plug-in, allowing to augment
the Moodle’s basic functionalities with the proactive system’s behaviour. The afore-
mentioned implementation characteristics represent an ideal solution for the experiment
as the given methodological settings provide us with a valuable opportunity to involve
the faculty students as our main study participants. Therefore, the mentioned organi-
sational factors, play an important role in our decision to choose the academic domain
of the University of Luxembourg as our main target environment.
After having defined the time and place of experiments, we additionally identify the
specific study domains, which will be further subjected to our quantitative and qualita-
tive analysis. In other words, we choose the particular classes and study programmes,
which will be treated during one academic semester by the proactive system module,
implemented into the Moodle platform. The empirical study covers the activity of two
di↵erent courses of the bachelor level, given at the faculty of computer science, Algorith-
mics 2 and Probabilities. The chosen courses include in total 7 assignments, allocated
within a period of one academic semester, which students have to accomplish and to
electronically submit into a corresponding field of the Moodle platform. The primary ob-
jective of our system is to treat the given 7 assignments and their corresponding context
situations with the proactive system’s functions. The involved system processes consist
of continuous monitoring and proactive mediation of the specific assignment events.
According to the character of the chosen environment, the students, enrolled in the
associated courses, represent the main target group of our experiments. It should be
noted that the each course has the di↵erent number of enrolled students. In total, for
the course Algorithmics 2 we have 18 enrolled students, for the course Probabilities we
have 41 enrolled students. Consequently, for the purposes of our experiment we divide
all students in two group, that is study group and control group. The study group
represents the key group, which is the subject to our empirical investigations.
In order to acquire more objective study results, both groups have to be proportionally
balanced in terms of the equal number of enrolled high and low performing students,
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present in each group. For the given purposes, the process of a group formation con-
sists of a categorisation of the students’ learning performance, based on their previous
grades. We create a list of students, which reflects their previous academic e↵orts and
correspondingly characterises the quality of their achievements. During the second step,
we balance both groups with respect to our previously created list, we set up each group
with an equal number of high performing and low performing students. Consequently,
for the course Algorithmics 2, we have 9 students belonging to the control group and
other 9 students belonging to the study group. For the course Probabilities, we have 20
students, which constitute the control group, and 21 students, representing the study
group. The participants of the study group have been assigned to use the Moodle
with the integrated proactive features, whereas the control group has been accordingly
assigned to use the stock version of the Moodle with its default functions.
The given approach, allows us in the end of experiments to confront and to analyse the
data, which on the hand represents the students’ reactions and performance, related to,
and stipulated by the new integrated proactive features. On the other hand, the second
part of the issued data represents the users’ performance, related to the use of the stock
version of the Moodle. The data, issued from the control group, will subsequently serve
as a benchmark for analysing the data of the corresponding study group.
The structure of the current experiments requires an accurate design of the experiment’s
strategy and the necessary measurement tools that have to be used for the ultimate
analysis of the issued results. For the purposes of managing the experiment’s progression,
we create a strategy plan, where we proportionally allocate all required steps throughout
the entire semester. The given plan consists of the composite phases, where each phase
contains its specific steps and actions. Ultimately, we have three progressive phases,
one leading to another. The first phase includes the preliminary studies of creating two
groups of students, one proactive profile for each course, and the first questionnaire that
aims to highlight the general user’s perception of the Moodle’s default functions.
The second phase consists of elaborating and collecting various statistical data, reflecting
on the one hand, the characteristics of the proactive module functioning, and on the other
hand, the aspects of users’ e-learning activities, regarding the use of the implemented
new features. During the given phase, we create the second questionnaire that aims to
reflect the users’ views and opinions, regarding the new proactive functions of the Moodle
platform. In the survey we use a multiple-choice, open-ended type of questionnaire,
where we provide the students with a possibility either to choose the predefined answers,
or to write their own. The final, third phase consists of an ultimate data analysis,
including the questionnaires’ evaluation, statistical data analysis, and the subsequent
comparison of students’ academic results, issued from both groups.
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The presented characteristics of the first experiment are stipulated by several underlying
factors, which conjointly define our empirical study with respect to its main objectives,
implementation directives, and requisite organisational steps. The following investiga-
tion categories of the system-related and learning-related studies represent two main
objectives of the given experiment. The organisational aspects of the present empirical
study are characterised by the chosen academic environment of the University of Lux-
embourg and its associated Moodle platform, which plays the role of the corresponding
target system. Our proactive module is set to work in conjunction with the Moodle plat-
form with the objective to provide the related group of students in their daily academic
tasks with the assisting functions of the proactive system.
The proactive assistance is mainly characterised by a proactive system behaviour, ap-
pointed to mediate the key events, related to various contextual settings of an assignment
accomplishment. The main functional objective of the experiment is to provide the proof
of concept, aiming to assess the validity and accurateness of the chosen methodologies
and theoretical principles, which constitute the basis of the system’s deterministic frame-
work. The results, issued from the conducted empirical study aim to help us to advance
the conceptual, methodological and technical development of the proactive system to-
wards a new dimension of probabilistic principles. The present empirical study has the
objective to provide a stable conceptual and technical framework, which will allow us to
move the proactive system’s deterministic architecture towards a more intricate prob-
abilistic paradigm. In the frame of the given experiment, we present below an overall
structure of a proactive system behaviour, applied within the academic environment of
the University of Luxembourg.
3.2.8 Schema of proactive scenarios’ interdependencies
For the purposes of our first experiment, we have designed and developed a set of
proactive scenarios, divided into Meta and Target-scenarios, which have the objective
to implement and to formalise the deterministic part of the proactive system. The
deterministic approach of the present study is mainly based on the rule’s structure
and its progressive algorithmic design. Additionally, the deterministic principles are
the basis of a general concept of the selective event’s modelling. The given approach
implies an individual and segregated modelling of the distinct context events, which
are selected, studied and coded with respect to the general interests and objectives
of the entire schema of a proactive system behaviour. Most of the modelled context
events, represented by the corresponding proactive scenarios, interrelate on a conceptual
design level and on a technical application level. The schema of the integrated proactive
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Figure 3.5: Proactive process map
scenarios, represents an overall product of all aforementioned deterministic principles,
which ultimately constitute the proactive mechanism of a context mediation.
An entire schema of scenarios’ interdependencies is based on the continuous opera-
tion of 8 MTA-scenarios, which consequently activate, or generate the corresponding
sub-processes of TRG-scenarios. The compound rules of MTA-scenarios cover di↵er-
ent types of context events. All Meta-scenarios are divided into di↵erent categories
and activities, including Assignment detection, Assignment accomplishment monitor-
ing, Assignment-link access detection, Calendar’s monitoring, and Hint detection (see
Figure 3.5). Correspondingly, we have 12 TRG-scenarios, which are equally divided into
di↵erent types, according to the characteristics of their activities, including Notifications,
Hints, Reminders, and Message provider. We may notice here the first prerequisites of
the process interrelations, such as Assignment detection–Notification, Assignment ac-
complishment monitoring–Reminder, or Notifications–Message provider and so on. A
descriptive list, which highlights all messaging types and their corresponding definitions,
used in the given experiment, is presented in Table 3.6.
Given the number and types of the highlighted proactive scenarios, there exists 3 possi-
bilities for the directions of scenarios’ interrelations, or in other words characteristics of
generated, interdependent processes. The direction of interrelated proactive processes
is characterised by the following combinations: MTA–TRG, MTA–MTA, and TRG–
TRG. In the first case, the process follows the standard scheme of actions, where an
MTA-scenario launches the corresponding TRG-scenarios. It is equally possible that an
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Message Type Message definition
New event notification System notifies the students about a new assignment.
New event notification for teachers System notifies a teacher that a notification message has been sent to all students.
Submission notification System notifies a teacher about the 50% level of assignment submissions.
Writing tasks suggestions 
System provides the students with information/hints on how to better perform 
the writing tasks. The message contains a list of external online sources that 
are specialised on explanations of planning, structuring, and writing techniques.
Specific assignment hint System sends to students the hints, provided by a teacher for a particular assignment.
Reminder of an assignment submission System reminds the students about a deadline of an assignment, if they have not submitted yet their works by the specified time.
Reminder of the upcoming event System reminds the students and the teachers about an upcoming event, detected on the calendar.
Summary of the upcoming events System reminds the students and the teachers about the upcoming events of the next week.
Potential problem System informs a teacher about a potential problem, concerning his/her assignment.
Problem detection System informs a teacher about an actual problem, concerning his/her assignment.
Figure 3.6: Type and definition of a message
MTA-scenario may launch another Meta-scenario, or that a TRG-scenario may launch
another Target-scenario. The given characteristic depends entirely on a complexity of
the given proactive processes and the main objectives of proactive scenarios. In the
case of MTA–MTA direction, an underlying approach is based on the same conceptual
characteristics as the rest of proactive scenarios. The general design objectives, allowing
to optimise the system operation in terms of a cost-e↵ective functioning, remain valid
for all types of proactive processes. The direction of interrelated proactive processes,
characterised as MTA–MTA is only applicable in two scenarios, MTA001 and MTA002b.
The rest of the Meta-scenarios operates according to their original definition, where an
MTA-scenario is always set to generate/launch a corresponding TRG-scenario.
For the purpose of a concise presentation, we name and abbreviate our Target-scenarios
in the same manner as MTA-scenarios. The presented below Target-scenarios are labeled
and abbreviated in the following manner. All Notifications scenarios are abbreviated as
NTF, all Hints scenarios are abbreviated as HNT, Reminders scenarios are abbreviated
as RMD, and Messaging scenarios are abbreviated as MSG. Additionally, we have two
special TRG-scenarios, the first addresses the potential future problems, and is abbrevi-
ated as PPR001, the second addresses the already occurred problems, and is abbreviated
as PRB001. We proceed further by sequentially presenting all MTA-scenarios, where
we give an overview of their compound functions and characteristics of the generated
sub-processes.
MTA001. Our first scenario of interest is MTA001, entitled as New assignment de-
tection, the given MTA-scenario is set to activate 5 other proactive scenarios, including
MTA002a, MTA002b, MTA004, NTF001, and NTF002 (see Algorithm 2). Upon its fifth
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algorithmic step, the rule activates 3 Meta-scenarios, which are going to continue the
process of context monitoring from a di↵erent perspective. We discuss the compound
functions of the given 3 scenarios later, in the corresponding paragraphs. The main pur-
pose of the present Meta-scenario is to detect a newly posted assignment and to activate
a set of subsequent related sub-processes, represented by 3 MTA and 2 TRG-scenarios.
Upon the teacher’s posting of a new assignment, the system will detect the given event in
a corresponding Moodle’s database table and will activate a set of additional proactive
processes, in order to take care of the associated context events. The scenario follows
the standard algorithmic structure of the earlier established rule’s template.
NTF001. According to a structure of the MTA001 algorithm’s process, the first gener-
ated Target-scenario is the NTF001 (see Algorithm 3). The main purpose of the NTF001
is to promptly notify the corresponding students about their newly posted assignment.
The NTF001 will use an assignment ID, provided by the MTA001 in order to create
and to specify all necessary prerequisite data, which is going to be used as a param-
eter for the successive MSG-scenario. Notably, the NTF001 will create a notification
message, consisting of the predefined body text, assignment name, course name, and
the corresponding assignment deadline. The mentioned data is going to be used by a
successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the NTF001 will generate a
new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will deliver the
fully adapted notification message to the specified group of related students.
Algorithm 4: NTF002
Input: (assignmentID)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentName  getAssignmentName(assignmentID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
creator  getAssignmentCreator(courseID, assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
text  createText(...);
5: Rule Generation()
createRule MSG001(subject, text, creatorID);
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NTF002. According to a structure of the MTA001 algorithm’s process, the second
generated Target-scenario is the NTF002 (see Algorithm 4). The given TRG-scenario
resembles in its characteristics the previous NTF001 scenario. The main purpose of the
generated NTF002 is to notify the corresponding teacher about the fact that all stu-
dents, enrolled in his/her course have been duly informed of a newly posted assignment.
The given notification scenario serves as a confirmation for the teacher that his/her as-
signment has been promptly acknowledged by students. The given scenario will use an
assignment ID, provided by the MTA001 in order to create and to specify all necessary
prerequisite data, which is going to be used as a parameter by the successive MSG-
scenario. The NTF002 will create a notification message consisting of the predefined
body text, assignment name and the course name, which are going to be used by a
successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the NTF002 will generate a
new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will deliver the
fully adapted notification message to the corresponding teacher.
Algorithm 5: MTA002a
Input: (assignmentID)
1: Data Acquisition()
courseID  readCourse(assignmentID);
totalEnrol  countEnrolledUsers(courseID);
accomplishedAssignments  countSubmitted(assignmentID);
submissionLevel  accomplishedAssignments / totalEnrol;
deadline  getAssignmentDeadline(assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return (submissionLevel   50% and < 100%);
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
no actions
5: Rule Generation()
if (activated) then
createRule NTF003(assignmentID);
else if (((deadline == 0 and semesterNotOver) or (now < deadline)) and
(submissionLevel < 100%)) then
createRule MTA002a(assignmentID);
MTA002a. Our second Meta-scenario is the MTA002a, which is entitled as Assign-
ment accomplishment of 50% (see Algorithm 5). The given MTA002a scenario is set
to activate one Target-scenario, the NTF003. The MTA002a is consequently activated
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by our previously discussed MTA001 scenario, with the objective to continue the moni-
toring process of the already detected assignment. The main purpose of the MTA002a
scenario is to continuously monitor the timeline of an assignment submission during
one academic semester and, if necessary, to periodically activate a set of subsequent re-
lated sub-processes, represented by one Target-scenario. As soon as the system detects
that a submission level of the assignment is equal to, or is greater than 50%, it will
successively activate the Target-scenario NTF003. The scenario MTA002a follows the
standard algorithmic structure of the earlier established rule’s template.
Algorithm 6: NTF003
Input: (assignmentID)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentName  getAssignmentName(assignmentID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
creator  getAssignmentCreator(courseID, assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
text  createText(...);
5: Rule Generation()
createRule MSG001(subject, text, creatorID);
NTF003. According to a structure of MTA002a algorithm’s process, the only launched
Target-scenario in the current case is the NTF003 scenario (see Algorithm 6). The main
purpose of the generated NTF003 is to notify a related teacher about a level of the
corresponding assignment submissions, when it reaches the value of 50%. The present
notification scenario serves as the information updater about the status of the related
ongoing process. The NTF003 will use an assignment ID, provided by the MTA002a
in order to create and to specify all necessary prerequisite data, which is going to be
used as a parameter by the successive MSG-scenario. The NTF003 will similarly create
a notification message, consisting of the predefined body text, assignment name, course
name and a value, reflecting the current submission level. Conjointly, all data is going
to be used by a successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the NTF003
will generate a new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which
will deliver the fully adapted notification message to the corresponding teacher.
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Algorithm 7: MTA002b
Input: (assignmentID)
1: Data Acquisition()
deadline  getAssignmentDeadline(assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return (now   deadline - 3days);
3: Conditions()
courseID  readCourse(assignmentID);
totalEnrol  countEnrolledUsers(courseID);
accomplishedAssignments  countSubmitted(assignmentID);
submissionLevel  accomplishedAssignments / totalEnrol;
return (submissionLevel < 95%);
4: Actions()
createRule PPR001(assignmentID);
createRule RMD001(assignmentID);
5: Rule Generation()
if (activated) then
createRule MTA002c(assignmentID);
else if (((deadline == 0 and semesterNotOver) or (now < deadline)) and
(submissionLevel < 100%)) then
createRule MTA002b(assignmentID);
MTA002b. The scenario MTA002b, entitled as Assignment accomplishment of 95%
is a continuation of the process, initiated by the MTA001 scenario (see Algorithm 7).
The MTA002b resembles in its characteristics the previous MTA002a scenario. The
present MTA-scenario is set to activate 3 other proactive scenarios, RMD001, PPR001,
and MTA002c. Upon its fifth algorithmic step, the rule activates one Meta-scenario,
which is going to continue the process of an assignment monitoring from a di↵erent
perspective. The MTA002b is activated by our previously discussed MTA001 scenario,
with the objective to continue the monitoring process of the already detected assignment.
Similarly to the scenario MTA002a, the purpose of the MTA002b is to continuously
monitor the timeline of an assignment submission during one academic semester and, if
necessary, to periodically activate a set of subsequent related sub-processes, represented
by two TRG-scenarios and one MTA-scenario. As soon as the system detects that by
the third day before the due date the percent of accomplished assignments is less than
95%, it will successively activate the Target-scenarios PPR001 and RMD001 in order to
mediate the current situation. The scenario MTA002b follows the standard algorithmic
structure of the earlier established rule’s template.
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Algorithm 8: RMD001
Input: (courseID)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentName  getAssignmentName(assignmentID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
dueStudents[]  getStudentsNotSubmitted(courseID, assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
text  createText(...);
5: Rule Generation()
for (each student in dueStudents[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, studentID);
RMD001. According to a structure of the MTA002b algorithm’s process, one of the
generated Target-scenarios is the RMD001. The main purpose of the generated RMD001
is to remind the corresponding students about an approaching deadline, if they haven’t
submitted yet their assignments by the specified time (see Algorithm 8). The given
RMD001 scenario in conjunction with the MTA002b serves as the event reminder about
the 3-days-away, approaching deadline of an assignment, which hasn’t been submitted
yet by certain students. The RMD001 scenario will use an assignment ID, provided by
the MTA002b in order to create and to specify all necessary prerequisite data, which
is going to be used as a parameter by the successive MSG-scenario. The RMD001 will
create a notification message, consisting of the predefined body text, assignment name,
course name and the corresponding assignment deadline. Conjointly, all data is going to
be used by a successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the RMD001 will
generate a new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will
deliver the fully adapted notification message to the specified group of related students.
PPR001. The next Target-scenario, generated by the MTA002b is one of our afore-
mentioned special scenarios, which deals with a potential future problem (see Algo-
rithm 9). The generated proactive scenario, according to a structure of the MTA002b
algorithm’s process is the PPR001. The purpose of the given Target-scenario is to inform
a corresponding teacher about the potential problem, detected by the MTA002b, which
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Algorithm 9: PPR001
Input: (assignmentID)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentName  getAssignmentName(assignmentID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
creator  getAssignmentCreator(courseID, assignmentID);
dueStudents[]  getStudentsNotSubmitted(courseID, assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
text  createText(...);
5: Rule Generation()
createRule MSG001(subject, text, creatorID);
highlights the unsatisfactory results of assignment’s submissions. The PPR001, in con-
junction with the MTA002b has the objective to prevent the low submission rate of an
assignment, by sending a notification message to a teacher three days before the actual
deadline. The given message highlights the fact of a short deadline and provides a teacher
with a list of the low performing students. The PPR001 scenario will use an assignment
ID, provided by the MTA002b in order to create and to specify all necessary prerequisite
data, which is going to be used as a parameter by the successive MSG-scenario. The
TRG-scenario will create a notification message, consisting of the predefined body text,
assignment name, course name, the corresponding assignment deadline and a list of the
related students, who haven’t submitted yet their assignments. Conjointly, all data is
going to be used by a successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the
PPR001 will generate a new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario,
which will deliver the fully adapted notification message to the corresponding teacher.
MTA002c. The scenario MTA002c, entitled as Assignment accomplishment of 100%
is a continuation of the process, initiated by the MTA001 and MTA002b (see Algo-
rithm 10). The present MTA-scenario is set to activate one additional proactive scenario,
the PRB001. The MTA002c is activated by our previously discussed the MTA002b sce-
nario, with the objective to continue the monitoring process of the already detected
assignment. Similarly to the scenarios MTA002a and MTA002b, the purpose of the
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Algorithm 10: MTA002c
Input: (assignmentID)
1: Data Acquisition()
deadline  readAssignmentDeadline(assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return (now == deadline);
3: Conditions()
courseID  readCourse(assignmentID);
totalEnrol  countEnrolledUsers(courseID);
accomplishedAssignments  countSubmitted(assignmentID);
submissionLevel  accomplishedAssignments / totalEnrol;
return (submissionLevel < 100%);
4: Actions()
createRule PRB001(assignmentID);
5: Rule Generation()
if (!activated) and submissionLevel < 100% and ((deadline == 0 and
semesterNotOver) or (now < deadline)) then
createRule MTA002c(assignmentID);
MTA002c is to continuously monitor the timeline of an assignment submission during
one academic semester and, if necessary, to periodically activate a set of subsequent
related sub-processes, represented by one TRG-scenario. As soon as the system detects
that one day before the deadline, the percent of the accomplished assignments is not
equal to 100%, the algorithm will activate the Target-scenario PRB001 in order to me-
diate the current situation. The scenario MTA002c follows the standard algorithmic
structure of the earlier established rule’s template.
PRB001. According to a structure of the MTA002c algorithm’s process, the only
generated Target-scenario in the present case is the PRB001 scenario (see Algorithm 11).
The purpose of the given Target-scenario is to inform a corresponding teacher about
the occurred problem, detected by the MTA002c, which highlights the unsatisfactory
results of assignment submissions. The PRB001 will use an assignment ID, provided by
the MTA002c in order to create and to specify all necessary prerequisite data, which is
going to be used as a parameter by the successive MSG-scenario. The TRG-scenario will
create a notification message, consisting of the predefined body text, assignment name,
course name, the corresponding assignment deadline and a list of the related students,
who haven’t submitted their assignments. Conjointly, all data is going to be used by a
successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the PRB001 will generate a
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Algorithm 11: PRB001
Input: (assignmentID)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentName  getAssignmentName(assignmentID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
creator  getAssignmentCreator(courseID, assignmentID);
dueStudents[]  getStudentsNotSubmitted(courseID, assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
text  createText(...);
5: Rule Generation()
createRule MSG001(subject, text, creatorID);
new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will deliver the
fully adapted notification message to the corresponding teacher.
MTA004. Our next Meta-scenario, in a list of the interdependent proactive processes
is the MTA004, which is entitled as Link access detection (see Algorithm 12). The given
MTA-scenario is set to activate two other proactive scenarios, HNT001, and HNT003.
The MTA004 is activated by our previously discussed MTA001 scenario, with the ob-
jective to continue the monitoring process of the already detected assignment. The
purpose of the present Meta-scenario is to detect the first student’s access to an assign-
ment link and to activate a set of subsequent related sub-processes, represented by two
TRG-scenarios. The system aims to detect the very first student’s access to the link
of an assignment. As soon as the given event is detected, the algorithm will activate
the Target-scenarios HNT001 and HNT003 in order to provide the course-related sug-
gestions to a specified group of the related students. The scenario MTA004 follows the
standard algorithmic structure of the earlier established rule’s template.
HNT001. The present TRG-scenario is generated according to the algorithm’s struc-
ture of the MTA004 scenario (see Algorithm 13). The purpose of the HNT001 scenario
is to provide a suggestion to the individual students, encouraging them to use the ded-
icated forums, associated with the ongoing assignments. If the corresponding forums
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Algorithm 12: MTA004
Input: (N, previousAccess)
1: Data Acquisition()
thisAccess  now;
courseID  readCourse(assignmentID);
assignmentDeadline  readAssignmentDeadline(N);
boolean newAccess  hasFirstAccess(N, previousAccess, thisAccess);
2: Activation Guards()
return newAccess;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
no actions
5: Rule Generation()
if (activated) then
createRule HNT001(N, previousAccess, thisAccess);
createRule HNT003(N, previousAccess, thisAccess);
if ((deadline == 0 and semesterNotOver) or (now < deadline)) then
createRule MTA004(N, thisAccess);
Algorithm 13: HNT001
Input: (assignmentID, previousAccess, lastAccess)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentName  getAssignmentName(assignmentID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
forums[]  readNewForums(courseID);
students[]  readRelatedStudents(courseID, previousAccess, lastAccess);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
for (each forum in forums[]) do
currentHeadlines[]  readHeadlines(forumID);
text  createText(currentHeadlines[]);
5: Rule Generation()
for (each student in students[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, studentID);
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have been found, the algorithm will display the existing headlines of the currently active
topics. The HNT001, in conjunction with the MTA004 has the objective to acquaint
the students with the currently prevalent topics and the most discussed questions, re-
lated to the ongoing assignment. The HNT001 scenario will use an assignment ID, the
previous access value and the last access value, provided by the MTA004 in order to
create and to specify all necessary prerequisite data, which is going to be used as a pa-
rameter by the successive MSG-scenario. The Target-scenario will create a notification
message, consisting of the predefined body text, assignment name, forum name and a
list of currently active headlines. Conjointly, all data is going to be used by a succes-
sive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the HNT001 will generate a new
instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will deliver the fully
adapted notification message to a specified group of related students.
Algorithm 14: HNT003
Input: (assignmentID, previousAccess, lastAccess)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentName  getAssignmentName(assignmentID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
students[]  readRelatedStudents(courseID, previousAccess, lastAccess);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
text  createText(...);
5: Rule Generation()
for (each student in students[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, studentID);
HNT003. The next Target-scenario, generated by the MTA004 deals with the sug-
gestions, related to the individual writing tasks (see Algorithm 14). The purpose of the
HNT003 scenario is to provide the students with an information, or hints on how to
better perform in the ongoing writing tasks. The suggestion message contains a list of
the external online sources that specialise on the explanation of planning, structuring
and writing technics. The HNT003, in conjunction with the MTA004 has the objective
to assist the students in their individual writing tasks, which are necessary prerequisites
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of a successful assignment accomplishment. The HNT003 scenario will use an assign-
ment ID, the previous access value and the last access value, provided by the MTA004
in order to create and to specify all necessary prerequisite data, which is going to be
used as a parameter by the successive MSG-scenario. The Target-scenario will create a
notification message, consisting of the predefined body text, assignment name, course
name and a list of the suggested online resources. Conjointly, all data is going to be
used by a successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the HNT003 will
generate a new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will
deliver the fully adapted notification message to the specified, individual students.
Algorithm 15: MTA005a
Input: (N)
1: Data Acquisition()
boolean events  isNewEvent(N);
2: Activation Guards()
return events;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
no actions
5: Rule Generation()
if (activated) then
events[]  getNewEvents(N);
for (each event in events[]) do
createRule RMD002(eventID);
nextN  getLastEvent(eventID);
createRule MTA005a(nextN);
else createRule MTA005a(N);
MTA005a. Our next Meta-scenario is the MTA005a, which is entitled as Calendar’s
scan (see Algorithm 15). The given MTA-scenario is set to activate one proactive sce-
nario, RMD002. The MTA005a, equally to the MTA001 is activated at the start of the
proactive system. The purpose of the present Meta-scenario is to continuously mon-
itor the Moodle’s calendar in order to detect all upcoming events and to activate a
set of subsequent related sub-processes, represented by one TRG-scenario. The system
aims to detect the upcoming events, basing on an information, extracted from the Moo-
dle’s specific database table. As soon as the given event is detected, the algorithm will
activate the Target-scenario RMD002, which will further specify all necessary informa-
tion, required for creating and sending a notification message to the related users. The
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MTA005a uses as the initial parameter the last event, which has been treated by the
proactive system in the previous iteration. An upcoming event is defined in the given
case as an event, which takes place one day before the due day. The scenario MTA005a
follows the standard algorithmic structure of the earlier established rule’s template.
Algorithm 16: RMD002
Input: (eventID)
1: Data Acquisition()
eventName  getEventName(eventID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromEvent(eventID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
students[]  getStudentsFromCourse(courseID);
teachers[]  getTeachersFromCourse(courseID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
text  createText(...);
5: Rule Generation()
for (each student in students[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, studentID);
for (each teacher in teachers[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, teacherID);
RMD002. The current TRG-scenario is generated according to the algorithm’s struc-
ture of the MTA005a (see Algorithm 16). The purpose of the RMD002 scenario is to
provide a reminder notification to the corresponding students and teachers about an
upcoming event, which has been detected on the Moodle’s calendar. The RMD002, in
conjunction with MTA005a serves as a reminder to students and teachers about a one-
day-away, course related event. The RMD002 scenario will use an event ID, provided by
the MTA005a in order to create and to specify all necessary prerequisite data, which is
going to be used as a parameter by the successive MSG-scenario. The Target-scenario
will create a notification message, consisting of the predefined body text, event name,
course name and the corresponding event data. Conjointly, all data is going to be used
by a successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the RMD002 will gener-
ate a new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will deliver
the fully adapted notification message to a specified group of related users.
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Algorithm 17: MTA005b
Input: (N)
1: Data Acquisition()
2: Activation Guards()
boolean weeklyEvents  false;
if (now == time(Friday, 4pm) and timeStart(eventID)   nextMonday()) then
weeklyEvents  isUpcomingEvents(N);
return weeklyEvents;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
no actions
5: Rule Generation()
if (activated) then
events[]  getUpcomingEvents(N);
createRule RMD003(N);
nextN  eventID;
createRule MTA005b(nextN);
else createRule MTA005b(N);
MTA005b. The scenario MTA005b, entitled as Calendar’s scan is a similar process in
comparison to the previous MTA005a scenario (see Algorithm 17). The present MTA-
scenario is set to activate one additional proactive scenario, RMD003. The MTA005b,
equally to the MTA005a and MTA001 is activated at the start of the proactive system.
Similarly to the scenario MTA005a, the purpose of the MTA005b is to continuously
monitor the Moodle’s calendar in order to detect all upcoming events. In comparison to
the MTA005a, the di↵erence lies in the objective of the present scenario. The MTA005b
aims to create every Friday at 16:00 a summary of all upcoming events, scheduled for the
next week. The MTA005b notifies the related users about the important events before
the weekend. The given reminder has the objective to eventually motivate the related
students to use their weekend time more productively. Consequently, every Friday at
16:00, the algorithm will create a list of the next-week events and will activate the
Target-scenario RMD003, which will further specify all necessary information, required
for creating and sending a notification message to the related users. The MTA005b uses
as the initial parameter the last event, which has been treated by the proactive system
in the previous iteration.
RMD003. The current TRG-scenario is generated according to the algorithm’s struc-
ture of the MTA005b scenario (see Algorithm 18). The purpose of the RMD003 scenario
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Algorithm 18: RMD003
Input: (events[])
1: Data Acquisition()
events[]  getUpcomingEvents(N);
for (each event in events[]) do
eventName  getEventName(eventID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromEvents(eventID);
courseName  getCourseName(courseID);
students[]  getStudentsFromCourse(courseID);
teachers[]  getTeachersFromCourse(courseID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
subject  createSubject(...);
for (each event in events[]) do
currentEvent[]  readEvent(eventID);
text  createText(currentEvent[]);
5: Rule Generation()
for (each student in students[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, studentID);
for (each teacher in teachers[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, teacherID);
is to provide a reminder notification to the corresponding users about the upcoming
events of the next week, which have detected on the Moodle’s calendar. The reminder
notification is sent to the users every Friday at 16:00. The RMD003 scenario will use an
event ID, provided by the MTA005b in order to create and to specify all necessary pre-
requisite data, which is going to be used as a parameter by the successive MSG-scenario.
The Target-scenario will create a notification message, consisting of the predefined body
text and a list of the next-week events. Conjointly, all data is going to be used by a
successive sub-process of the message provider. In the end, the RMD003 will generate a
new instance of the accordingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will deliver the
fully adapted notification message to a specified group of related users.
MTA008. Our last Meta-scenario is the MTA008, which is entitled as Specific hint
detection (see Algorithm 19). The current MTA-scenario is set to activate one additional
proactive scenario, HNT004. The MTA008 scenario is activated at the start of the
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Algorithm 19: MTA008
Input: ()
1: Data Acquisition()
Date now  getCurrentDateTime();
2: Activation Guards()
return hasHintsToSend(now);
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
no actions
5: Rule Generation()
if (activated) then
hints[]  getHintsToSend(now);
for (each hint in hints[]) do
createRule NTF004(hintID);
createRule MTA008();
proactive system. The purpose of the present MTA-scenario is to detect the specific
hint, provided by a teacher in relation to the ongoing assignment task. The MTA008
monitors the corresponding Moodle’s database table for any data, corresponding to
a new assignment hint, posted by a teacher. As soon as the new data is detected,
the algorithm will activate the Target-scenario HNT004, which will further specify all
necessary information, required for creating and sending a notification message to the
related users. The scenario MTA008 follows the standard algorithmic structure of the
earlier established rule’s template.
HNT004. The current TRG-scenario is generated according to the algorithm’s struc-
ture of the MTA008 scenario (see Algorithm 20). The purpose of the HNT004 scenario is
to provide the related students with the previously created assignment hint. The sugges-
tions are provided by a teacher for the currently active assignment tasks. The HNT004,
in conjunction with MTA008 has the objective to assist the students in their individual
assignment-related activities. The HNT004 scenario will use a hint ID, provided by
the MTA008 in order to create and to specify all necessary prerequisite data, which is
going to be used as a parameter by the successive MSG-scenario. The Target-scenario
will create a notification message, consisting of the specified body text, provided by the
teacher. Consequently, the data is going to be used by a successive sub-process of the
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Algorithm 20: HNT004
Input: (hintID)
1: Data Acquisition()
assignmentID  getAssignmentFromHint(hintID);
subject  getTitleFromHint(hintID);
text  getTextFromHint(hintID);
courseID  getCourseIDfromAssignment(assignmentID);
students[]  getStudentsNotSubmitted(courseID, assignmentID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
setSentToHint(hintID);
5: Rule Generation()
for (each student in students[]) do
createRule MSG001(subject, text, studentID);
message provider. In the end, the HNT004 will generate a new instance of the accord-
ingly parametrised MSG001 scenario, which will deliver the fully adapted notification
message to a specified group of related students.
MSG001. Our last Target-scenario is MSG001, which is entitled as Message provider
(see Algorithm 21). The purpose of the given TRG-scenario is to provide the system with
required messaging functions. The MSG001 is generated and used by all aforementioned
Target-scenarios. The MSG001 always uses the parameters, provided by a corresponding
Target-scenario, including a message subject, text, and user ID. As a prerequisite action,
the MSG001 verifies first the user’s status (online/o✏ine). Depending on the obtained
result, the scenario either displays a pop-up message box, containing the corresponding
notice, or simply sends a notification email. The current MSG001 represents the most
frequently used Target-scenario, which is correspondingly characterised as an e↵ective
instrument of the direct context mediation. In comparison to all other TRG-scenarios,
the MSG001 scenario always plays the culminating role in the earlier initiated proactive
processes.
At this point we may notice the interrelated, interdependent and semi-autonomous char-
acter of the proactive system functioning, which has been earlier mentioned in our theory
chapters. The given approach of the scenarios’ structural interdependencies, reflects at
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Algorithm 21: MSG001
Input: (subject, text, UserID)
1: Data Acquisition()
boolean isOnline  checkUserStatus(UserID);
2: Activation Guards()
return true;
3: Conditions()
return true;
4: Actions()
displayMsgBox(subject, text, UserID);
if (currentStatus = false) then
sendEmail(subject, text, UserID);
5: Rule Generation()
no actions
certain degree the aforementioned Tennenhouse’s premise of a system’s high frequency
operation.
Furthermore, we may notice that all presented proactive scenarios, respectively align
with our earlier established schema of context attributes (see section 3.1.3). Notably,
throughout the examples of scenarios’ interrelations we saw that all context attributes
from A1 to A5 are represented on di↵erent context levels by various instances of a
proactive system behaviour. If an assignment submission, represented by the MTA001
is the cause for users’ interactions on Moodle (attributes A1, A2), the rest of proactive
scenarios respectively represent our context attributes from A3 to A5.
The highlighted proactive scenarios represent the mentioned attributes on di↵erent con-
text levels. On the one hand, they aim to characterise an assignment through such
information as the assignment name, assignment deadline, assignment-related course,
assignment-related students, assignment-related tasks and so on. On the other hand,
the aforementioned proactive scenarios have the objective to address and to define all
assignment-based activities, including the individual writing tasks, group-based accom-
plishment of required exercises, monitoring of a user’s general performing activity and
so on. The given design aspects match our schema of the defined context attributes,
including the attributes A3, characteristics of a subject, A4, subject-based activities,
and A5, characteristics of subject-based activities. The presented above proactive sce-
narios have been designed and developed according to the earlier established framework
of context attributes. The given approach allowed us to specify and to further elaborate
the most important and relevant context events for our empirical studies.
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3.2.9 Summary
In the current section we addressed our earlier introduced Research Questions #2. The
given research direction aims to investigate the underlying principles and key elements,
which constitute the proactive system’s framework and its integrity on a fundamental
deterministic level. The system’s deterministic approach consists of several essential
elements that conjointly represent its methodological structure. Notably, the given ele-
ments are characterised, on the one hand, by a proactive scenario and, on the other hand,
by the scenarios’ compound rule and its algorithmic structure. According to our ini-
tial research objectives, the developed deterministic mechanisms of the proactive system
have been implemented and tested within the academic environment of the University
of Luxembourg. We use the University’s electronic platform Moodle in order to imple-
ment and to ultimately validate the underlying principles of the system’s deterministic
approach.
By employing the Moodle platform as our target system, we had the initial objective
to amplify its basic functions by the integrated features of the implemented proactive
module. Among several reasons, the Moodle’s framework capabilities have played an
important role in choosing the given LMS environment as our target system. The Moo-
dle’s framework structure allowed us to build and to implement our proactive module
as a host system’s plug-in. Consequently, the given methodological aspect allowed us
to enhance the Moodle’s fundamental functions with a proactive type of behaviour,
implemented through the specially designed proactive scenarios.
The modelling approach represents the first prerequisite of our deterministic framework,
where we individually design every variation and type of a proactive system behaviour.
The created behavioural instances may cover only the specifically chosen areas, settings,
and events of a predefined context. In order to implement the system’s proactive as-
pects, we need the appropriate methodological mechanisms, which have to reflect the
initial characteristics of the proactive computing principles. For this reason, we design
a mechanism of the proactive interdependent processes, which is mainly represented by
various proactive scenarios and their compound rules. The scenarios’ composite rule is
defined as a uniform structure of progressive and interdependent algorithmic steps.
Consequently, our second prerequisite of the deterministic framework is represented by
a rule’s structure that plays the role of an algorithm’s template. All designed proac-
tive scenarios are conventionally based on the given rule’s template, consisting of five
algorithmic steps. Every step has its own predefined objective, which further defines
the character of scenario’s build-in functions. Depending on a type and objective of a
proactive scenario, the functions of a rule may vary considerably. The key di↵erence
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between associated rule’s functions lies within the rule’s fifth algorithmic step. In case
of a Meta-scenario, the compound rule always generates a new instance of itself in order
to sustain the factor of continuity. On the other hand, in case of a Target-scenario,
the compound rule only launches the additional sub-processes and ultimately gets dis-
missed without any further regeneration. The given rule’s characteristics represent the
main methodological di↵erence, which accordingly distinguishes two types of proactive
scenarios.
The designed and implemented proactive scenarios, representing the fundamental func-
tional mechanism of the proactive system, are subject to a successive testing and for-
malisation. Consequently, the main objective of our first experiment is to assess and
validate the underlying methodological and theoretical principles of the proactive sys-
tem’s deterministic framework. The realisation of the experiment consists of the suc-
cessive implementation and testing of all proactive scenarios within the framework of
the University’s electronic platform Moodle. The chosen context characteristic for our
first experiment is the learning-related setting of an assignment accomplishment. The
domain-specific proactive scenarios have the objective to cover the most relevant context
situations, unfolded from the root event of an assignment detection. According to the
experiment’s initial objectives, all presented proactive scenarios are based on, and de-
signed with the governing objective to assess and to evaluate the validity and reliability
of the proactive system’s deterministic principles.
The main objective of the present section is characterised by a methodical description
of our first empirical study, which aims to ground the conceptual and theoretical prin-
ciples of the currently employed deterministic framework. The given study objective
represents in fact a consecutive, strategic step of our progressive research methodology.
The elaborated principles of the deterministic framework are subsequently used in our
study as a conceptual basis for our next research phase of designing and implementing
the stochastic principles of the succeeding probabilistic framework. Therefore, in order
to proceed towards more complex algorithmic structures, we first had to assess and to
validate the fundamental deterministic principles of the proactive system framework.
The given approach allows us to use the previously tested deterministic concepts for
building the more intricate mechanisms of a stochastic data detection and evaluation.
The formalised principles of the deterministic approach represent the basis of our suc-
cessive probabilistic framework. In the following chapter, we present the methodology of
our next research step, which aims to delineate the underlying principles of the system’s
probabilistic mechanisms.

Chapter 4
Probabilistic methodological
framework
In the present chapter we define all notions and concepts used in the design and de-
velopment of the proactive system’s prototype. The main objective of the following
sections is to situate the methodological implementations within the previously defined
theoretical framework. This will help us to scientifically rationalise all related aspects
and characteristics of the system’s framework with respect to mainstream theories and
approaches.
In the following sections we proceed in accordance with our aforementioned research
questions (see chapter 1). If the previous chapter has been characterised and built
according to the properties of the Research Question #2, then the Research Questions
#3 will respectively define the structure of the present chapter.
Correspondingly, in section 4.1, we present the probabilistic dimension of the proac-
tive system, which has been defined and implemented in the framework of Web Search
Engines. The main objective of the corresponding section is to delineate and to vali-
date the principles of a probabilistic approach through our exploratory study. Conse-
quently, we highlight the methodology of our second experiment, which aims to enhance
the fundamental deterministic structure of the system by more elaborate and incisive
concept-features of the probabilistic approach. We present in section 4.2 the details of
our exploratory study, which highlight the probabilistic aspects of a proactive inference
and evaluation of users’ cognitive states during an online search activity.
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4.1 Probabilistic approach: proactive computing in the
framework of web search engines
The main objective of the present section is to address and to successively investigate
the underlying aspects of our Research Question #3, which aims to highlight on an
empirical level the probabilistic side of the proactive system. In the current section we
present the details of the system’s probabilistic methodology, which has been practically
implemented and tested within the framework of Web Search Engines. Our objective
here is to delineate the fundamental concept principles of a stochastic approach and to
validate it through subsequent experiments. We present below the second part of the
system’s proof of concept. The given section aims to explore the probabilistic side of
the proactive system through an empirical study of enhancing the basic search engine
functionality with user-oriented, proactive, context-aware capabilities.
4.1.1 Search engine environment
Before proceeding to the description of methodological principles, related to the prob-
abilistic approach, we have to characterise first the underlying nature of our target-
environment. The main operational environment of a proactive system is defined entirely
by a type of the target-system. Hence, the basic methodological principles, characteris-
ing the probabilistic side of the proactive system are going to be applied and tested in
the framework of Web Search Engines (SE).
For the purposes of a more adapted and e↵ective application of our approach, we have to
thoroughly understand all historical and evolutionary traits, which form the underlying
principles of the current search engines’ paradigm. The historical overview allows us
to identify and to characterise the target-system’s strong and weak points of its func-
tional principles. Consequently, during a process of the search engine’s enhancement,
the identified system’s characteristics will allow us to take the advantage of its strong
points and to respectively reinforce its weak points. Such a discriminative, target-system
analysis will ultimately allow us to design the adapted, domain-specific proactive system
behaviour.
For the purposes of our exploratory study, we have chosen the search engine environment
as the primary target domain for deploying and testing the probabilistic framework of our
proactive system. The chosen type of the target environment is conditioned by several
objective-supporting reasons. Notably, the given target-system type, in our opinion,
provides the perfect empirical conditions, where a probabilistic estimation of data can
be e↵ectively implemented on several design levels. We choose the SE environment due
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to the characteristics of a target software system, which inherently comprise an extensive
user’s activity, representing a valuable context data for our proactive module.
A web search engine is a dedicated software system, allowing to perform the targeted
search within the vast domain of internet resources. In a conventional interpretation,
the targeted search may be characterised as a goal-specific querying of various types of
an online information, including web pages, media files, text files and so on. Moreover,
depending on the type of the employed search engine and a variety of the searchable
information, the data querying may be equally performed within an associated local
database. Therefore, we may ultimately define a search engine as an online, or a stan-
dalone information mining tool, allowing the user to query the corresponding distributed
data.
The history of search engines goes back to the early 1990s, when the first two information
indexing tools, appeared respectively in 1990 and 1991. The earliest search engines,
allowing to query the already existing handful of internet resources were the software
tools, called Archie and Gopher. The Archie search engine was the very first indexing
tool, created in 1990 by Alan Emtage, Bill Heelan and J. Peter Deutsch, who at that
time were the computer science students at the McGill University in Montreal [76]. The
program operated as an indexer of collected files names, which have been retrieved by
fetching the directory listings of anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol) files in the
Internet [77]. A year later, in 1991, Mark McCahill from the University of Minnesota,
has developed another information indexing tool, called Gopher. The main di↵erence
between two programs lied within Gopher’s functional orientation to index plain text
documents. Due to the Gopher’s text orientation, most of its sites became Web sites
after the creation of the World Wide Web [76]. Thus, the very first prototypes of
modern search engines mainly consisted of 3 function components, that is index browser,
indexer and search engine itself. The basic function of a single string querying in Archie,
later on encouraged the development of successive search engines, such as Veronica and
Jughead [78].
The rapid development of information technologies has ultimately led to an evolution of
search engines towards more complex, user-oriented paradigms. The new technologies
began to progressively address more intricate aspects of human-computer interactions,
which started to include such aspects as the adapted search results’ recommendations,
evaluation of a user’s intent, modelling of the user’s search patterns, and so on. The
scholars from Yahoo! research lab, basing on the analysis of a user’s browsing behaviour,
propose in their work the mechanisms, allowing to estimate the document relevance by
building and employing the assumption models of a user’s online activity [79]. The given
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mechanisms are often based on user’s activity models, created through the preceding
techniques of collecting and analysing the user’s search-related data [80].
In another related work, in order to increase the accuracy level of an information re-
trieval, Wang et al. proposes a user motivation model, which is based on the analysis
of user’s behavioural patterns [81]. The authors’ assumption is stipulated by the fact
that user’s search objectives and motivations may lead to the corresponding behavioural
patterns, which can be tracked, analysed and successively implemented. Another no-
table example demonstrates a model-based methodology of creating a computational
cognitive model, which e↵ectively simulates a user’s search activity, including the nav-
igation and results’ selection. The given model has been designed in the framework
of the already mentioned ACT-R cognitive architecture, which aims to simulate and
ultimately approximate the behavioural characteristics of real users [82]. All aforesaid
examples demonstrate an increasing rate of research e↵orts, directed towards designing
new methodologies, which on their conceptual level try to fuse the user-specific cog-
nitive and behavioural aspects into an algorithmic level of the system’s computational
processes.
However, on their fundamental operational level, the predominant part of currently
available search engines (SE) may be characterised as elementary, information query-
ing software tools, which do not take into consideration the aspects of user’s cognitive
variations during the search [83]. The given software tools are often based on a de-
contextualised examination of their index databases, which ultimately serves to provide
a listing of the best information matching, representing the search results. Further-
more, the process of an information matching and information retrieval is build upon
the schema of results ratings, which represents the key mechanism, employed in the
identification of relevant data [84, 85].
The fundamental search engine’s algorithms usually do not take into consideration a
variation of the user’s manifested cognitive states. However, the manifested instances of
the user’s inner cognitive activities and his/her overt behavioural patterns are considered
in our study as crucial elements in the identification of the data relevance. In our opinion,
in order to increase the relevance of search results, the aforementioned aspects have
always to be linked to the process of information querying, and thus to be purposely
expressed in a structure of the search engine’s matching algorithm.
The chosen type of the target search engine for the present experiment, resembles in
its functional characteristics the fundamental elementary types of the aforementioned
search engines. Thus, we use a selection-based, standalone version of an online search
engine, which operates upon the locally stored database. The database itself is an XML
file, containing various entries of the medical terminology, accessible through the search
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Figure 4.1: Search engine, search page perspective
engine’s graphical user interface (GUI). The data from an XML file is subsequently
translated into the MySQL database management system, which is used by the proactive
module for the purposes of data detection.
The interface of our search engine originally contains two visual perspectives, includ-
ing a page of the search criteria selection, and a page of retrieved results. The search
page is a category-based, hierarchically structured representation of the predefined and
accordingly arranged topic information (see Figure 4.1). It contains the query data, allo-
cated into logical, topic-based categories, represented by, and accessible through multiple
combo boxes. The user may invoke a search query of the medical terminology through
the mouse activity (clicks) by sequentially selecting the searchable topic categories in
the corresponding combo boxes. The combo boxes operate in a successive order by dis-
playing the categorised topic suggestions, which are essentially based on the context of
user’s previous selections. Additionally, the search page contains an optional keyword
field, which may be used in conjunction with the selected topic categories. The user
may optionally type a sequence of characters in order to elaborate an initial category
selection.
The result page is a simple interface structure, containing two main visual elements, a list
box and a message box (see Figure 4.2). The list box contains the headings of retrieved
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Figure 4.2: Search engine, results’ page perspective
results, including a website name, associated website tag, and a short comment, related
to the chosen website. Depending on a number of displayed results, the scrollbar may
appear, if the result’s list exceeds the size of the list box. The list box may display eight
elements at most, where the rest is accessible through the scrollbar.
The second interface element is a message box, which displays the full comments, cor-
responding to the currently selected result’s element in the list box. Similarly to the
previous case of a list box, if the body text of comments exceeds the size of the message
box, the scrollbar appears accordingly on the right side of the interface element. Ad-
ditionally, the user may access the related website, which is associated with the chosen
result element, and is displayed at the moment of a result’s selection. The user may al-
ways navigate backward from the given perspective to the perspective of the search page
by clicking the upper-left button of Search. Conjointly, both interface perspectives allow
the user, on the one hand, to invoke a search query and, on the other hand, to perform
the results’ analysis by simple navigation within the XML database. It is important to
emphasise that navigation within the database is done by means of manipulating the
detectable user interface elements.
As we may notice, a chosen type of the search engine can be characterised as funda-
mental, in relation to its functional characteristics and provided service quality. From
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a programming point of view, the given search engine’s characteristics represent conse-
quently a suitable testing solution, allowing to implement and to evaluate the probabilis-
tic principles of our proactive module. In other words, our main objective is to use the
fundamental search engine’s structure for the purposes of amplifying its basic functions
with more intricate concepts of a probabilistic data inference and proactive anticipation
of a user’s search intent.
4.1.2 Amplification of the search engine’s basic functions
The search engine’s initial functions and features can be characterised as elementary
in comparison and relation to more complex computational methodologies. Similarly
to the Moodle environment, the characteristics of the given target framework give us
the necessary and relatively flexible action-space, allowing to implement and to test
new computational approaches and techniques. The action-space represents a vital
strategic choice, characterising our methodological objectives of the proactive system
implementation. In other words, the given strategy represents our deliberate intention
to use the search engine framework for the purposes of testing a new, not yet fully
developed experimental concept.
Therefore, the combination of target-system characteristics, providing the flexible action-
space, and our initial methodological objectives, represent one of the justifying motives
for choosing a search engine as the testing ground for our proactive module. The under-
lying principles of the implemented and tested features have to reflect the probabilistic
part of a system’s proactive behaviour, and thus to fulfil our second research objective to
validate the conjoint part of the proactive framework approach. An extension and elab-
oration of search engine’s basic functions involve furthermore a process of new features’
design, their successive implementation and testing.
Our main research objective in the given exploratory study is to enhance the elementary
search engine’s functions beyond the boundaries of its existing features. The short litera-
ture review of the currently prevailing methodologies of the SE domain, presented above,
contains many theoretical directions, which aim to elaborate the basic search engines’
functions towards more complex computational paradigms. Notably, the aforementioned
directions of amplifying the SE environment include such approaches as modelling of the
user’s search patterns, analysis of user’s browsing behaviour, modelling of user’s search
activity and so on.
We use the given theoretical orientations as the main coordinating factor of our study.
This consequently allows us to elaborate our own methodology, which uses the aforemen-
tioned theoretical orientations but nevertheless involves more than just a simple analysis
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of a user’s search behaviour. In order to amplify the search engine, we have to go beyond
the limits of its basic functionality. This implies that we have to take into consideration
more complex design approaches than just a basic analysis of user’s activity logs.
First, in our research, we do not simply resort to an analysis of decontextualised user’s
activity logs, and thus provide suggestions, but instead, we try to relate the selected
patterns of a user’s search activity to the associated instances of his/her manifested
cognitive states. Consequently, after correlating the user’s specific patterns of a search
behaviour, we try to estimate, through the probabilistic calculations, the user’s currently
prevailing cognitive states, and thus to anticipate the undesirable context characteristics
of low relevant results. The key objectives of the proactive anticipation, in the given
case, are mainly characterised by the probabilistic inference of user’s mental variations,
represented respectively either by a cognitive state of a user’s satisfaction or dissatisfac-
tion.
Data correlation. The activity logs, highlighting the user’s search behaviour, if anal-
ysed and interpreted separately, represent only a decontextualised data, which does not
provide an extensive and complete picture about the user’s search intent and his/her
prevailing mental characteristics. Therefore, the user’s activity logs have to be analysed
in conjunction with a thoroughly designed methodology, which will allow us to empha-
sise the log’s value, and thus to benefit from its confining data. The user’s prevailing
mental states represent an abstract-level reflection of his/her overtly manifested physical
actions, performed within the domain of the search engine environment.
Consequently, in order to fulfil our first mentioned objective of the data correlation,
we have to elaborate a comprehensive methodology, which will allow us to associate
the chosen cognitive states of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the corresponding,
overtly manifested instances of a user’s search behaviour. In order to fulfil the afore-
mentioned objectives, we have to resort to the cognitive modelling methodology, which
will allow us to design the associated instances of a user’s behaviour by means of its
gradual fragmentation into smaller patterns of the overtly manifested, search-related
user’s actions. Concurrently, the given approach allows us to directly associate all indi-
vidual mini-instances of a user’s behaviour with their corresponding abstract meanings
and cognitive representations.
Our modelling methodology consists of several successive steps, including:
1. Specification of interesting cognitive phenomena,
2. Visualisation of the chosen phenomena in form of their outer manifestations within
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3. Fragmentation of the phenomena’s physical representations into smaller patterns,
and ultimately
4. Correlation of the selected mini-patterns with the search engines’ user interface
elements.
The given methodology comprises the modelling of two aforementioned cognitive phe-
nomena, the user’s cognitive state of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. The chosen ap-
proach provides us with two computational models of user’s mental variations, which are
ultimately implemented on the algorithmic level within the framework of our proactive
system.
Data evaluation. According to the aforementioned methodological specifications, our
second objective consists of integrating the mechanisms of the probabilistic evaluation,
which are set to estimate the ratio of a user’s currently prevailing cognitive state. We
set our algorithm to evaluate, by means of the Bayesian parameter estimation, the most
frequent type of a user’s behavioural instance. We build our probabilistic mechanism
on a basis of the accordingly parametrised statistical model, which has the ultimate
objective to measure the prevalence ratio between two computational models of the
user’s satisfaction and dissatisfaction states. The previously correlated and assembled
models, representing the user’s mental variations, are subsequently used as the proactive
system’s main sensors for the context monitoring. Every time an instance of a particular
model is detected, the corresponding data parameter is further parsed as an argument
for the Bayesian model update.
The aforesaid approach allows the algorithm to detect in time a user’s prevailing men-
tal state, and thus to provide ahead the proactive system with a valuable information,
used for the purposes of a context mediation. The system tries to anticipate the user’s
undesirable state of dissatisfaction, by progressively catching the first precondition in-
dicators, allowing to detect an actual state of the mental dissatisfaction. The main
objective in the given approach is to be able to detect the potential dissatisfaction state
before a user himself has fully acknowledged the undesirable direction of an unfolding
context situation. The mentioned approach characteristics provide the system with a
valuable time window, allowing to initiate the necessary actions of a proactive context
mediation. The detected instances of the satisfaction model provide the system with
valuable data characteristics, allowing to identify in a background and to collect ahead
all high relevant search results.
From a theoretical point of view, the chosen approach of providing the search engine with
various proactive features, will naturally change its original conceptual characteristics
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and will enhance its basic functional orientations. The given conceptual shift will in-
herently contribute to the upgrade of the SE fundamental functionalities, and thus will
move its methodological framework towards a dimension of more complex computing
paradigms. One of the distinctive characteristics of such conceptual shift can be charac-
terised by the system’s acquired capabilities of the semi-autonomous functioning, which
is primarily defined by the system’s potential to operate without explicit instructions
from a user.
In reference to the Tennenhouse’s premise of the proactive computing paradigm (see
section 2.1.1), the aforesaid conceptual orientation implies that our search engine can
operate on a higher frequency level, without waiting for the human feedback of search
criteria modifications. Furthermore, the highlighted methodological characteristics allow
the search engine’s operational framework to shift from the basic interactive orientation
towards a more advanced proactive computing paradigm. As might be expected, in
order to fully realise the aforementioned objective, the target SE environment has to be
enhanced more that by few simple proactive scenarios. All system’s further elaborations,
requiring additional research e↵orts, are considered to be beyond the scope of the current
PhD thesis and are ascribed as guiding objectives to the future work. However, an
experimental realisation of the given objective on the present level, may serve as a
stable proof of concept and the guiding schema for all future design of the proactive
search engine’s assistants.
The central mechanism, providing the system with a proactive behaviour is based on
the design and development of corresponding proactive scenarios. Every scenario is
programmed to take care of a specific context setting. We must build the related types
of a system’s proactive behaviour, basing on the design and development of the SE-
specific proactive scenarios. Our objective is therefore to design the proactive scenarios,
which on the one hand, amplify the search engine’s basic functions and, on the other
hand, reflect the needs and objectives of a user’s search querying activity.
We may logically assume that the instances of the mentioned user’s activity may include
a multitude of corresponding behavioural patterns, and thus to cause the substantial
context variations. However, according to the current study objectives, we focus on the
design and conception of proactive rules, which only cover the most important aspects of
a user’s querying behaviour. Consequently, through the implementation and testing, the
given proactive rules will help us to validate and to empirically ground open theoretical
concepts and approaches. In the upcoming sections we present in greater details the SE-
specific proactive mechanism, where we describe the types and variations of all search
engine’s proactive scenarios and rules.
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4.1.3 Probabilistic attributes of the proactive search engine
According to the guiding schema of our methodology, the main objective of the given
exploratory study is to re-apply the concept of proactivity within a new framework
of the probabilistic approach. The realisation of the mentioned objective is mainly
based on a process of re-using the previously formalised deterministic framework as
the underlying basis for system’s new functional principles. The given research phase
represents an important methodological step, playing the key role in an overall evolution
of the proactive system’s approach. The application of probabilistic principles allows
us to implement more flexible and dynamic mechanisms of a context monitoring, event
evaluation and data matching.
In comparison to the earlier discussed deterministic principles, which aimed to integrate
the concept of proactivity on the fundamental uniform level, the successive probabilis-
tic framework will consist of slightly di↵erent computational techniques and methods.
However, if the new means and techniques are di↵erent at a certain level, they all are
based on, and build upon our previously formalised deterministic framework with the
same underlying objective of investigating the proactive computing paradigm.
In addition to a general approach, which characterises the operation of proactive sce-
narios, we borrow from the prior-phase methodology a deterministic mechanism of the
context data detection, used within the structure of a proactive rule. All SE-based
proactive scenarios are designed along the principles of the uniform function execution.
In other words, for the purposes of a target context monitoring, the algorithm uses the
predefined functions, which aim to detect only the designated types of data instances,
representing accordingly the specified occurrences of context events. The initial ex-
periment’s objectives, which stipulate that the system must identify within a context
environment the exact patterns of a user’s behaviour, represent consequently our main
justifying reason of employing the given methodology.
The aforesaid approach allows the algorithm to approximate the acquired data towards
one of our cognitive models, and thus to identify the user’s prevailing cognitive state.
Only in the given manner, we are able to accurately identify an according overt manifes-
tation of user’s mental characteristics. The deterministic approach plays an important
role in our algorithm, as it allows us to identify all corresponding data instances, required
for the subsequent probabilistic evaluations. The chosen approach is applied upon all
new SE-based proactive scenarios, which have the objective to identify within a target
environment only the predefined instances of a user’s behaviour. Additionally, all proac-
tive scenarios are build upon, and based on the earlier established rule’s template, which
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fully governs the execution of scenarios’ composite functions. This represents an impor-
tant methodological basis, which allows us to significantly extend the system’s initial
architecture by building upon a more complex framework of the probabilistic approach.
According to the conceptual characteristics of the models’ design, every detected instance
of a user’s search behaviour, belongs either to the model of satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
Consequently, the function of the statistical analysis is set to evaluate the relevance of
currently displayed results, basing on a type of the received data, which are accordingly
provided by our two models. The data evaluation is always taking place as a parallel
process, in relation to the activity of running proactive scenarios. The data analysis
itself is based on the principles of the Bayesian parameter estimation, where the Bayes’
rule is set to iteratively update the values of its prior probabilities with respect to a type
of the detected event. Every detected instance of a user’s behaviour is communicated by
the algorithm to the statistical module for its further evaluation. The detected instance
of a user’s behaviour aims to serve as an input data for the Bayes’ rule, which allows
the algorithm to calculate the proportional relations between two cognitive models and
to identify the relevance level of the current results.
The given approach suggests, if the Bayes’ rule evaluates the currently displayed results
as high relevant, a model, which reflects the user’s satisfaction state, is therefore cur-
rently prevailing. The same is valid for the dissatisfaction model. If the opposite type
of the model prevails, or in other words, if the predominant part of the detected user’s
behavioural patterns are from dissatisfaction model, the Bayes’ rule will evaluate the
currently displayed results as low relevant. Consequently, during the evaluation process,
the module of the statistical analysis always has its outcome values in form of a specific
ratio of high and low relevant results. The given output data is subsequently used by
the next-step processes of the proactive system functions.
The next third step is characterised by the system’s internal monitoring activity, which
represents a new type of a proactive process. Similarly to the earlier discussed principles
of the autonomic computing, in the present case, the dedicated algorithm will start
to monitor the proactive system’s internal processes, related to the module’s activity
of the statistical analysis. For the given purposes, we introduce a new type of the
proactive scenario, entitled in our study as Model monitoring Meta-scenario (MTA-m).
The scenario aims to create a link between the module of the statistical analysis and a
triggering mechanism of Target-scenarios.
The MTA-m proactive scenario represents the main model monitoring mechanism, al-
lowing to detect the currently prevailing cognitive model by the continuous comparison
of statistical outcome values with the predefined model’s thresholds. As we will see
later in greater details, the thresholds of specific values mark the absolute endmost
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moments of triggering the corresponding proactive actions. The MTA-m scenario has
always to be aware about the values’ distribution, reflecting the prevalence ratio between
two cognitive models. We may notice that the conceptual design of the current trig-
gering mechanism varies considerably in its structure in comparison to the previously
discussed triggering mechanism of the deterministic framework. Instead of a regular
MTA-scenario, which usually triggers the target-related processes, in the current ex-
periment we decentralise the power of the Meta-scenario by introducing the specially
dedicated Model monitoring scenario, which now fully assumes the decision-making of
the triggering process.
All highlighted above mechanisms of the data collection and data inference are entirely
based on a manipulation of gathered statistical data, representing a user’s search activity.
Consequently, statistics represents our main connecting instrument, allowing to convert
the user’s inner cognitive states into a computational form of two cognitive models. Both
cognitive models respectively express the states of a user’s emotional satisfaction and
dissatisfaction. The activity of both cognitive models allows us to translate an abstract
data of the user’s mental variations into an algorithmic level of the proactive system’s
functions. In order to accomplish the aforementioned objectives, we have to analyse
first all available types of the statistical data, which consequently represent the possible
computational values for our models’ algorithms.
We have to select first all needed and interesting types of the statistics, which express
various characteristics of a user’s search activity. The given step is the necessary prereq-
uisite condition, as it allows us to allocate the chosen data into coherent computational
patterns, representing the user’s browsing behaviour. Allocated in a predefined manner,
the given behavioural patterns collectively represent a specific cognitive model of one
of the user’s manifested mental variations. Consequently, it is of high importance to
choose only the necessary, descriptive types of statistics, which will allow us to connect
our models’ algorithms to an abstract context domain. For an e↵ective modelling of the
user’s cognitive states, we have to resort to the methodological repository and theoretical
expertise of the applied cognitive psychology.
4.2 Simulation of the user’s cognitive states
In order to properly allocate the collected statistical data, we need to employ a set of
assisting mechanisms, which will allow us to e↵ectively simulate the chosen variations of
the user’s cognitive states. The given tools will help us to define all composite elements
of satisfaction and dissatisfaction states in relation to the user’s cognitive processes and
expressed overt manifestations. In this respect, the Cognitive psychology assists us in
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visualising the user’s mental mechanisms of the information processing, which initially
characterise all types of user’s behavioural manifestations [55].
This leads us to the next step of studying and modelling the associated attributes of
the interconnected human cognitive processes, including the human attention, memory
and mental associations. The modelling itself is based on the theoretical assumptions,
supported by the expertise of the applied cognitive psychology. Specifically, upon the
modelling process we try to identify certain variations of the user’s cognitive processes,
which can be manifested by a user during an SE-based activity. Giving the specific
characteristics of the search engine’s user interface, we try to visualise how the user’s
cognitive states of satisfaction and dissatisfaction may be manifested. The hypothesis
models are therefore conditioned by, and related only to the current type of the search
engine’s environment.
4.2.1 Underlying principles of the cognitive modelling approach
It should be noted that we do not conduct an extensive, all-inclusive study on how the
human cognition works, as such study clearly lies outside of the scope of the current
research project. Our main objective is to scientifically rationalise the proactive system
design with regard to the underlying aspects of the human cognitive and behavioural
variations, expressed within the context environment. In our study we simply highlight
the cognitive-stipulated factors of a user’s browsing activity, which ultimately constitute
a minimal basis, required for the proactive system’s operation on a proof-of-concept level.
Therefore, our hypothesis models of the user’s cognitive variations mainly consist of the
assumption-based manipulations of only three cognitive elements, attention, memory
and mental associations.
Attention. The cognitive attribute of attention, plays an important role throughout
the entire design process of our cognitive models. Given the type of the chosen envi-
ronment, attention represents the user’s first cognitive instrument, allowing through the
visual stimuli to connect the meanings of outside objects (search query, results, elements
of GUI) to the user’s existing repository of knowledge (memory). Throughout the search
activity the user intentionally and voluntarily coordinates and allocates his attention in
accordance with the characteristics and meanings of the currently displayed user inter-
face elements. The user’s applied type of attention may be correspondingly defined as
the goal-driven type [86]. The goal-driven attention can be characterised by a set of the
user’s voluntarily actions, expressed in the conscious and intentional manner by means
of a directed attention and visual sensory perception in relation to a particular part of
the user interface.
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Therefore, in our study, we use the attribute of the active attention as a valuable cogni-
tive instrument, allowing to create a link between user’s actions (manifested through the
manipulation of GUI elements) and user’s currently prevailing cognitive states, which
consequently define the patterns of a user’s behaviour. In other words, the instances of
the user’s manifested goal-driven attention, represent our main tool, which by means of
the thoroughly defined applications, may allow us to infer the user’s hidden cognitive
states, search intentions and objectives. Consequently, our cognitive models have to be
build in accordance with the aforementioned characteristics, which allows us to observe
the user’s active attention through the continuous monitoring of his browsing behaviour.
The given behavioural patterns, indicate the temporary spots of the user’s present atten-
tion, clustered around and manifested within the particular parts of the search engine’s
user interface. Consequently, by means of the thoroughly defined techniques, we can
measure, in time values, the various periods of the user’s manifested attention upon
particular elements of the user interface. The manifested instances of attention ulti-
mately indicate the clusters of the user’s interests, elements of voluntarily concentration,
attraction, non-attraction and so on.
The time values and their variations play an important role in a cognitive model design,
allowing to specify the user’s individual behavioural patterns, used as the compound
elements of a confining model. For example, in case of the extended, “di cult search”,
which accordingly requires the considerable concentration e↵orts, the focusing atten-
tion of a user may start gradually decrease with every unmet expectation, indicating
respectively the low relevant results [87]. The user’s prevailing cognitive characteristics,
expressed by the state of dissatisfaction, are correspondingly reflected through the user’s
manifested instances of inconsistent actions, performed upon the navigation within dif-
ferent elements of the user interface. The di↵erent time values, representing the spans
of a user’s active attention, may be e↵ectively expressed by implemented timers of the
data collecting techniques. The given time values, represent the valuable data types,
which upon the thoroughly defined application may successively display the moments of
a user’s high concentration and the moments of respective focusing decays.
The clusters of a user’s high concentration or the attention decay allow us to visualise
their corresponding representations within the search engine’s user interface. The iden-
tified GUI elements may reflect in real time the clusters of the user’s potential interests,
and thus to indicate the first prerequisites of the user’s cognitive state of satisfaction.
In the similar way, the clusters of the user’s focusing decays, abrupt and inconsistent
actions, captured by the dedicated sets of statistics, represent collectively the potential
first prerequisites of the user’s cognitive state of dissatisfaction. It should be noted that
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upon the modelling of the user’s behaviour, we have to define quantitatively what it
means for a data to be extensive or non-extensive, large or small and so on.
The user’s cognitive attribute of the goal-driven attention plays the role of a vital con-
nector between the user’s manifested actions, employed upon objects of interests (search
results), and the user’s initial knowledge about these objects, stored in the network of
his/her mental memory. The memory and a network of its mental associations represent
therefore an important compound aspect in our attempt to model the variations of the
user’s cognitive states.
Memory. The user’s cognitive attribute of memory is our second important element,
which is taken into consideration during the design of cognitive models. Our motivation
to employ the attribute of attention has been stipulated by the fact that it allows us
create a link between the physical domain of user’s actions and abstract domain of user’s
mental representations and knowledge. The memory, symbolising the user’s mental
repository of knowledge about physical phenomena and their interrelations, represents
our second cognitive attribute, which allows us through the methodical observations of
user’s actions to infer his/her potential positions, feelings and general mental attitudes
towards currently prevailing context conditions. In our study, we resort to functions
of the specific cognitive component, where the information association and information
manipulation is performed on a short-term basis. Thus, we take into consideration the
user’s Working memory, which is defined as a memory system of the limited capacity,
allowing to temporarily store and to manipulate the primary information, involved in
the performance of ongoing cognitive tasks [88].
The primary reason for choosing the given type of a memory system is due to its charac-
teristics of operating only in relation to the currently prevailing cognitive tasks. In our
study, we uniquely rely on user’s short-term cognitive mechanisms, which restrictively
operate only in relation to the currently unfolding context conditions. Such position
allows us to ensure the link between user’s actions, his/her currently prevailing mental
characteristics and the active conditions of the present context settings. Consequently,
by taking into consideration the user’s working memory, we know that the given cogni-
tive attribute has a limited capacity, capable to simultaneously sustain only 3-4 visual
objects, which are involved in the ongoing cognitive task processing [89].
Therefore, during the model design of the selected cognitive states, we try to emulate the
patterns of user’s potential actions, in accordance with the aforementioned disposition
of the memory’s short-term capacity. In other words, we try to model (a) the user’s
behavioural patterns, which reflect (b) the user’s cognitive characteristics, related to
a processing of the ongoing cognitive tasks, conditioned by (c) the currently present
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context settings. In consequence, our two models aim to simulate (b) the user’s cognitive
states, which are manifested by (a) the distinct patterns of user’s actions upon the
presence of (c) the specific context conditions, such as a particular category of displayed
results, the identity of last viewed results and so on. Subsequently, every type of the
inspected results evokes (b) an immediate information processing in form of the ongoing
cognitive activity within the user’s working memory system. Ultimately, the resulted
output of (b) the cognitive task processing, is overtly manifested (a) in form of the user’s
actions, expressed as navigations within the search engine’s user interface, including
mouse clicks, sidebar scrolling, mouse hovering, and so on.
According to its structure, the working memory allows a user to temporarily store and
to manipulate the visual images, or a verbal information, selected by the attention and
captured by the corresponding sensory system. During the phase of an information pro-
cessing, the interaction between memory and attention is fundamental, as the function of
attention is necessary for various processing tasks of the working memory. More specif-
ically, the visual working memory allows an external visual information to be sustained
without a sensory input for a certain period of time, allowing to maintain the attention,
covering the corresponding visual objects for the purposes of an ongoing cognitive task
processing [90]. Additionally, regarding the relationships between the spatial visual at-
tention and working memory, the function of attention serves not only as a mechanism
of storing an information into the memory, but furthermore, it serves as a mechanism of
an information retrieval from the visual working memory [91]. Consequently, the given
aspect plays an important role in the process of the models’ design, as it allows us to
theoretically rationalise an idea that the overtly manifested actions are the immediate
resulting outputs of a cognitive task processing of the working memory.
For the purposes of a more detailed decomposition of the working memory we will briefly
review the Baddeley’s memory model. The multi-component model of the working mem-
ory, proposed by Alan Baddeley and Graham Hitch, initially incorporates several com-
posite modules, including the components, dealing with a phonological and spatial visual
information [88]. Additionally, the model contains the Central executive module, which
acts as a supervisory system, and thus, is responsible for the coordination of ongoing
cognitive processes [92]. In other words, the given module of the working memory, rep-
resents an attentional control system, allowing to regulate the flow of information and
to supervise the ongoing cognitive processes and their successive resulting outputs.
All aforementioned cognitive attributes of attention and memory, together with their
underlying functional characteristics, play an important role in an overall process of the
cognitive models’ design. More specifically, (1) we build our simulation models, basing
on the underlying mechanisms of the user’s cognitive processes, which conventionally are
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based on the bidirectional information exchange between various cognitive attributes.
(2) We make the assumptions of the user’s possible context actions, which ultimately
have to reflect one of the associated cognitive states. (3) Ultimately, an e↵ective sim-
ulation of one of the cognitive models, allows us to identify the corresponding set of
context conditions, including a general category of displayed results, identity of last
viewed results, characteristics of individual selected results and so on. Therefore, on the
basis of the aforementioned three steps of (1) analysing and planning, (2) postulating
and implementing, and ultimately (3) model simulating, we are able to create a link
between (a) user’s context actions, (b) his/her defining cognitive characteristics, and
(c) the corresponding context conditions, represented in form of high and low relevant
results.
4.2.2 Characteristics of the users’ browsing behaviour
From an empirical point of view, in order to connect the user’s context actions to their
corresponding abstract meanings, we have to identify first the specific patterns of a
user’s behaviour, which reflect the instances of the corresponding states of satisfaction
and dissatisfaction. The given specific patterns may have di↵erent forms and variations,
depending on a cognitive state they aim to represent. However, all types of the user’s
behavioural patterns are essentially based on the specific manipulations of corresponding
user interface elements and their combinations with various timers and mouse hovering
activities. For instance, a pattern may consist of a series of clicks upon the results,
allocated within a particular time frame, followed by an action of scrolling down the
sidebar; or a pattern may consist of two specific clicks, one upon a result, the other
upon the corresponding website link, accompanied by a mouse hovering activity in a
specific zone of the user interface. Every element of the search engine’s user interface
in itself contains a specific abstract meaning, in relation to its function or its content.
Collectively, the specific combinations of user interface elements, in conjunction with
the predefined timers and other types of implemented statistics may at certain level
represent a particular abstract meaning, in relation to an emulated type of the user’s
cognitive characteristics.
During the process of modelling the variations of user’s cognitive states, first, we take
into consideration the potential abstract meanings of certain context actions, which may
be derived from various combinations of the user interface elements. It should be noted
that the corresponding examples of the given statistical combinations, presented below,
simply aim to demonstrate the character of the taken first-step procedures, pertinent to
the specifications of a cognitive modelling process. Therefore, all presented illustrations
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are relative, which consequently implies that the assigned abstract meanings may in
certain context conditions be accordingly converted to their opposite values.
Our first illustration is related to the time variations between various types of
user’s actions. For instance a time variation between a mouse click on the results’
element and a mouse click on the corresponding website link may successively indicate
the di↵erent types of user’s mental dispositions, related to his/her initial objective to
obtain the desired results. A very short time interval may potentially indicate the user’s
high interest, and a considerable importance of the selected result. A large time interval,
in contrast, may indicate the user’s uncertainty in his/her search intentions, and the low
relevance of the selected result. In certain context conditions, a large time interval may
reversely indicate the user’s diligence in choosing the accurate results.
The next context interpretation addresses the issue of reviewing an element of the
search results. In the given case, the reviewing a result, which has been previously
clicked, may potentially indicate the user’s willingness to return to the inspected part
of the results’ list due to his/her uncertainty in a general category of the displayed
results. However, the selected result, in the given context conditions, is presumed to be
the closest option of choice to the user’s general interests. Consequently, all reviewed
elements may be considered as clusters of interests, and thus marked accordingly.
Skimmed viewing of the results, characterised by actions of scrolling the sidebar
without interacting with the results elements and skipping the non-viewed items, may
potentially indicate the overall low relevance of the displayed results. Additionally, the
given browsing characteristics may demonstrate the user’s chaotic approach to a search,
which consequently may be influenced by the user’s low interest in the given results’
category, or by his/her dissatisfaction, related to the previously viewed results. Fur-
thermore, upon certain context conditions, the given behavioural characteristics may
reversely indicate the opposite values of their abstract meanings. The skimmed view-
ing may, in the given case, be considered as the targeted results’ browsing, which is
consequently based on the user’s very specific search objectives.
Upon a first-time display of the results, a scrolling of the results’ list down to the
bottom of the results’ page, then scrolling it backwards all way up to the beginning of
the list, may potentially indicate the user’s willingness to take an overview of all results.
In certain context conditions, where the user for example navigates away from the list,
the given behavioural pattern may consequently suggest the presence of low relevant
results, which do not satisfy the user’s current search objectives.
The next context interpretation addresses the issue of a nonconsecutive selection.
Upon the nonconsecutive selection of results’ elements, all skipped and subsequently
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viewed elements may eventually be considered as the markers of the user’s growing
interest in relation to the given category of viewed results. Subsequently, the given
results’ elements can be marked as middle or high relevant for the successive algorithm’s
calculations, which use the given markers as the function parameters for a background
search of the similar or alternative results.
The stopping points or locations of a scrollbar may eventually suggest the clusters
of user’s attentional shifts, which correspondingly indicate the locations or items of user’s
potential interests, represented visually in form of results or comments.
The last category of a context activity, used in the design of our cognitive models
are the instances of a user’s mouse hovering activity, performed over the di↵erent
elements and zones of the user interface. Upon the condition that a mouse hovering
activity is consistent, the given context action may successively indicate the direction
and accentuation of the user’s attention in relation to a specific zone of the search
engine’s user interface. Consequently, the content, which is currently displayed under the
position of the cursor may indicate a type and category of the user’s potential interests.
In certain context conditions, the extended hovering time over an element of the user
interface may successively indicate the user’s state of uncertainty and reflection; or in
contrast, it may suggest the importance of an accurate choice. The mouse hovering and
movement of the cursor throughout the length of a sentence or a phrase may suggest the
user’s accentuated and focused attention in relation to the given element. Subsequently,
the mentioned type of the focused attention indicates the user’s willingness either to
accurately understand the meaning of what is indicated or to confirm his/her initial
search objectives with the characteristics of the currently displayed information. We
may successively presume that the characteristics of the currently displayed results’
element, represent the closest option of choice to the user’s general interests and search
objectives.
The mouse hovering in itself, plays an important role in a deducting process of the
user’s cognitive states. Conventionally, in our statistical data collection, we monitor
the mouse hovering activity in two di↵erent zones of the search engine’s user interface.
One is related to the RLIST field (mhR), another is related to the COE field (mhC)
(see Figure 4.2). Below, we present the detailed examples, which aim to illustrate the
application of the user’s specific mouse hovering activity within RLIST and COE fields.
The following example is build on a basis of our assumptions, related to the user’s
possible behavioural patterns, manifested upon viewing of the displayed search results.
Due to the search engine’s capability of presenting eight results’ elements simultaneously,
we presume that at the moment when a user sees for the first time the generated list
of results, there may be a short pause in a user’s mouse hovering activity between
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the moment SB1 is pushed and the results are displayed. We hypothesise that such
situation may be true, given the fact that the user may spend a short period of time for
the purposes of scanning the recently displayed results’ list.
The next possible step is an interaction with the list, including the mouse hovering
over the results’ list, followed by the successive interaction with the individual results’
elements. At the moment of selecting an element in the list, there is a possibility that
the position of the hovering cursor will stay unchanged for a few seconds, as at this
moment the comments, which are associated with the selected element are displayed.
Upon the display of comments, the user’s attention is immediately shifted towards the
corresponding section of the COE field with the few seconds delay of the following motor
function of the cursor repositioning. At a certain moment, depending on a relevance level
of the selected result and focusing level of the user’s active attention, the location of
the cursor may shift towards an area of the displayed comments. Additionally, the
implemented timers, which are activated upon the beginning of a user’s interaction with
the results’ list may help us to associate and to relate an mhR data to the specific time
frame, and thus to identify the duration of a mouse hovering activity.
Regarding the example of the mouse hovering activity within COE field, we presume
that there may be a short pause in the user’s cursor movement between the period of
selecting the results’ element and viewing the displayed results’ comments, as user’s
attention shifts first towards the COE field and only then it is followed by the motor
function of a mouse movement. Upon the selection of the results’ element, few lines
are displayed in the field of comments, which implies that if the given result is of high
relevance, the user may hover over the lines while reading, or even try to select a certain
text. Such actions are the primary indicators of the accentuation of a user’s attention,
which may reveal the rise of a user’s interest in the displayed results. Similarly to the
previous example, the implemented timers, which are activated upon the beginning of
a user’s interaction with the comments may help us to associate and to relate an mhC
data to a specific time frame, and thus to identify the duration of a mouse hovering
activity. The specific correlations between the mouse activity and duration of viewing
the comments may indicate the fall or rise of a user’s interest in relation to the selected
search result.
The presented above examples, illustrating an interpretation of the user’s possible con-
text actions and successive assignment of corresponding abstract meanings, have the
objective to demonstrate from a general point of view the preliminary steps of cognitive
modelling mechanisms. All abstract meanings, which have been assigned to a com-
bination of user’s actions, postulated on the basis of the presented earlier theoretical
framework of the cognitive information processing, ultimately aim to represent, in a
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collective form, a complete model of one of the selected cognitive phenomena. In our
upcoming sections, we demonstrate the mechanisms of the cognitive modelling method-
ology, which allows us, in a similar manner, to model the patterns of user’s context
actions, simulating respectively the user’s two cognitive states. Conventionally, this is
the mental state of a user’s satisfaction in relation to the high relevant results and the
state of a user’s dissatisfaction in relation to the low relevant results.
The simulation of user’s cognitive states is mainly performed by means of the running
models, which initially enclose the various modelled patterns of a user’s overt behaviour.
Therefore, the initial objective of a cognitive modelling approach is to simulate the vari-
ations of user’s cognitive processes on a computational level [58]. In order to achieve the
aforementioned objective, we use statistics as the main technique, allowing the proac-
tive system’s algorithms to create a link between user’s actions and their corresponding
abstract representations. By using the chosen statistics as the context-related input
data, which typifies the instances of a user’s overt behaviour on an algorithmic level, we
are able to define the specifics of user’s mental variations. Consequently, a particular
instance of a statistical data, allocated into a static precise sequence, successively rep-
resents a corresponding aspect of one of the user’s cognitive states. The main approach
presumes the allocation and exact arrangement of a statistical data into the logical and
coherent sequences, chain of sequences, patterns and eventually models. In the end, the
complete model must be able to fully represent a particular cognitive state, manifested
by a user upon his/her browsing activity.
Ultimately, each model will consist of an equal number of the composite statistical se-
quences or mini patterns, which collectively represent a full model. The given approach,
allows us to perform an accurate Bayesian parameter estimation of a user’s cognitive
state prevalence, with equal possibilities for each model. Every type of a cognitive model
essentially contains ten mini patterns, representing the individual instances of a user’s
browsing behaviour, which are successively characterised as input data types. If a mini
pattern is detected, the corresponding function will successively return a related value,
which will ultimately serve as the input data for the Bayes’ formula.
Conventionally, we have ten composite mini patterns of the dissatisfaction model, in-
cluded in, and represented by the special Context monitoring Meta-scenario (MTA-c),
which monitors the user’s context actions for the purposes of detecting the instances
of the browsing inconsistency and possible manifestations of the emotional discontent.
Additionally, we have ten composite mini patterns of the satisfactions model, which are
equally represented by the same Meta-scenario (MTA-c), which furthermore monitors
the user’s context actions for the purposes of detecting the instances of the browsing
consistency and possible manifestations of the emotional contentment. Ultimately, each
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mini pattern represents a short sequence of specific statistical data, allocated in a way,
which allows us to identify the various aspects of user’s prevailing cognitive characteris-
tics. The data, which represents the user’s contentment and consistency, is subsequently
used by an algorithm as a benchmark or criterion for a search of the similar and alter-
native results.
4.2.3 Statistical components of cognitive models
The use of statistics in our study represents the algorithm’s prime technique to con-
nect and to relate the low level data to the specifics of user’s cognitive characteristics.
If collected and allocated properly, the statistics may reveal various types of informa-
tion, which ultimately specifies the user’s contextual characteristics, including his/her
cognitive tendencies, search objectives and interests. In order to achieve the aforemen-
tioned objective, we employ several types of statistics, including time detectors, timers,
selection data, mouse clicks, mouse hovering, time intervals, data interrelations, data
associations and disassociations. The various combinations of the given statistical data,
ultimately allow us to perform the algorithmic computations upon the detected data for
the purposes of revealing the user’s hidden cognitive states, disguised under di↵erent
settings of context conditions. In order to allow the system to perform the statistical
data collection, we elaborate and implement a mechanism, consisting of several method-
ological steps.
First, we define the related types of statistics, collected from a user’s browsing activity,
with the objective to reveal the various aspects of user’s prevailing mental characteris-
tics. Upon the second step, according to a type of a cognitive model, we try to iden-
tify the di↵erent statistical relationships, data correlations and disassociations, which
in their aggregated form aim to represent the specific instance of a user’s emotional
expression. As we mentioned previously, a sequence of the predefined and allocated
statistics, constitutes a complete cognitive model. Therefore, in order to detect a model,
the associated composite algorithms, included into a structure of the context monitor-
ing scenario (MTA-c), must progressively detect or to reveal from an empirical data,
all model’s compound individual patterns, representing the user’s propagating actions.
For the given purposes, we design several dedicated proactive rules, included into the
structure of the MTA-c, where each rule has its own objective to detect only the specific
pattern of a user’s search behaviour. Consequently, an entire model, that is a collection
of ten specific statistical combinations, is detected by the given ten proactive rules of
the MTA-c scenario, which is initially set to continuously monitor the search engine’s
current status.
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For the purposes of the given experiments, we decide to collect the statistical data,
reflecting various instances of a user’s behaviour from both, the search page and results’
page perspectives. However, for the specific task of detecting the user’s behavioural
reactions and analysing his/her emotional inclinations and mental attitudes towards the
displayed results, we implement the monitoring algorithms only in relation to the results’
page perspective. The statistical data analysis of the search page perspective is left for
a potential consideration of a future research.
Results’ page perspective. In relation to the perspective of the results’ page, the
underlying objective of implemented algorithms is to detect the user’s prevailing be-
havioural patterns, reflecting either a cognitive state of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. A
variety of the collected data represents therefore a specific pattern type, allocated within
one of the cognitive models. For the purposes of detecting both model types, we have to
respectively implement within the results’ page perspective ten monitoring algorithms
of the satisfaction model and ten monitoring algorithms of the dissatisfaction model.
Consequently, we have twenty dedicated proactive rules of the MTA-c scenario, which
are set to continuously observe the results’ page perspective for the specified patterns
of a user’s behaviour.
According to the aforementioned characteristics, we successively specify the exact ele-
ments of the search engine’s user interface, which will be involved in a data detection.
It should be noted that all statistical data is classified into several categories, including
mouse clicks, timers, mouse hovering and sidebar scrolling. In Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3
we present the statistics’ summary, arranged into the corresponding categories, which
aim to highlight the general characteristics of all collected data.
In Table 4.1, we may notice the presence of the SB1 element, which is the only GUI
element from the search page perspective. Moreover, the user’s successive interactions
with the Search Button SB1, allow the corresponding algorithm to start the timer#6,
which is used by certain proactive rules as a general time reference. The given timer is
set to run continuously during a period of the user’s interactions with the results’ page
until the Search Button SB2 is clicked. The given approach allows the proactive system
to associate the di↵erent types of user’s actions with the given time reference, and thus
to deduct and to specify the points of the beginning and the end of an action, as well
as a length of a specific user’s activity. If needed, we can compare the values of other
timers with the reference timer#6, such as in the case of EOL selection, website access,
or mouse hovering.
The rest of the presented timers from Table 4.1 have the common objective to help us
to place a mouse hovering data into a time relationship for the purposes of identifying
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Table 4.1: Timers
Timers Location on UI Timer starts Timer stops
Data to 
save Comments
Timer #6 SB1 When clicking on 
SB1 with 
condition that 
current search 
query has results 
to display;
When clicking on 
SB2 or at the 
condition of page 
timeout;
Save the total time 
of timer #6;
The general time 
reference for 
result page;
Timer #7 RLIST When the cursor 
enters RLIST field;
When the cursor 
leaves the RLIST 
field;
• Total time of 
mouse hovering 
over the RLIST 
field;

• Every starting 
time of mhR in 
relation to timer 
#6;
mhR - mouse 
hovering over 
RLIST field;
Timer #8 COE When the cursor 
enters COE field;
When the cursor 
leaves the COE 
field;
• Total time of 
mouse hovering 
over the COE 
field;

• Every starting 
time of mhC in 
relation to timer 
#6;
mhC - mouse 
hovering over 
COE field;
the average duration of the user’s mouse activities within the RLIST (mhR) and COE
fields (mhC). The time duration, or a total time of a mouse hovering activity over the
RLIST and COE fields may indicate, upon the specific context conditions, a level of the
user’s interest in an associated results’ element. Additionally, a continuous positioning
of the cursor over the respective fields of the search engine’s user interface may suggest
an extended accentuation of the user’s focusing attention upon the hovered elements
of a potential interest. The given factor may consequently indicate a user’s willingness
to study or to relate, by means of cognitive associations, the meta-information about
the displayed results to the mental representations of a similar knowledge, stored in the
user’s memory. Furthermore, the starting points of timers 7 and 8, will subsequently
allow us to measure a pause between user’s activities in the RLIST and COE fields.
The given timers will allow us to place the user’s specific actions in a time relationship
of the timer 6. Successively, the given approach characteristics make possible to create
the statistical correlations and associations between the context data for the purposes
of modelling the individual instances of a user’s behaviour.
The Table 4.2 contains an information, pertinent to two separate statistical instances
of the results’ selection (EOLs) and a website link access (tWL). The first statistical
instance EOLs, aims to represent a user’s context action of selecting a candidate element
in the displayed list of the search results. By means of the given statistical element,
we are able to detect several properties of the selected result, including its associated
website name, website tag, position of en element in the global results’ list and a time
of an EOL selection in relation to the timer 6. Consequently, the given data types allow
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Table 4.2: Various GUI elements
Abbreviation Type of user activity
Location 
on UI Data to save
EOLs Selection of an 
element in the 
results’ list
RLIST • Website name;

• Tag; 

• Position in the global 
results’ list;

• Time EOL has been clicked 
in relation to timer #6;
tWL Time of website 
access
WL Time the website link has 
been clicked in relation to 
timer #6;
us to specify the necessary attributes of all selected elements, which are successively
required for the purposes of further computations by various functions of the proactive
system’s algorithms.
The saved website names and their associate tags, upon specific context conditions, will
allow a related algorithm to identify the candidate alternative solutions and the potential
similar results. An EOL’s position in relation to the global results’ list, together with its
associated selection time, will allow us to create a schematic representation of the user’s
browsing characteristics. The details of such characteristics will include an average time
of examining the results’ element, ratio between skipped and viewed results, as well as
an average progression step of the skimming browsing.
The second statistical instance tWL, or a time of a website access, allows us to detect
and to save a time value in relation to the timer 6, which indicates the user’s click
upon the associated website link of the selected result. The given statistical element
allows a relate algorithm to identify the time variations between an EOL selection and
website access. In other words, we try to specify how much time the user has spent
on the examination of the selected EOL, before accessing its associated website link.
Furthermore, the given statistical instance of a time relationship, allows the algorithm
to measure an average time, spent by a user outside of the search engine, after being
redirected to a related EOL website. A time, which has been spent outside of the search
engine may successively indicate, upon the specific context conditions, the relevance
level of the selected results’ element.
The Table 4.3 contains the corresponding descriptive information, pertinent to two sta-
tistical instances of a scrollbar activity, that is the detection of a time value in relation
to the sidebar arrow release (tAR) and the detection of a time value in relation to the
sidebar slider release (tSR). Both elements consequently allow us to detect and to save
the corresponding time values, indicating the stopping points of a scrollbar activity in
relation to the reference timer 6. The given statistical instances, by means of applying
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Table 4.3: Scrollbar activity
Abbreviation
Type of 
scrollbar 
activity
Data to 
save
tAR Scroll arrow 
release
Time of scroll 
arrow release in 
relation to timer 
#6;
tSR Slider release Time of slider 
release in relation 
to timer #6;
the time relationships, allow us to measure the duration, or an average time of the user’s
stay on a particular position of the results’ list. Additionally, the given statistical data
allows the algorithm to identify a type of the user’s browsing, for instance a slow pace
browsing, represented by regular and extended intervals in the sidebar activity, or a
skimming browsing, represented by fast and erratic movements of the scroll arrow or
the slider. However, as we will see later, the most important applications of the given
statistical instances are done by means of data correlations with other instances of the
collected information.
All aforementioned statistical data, separately and by itself is not capable to reveal any
valuable information about the prevailing cognitive states, related to a user’s browsing
activity. Independently, the given data only represents the detached and unconnected
pieces of a context information, which are unable to provide any important abstract
meanings by themselves. The decontextualised, single pieces of a context information
are applied in a monitoring process of a user’s browsing activity only as the coherent,
inter-associated and correlated sequences of a statistical data. It should be noted that
all aforementioned instances of the collected statistics have a functional value only upon
their various combinations and accordingly organised correlations of data into sets or
patterns, which subsequently play a key role in a general functioning of the system’s
algorithms. Only upon the given conditions, we are able to identify the hidden traits of
a user’s browsing activity, which successively allow us to reveal the user’s most prevalent
cognitive variations, associated with the specific conditions of the search engine’s current
state.
4.2.4 Dissatisfaction model
Our first cognitive model, entitled as Dissatisfaction model (D-model), aims to represent
on a computational level the cognitive state of the user’s dissatisfaction, which is mani-
fested in relation to the currently displayed search results. The simulation of the given
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Table 4.4: Pattern D1
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
Main conditions  EOL = (EOLn+1   EOLn)   10EOL
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between every EOLn selection.
state is based on the detection of the user’s overtly present instances of an emotional
discontent, which are stipulated by the context conditions of low relevant results. The
cognitive state of dissatisfaction is identified by means of detecting the instances of a
user’s browsing inconsistency, manifested throughout the sessions of a search querying.
The dissatisfaction model is consequently based on the “indicators” of low relevant re-
sults, which have the initial objective to signal the potential presence of the user’s mental
state of an emotional discontent. For the purposes of achieving the aforementioned goal,
we have to quantitatively define the abstract problem of a mental dissatisfaction in terms
of the user’s manifested context actions. Therefore, in order to represent the particular
instances of a user’s overt behaviour on the algorithmic level, we have to correspondingly
allocate all collected statistical data into the specific computational patterns.
Consequently, for the purposes of designing the model’s compound mini patterns, we
elaborate a set of supporting guidelines, allowing subsequently to facilitate the process
of the patterns definition. The dissatisfaction model consists of several key principles,
which define the main directions of the user’s pattern specifications. The given directions
are essentially characterised by the user’s non-extensive interactions with the results,
relatively short time of results analysis, user’s considerable interactions with the scrollbar
and inconsistent mouse hovering activity over the COE field. The modelling process of
the user’s behavioural patterns is fully based on the aforementioned guidelines of the
most probable types of context actions.
Collectively, all mini patterns represent a fully functional cognitive model, which is
stored in a segregated form inside of the context monitoring scenario MTA-c. In total,
the dissatisfaction model contains ten mini patterns of the correlated statistical data
(D1–D10), represented in form of the sequential algorithmic steps. In the upcoming
paragraphs, we present the model’s composite patterns, by highlighting their internal
algorithmic structures, corresponding abstract meanings and the character of their func-
tions in relation to the full model. The position of the composite patterns, in relation
to their number (D1–D10), does not have any special structure or logic, all patterns are
enumerated with regard to a process of their gradual design.
Pattern D1. The first behavioural pattern, entitled as D1 contains only one statistical
element, that is a mouse action of the EOL selections, collected and regarded as a
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context-based statistical data (see Table 4.4). The pattern consists of a series of mouse
clicks, executed upon the elements of the results’ list (EOL selection in RLIST). The
initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with various
elements of the results’ list for the purposes of detecting the position di↵erence between
the selected results’ elements ( EOL). In other words, the algorithm is set to monitor
the number of skipped results’ elements between the EOL selections. The exact sequence
of the given statistical combination is represented as:
 EOL = (EOLn+1   EOLn)   10EOL (4.1)
Alternatively, we may delineate the user’s browsing activity, representing the overall
results’ selections as an interval between the EOLn and EOLn+1 selections:
[EOLn, EOLn+1] = {x |EOLn  x  EOLn+1, x   10EOL} (4.2)
The pattern’s main condition is represented by a variable x, which delineates the mini-
mum required number of the detected EOL between the user’s result selections of EOLn
and EOLn+1.
The D1-pattern contains two sets of conditions, primary conditions define the process of a
pattern completion, the secondary define the pattern’s general flexibility. Consequently,
the primary conditions specify that pattern is completed if a number of the skipped
results’ elements is equal to, or greater than ten EOLs ( EOL   10EOL). In other
words, the algorithm marks the pattern as accomplished if the di↵erence between the
first selected results’ element (EOLn) and the next selected element (EOLn+1) is equal
to, or greater than ten EOLs (10EOL).
The second set of conditions stipulates that all types of intermediate actions, performed
by a user between the EOL selections are initially allowed, including scrollbar activity,
mouse hovering over the COE field, website link access and so on. It should be noted
that the given second set of conditions is required for defining the level of the pattern’s
flexibility in relation to its final completion. In other words, by allowing the intermediate
actions between the elements of a pattern, we make sure that the initial pattern will
not be broken or interrupted by one of the possible user’s o↵-pattern actions. The given
schema of primary and secondary conditions is relevant to, and valid for all further
presented behavioural patterns of a user.
From an abstract point of view, the D1-pattern aims to represent the user’s skimming
type of browsing, which may be considered as common or typical in a search querying
situation, characterised by the presence of low relevant results. During a browsing
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Table 4.5: Pattern D2
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
 t(EOLn) (total time of stay of the selected EOLn)
 t¯(EOLn) (average time of stay of the selected EOLn)
Main conditions  t(EOLn) = t(EOLn+1)   t(EOLn)
 t¯(5EOL) =
1
5
5X
n=1
 t(EOLn)  3.5sec
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between every EOLn selection.
activity, the user tends to skip more elements if the currently displayed list of search
results does not meet the user’s initial expectations.
Pattern D2. The second behavioural pattern, entitled as D2 contains three statistical
elements, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection, time di↵erence or total time of
stay of the selected results’ element ( t(EOLn)) and the time di↵erence, indicating the
average time of stay of the selected results’ element ( t¯(EOLn)). Collectively, all pattern’s
elements are regarded as a context-based statistical data (see Table 4.5). The pattern
consists of a series of mouse clicks, executed upon the elements of the results’ list (EOL
selection in RLIST). The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s
interactions with various elements of the results’ list for the purposes of detecting an
average time of stay for every five selected results’ elements.
The D2-pattern contains two sets of conditions, where primary conditions specify that
the pattern is completed if an average time of stay for every five selected results’ elements
is equal maximum to 3.5 seconds ( t¯(5EOL)  3.5sec). In order to calculate the given
time conditions, we must first specify the time di↵erence, or the total time of stay
for every selected results’ element ( t(EOLn)). The only time value, associated with a
mouse click upon an EOL is a time value of its selection in relation to the timer 6 (see
Table 4.2). Therefore, in order to acquire the time di↵erence, or the total time of stay of
the selected EOL ( t(EOLn)) we have to deduct the time value of its selection (tEOLn)
from the time value of a next selected EOL (tEOLn+1). After having specified the total
time of stay for every five selected EOLs, we calculate furthermore the values of their
average time of stay ( t¯(5EOL)). For the given purposes we use the simple arithmetic
mean equation, which is initially defined as:
x¯ =
1
n
nX
i=1
ai (4.3)
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Table 4.6: Pattern D3
Type of selected statistics ARn (sidebar arrow click)
Main conditions
X
ARi   15AR
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between every ARn click, ex-
cept EOLn selection, website link access and slider
movements.
Consequently, in accordance with the pattern’s specifications, we adapt the aforemen-
tioned equation in order to calculate the average time of stay for every five selected
results’ elements. Additionally, we specify the related context-based conditions, which
stipulate that a calculated average time of duration for every selected EOL has to be
equal maximum to 3.5 seconds:
 t¯(5EOL) =
1
5
5X
n=1
 t(EOLn)  3.5sec (4.4)
The pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion, similarly to the D1-pattern is
stipulated by the second set of the algorithm’s conditions. The second set of conditions
specifies that all types of intermediate actions, performed by a user between the EOL
selections are initially allowed, including the scrollbar activity, mouse hovering over
the COE field, website link access and so on. The D2-pattern will not be broken or
interrupted if one of the given user’s o↵-pattern actions is mixed with the pattern’s
initial set of statistical combinations.
Pattern D3. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as D3 contains one statistical
element, that is a mouse action of the AR clicks, collected and regarded as a context-
based statistical data (see Table 4.6). The pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks,
executed upon one of the sidebar arrows of the results’ list. The initial objective of the
given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with various elements of the sidebar
for the purposes of detecting the total number of user’s mouse clicks, executed upon a
sidebar arrow. The exact sequence of the given statistical combination is represented
as: X
ARi   15AR (4.5)
The D3-pattern contains two sets of conditions, where the primary conditions specify
that the pattern is completed if a sum of all sidebar arrow clicks, performed by a user
during a search activity is equal minimum to fifteen mouse clicks (
X
ARi   15AR). For
the purposes of calculating the given conditions, the associated algorithm of the MTA-c
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Table 4.7: Pattern D4
Type of selected statistics ARn (sidebar arrow click)
SRn (sidebar slider movement)
Main conditions
X
ARi   3AR+ 1SR
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between 3AR clicks and 1SR
movement, except EOLn selection and website link
access.
scenario is simply set to sum up the user’s mouse clicks, executed upon a sidebar arrow.
In order to prevent the repetitive count of the same data, the user’s mouse clicks are
segregated into the sections of minimum fifteen items. As soon as one set of the fifteen
arrow clicks is detected, its composite elements get successively discarded and therefore
are not taken into consideration by the algorithm upon its next iteration. The given
approach of the data segregation into specific sets is equally applied in all similar cases
of the pattern detection.
The pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The second set of conditions specifies that all types of
intermediate actions, performed by a user between the AR mouse clicks are initially
allowed, excluding the EOL selection, website link access and sidebar activity trough the
slider movements. It should be noted that the D3-pattern will be broken or interrupted,
if one of the specified user’s o↵-pattern actions is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of
statistical combinations.
Pattern D4. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as D4 contains two statistical
elements, that is a mouse action of the AR clicks and SR movements, collected and
regarded as a context-based statistical data (see Table 4.7). The pattern consists of a
series of mouse clicks, executed first upon a sidebar arrow and subsequently followed
by a slider movement of the results’ list. The initial objective of the given pattern is
to monitor the user’s interactions with various elements of the sidebar for the purposes
of detecting an action of scrolling the results’ list down through the scroll arrow with
minimum 3AR clicks, followed by at least one slider movement (1SR). The exact sequence
of the given statistical combination is represented as:
X
ARi   3AR+ 1SR (4.6)
The D4-pattern contains two sets of conditions, where the primary conditions specify
that the pattern is completed if a sum of all sidebar arrow clicks, performed by a user
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Table 4.8: Pattern D5
Type of selected statistics WLn (website link access)
ARn (sidebar arrow click)
SRn (sidebar slider movement)
EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
Main conditions
[tWL, tAR1 ]
[tWL, tSR1 ]
[tWL, tEOL1 ]
9>>=>>; = {t | 0min.  t  2min.}
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between WLn click and first
following action.
during a search activity is equal minimum to three mouse clicks (
X
ARi   3AR),
followed at least by one slider movement (1SR). For the purposes of detecting the given
pattern, the associated algorithm of the MTA-c scenario is first set to sum up the user’s
arrow clicks (3AR). Consequently, the algorithm initiates the monitoring of the user’s
next action, which according to the specifications of the given pattern, is defined as the
list’s slider movement (1SR).
The pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The second set of conditions specifies that all types of
intermediate actions, performed by a user between the 3AR clicks and 1SR movement
are initially allowed, excluding the EOL selection and website link access. It should be
noted that the D4-pattern will be broken or interrupted if one of the specified user’s
o↵-pattern actions is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
Pattern D5. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as D5 contains five statistical
elements, that is a mouse action of the AR click, SR movement, EOL selection and a
website access. Additionally, the pattern contains a time variable of the action duration.
Collectively, all elements are regarded as a context-based statistical data (see Table 4.8).
The pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks, executed first upon a website link (WL)
and subsequently followed either by a sidebar arrow click (AR), slider movement of the
results’ list (SR), or an EOL selection.
The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with various
elements of the results’ page for the purposes of detecting the total time of a user’s stay
outside of the search engine. The algorithm has to detect the time intervals between
user’s several context actions, including [tWL, tAR1 ], [tWL, tSR1 ] and [tWL, tEOL1 ]. For
the given purposes, the algorithm is first set to detect a user’s mouse click upon a
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website link (WL), which will lead the user outside of the search engine’s environment.
Subsequently, the algorithm has to detect the user’s very first context action within the
search engine’s environment, specified as the first sidebar arrow click (AR1), first slider
movement (SR1), or the first EOL selection (EOL1). Basing on the detected metadata,
the algorithm has to deduct the time di↵erences between given actions, which in the end
will correspond to various time intervals. The exact sequences of the given statistical
combinations are collectively represented as:
[tWL, tAR1 ]
[tWL, tSR1 ]
[tWL, tEOL1 ]
9>>=>>; = {t | 0min.  t  2min.} (4.7)
The primary conditions of the D5 statistical combinations specify that the pattern is
completed, if the time intervals of the corresponding aforementioned behavioural pat-
terns lie within the limits of {t | 0min.  t  2min.}. For the purposes of detecting
the given patterns, the associated algorithm is first set to deduct the time di↵erences
between the time values of the given user’s actions, including  t(tWL,tAR1 ),  t(tWL,tSR1 ),
and  t(tWL,tEOL1 ). Therefore, all deducted values of time di↵erences successively corre-
spond to the time intervals between the user’s specific actions, which according to the
D5-pattern specifications have to be within the particular time limits:
 t(tWL,tAR1 ) = [tWL, tAR1 ] = {t | 0min.  t  2min.}
 t(tWL,tSR1 ) = [tWL, tSR1 ] = {t | 0min.  t  2min.}
 t(tWL,tEOL1 ) = [tWL, tEOL1 ] = {t | 0min.  t  2min.}
(4.8)
Consequently, the D5-pattern is marked as completed when a detected time interval of
one of the three user’s specified action combinations satisfies the initial time conditions
of {t | 0min.  t  2min.}.
The D5-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The second set of conditions specifies that all types of
intermediate actions, performed by a user between the WL click and one of the three
specified actions of either AR, SR, or EOL click are initially allowed. It should be noted
that the D5-pattern will not be broken or interrupted if one of the user’s o↵-pattern
actions is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
Pattern D6. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as D6 contains two statistical
elements, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection and content related metadata,
which describes a type of the selected EOL by a corresponding content tag. The uniform
tag-set, or in other words a set of two identical elements {a, a} is defined as a selection
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Table 4.9: Pattern D6
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
Tn (a uniform tag-set {a, a})
Main conditions
X
EOLi   3Tn
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLn selections.
of the minimum two EOL with the identical descriptive tags:
T = {a, a} =
2X
n=1
(EOLa)n (4.9)
Collectively, all pattern’s elements are regarded as a context-based statistical data (see
Table 4.9). The pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks, executed upon the elements
of the results’ list (EOL selection in RLIST). The initial objective of the given pattern
is to monitor the user’s interactions with various elements of the results’ list for the
purposes of detecting minimum three di↵erent uniform tag-sets {a, a}, {b, b}, and {c, c}.
In order to detect the given data, the algorithm has to continuously analyse the metadata
of every selected EOL. The exact sequence of the given D6-pattern is represented as:
X
EOLi   3Tn (4.10)
Alternatively, we may delineate the user’s browsing activity, representing the overall
results’ selections as an interval between 1st and nth EOL selections:
[EOL1, EOLn] = {x |EOL1  x  EOLn, x   3Tn} (4.11)
The pattern’s main condition is represented by a variable x, which delineates the mini-
mum required number of the detected uniform tag-sets between the user’s result selec-
tions of EOL1 and EOLn.
The D6-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the sec-
ond set of algorithm’s conditions. The second set of conditions specifies that all types
of intermediate actions, performed by a user between the EOL selections are initially
allowed, including the scrollbar activity, mouse hovering over the COE field, website
link access and so on. It should be noted that the D6-pattern will not be broken or
interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions is mixed with the pattern’s initial set
of statistical combinations.
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Table 4.10: Pattern D7
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
Tn (a uniform tag-set {a, a})
Main conditions
15X
i=1
EOLi = 0Tn
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLn selections.
Pattern D7. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as D7 contains similarly two
statistical elements, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection and content related
metadata, which describes a type of the selected EOL by a corresponding content tag.
As we defined above, the given metadata is represented by a uniform tag-set (Tn).
Collectively, all pattern elements are regarded as a context-based statistical data (see
Table 4.10). The pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks, executed upon the elements
of the results’ list (EOL selection in RLIST).
The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with various
elements of the results’ list for the purposes of detecting the pattern of zero uniform tag-
sets (0Tn) within the limit of fifteen EOL selections (
15X
i=1
EOLi). In order to detect the
given data, the algorithm has to continuously take a record of every selected EOL’s
metadata. The exact sequence of the given D7-pattern is represented as:
15X
i=1
EOLi = 0Tn (4.12)
Alternatively, we may delineate the user’s browsing activity, representing the results’
selections as an interval between first and fifteenth EOL selections:
[EOL1, EOL15] = {x |EOL1  x  EOL15, x = 0Tn} (4.13)
The pattern’s main condition is represented by a variable x, which delineates the mini-
mum, required number of the detected uniform tag-sets between the user’s result selec-
tions of EOL1 and EOL15.
The D7-pattern contains two sets of conditions, where the primary conditions specify
that the pattern is completed if a sum of fifteen selected results’ elements does not contain
any uniform tag-set. For the purposes of detecting the given pattern, the algorithm has
the objective to monitor the sets of every fifteen EOL selections for the presence of the
distinctive metadata. If no uniform tag-set has been detected, the pattern is marked as
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Table 4.11: Pattern D8
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
ARn (sidebar arrow click)
SRn (sidebar slider movement)
Main conditions 3(EOLn +AR)
3(EOLn + SR)
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLn selection and a
mouse click upon ARn or SRn, except a website link
access (WLn).
completed. In the opposite case, if at least one Tn has been detected, the logic of the
pattern becomes broken.
The D7-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the sec-
ond set of algorithm’s conditions. The second set of conditions specifies that all types
of intermediate actions, performed by a user between the EOL selections are initially
allowed, including the scrollbar activity, mouse hovering over the COE field, website
link access and so on. It should be noted that the D7-pattern will not be broken or
interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions is mixed with the pattern’s initial set
of statistical combinations.
Pattern D8. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as D8 is characterised as a
simple combination of a context data. The pattern contains three sequentially allocated
statistical elements, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection, AR click and/or SR
movement. Collectively, all pattern’s elements are regarded as a context-based statistical
data (see Table 4.11).
The D8-pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks, initially executed upon the elements
of the results’ list and subsequently executed upon the results’ list scrollbar either by
means of a sidebar arrow click or a sidebar slider movement. The initial objective of
the given pattern is set to monitor the user’s interactions with various elements of the
results’ page for the purposes of detecting consecutively minimum three times the same
browsing pattern, consisting respectively of one EOL selection within the results’ list,
followed by an action of the list scrolling by means of one sidebar arrow click or one
sidebar slider movement. The pattern is marked completed, if the aforesaid primary
conditions are satisfied upon the algorithm’s iteration. The exact statistical sequence of
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Table 4.12: Patterns D9–D10
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
WLn (website link access)
mhC (mouse hovering activity over COE field)
Main conditions D9-pattern:
10X
i=1
EOLi = 0mhC
D10-pattern:
10X
i=1
EOLi = 0WL
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between the specified mouse
actions.
the given D8-pattern is represented as:
3(EOLn +ARn)
3(EOLn + SRn)
(4.14)
The D8-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The second set of conditions specifies that all types of
intermediate actions, performed by a user between the EOL selection and AR mouse
click or SR slider movement are initially allowed, excluding only a website link access
(WL). It should be noted that the D8-pattern will be broken or interrupted, if the user’s
o↵-pattern action of the website access is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical
combinations.
Patterns D9–D10. The given two behavioural patterns, entitled as D9 and D10 are
very similar in their compound structure and statistical conditions. Both patterns con-
tain one element in common, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection. Additionally,
each pattern contains its own specific statistical element, for the D9-pattern it is a mouse
hovering activity over the COE field (mhC) and for the D10-pattern it is a website link
access (WL). Collectively, all patterns’ elements are regarded as a context-based statis-
tical data (see Table 4.12).
Conventionally, both patterns consist of a series of mouse clicks, executed upon the
elements of the results’ list (D9, D10). Additionally the pattern D10 contains an instance
of a mouse click upon the corresponding link of the selected result’s website. On the
other hand, the pattern D9 contains its own specific type of a mouse activity, defined
as the mouse hovering over the COE field. The initial objective of the D9-pattern is to
monitor the user’s interactions with various elements of the results’ page for the purposes
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of detecting a pattern of a user’s zero mouse hovering activity, within the limit of ten
EOL selections.
The characteristics of the D10-pattern are somewhat similar to the D9 in a way that the
D10-pattern’s objective is to detect the case of a zero time of website accesses, within
the same limit of ten EOL selections. The both patterns are marked completed, if the
aforesaid primary conditions are respectively satisfied upon the algorithm’s iterations.
The exact statistical sequence of the D9-pattern is represented as:
10X
i=1
EOLi = 0mhC (4.15)
The exact statistical sequence of the D10-pattern is respectively represented as:
10X
i=1
EOLi = 0WL (4.16)
Alternatively, we may delineate the user’s browsing activity, representing the results’
selections as an interval between the first and tenth EOL selections. The respective
alternative formulations for both patterns are:
D9-pattern: [EOL1, EOL10] = {x |EOL1  x  EOL10, x = 0mhC} (4.17)
D10-pattern: [EOL1, EOL10] = {x |EOL1  x  EOL10, x = 0WL} (4.18)
The patterns’ main conditions are represented by a variable x, which delineates the
required number of the detected mhC and WLn context actions between the user’s
results selections of EOL1 and EOL10.
The D9 and D10-patterns’ flexibilities in relation to their final completion are stipulated
by the second set of algorithm’s conditions. The second set of conditions for both
patterns specifies that all types of intermediate actions, performed by a user between
the specified mouse actions are initially allowed. It should be noted that the logic of
both patterns will not be broken or interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions
is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
All composite mini patterns from D1 to D10, collectively represent a complete cognitive
model of the user’s emotional state of dissatisfaction. Every element of the model plays
an important role in an overall process of the model detection due to its unique capac-
ity of representing on an algorithmic level the particular singular instances of a user’s
browsing activity.
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The given model is defined as a non-static sequence of the accordingly allocated statis-
tical data, which has the objective to represent and to reflect the user’s emotional state
of discontent. From a conceptual point of view, the model is detected progressively,
by means of a sequential or random detection of the model’s composite mini patterns,
represented in form of specific statistical combinations (D1–D10). The exact mechanism
of the model detection, will be successively delineated in the upcoming section (see sec-
tion 22). Before proceeding to the description of the model detection mechanism, we
present first in the next section the corresponding cognitive model of a user’s satisfaction.
4.2.5 Satisfaction model
Our second cognitive model, entitled as Satisfaction model (S-model), aims to represent
on an algorithmic level the user’s opposite cognitive state of satisfaction, manifested in
relation to the currently displayed search results. The simulation of the given state is
based on a detection of user’s overtly manifested instances of an emotional contentment,
which are stipulated by the context conditions of relevant or high relevant results.
The cognitive state of satisfaction is identified by means of detecting the instances of
a user’s browsing consistency, manifested throughout the sessions of a search query-
ing. The satisfaction model is based on the “indicators” of high relevant results, which
have the initial objective to signal the potential presence of a user’s mental state of an
emotional contentment.
For the purposes of achieving the aforementioned goal, we have to quantitatively define
the abstract problem of a mental satisfaction in terms of user’s manifested context
actions. Consequently, in order to represent the particular instances of a user’s overt
behaviour on the algorithmic level, we must similarly allocate all collected statistical
data into the specific computational patterns.
For the purposes of designing the model’s compound mini patterns, we elaborate a set
of supporting guidelines, allowing subsequently to facilitate the process of the patterns
definition. The satisfaction model consists of several key principles, which define the
main directions of the user’s pattern specifications. The given directions are essentially
characterised by the user’s more extensive interactions with the results, considerably
larger time of the results analysis, minimal number of skipped results’ elements and
the user’s more consistent mouse hovering activity over the COE field. The modelling
process of user’s behavioural patterns is fully based on the given guidelines of most
probable types of context actions.
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Table 4.13: Pattern S1
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
ARn (sidebar arrow click)
SRn (sidebar slider movement)
Main conditions
[AR1, AR2]
[AR1, SR2]
[SR1, AR2]
[SR1, SR2]
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
= {x |x   4EOL}
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between the specified mouse
actions.
Similarly to the D-model, all mini patterns of the S-model represent a fully functional
cognitive model, which is stored in a segregated form inside of the same context monitor-
ing scenario MTA-c. In total, the satisfaction model contains equally ten mini patterns
of the correlated statistical data (S1–S10), represented in form of sequential algorithmic
steps. In the upcoming paragraphs, we present the model’s composite patterns, by high-
lighting their internal algorithmic structures, corresponding abstract meanings and the
character of their functions in relation to the full model. The position of the composite
patterns, in relation to their number (S1–S10) does not have any special structure or
logic, all patterns are enumerated with regard to a process of their gradual design.
Pattern S1. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as S1 initially contains three
statistical elements, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection, AR click and SR
movement. Collectively, all pattern’s elements are regarded as a context-based statistical
data (see Table 4.13). The S1-pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks, executed
respectively upon the elements of the results’ list (EOLn) and the results’ list scrollbar
either by means of a sidebar arrow click (ARn) or a sidebar slider movement (SRn).
The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with various
elements of the results’ page for the purposes of detecting minimum four EOL selections
between any combinations of the scrollbar activity (ARn/SRn). The algorithm is first
set to detect the opening action of either the sidebar arrow click (AR1), or the sidebar
slider movement (SR1).
Subsequently, the algorithm has the objective to detect minimum four EOL selections
(4EOL), executed sequentially or randomly, with a possibility of user’s actions deviation
from the predefined pattern’s structure. The pattern is completed by the following
closing action of either the sidebar arrow click (AR2), or the sidebar slider movement
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Table 4.14: Pattern S2
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
WLn (website link access)
Main conditions EOLn +WLn
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLn selection and
website link access (WLn), except mouse hovering ac-
tivity over COE field (mhC). If mhC is detected then
count as S3-pattern.
(SR2). The pattern is marked fully completed, if the aforesaid primary conditions are
satisfied upon the algorithm’s iteration.
For the purposes of a concise delineation, we present the four possible variations of the
scrollbar activity as the combinations of four di↵erent intervals between the opening and
closing actions [AR1/SR1, AR2/SR2]. The exact statistical sequence of the S1-pattern
is therefore represented as a combination of various intervals, stipulated by the common
context condition of x:
[AR1, AR2]
[AR1, SR2]
[SR1, AR2]
[SR1, SR2]
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
= {x |x   4EOL} (4.19)
As we may see, the pattern’s main condition is represented by a variable x, which
delineates the minimum required number of the selected results’ elements between the
mouse actions of AR1/SR1 and AR2/SR2.
The S1-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions specify that all types of inter-
mediate actions, performed by a user between the specified mouse actions are initially
allowed. The S1-pattern will not be broken or interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern
actions is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
From an abstract point of view, the S1-pattern aims to represent the higher level of
the browsing consistency in user’s search querying attempts. During a search activity,
conditioned by the presence of high relevant results, the user tends to examine more
thoroughly every results’ entry in comparison to the skimming type of browsing in the
case of low relevant results.
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Table 4.15: Pattern S3
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
WLn (website link access)
mhC (mouse hovering activity over COE field)
Main conditions EOLn +mhC +WLn
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLn selection and
mhC activity, except WLn click.
All actions are allowed between mhC activity and
WLn click, except EOLn selection.
Pattern S2. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as S2 initially contains only
two statistical elements, that is a mouse action of the EOLn selection and website
link access (WLn). Collectively, all pattern’s elements are regarded as a context-based
statistical data (see Table 4.14). The S2-pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks,
executed respectively upon the elements of the results’ list (EOLn) and a corresponding
website link (WLn). The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s
interactions with various elements of the results’ page for the purposes of detecting a
simple combination of a browsing action, defined as EOLn +WLn. The algorithm is
first set to detect the opening action of EOLn selection, followed by a closing context
action of the website link access (WLn). The pattern is marked fully completed, if
the aforesaid primary conditions are satisfied upon the algorithm’s iteration. The S2-
pattern’s composite statistical combination is represented by a simple data sequence:
EOLn +WLn (4.20)
The S2-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions of the given pattern are some-
what more complex in relation to the conditions of all previous patterns. The second
set of conditions specifies that all types of intermediate actions, performed by a user
between the EOLn selection and WLn access are initially allowed, except the mouse
hovering activity over the COE field (mhC). If the mhC data has been detected during
the algorithm’s iteration, the given statistical sequence is then marked and accordingly
accounted as the S3-pattern.
Pattern S3. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as S3 is almost identical in its
structure to the preceding pattern S2 with a small di↵erence of the additional statistical
element (see Table 4.15). The S3-pattern contains three statistical elements, that is a
mouse action of the EOLn selection, website link access (WLn) and a mouse hovering
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activity over the COE field (mhC). With regard to the additional statistical element
of the mhC, the given S3-pattern represents an extension of the S2-pattern. The key
factor for di↵erentiating the two patterns is stipulated by our intention to reveal and
to account the user’s mouse hover activity over the COE field. Upon its iteration,
the algorithm is first set to detect the opening action of the EOLn selection, followed
by an intermediate action of the mouse hovering (mhC) and ultimately by a closing
context action of the website access (WLn). The pattern is marked fully completed,
if the aforesaid primary conditions are satisfied upon the algorithm’s iteration. The
S3-pattern’s composite statistical combination is represented by a simple data sequence:
EOLn +mhC +WLn (4.21)
The S3-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. In order to be able to reveal the user’s mouse hovering
activity, the secondary conditions are specific to the pattern’s every composite segment.
On the one hand, that are the condition requirements for the first segment of [EOLn +
mhC] and, on the other hand, that are the specific condition requirements for the second
pattern’s segment of [mhC+WLn]. In case of the first segment, the conditions stipulate
that all actions are allowed between the results’ selection and mouse hovering activity
over the COE field (mhC), except the user’s action of the website link access (WLn). The
conditions of the second pattern’s segment stipulate that all actions are allowed between
the mouse hovering activity over the COE field (mhC) and a user’s action of the website
access (WLn), except the selection of the results’ element (EOLn). The given two sets
of the secondary conditions allow us to reveal the exact sequence of the user’s context
actions. If one of the two sub-conditions is not satisfied upon the algorithm’s iteration,
the S3-pattern becomes broken, except the case of the first segment conditions, where
the broken statistical combination automatically becomes the S2-pattern.
Pattern S4. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as S4 initially contains three
statistical elements, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection, time di↵erence or total
time of stay of the selected results’ element ( t(EOLw)n) and the time di↵erence, indi-
cating an average time of stay of the selected results’ element ( t¯(EOLw)n). Collectively,
all pattern’s elements are regarded as a context-based statistical data (see Table 4.16).
The S4-pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks, executed upon the elements of the
results’ list (EOLn). The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s
interactions with various elements of the results’ page for the purposes of detecting the
two set of conditions. Both sets aim to respectively detect (a) minimum four consecutive
selections of the same website with an average time of stay minimum four seconds per
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Table 4.16: Pattern S4
Type of selected statistics EOLw (selections of results’ elements with the same
website)
 t(EOLw)n (total time of stay of a selected EOLw)
 t¯(EOLw)n (average time of stay of a selected EOLw)
Main conditions  t(EOLw)n = t(EOLw)n+1   t(EOLw)n
(a)  t¯(4EOLw) =
1
4
4X
n=1
 t(EOLw)n   4sec
(b)
X
EOLi   8EOLw
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between every EOLw selection.
EOL ( t¯(4EOLw)   4sec) and (b) if there are minimum eight nonconsecutive selections
of the same website in the overall user’s activity (
X
EOLi   8EOLw).
In case of the first series of conditions (a), the algorithm is set to detect four consecutive
results’ selections from the same online source (4EOLw). Subsequently, the algorithm
has the objective to calculate the average time of stay for the given four elements, which
conventionally has to be minimum 4 seconds per EOL ( t¯   4sec). In order to calculate
the given time conditions, we must first specify, by means of a simple time deduction the
time di↵erence, or the total time of stay for every selected results’ element ( t(EOLw)n).
After having specified the total time of stay for every four selected EOL, we calculate
furthermore the values of their average time of stay ( t¯(4EOLw)).
Similarly to the D2-pattern, for the purposes of calculating the average, we use a simple
arithmetic mean equation (4.3). We adapt the aforementioned equation in order to
calculate the average time of stay for every four selected results’ elements. Additionally,
we specify the related context-based conditions, which stipulate that the calculated
average time of duration for every selected EOL has to be equal minimum to 4 seconds:
 t¯(4EOLw) =
1
4
4X
n=1
 t(EOLw)n   4sec (4.22)
In case of the second set of the pattern’s conditions (b), the algorithm is simply pro-
grammed to detect every EOL selection, performed by a user in order to reveal the
potential eight results’ elements of the same type. The algorithm calculates, if in the
overall user’s browsing activity there are at least eight nonconsecutive EOL selections
from the same online source (8EOLw). We delineate the user’s overall browsing activity
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Table 4.17: Pattern S5
Type of selected statistics EOLw (selections of results’ elements with the same
website)
mhC (mouse hovering activity over COE field)
Main conditions 3(EOLw +mhC)
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLw selection and
mhC activity.
All actions are allowed between the sequences of a data
detection.
within the results’ list as an unconditioned sum of the randomly selected results’ ele-
ments (
X
EOLi). The second part of the S4-pattern is marked fully completed, if the
aforementioned set of general conditions is satisfied upon the algorithm’s iteration. The
exact sequence of the given statistical combination is represented as:
X
EOLi   8EOLw (4.23)
The S4-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions are individual to both sets of
primary conditions. Precisely, for the first data sequence (a), the secondary conditions
specify that all actions are allowed between the selections of four consecutive EOL, ex-
cluding the selection of an EOL with the di↵erent online source. The first sequence of
the S4-pattern will not be broken, unless the user explicitly selects an EOL, correspond-
ing to a di↵erent online source in comparison to the previously selected results. For the
second data sequence (b), the secondary conditions specify that all actions are allowed
between the nonconsecutive selections of EOL, including the selection of an EOL with
the di↵erent online source.
Pattern S5. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as S5 initially contains two statis-
tical elements, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection and a mouse hovering activity
over the COE field. Collectively, all pattern’s elements are regarded as a context-based
statistical data (see Table 4.17). The S5-pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks, ex-
ecuted respectively upon the elements of the results’ list (EOLn) and a mouse hovering
activity, performed by a user over the COE field.
The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with
various elements of the results’ page for the purposes of detecting consecutively or non-
consecutively minimum three times the same browsing pattern. The pattern consists of
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Table 4.18: Pattern S6
Type of selected statistics EOLt (selections of results’ elements with the same
tag name)
mhC (mouse hovering activity over COE field)
Main conditions 2(EOLt +mhC)
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLt selection and
mhC activity.
All actions are allowed between two sequences of a
data detection.
one EOL selection, associated with the same online source and a mouse hovering action,
performed by a user over the COE field. The algorithm is first set to detect the opening
action of an EOL selection of a particular website (EOLw), followed by a closing action
of the mouse hovering activity over the COE field (mhC). Subsequently, the algorithm
has the objective to monitor the user’s actions for two more similar sequences of the
same data types. The S5-pattern is completed only if all three data sequences, detected
consecutively or non-consecutively, contain an EOL element, associated with the same
online source. The pattern is marked fully completed, if the aforesaid primary conditions
are satisfied upon the algorithm’s iteration. The exact structure of the S5-pattern is
represented as a simple twofold statistical sequence of the allocated context data:
3(EOLw +mhC) (4.24)
The S5-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the sec-
ond set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions specify that all types of
intermediate actions, performed by a user between the EOL selection and a mouse hov-
ering activity are initially allowed. Furthermore, the conditions specify that all types of
context actions are allowed between three sequences of the allocated context data. The
S5-pattern will not be broken or interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions is
mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
Pattern S6. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as S6 structurally is similar to
the previous S5-pattern. The only major di↵erence is represented by the algorithm’s
objective of detecting the EOL selections, associated not with the same website, but
with the same tag name. Therefore, the given pattern contains the same statistical
elements, that is a mouse action of the EOL selection and a mouse hovering activity
over the COE field (see Table 4.18). The S6-pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks,
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Table 4.19: Pattern S7
Type of selected statistics EOLt (selections of results’ elements with the same
tag name)
Main conditions
X
EOLi   3EOLt
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLt selections.
executed respectively upon the elements of the results’ list (EOLn) and a mouse hovering
activity over the COE field.
The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with
various elements of the results’ page for the purposes of detecting, consecutively or non-
consecutively, minimum two times the same browsing pattern. The pattern consists of
one EOL selection, associated with the same tag name and a mouse hovering action,
performed by a user over the COE field. The algorithm is first set to detect an opening
action of the EOL selection of a particular tag (EOLt), followed by a closing action of
the mouse hovering activity over the COE field (mhC). Subsequently, the algorithm has
the objective to monitor the user’s actions for one more similar sequence of the same
data types.
The S6-pattern is completed only if both data sequences, detected consecutively or
non-consecutively, contain an EOL element, associated with the same tag name. The
pattern is marked fully completed, if the aforesaid primary conditions are satisfied upon
the algorithm’s iteration. The exact structure of the S6-pattern is represented as a
simple twofold statistical sequence of the allocated context data:
2(EOLt +mhC) (4.25)
The S6-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the sec-
ond set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions specify that all types of
intermediate actions, performed by a user between the EOL selection and a mouse hov-
ering activity are initially allowed. Furthermore, the conditions specify that all types of
context actions are allowed between two sequences of the allocated context data. The
S6-pattern will not be broken or interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions is
mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
Pattern S7. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as S7 initially contains only
one statistical element, that is a mouse action of the EOLt selection (see Table 4.19).
The S7-pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks, executed upon the elements of the
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Table 4.20: Pattern S8
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ elements)
mhC (mouse hovering activity over COE field)
Main conditions
10X
i=1
EOLi   3mhC
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLn selections.
results’ list. The initial objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions
with various elements of the results’ page for the purposes of detecting minimum three
EOLt selections with the same tag name in an overall user’s activity. The algorithm
is set to detect the first EOLt element, followed by the detection of two more EOLt
elements with exactly the same tag name. The pattern is marked fully completed, if the
aforesaid primary conditions are satisfied upon the algorithm’s iteration. We represent
the user’s overall browsing activity within the results’ list as an unconditioned sum
of randomly selected results’ elements (
X
EOLi). The exact sequence of the given
statistical combination is represented as:
X
EOLi   3EOLt (4.26)
Alternatively, we may delineate the user’s browsing activity, representing the process of
overall results’ selections as an interval between 1st and nth EOL selections:
[EOL1, EOLn] = {x |EOL1  x  EOLn, x   3EOLt} (4.27)
The pattern’s main condition is represented by a variable x, which delineates the mini-
mum required number of the detected EOL elements with the same tag names between
user’s result selections of EOL1 and EOLn.
The S7-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions specify that all types of inter-
mediate actions, performed by a user between the EOL selections are initially allowed.
The S7-pattern will not be broken or interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions
is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
Pattern S8. The given behavioural pattern, entitled as S8 initially contains two sta-
tistical elements, that is a mouse action of the EOLn selection and a mouse hovering
activity over the COE field. Collectively, all pattern’s elements are regarded as a context-
based statistical data (see Table 4.20). The S8-pattern consists of a series of mouse clicks,
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Table 4.21: Pattern S9
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ elements)
WLn (website link access)
Main conditions
10X
i=1
EOLi   3WL
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLn selections.
executed upon the elements of the results’ list. The objective of the given pattern is to
monitor the user’s interactions with various elements of the results’ page for the pur-
poses of detecting minimum three mhC activities within the total number of ten selected
EOLn. The algorithm is set to detect at least three mouse hovering actions, performed
by a user within an overall process of the results’ browsing, which is conditioned by
the selection of ten EOL elements. We represent the user’s browsing activity within
the results’ list as a conditioned sum of randomly selected results’ elements (
X
EOLi).
The exact sequence of the given statistical combination is represented as:
10X
i=1
EOLi   3mhC (4.28)
Alternatively, we may delineate the user’s browsing activity, representing the results’
selections as an interval between first and tenth EOL selections:
[EOL1, EOL10] = {x |EOL1  x  EOL10, x   3mhC} (4.29)
As we may notice, the pattern’s main condition is represented by a variable x, which
delineates the minimum required number of mouse hovering actions between the user’s
result selections of EOL1 and EOL10.
The S8-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions specify that all types of inter-
mediate actions, performed by a user between the EOL selections are initially allowed.
The S8-pattern will not be broken or interrupted if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions
is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
Pattern S9. The current behavioural pattern, entitled as S9 is similar to the preced-
ing S8-pattern with the di↵erence that the S9-pattern contains a statistical element of
the website access instead of a mouse hovering activity. Collectively, all pattern’s ele-
ments are regarded as a context-based statistical data (see Table 4.21). The S9-pattern
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Table 4.22: Pattern S10
Type of selected statistics EOLn (selection of the results’ element)
Tn (a uniform tag-set {a, a})
Main conditions
15X
i=1
EOLi = 1Tn
Secondary conditions All actions are allowed between EOLn selections.
consists of a series of mouse clicks, executed respectively upon the elements of the re-
sults’ list. The objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with
various elements of the results’ page for the purposes of detecting minimum three website
accesses within the total number of ten selected EOLn. The algorithm is set to detect
at least three accesses to the corresponding online sources, performed by a user within
an overall process of the results’ browsing, which is conditioned by the selection of ten
EOL elements. We represent the user’s browsing activity within the results’ list as a
conditioned sum of randomly selected results’ elements (
X
EOLi). The exact sequence
of the given statistical combination is represented as:
10X
i=1
EOLi   3WL (4.30)
Similarly to the preceding S8-pattern, we may delineate the user’s browsing activity,
representing the results’ selections as an interval between the first and tenth EOL se-
lections:
[EOL1, EOL10] = {x |EOL1  x  EOL10, x   3WL} (4.31)
The pattern’s main condition is represented by a variable x, which delineates the mini-
mum required number of website accesses between the user’s result selections of EOL1
and EOL10.
The S9-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions specify that all types of inter-
mediate actions, performed by a user between the EOLn selections are initially allowed.
The S9-pattern will not be broken or interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions
is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
Pattern S10. The final behavioural pattern, entitled as S10 is similar to two pre-
ceding pattens of the S-model and to the D7-pattern of the D-model. The current
S10-pattern contains two statistical elements, that is a mouse action of the EOLn se-
lection and a content related metadata, which describes a type of the selected EOLn
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by a corresponding content tag. As we defined earlier in (4.9), the given metadata is
represented by a uniform tag-set (Tn). Collectively, all pattern’s elements are regarded
as a context-based statistical data (see Table 4.22). The pattern consists of a series of
mouse clicks, executed upon the elements of the results’ list.
The objective of the given pattern is to monitor the user’s interactions with various
elements of the results’ list for the purposes of detecting the pattern of one uniform
tag-set (1Tn) within the limit of fifteen EOL selections (
15X
i=1
EOLi). In order to detect
the given data, the algorithm has to continuously take a record of every selected EOL’s
metadata. The pattern is marked completed, if a sum of fifteen selected results’ elements
contains at least one uniform tag-set. For the purposes of detecting the given pattern,
the algorithm has the objective to monitor the sets of every fifteen EOL selections
for the presence of a distinctive metadata. If minimum one uniform tag-set has been
detected, the pattern is marked as completed. The exact sequence of the S10-pattern is
represented as:
15X
i=1
EOLi = 1Tn (4.32)
Similarly to the preceding two patterns, we may delineate the user’s browsing activ-
ity, representing the results’ selections as an interval between first and fifteenth EOL
selections:
[EOL1, EOL15] = {x |EOL1  x  EOL15, x   1Tn} (4.33)
The pattern’s main condition is represented by a variable x, which delineates the mini-
mum required number of the detected uniform tag-sets between the user’s result selec-
tions of EOL1 and EOL15.
The S10-pattern’s flexibility in relation to its final completion is stipulated by the second
set of algorithm’s conditions. The secondary conditions specify that all types of inter-
mediate actions, performed by a user between the EOLn selections are initially allowed.
The S10-pattern will not be broken or interrupted, if one of the user’s o↵-pattern actions
is mixed with the pattern’s initial set of statistical combinations.
All presented composite mini patterns from S1 to S10, collectively represent a complete
cognitive model of the user’s emotional state of satisfaction. Every element of the model
plays an important role in an overall process of the model detection due to its unique
capacity of representing on an algorithmic level the particular singular instances of a
user’s browsing activity. The given model is defined as a non-static sequence of the
accordingly allocated statistical data, which has the objective to represent and to reflect
the user’s emotional state of contentment. From a conceptual point of view, similarly to
the D-model, the S-model is detected progressively by means of a sequential or random
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detection of the model’s composite mini patterns, represented in form of the specific
statistical combinations (S1–S10). The exact mechanism of the model detection, will be
successively delineated in the upcoming section (see section 22).
4.3 Threefold structure of the system’s probabilistic frame-
work
In order to allow the system to accurately detect the composite details of a context,
to perform the analysis of the detected data and ultimately to provide the required
proactive mediation, we implement a threefold mechanism of the system’s probabilistic
framework. As we will see in the present section, the proactive system’s mechanism
is based on the operation of three proactive scenarios, MTA-c, MTA-h and MTA-m.
Collectively, all proactive modules provide the functional basis of the proactive system
on the corresponding probabilistic level.
4.3.1 Progressive mechanism of a model detection (MTA-c)
Our first Meta-scenario, denoted as MTA-c represents the main proactive system’s in-
strument, allowing to translate the abstract domain of the user’s prevailing cognitive
characteristics into an algorithmic level of computational processes (see Algorithm 22).
The given proactive scenario represents the search engine’s context monitoring mech-
anism, which keeps the manifestations of a user’s context behaviour under continuous
observation. As soon as the predefined instance of the user’s browsing behaviour is
manifested, the MTA-c scenario is set to re-evaluate the overall context situation with
respect to a type of the newly detected data instance. In other words, the given MTA-c
scenario contains in its algorithmic structure our all previously discussed mini patterns
(statistical combinations) of the D-model and S-model. The MTA-c scenario is therefore
our main context-aware mechanism of detecting the corresponding cognitive states of a
user during his/her search activity.
The mechanism of a pattern detection consists of a continuous monitoring of the proac-
tive system’s database, where all context-based statistics of the user’s browsing actions
are stored by the system. As soon as a new context data is detected, the algorithm of
the MTA-c scenario is set to check if the given data corresponds to the characteristics of
one of its composite model’s patterns. Upon condition that one of the patterns is com-
pleted, the algorithm successively re-evaluates the conditions of the currently present
context settings in order to reflect the accurateness of its actual state. As we will see
in details below, the mechanism of the patterns’ completion for both models, as well
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as the probabilistic evaluation of current context conditions are entirely based on the
deterministic principles of the scenario’s rule structure.
The MTA-c scenario as well as all subsequently presented proactive scenarios are built
upon, and fully based on the previously presented rule’s template, which represents the
general model-structure of the proactive scenario’s algorithm. From a programming
point of view, such approach implies that the inclosed scenario’s algorithm inherently
consists of five rule’s elements. Each element has its specific functions and corresponding
parameters.
Algorithm 22: MTA-c scenario
Input: N - last event treated by this rule in a previous iteration.
Data Acquisition()
1: boolean newEvents  isNewEvent(N);
Activation Guards()
2: return newEvents;
Conditions()
3: return true;
Actions()
4: nextN  last event ID;
5: Read events from DB (in reverse order);
6: for (each event) do
7: Get event ID;
8: Detect event type;
9: for (each pattern) do
10: Check each pattern against event type; // with respect to nextN and
detected event
11: if (pattern is found) then
12: Recalculate model prevalence;
13: Assign nextN to the pattern;
14: Save the pattern in DB;
15: Re-initialise the pattern;
Rule Generation()
16: if (getActivated) then
17: createRule MTA-c(nextN)
18: else createRule MTA-c(N);
At the level of the first algorithm’s step of Data acquisition, the rule’s function is set to
comparatively evaluate the database state for the purposes of detecting a new event in
form of a distinct statistical instance. All manifestations of a user’s overt behaviour, ex-
pressed within the search engine’s environment are represented in form of the predefined
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statistical combinations, or in other words behavioural patterns. Therefore, in order to
detect a specific behavioural pattern, the algorithm is set first to detect all pattern’s
constituent elements, represented by the individual instances of a statistical data. For
the given purposes, the corresponding function of the Data acquisition part is set to de-
tect every new instance of a context data (newEvent), stored in the proactive system’s
database. In order to identify the new data, the function uses as a parameter the last
event, treated by the given rule in the previous iteration (parameter N). After having
detected the new event on the database, the algorithm’s control flow is subsequently
directed through the Activation guards and Conditions towards the rule’s fourth step of
Actions.
The given fourth part of the algorithm’s logic has the objective to evaluate the new data
with respect to the compound characteristics of each behavioural pattern. The functions
of the algorithm’s actions-part are primarily set to collect all necessary characteristics
of the detected event, required by the successive functions of the given scenario. The
collected event characteristics, extracted from the corresponding database tables include
such information as an event ID and event type. Consequently, all twenty composite
behavioural patterns, which are stored in the structure of the Meta-scenario as array
objects are evaluated against a newly detected event type. The evaluation of a pattern’s
structure against the detected event is performed with respect to the parameter of the
last event’s ID (nextN), which allows the algorithm to separate the pattern, once it is
completed. The application of the nextN parameter plays an important role in a pat-
tern segregation, which consequently allows the algorithm not to repeat the completed
pattern upon an evaluation of the next detected event.
It should be noted that a new event evaluation takes place individually within the al-
gorithmic structure of each pattern. After the new event has been detected by earlier
functions of the MTA-c scenario, the detected event’s characteristics are subsequently
passed to each pattern as a parameter for the purposes of self-evaluation. Correspond-
ingly, every pattern is set to assess its current state with regard to the newly detected
context event. The main objective of each pattern is therefore to identify if a type of a
newly received statistical data corresponds to the pattern’s internal composition and if
it allows the pattern to update its current state. In other words, every pattern evaluates
individually, within itself, the characteristics of a newly detected event.
Upon the detection of a new event and depending on the logic of the given pattern, the
current state evaluation includes several corresponding possibilities. (1) If the newly
received context data has zero relevance to the pattern, the current state of the given
pattern remains unchanged. (2) If the newly received context data breaks the logic of the
pattern, the current state of the given pattern resets to its initial value. (3) If the newly
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received context data is relevant to the pattern, the current state of the given pattern
gets consequently updated by means of advancing the pattern’s status one step closer
to its final state of the completion. Upon condition that the pattern, throughout the
process of its update, reaches the final state of the completion, it subsequently returns
the true value to the MTA-c scenario for the purposes of a successive activation of the
model’s evaluation function.
In order to evaluate the prevalence level for each model, we apply the Bayes’ theorem of
the conditional probabilities, which allows us to perform the statistical inference between
two competing states of the user’s current mental characteristics. The Bayes’ theorem
is mathematically represented as follows:
P (H|S) = P (S|H)P (H)
P (S)
(4.34)
The denotation of P (H|S) may simply be translated as a probability of the hypothesis
H, given that the event S has already occurred. In order to adapt the Bayes’ rule
to our case, we may rephrase the given statement as a probability of the hypothesis
that the High relevant results are currently present (H), given that the Satisfaction
model prevails (S). According to the Bayes’ rule, the conditional probability of P (H|S)
can be acquired by dividing the product of the Likelihood function P (S|H) and Prior
probability P (H) by a sum of the Joint probabilities P (S). In the similar manner, we
may formulate our second hypothesis, which deals with the odds of the Dissatisfaction
model. The given formulation has the following form:
P (L|D) = P (D|L)P (L)
P (D)
(4.35)
The denotation of P (L|D) may equivalently be translated as a probability of the hy-
pothesis that the Low relevant results are currently present (L), given the fact that the
Dissatisfaction model prevails (D). Consequently, both formulas represent the interde-
pend relationship between the High relevant results (H) and Low relevant results (L).
The initial values, which represent the ratio between H and L are set respectively to
50% for each type of the prior probabilities. Subsequently, we specify the parameters
for the rest of our probabilistic model, which allow the algorithm to perform an esti-
mate of a cognitive model’s prevalence upon every update of the initial prior probability
distribution.
As indicated in Table 4.23, the values between di↵erent parts of the model are repre-
sented as the simple proportional relations, whose sum is always equal to 100%, including
the ratio of 50% and 50% between H and L, and the ratio of 70% and 30% between S
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Table 4.23: Probabilistic model values
P (H) 50%
P (L) 50%
P (S|H) 70%
P (D|H) 30%
P (S|L) 30%
P (D|L) 70%
and D. In case of the H-branch of the probabilistic model, we have 70% for P (S|H)
and 30% for P (D|H). In case of the L-branch, we have respectively 30% for P (S|L) and
70% for P (D|L).
The Bayes’ formula functions as the updater mechanism for the initial values of the prior
probability distribution (H and L). Each time a completed pattern of one of the cognitive
models returns the true value to the MTA-c scenario, the Bayes’ rule updates the initial
ratio of 50% : 50% between the High relevant results hypothesis and Low relevant
results hypothesis. In other words, depending on a type of the completed pattern,
which may be a part either of the Satisfaction or Dissatisfaction model the Bayes’
rule consequently recalculates the initial values of the prior probability distribution.
From a theoretical point of view, if H > L, then the S-model and user’s cognitive
state of satisfaction currently prevail in relation to the progress level of the D-model.
Correspondingly, if L > H, then the D-model and user’s cognitive state of dissatisfaction
currently prevail in relation to the progress level of the S-model. After every update of
the prior probability distribution, the corresponding resulted values of the proportional
relations, which indicate the prevalence level of each cognitive model are stored in the
proactive system’s database.
Consequently, after the recalculation of the models’ prevalence, the algorithm of the
MTA-c scenario assigns the nextN value to the detected pattern and saves it in the
database. Upon the last step of the actions-part, the algorithm is set to re-initialise the
completed pattern to its initial state. The given approach allows the algorithm to detect
the current behavioural pattern again, if it is successively manifested by a user during
his/her future search querying attempts.
According to the characteristics of the previously discussed proactive rule’s structure,
upon its last fifth step the algorithm of the MTA-c scenario is set to generate a new
instance of itself in order to sustain the functional aspect of the process continuity. The
generated instance of the rule is parametrised accordingly, depending on a resulted value
of the preceding Activation guards.
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From a conceptual point of view, the given MTA-c scenario represents the proactive
system’s main mechanism, allowing to perform the continuous monitoring of the search
engine’s context environment. By means of the given proactive scenario, the system
is capable, through the detection of the predefined behavioural pattern, to observe the
characteristics of a user’s browsing activity. In comparison to the next two proactive
scenarios, the presented below MTA-c scenario may be considered as the most complex
in terms of its structure and constituent composite elements.
The complexity of the MTA-c scenario is mainly characterised by the presence of two
computational factors. The first factor represents the design choice of placing all twenty
patterns of the D-model and S-model inside the structure of the MTA-c scenario. The
second factor is stipulated by the design choice of implementing the module of the
statistical analysis, conceptually represented by the function of the Bayesian parameter
estimation. Consequently, the MTA-c scenario represents a unique proactive mechanism,
allowing on the one hand, to detect the predefined instances of a context data and, on
the other hand, to analyse the collected data in order to identify its finer metaphysical
properties in form of the underlying abstract meanings. The given Meta-scenario, rep-
resents our main technique for identifying the hidden context aspects, which are mainly
characterised by the user’s prevailing cognitive states.
4.3.2 Proactive mechanism of a history monitoring (MTA-h)
In order to implement the system’s proactive behaviour and thus to apply the corre-
sponding context actions, related to a user’s browsing activity, the Meta-scenario MTA-h
is set to analyse the history of user’s context actions, through a continuous monitoring
of corresponding database tables. The algorithm of the given scenario has the objective
to monitor the progression state of two earlier presented pattens of the S-model, that
is the S2 and S3 statistical combinations. The principles of the MTA-h scenario stipu-
late that as soon as one or both patterns are completed, the algorithm will successively
initiate the analysis of the user’s history actions. The provided information by the S2
and S3 patterns is used by the MTA-h scenario as the basis for identifying similar, non-
viewed alternative results (see Algorithm 23). As we will see later, the identification of
alternative results is based on the principles of the data association.
At the level of the first algorithm’s step of Data acquisition, the rule’s function is set
to comparatively evaluate the database state and to detect, if the pattern S2 and/or S3
have been completed. Additionally, the algorithm has the objective to detect the very
first EOL, selected by a user right after the composite EOL of the patterns S2 and S3.
As indicated in the pseudocode, the detection of the new EOL, successively serves as a
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Algorithm 23: MTA-h scenario
Input: N1 - last pattern treated by this rule in a previous iteration.
Input: N2 - last EOL treated by this rule in a previous iteration.
Data Acquisition()
1: boolean newS2pattern  isNewS2completed(N1);
2: boolean newS3pattern  isNewS3completed(N1);
3: boolean newEOL  isNewEOL(N2);
Activation Guards()
4: return newS2pattern, newS3pattern, newEOL;
Conditions()
5: return true;
Actions()
6: if (STATE==searching) then
7: if (S2 or S3 have been detected) then
8: create currentSet  {e1, e2, null}; // e1=tag(EOLn 1), e2=tag(EOLn)
9: foreach (i=Set1; i=currentSet-1; i++) do
10: if ((i has e1) or (i has e2)) then
11: if (i has max. 2e1) then
12: remainTags1  i - e1; // identifying associated tags
13: if (i has max. 2e2) then
14: remainTags2  i - e2
15: if (i has max. 1e1 and 1e2) then
16: remainTags3  i - (e1 + e2)
17: collectedTags  {remainTags1, remainTags2, remainTags3};
18: collectedTags  currentSet
19: create obtainedResults  SearchFor(collectedTags).Within(DB);
20: alternativeResults  {obtainedResults};
21: if (STATE==closing) then
22: complete currentSet  {e1, e2, e3};
23: Setn  currentSet; // Setn[] - last completed set
Rule Generation()
24: if (getActivated and STATE==searching) then
25: createRule MTA-h(nextN2)
26: if (getActivated and STATE==closing) then
27: createRule MTA-h(nextN1)
28: if (notActivated) then
29: createRule MTA-h(N1)
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condition for the purposes of closing the current set of the selected tags. Both types of
a context data, specified in the Data acquisition part, subsequently direct the control
flow to the corresponding part of the rule’s actions. The given segment of the algorithm
deals either with an identification of the associated tags, upon the detection of the S2
or S3 patterns, or it deals with an action of completing the current set of tags, upon the
detection of a new selected EOL.
Consequently, the rule’s fourth step of actions is divided in two algorithmic states. Each
state is activated according to a type of the detected data by the rule’s first step of the
Data acquisition. Upon the detection of the completed S2 or S3 patterns, the first part,
dealing with an identification of the associated tags is activated. The given part of the
algorithm’s actions has the objective first to identify and then to extract the associated
results’ tags from the search engine’s database. Upon the activation of the actions part,
the algorithm is set first to create the current set of the associated tags. The current set,
conventionally consisting of the three elements, at the beginning of the process includes
only two composite elements.
The main element, denoted as e2 is represented by the “triggering” EOL, which makes
part of the detected S2 or S3 pattern. The given triggering EOL (EOLn) and its
corresponding tag constitute the initial and very first element of the current set. The
second element of the set, denoted as e1 is an EOL, which has been selected one step
before the initial EOLn. In other words, the second element of the current set is the
EOLn 1 and its corresponding tag. The third element of the current set is simply set to
null value as at the given moment it represents the future, not yet happened selection of
the third EOL (EOLn+1). The third element of the current set is an EOL, which will be
selected by a user right after the EOLn. In other words, the current set, which has to be
initialised by the algorithm at the moment of the detection of the S2 or S3 patterns may
be represented as: {EOLn 1, EOLn, EOLn+1}, where EOLn is the currently selected
EOL of the pattern S2 or S3, EOLn 1 is the previous EOL of one step before, and the
EOLn+1 is the future EOL of one step after.
In the given manner, the algorithm of the MTA-h scenario is set to segregate the user’s
EOL selections into three-elements sets of the associated tags. From a cognitive per-
spective, the given action represents the idea that all close selections in the range of
{EOLn 1  EOLn  EOLn+1} may be interpreted as linked, associated or close-
related in terms of their corresponding abstract meanings in comparison to the larger
EOL selection intervals. Consequently, every created set contains three composite el-
ements, whose abstract meanings can be characterised as close-related or associated.
Upon an EOLn selection it is more probable that the previously selected EOLn 1 and
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future EOLn+1 are more related to each other on a cognitive level of the information pro-
cessing than the EOLn 7orEOLn 10 to the EOLn. The given assumption is based on
the earlier presented characteristics of the cognitive information processing mechanisms
with an emphasis on the short-term aspects of the working memory (see section 4.2).
After having initialised the current set of the associated EOL elements, the algorithm
is subsequently set to identify within the previously created sets all close-related and
associated tags. For the given purposes, the algorithm’s function is programmed first to
find the element e1 or/and element e2 of the current set in all previously created sets
(target sets). The function contains a series of key conditions, which stipulate that a
target set can have maximum either two elements e1 or two elements e2 or maximum
one element e1 and one element e2. As soon as one of the three conditions is satisfied,
the algorithm’s function is subsequently set to extract the associated remaining tags
from all related target sets, where the elements e1 and/or e2 have been found. The
extraction process consists of a simple subtraction of the elements e1 and/or e2 from
the target set by leaving the remaining tag(s) as the result. All remaining tags, which
are conventionally di↵erent from tags e1 and e2 ultimately constitute the associated or
close-related newly found tags.
The key objective of the given function is to collect the variations of associated, currently
relevant tags, which have been previously selected and analysed by a user during his/her
browsing activity. Successively, the given tags, together with the initial tags of the
current set e1 and e2, are used as background database query inputs for finding the
alternative or similar search results, which have not yet been viewed by a user. In the
end, the newly found search results, represent the alternative results, which are initially
based on the user’s current actions in relation to the history of his/her previous browsing
activity.
The newly found results represent the last or endmost relevant results in relation to the
rest of a list of the stored alternative results. The given algorithm’s characteristics allow
the MTA-h scenario intuitively and continuously to adapt the list of the collected al-
ternative results to the user’s currently prevailing search interests. Therefore, upon the
request of alternative results by another Meta-scenario, the algorithm of the requesting
scenario always takes into consideration and extracts only the endmost relevant alter-
native results (see MTA-m scenario 24). The aforementioned function of identifying the
associated tags, finding and storing the alternative results constitutes one of the key
proactive features of the augmented search engine’s mechanism.
Subsequently, after creating the current set of tags, which initially consists only of two
elements EOLn 1 and EOLn, the algorithm’s next objective is to complete the current
set by adding the third final element e3, or in other words EOLn+1. The given action
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of closing the current set is necessary as it allows the algorithm to complete the set and
to correspondingly place it into a line of the already existing sets of the associated tags.
In order to complete the current set, we add an additional variable, representing a new
selected EOL into the algorithm’s first part of the Data acquisition. Consequently,
the given approach allows us, upon the new rule’s iteration, to look for the next se-
lected EOL. As soon as the next selected EOL (EOLn+1) has been detected by the
Data acquisition function, the algorithm’s second part of actions, dealing with a process
of closing the current set is successively activated. The functions of the algorithm’s
actions simply aim to complete the current set by adding the third EOL element e3
into the set. After the execution of the given function, the current set has a form of:
{EOLn 1, EOLn, EOLn+1}. Subsequently, the algorithm’s function places the com-
pleted set of the associated tags into a line of the already existing sets by assigning to
it a corresponding identification number. After the execution of the given function, the
current set becomes the last treated set of associated tags (Setn).
In order to implement the aspect of a process continuity, upon the algorithm’s last
step, the final fifth part of the algorithm has the objective to execute its corresponding
composite functions of the rule regeneration. At the level of the last algorithm’s step,
depending on various function conditions, the MTA-h scenario is set to regenerate itself
with a corresponding type of input parameters. The proactive rule is regenerated either
to complete the open set, to initiate the context monitoring of the new S2 or S3 patterns,
or simply to continue the context monitoring of the current version of the S2 or S3
patterns.
From a general perspective of the proactive module’s mechanism, the MTA-h scenario
plays a key role in the underlying process of the search engine’s proactive behaviour. An
operation of the given Meta-scenario allows us to provide the system with ready-to-use
alternative results, which can be requested by another function of the proactive system
at any time, if required by a context situation. Upon a state of satisfying the initial
function’s conditions, the given system scenario allows the algorithm (a) to analyse the
history of user’s previous actions and (b) to subsequently extract the currently relevant
associated and close-related tags. The continuously collected tags are further used by
the algorithm for the purposes of finding the alternative, not yet viewed search results.
All identified close-related and associated tags, after the background querying of the
search engine’s database, represent the last and endmost relevant alternative results.
The identified alternative results are consequently represented as the closest candidates
to the user’s currently prevailing search objectives.
The list of all identified alternative results, is stored in a corresponding table of the
proactive system’s database and is continuously updated with each new iteration of the
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rule upon conditions that S2 or S3 pattern has been detected. Such approach charac-
teristics allow the MTA-h scenario to continuously adapt the created list of alternative
results to the currently prevailing user’s search interests. As we will see in the next
section, the realisation of the given approach plays an essential role in the extraction of
endmost relevant alternative results. Successively, the current algorithm’s characteris-
tics allow the corresponding MTA-m scenario to intuitively respond, at any time, to the
needs of the currently prevailing context situation.
4.3.3 Threshold-based mechanism of a model monitoring (MTA-m)
The current Meta-scenario, entitled as MTA-m is the least complex proactive scenario
in terms of its structure and composite functions in comparison to the earlier presented
MTA-c and MTA-h scenarios (see Algorithm 24). The main objective of the MTA-m
scenario is to provide the user, if necessary, with a list of relevant alternative results. The
provided results are extracted from a set of the collected alternative results, which has
been initially created by the MTA-h scenario. As we mentioned earlier in the description
of MTA-h scenario, the created set of alternativeResults represents a list of ready-to-use
relevant results, which are always available for any other system’s processes. Therefore,
upon condition that the Low relevant results prevail (L > H), the MTA-m scenario is set
to provide the user with the last known relevant results, stored in the proactive system’s
database. In other words, the MTA-m scenario concludes the system’s proactive process,
first initiated and subsequently carried out by the MTA-c and MTA-h scenarios.
Algorithm 24: MTA-m scenario
Data Acquisition()
1: boolean threshold  (Number of completed D-patterns   5 and L-level   80%);
Activation Guards()
2: return threshold;
Conditions()
3: return true;
Actions()
4: selectedResults  Get last 10 distinct results from alternativeResults;
Rule Generation()
5: if (getActivated) then
6: createRule displayResults(selectedResults);
7: reset number of completed D-patterns to 0;
8: createRule MTA-m
9: else createRule MTA-m;
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At the first rule’s step of the Data acquisition, the algorithm of the MTA-m scenario is
set to evaluate the current state of H and L proportional relations. The corresponding
function of the algorithm has the objective to detect a set of two conditions. The first
condition specifies that a number of the completed D-patterns has to be equal to, or
greater than five patterns. Consequently, the given disposition allows us to implement
two features, required by the algorithm upon the evaluation of certain context conditions.
The MTA-m scenario is programmed to start considering the results of a statistical data
evaluation only after five completed D-patterns. Initially, the given condition is necessary
for the purposes of stabilising the ratio of the model’s prior probability distribution at
the beginning of the user’s browsing activity. In other words, if we do not let the
model to run the tests, the very first statistical evaluation of one of the behavioural
patterns will produce the result of 70% of prevalence either for P (H) or P (L). The
main objective of the current condition is therefore to allow the probabilistic model to
stabilise its proportional relations between two competing types of the hypothesis. As
soon as the ratio of P (H) and P (L) has been stabilised, the algorithm is then set to
start to take into account all updated values of the model’s prior probabilities.
Furthermore, upon condition that the MTA-m scenario has already displayed a set of
alternative results, a period of the five completed D-patterns gives the necessary time
to a user to readjust his/her current search querying strategy. After having detected
the prevalence of the dissatisfaction model and after having provided a user with a list
of alternative results, the algorithm has to wait for a certain period of time, before
providing the user with a new list of alternative results. In other words, if at the end of
five newly completed patterns of the dissatisfaction model the algorithm detects that the
user’s search strategy remains unchanged, the MTA-m scenario is then set to provide
a di↵erent list of the last known relevant results. Consequently, the given approach
allows the algorithm to monitor the evolution of user’s context actions. Through the
continuous and close observation of the user’s browsing activity, the MTA-m scenario is
ultimately capable to provide an adequate proactive response, which always takes into
account all changes in a user’s search behaviour.
The second condition of the Data acquisition function specifies that the MTA-m scenario
is activated only if the level of P (L) reaches 80% of prevalence. The given context
condition represents the function’s threshold, which marks the endmost point, indicating
the moment of launching the corresponding proactive actions. An implementation of
the given condition represents the main technique, allowing the system to determine
the exact moments of a potentially required proactive mediation. Therefore, upon the
satisfaction of both conditions, that is completing minimum five D-patterns and reaching
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the threshold of 80% for P (L) the rule’s control flow is successively directed to the
algorithm’s part of Actions.
At the fourth step of Actions, the algorithm of the MTA-m scenario is simply set to
extract from a list of thealternativeResults the last ten distinct results. The list alter-
nativeResults denotes a record of collected alternative results, created formerly by the
MTA-h scenario and stored for a further use in the proactive system database. Each
time the function of the MTA-m scenario extracts the results from the list, it always
takes the last ten distinct results. If the proactive scenario has already displayed ten
alternative results to a user in its previous iterations, upon the next extraction, the
algorithm will select again ten last distinct results, but this time omitting those that
have been displayed previously.
The design choice of extracting ten last alternative results consequently reflects an idea,
stipulating that the given list inherently represents the last known alternative results,
which have been collected by the MTA-h scenario upon the ultimate manifestations of
the satisfaction model. The given approach allows the system to provide the user with a
list of alternative results, which successively might help him in readjusting the currently
prevalent search strategy. The MTA-m scenario has the objective to display only ten
items at a time in order not to confuse a user with the presented variation of the multiple
alternative results. Additionally, the limited number of the presented results allows the
system to use the initial list of alternative results more productively, by allocating its
finite resources with respect to the potential needs of future context situations.
After the actions-part has been executed, the rule’s control flow is successively directed
to the algorithm’s final step of the rule regeneration. At the given step, the correspond-
ing rule’s function is set to delegate the task of displaying the alternative results, by
activating a dedicated target scenario, which will conclude the initiated proactive ser-
vice. After the results have been displayed to a user, the successive function of the given
step will reset a number of the completed D-patterns to its initial value of zero. The
main objective of the given approach is to provide a user with the needed time, allowing
him/her to take the necessary measures for readjusting the currently prevailing search
strategy. During a period, when the number of the completed D-patterns is less than
five patterns, the rule of the MTA-m scenario will simply regenerate itself for the next
iteration, without undertaking any context mediation.
As we may notice, the given third Meta-scenario of the proactive system, represents in
itself a relatively less complex algorithmic structure in comparison to the MTA-c and
MTA-h scenarios. However, the role of the MTA-m scenario is vital for an accurate func-
tioning of the system’s proactive behaviour as it represents an ultimate link between the
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proactive system and user’s environment. The given Meta-scenario is the system’s essen-
tial function for providing an outward context mediation, which successively concludes
an instance of a proactive service, initiated by the MTA-c and MTA-h scenarios.
4.4 Summary
In the current chapter we addressed our earlier introduced, Research Question #3. The
given research direction aims to investigate the underlying principles and key approaches,
which define the transition of a framework concept from the deterministic towards prob-
abilistic dimension. As we have seen, the system’s probabilistic approach consists of
several essential elements that conjointly represent its methodological structure. No-
tably, the mentioned elements are characterised, on the one hand, by an implementation
of more complex algorithmic mechanisms of a context data detection and, on the other
hand, by an integration of additional context data evaluation techniques.
The first element is mainly represented by the system’s algorithmic mechanisms, allow-
ing to detect the various aspects of context’s metaphysical characteristics. The given
context characteristics are initially defined as instances of the user’s hidden cognitive
states, manifested during his/her search querying activity. The second element of the
implemented probabilistic approach is represented by the system’s data evaluation tech-
niques, whose capacity has to be accordingly adapted to the type of the target context
data. In other words, the data analytic’s techniques have to be able to accurately eval-
uate the intricate aspects of the user’s metaphysical domain.
Our exploratory study, characterised by the implementation of a probabilistic approach,
mainly consists of designing, building and testing a prototype version of the user-aware
proactive system. The term user-aware denotes the system’s capabilities, allowing not
only to monitor the user’s context actions, but furthermore to be able to detect the user’s
currently prevailing mental characteristics, in form of a cognitive state of satisfaction
and dissatisfaction.
The given factor plays a crucial role in choosing the search engine as the system’s target
environment. The SE environment, besides user’s context actions, inherently includes a
variation of user’s manifested cognitive states. Every time the user encounters the de-
sired high relevant results, through the manifested instances of his context behaviour, the
user unintentionally expresses the corresponding mental state of satisfaction. Accord-
ingly, upon an encounter of the unwanted low relevant results, the user unintentionally
expresses his mental state of dissatisfaction, which is equally manifested through the
instances of user’s context behaviour. Therefore, in order to be able to identify, if the
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currently displayed search results are of high or low relevance, we implement a mech-
anism, which allows us to detect the related context characteristics of a corresponding
abstract domain.
Consequently, after having identified in time, if the current search results are of low
relevance, we are able to mediate the ongoing context conditions by proactively providing
a user with a list of alternative results. The underlying principles of the proactive
mediation consist of the three system processes. The first system process is represented
by the MTA-c scenario, whose objective is to continuously monitor the outward context
environment for the purposes of detecting the user’s currently prevailing cognitive state.
The second system process is represented by the MTA-h scenario, whose main objective
is to collect the alternative high relevant results, while the user is in his/her satisfaction
state. The third system process is represented by the MTA-m scenario, whose main
objective is to monitor the proportional relations of high and low relevant results, which
correspondingly reflect the user’s current cognitive characteristics.
Therefore, upon the detection of low relevant results, through the monitoring of the
P (L) level, we know that at the given moment the user’s cognitive characteristics are
most probably undergoing a substantial emotional shift. In order to prevent the further
development of the user’s mental dissatisfaction, we provide him/her with the last known
high relevant alternative results. In other words, while the P (H) and S-model prevail,
we identify and collect the relevant alternative results for the potential future needs.
While the P (L) and D-model prevail, we provide a user with the previously collected
relevant results at a moment when the proactive mediation is most needed.
The main objective of the present chapter is characterised by a formal description of our
second empirical study, which aims to explore and to validate the underlying method-
ological and theoretical principles of the proactive system’s probabilistic framework.
The given study objectives represent the consecutive strategic step of our progressive
research methodology. In other words, the probabilistic framework represents the suc-
cessive conceptual evolution of the proactive system’s structure, which is based on the
fundamental principles of the earlier presented deterministic framework. The final con-
ceptual and methodological basis of the current proactive system prototype is therefore
built upon the twofold structure of the deterministic and probabilistic frameworks. The
former provides an essential conceptual basis of a proactive rule, proactive scenario and
the rule’s engine, whereas the latter provides the successive probabilistic techniques of
a context data detection and evaluation.
The conjoint application of both theoretical frameworks ultimately allows us to build
a prototype version of the proactive system, which is capable to continuously moni-
tor the user’s context for the purposes of detection the potential situational problems.
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Furthermore, the proactive system is capable to intuitively mediate the target context
environment with respect to both, the user’s situational needs and user’s currently pre-
vailing cognitive states. The twofold methodological structure and the current prototype
version of the proactive system, conjointly represent the proof-of-concept, which aims
to demonstrate the feasibility and benefit of the applied proactive principles and their
functional potentials.
Part III
Results
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Chapter 5
Study results and general
discussion
The present chapter represents the conclusive part of our work, which aims to consol-
idate all previously discussed elements of the theoretical and methodological modules.
We successively highlight all relevant results, issued from our first empirical study. The
experiment has been carried out within the academic environment and has been based
on the usability study of the augmented Moodle platform. The main objective of the
present chapter is therefore to highlight the key characteristics of the obtained empirical
results. The stated approach will consequently allow us to validate our theoretical and
methodological frameworks on the initially specified deterministic level of the proactive
system structure. Moreover, an additional objective of the current chapter is to succes-
sively interrelate in our analytical section all previously introduced concepts, theories
and approaches, together with the results of the first enquiry study and methodological
characteristics of the second exploratory study.
It should be noted, that the second experiment is primarily characterised as an ex-
ploratory study, which does not include the usability investigations nor any quality as-
sessment objectives. The second empirical study aims to demonstrate the feasibility
of the concept realisation. The given study does not involve the participation of user-
subjects, but aims instead to delineate the character and specifications of all applied
methodological mechanisms. All issued results from our exploratory study are mainly
based on the documented observations, highlighting the methodological characteristics
of the chosen approaches, specifications of the system’s composite functions and its op-
erative aspects. The current chapter will present therefore only the empirical findings,
gained from our first experiment, which aimed to validate the fundamental mechanisms
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of the proactive system and to concurrently assess their functional impact on a user’s
overall performance.
In the following sections we proceed in accordance with the aforementioned structure,
where we first delineate in section 5.1 all acquired data, which represents the empirical
findings, reflecting the functional and usability characteristics of the proactive system.
Subsequently, we analyse, correlate and compare all obtained results in our discussion
section 5.2. We present in an analytical form the relationships between the initially stip-
ulated study objectives, chosen research methods, applied theoretical and methodolog-
ical techniques and the subsequently acquired empirical data. Additionally, we analyse
the findings with regard to the chosen approaches and methods, followed by a further
discussion of the results’ analysis in the framework of our theoretical module.
5.1 Experiment’s results
In the current section, we present the empirical results, which have been acquired
throughout the first empirical study. The given experiment aims to validate our ini-
tial theoretical and methodological framework on a fundamental deterministic level. As
described in section 3.2.7, the current enquiry study has taken place at the University of
Luxembourg at the faculty of Computer Science and Communications for a period of one
academic semester. The experiment consisted of using the University’s electronic plat-
form Moodle for the purposes of testing the newly designed mechanisms of the proactive
system. The corresponding proactive module has been implemented as a system plu-
gin, which allowed us to augment the Moodle’s basic functions with a proactive type of
system behaviour.
The main objectives of the present study are characterised by two enquiry categories.
On the one hand, we investigate all associated system-related aspects of the proac-
tive system functioning, on the other hand, we examine certain inherent and ensuing
aspects of the learning-related domain. The system-related category aims to study sev-
eral system-based factors, including the general quality of the system’s operation and
software reliability, as well as the system’s visual characteristics, represented in form
of the implemented graphical user-interface. Subsequently, the mentioned category is
divided in two subcategories of the User-computer interactions and System statistics.
On the other hand, the learning-related category aims to investigate the aspects of the
user’s e-learning performance, which include but are not limited to such phenomena as
the practice of an e-learning activity, cooperative and collaborative learning, students’
general performance, motivation and so on.
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Course Assignment total control study total % control % study % diff.
Algorithmics,2 Assignment,1 18 9 9 8 44.4% 4 44.4% 4 44.4%
Algorithmics,2 Assignment,2 18 9 9 9 50.0% 4 44.4% 5 55.6%
Algorithmics,2 Assignment,3 18 9 9 10 55.6% 4 44.4% 6 66.7%
Algorithmics,2 Assignment,4 18 9 9 9 50.0% 2 22.2% 7 77.8%
18 9 9 50.0% 38.9% 61.1% 22.2%
Probabilities Assignment,1 41 20 21 22 53.7% 9 45.0% 13 61.9%
Probabilities Assignment,2 41 20 21 30 73.2% 12 60.0% 18 85.7%
Probabilities Assignment,3 41 20 21 8 19.5% 3 15.0% 5 23.8%
41 20 21 48.8% 40.0% 57.1% 17.1%
59 29 30 49.5% 39.4% 59.4% 20.0%
63.4% 50.0% 77.5% 27.5%
54.5% 43.4% 65.3% 21.9%TOTALSC(withoutCAssignmentC3)
EnrolledCstudents SubmittedCassignments
AlgorithmicsC2
Probabilities
TOTALS
ProbabilitiesC(withoutCAssignmentC3)
Table 5.1: Assignments’ submission level
5.1.1 Learning-related category
The key objective of the present category is to detect and to investigate a variation of
potential cognitive e↵ects on a user’s performance in relation to his/her learning activity.
The given target characteristics are consequently stipulated by the conditional possibility
that the user’s e-learning performance may be influenced by the implemented proactive
features either in a positive or a negative manner. In other words, the key objective
of the learning-related category is to specify and to define the second aspect of the
determinist approach, which at this point, aims to detect and to identify a likelihood of
either positive, negative, or static e↵ects, caused by the implemented proactive features.
The given category is successively divided into several subcategories, which represent
individually two di↵erent types of the experiment’s findings.
Assignments submission
The objective of each created proactive scenario is to reflect the underlying cognitive
aspects of the students’ e-learning behaviour, which is consequently conditioned by the
specifics of the students’ general learning activity. In other words, every type of the
system’s proactive behaviour, including each notification message, possesses its own
predefined objectives. With regard to a type of the chosen target environment, the main
orientation for all designed instances of the system’s proactive behaviour is to stimulate
the student’s learning performance during the process of an assignment accomplishment.
Correspondingly, the collected statistical data aims to highlight the results of the afore-
mentioned activity. In other words the results, issued from the first experiment, have
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Control group Study group Difference
Algorithmics  2 38.90% 61.10% 22.20%
Probabilities 40% 57.10% 17.10%
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Figure 5.1: Assignment submission variance for the courses Algorithmics 2 and Prob-
abilities
the ultimate objective to reflect the achieved level of a students’ academic activity stim-
ulation, initiated by the proactive system. The results, characterising the given category
are presented in Table 5.1.
During the current empirical study, we have collected the statistical data only from two
corresponding courses, at the faculty of Computer Science and Communications, includ-
ing Algorithmics 2 and Probabilities. All gathered data represents the students’ activity,
performed during one academic semester, which in total contains seven course assign-
ments. Consequently, we have eighteen students, enrolled in the course Algorithmics 2,
where nine students belong to the control group and other nine respectively to the study
group. For the second course of Probabilities, we have forty-one enrolled students in to-
tal, where twenty students constitute the control group, and other twenty-one constitute
the study group.
We begin the description of all associated experiment’s results by presenting first the
level of assignments’ submissions for each given group, divided respectively by our two
aforementioned courses. Consequently, we have 38.9% of total submitted assignment
tasks for the course Algorithmics 2, performed by the students of the control group.
Correspondingly, we have 61.1% of total submitted assignment tasks for the same course
Algorithmics 2, performed by the students of the study group. As we may notice, the
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Assignment 1 Assignment 2 Assignment 3 Assignment 4
Control group 44.40% 44.40% 44.40% 22.20%
Study group 44.40% 55.60% 66.70% 77.80%
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Figure 5.2: Submission variance for each assignment in the course Algorithmics 2
according di↵erence in overall assignments’ submission level is represented by 22.2 per-
centage points of advantage for the study group. The given di↵erence in the assignment
submission level is depicted in Figure 5.1.
If we take a look on all results, related to the course of Algorithmics 2 individually, we
may notice that for the first assignment the number of the submitted tasks for each group
is uniform, that is equal to 44.4% for both groups. For the second and third assignments,
the number of the submitted tasks starts to vary with a slightly increasing advantage for
the study group, including 55.6% against 44.4% for the second assignment, and 66.7%
against 44.4% for the third assignment. The last assignment of the given course marks
the biggest attained interval in the task submission level with the evident 77.8% for
the study group against the respective 22.2% for the control group. The variations of
the submission process for all mentioned assignments of the course Algorithmics 2 are
depicted in Figure 5.2.
In relation to our second study course of Probabilities, we have 40% of total submitted
assignment tasks, performed by the students of the control group. Consequently, we
have 57.1% of total submitted assignment tasks for the given course, attained by the
students of the study group. Similarly to the previous study course, we may notice the
according di↵erence in the overall assignments’ submission level, which is correspond-
ingly represented by 17.1 percentage points of advantage for the study group. The given
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Assignment 1 Assignment 2 Assignment 3
Control group 45% 60% 15%
Study group 61.90% 85.70% 23.80%
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Figure 5.3: Submission variance for each assignment in the course Probabilities
di↵erence in the assignment submission level is depicted in Figure 5.1.
We further delineate all results variations, pertinent to each assignment of the course
Probabilities. Consequently, from the first look on individual assignments, we may notice
that in comparison to the Algorithmics 2 the course Probabilities does not contain any
uniform data. By analysing sequentially all course’s assignments, we may notice that for
the first assignment submission the variation in the final results is represented by 61.9%
for the study group against 45% for the control group. Subsequently, for the second as-
signment the percent of the submission level for the study group keeps to be prevailing
with 85.7% against the respective 60% for the control group. Ultimately, for the last
assignment the corresponding submission level of the students’ accomplished tasks is
represented by 23.8% for the study group against 15% for the control group. The vari-
ations of a submission process for all mentioned assignments of the course Probabilities
are depicted in Figure 5.3.
As we may notice, the Table 5.1, indicating the level of all assignments’ submissions
contains furthermore several additional lines, which depict the alternative results for the
course of Probabilities. The table contains a line, which delineates the total of assignment
submissions for the given course without the assignment 3. Such decision of recalculating
the results with only the first two assignments is essentially stipulated by a significantly
low number of submissions of the given assignment by both groups, with corresponding
15% for the control group against 23.8% for the study group. We hypothesise that the
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Control group Study group
Grand totals 39.40% 59.40%
Grand totals 
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Figure 5.4: Submission variance for all courses in a form of grand totals
given characteristics of the third exercise are probably due to the students assignment
submissions o↵ Moodle platform. Consequently, after recalculating the data, we have
50% of assignment submissions for the control group against the respective 77.5% for the
study group. Ultimately, the study group attains 27.5 percentage points of advantage
over the control group in the category of all assignment submissions in the course of
Probabilities without assignment 3.
In relation to the grand totals for both courses, we have 39.4% of all submitted assign-
ments for the control group, and respectively 59.4% of all submitted assignments for the
study group. Consequently, for the grand totals of both courses the study group attains
20 percentage points of advantage over the control group in all submitted assignments of
the given category. Respectively, the grand totals without assignment 3 of the Probabil-
ities course are represented as 43.4% of all submitted assignments for the control group
against 65.3% for the study group. Consequently, for the grand totals of both courses
without assignment 3 the study group attains 21.9 percentage points of advantage over
the control group in all submitted assignments of the given category. The variations of
a submission process for all mentioned courses in form of grand totals are depicted in
Figure 5.4.
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Students’ final grades
As we have noted, the data from Table 5.1 represents only one category of experiment’s
results. The given data has the key objective to highlight the underlying characteristics
and important traits of the students’ assignment submission process. The presented
results’ data consequently reflects only one side of the learning-related category of our
empirical study. In order to take a look on a developing situation from a di↵erent angle,
we decided to analyse the students’ academic performance for both courses in form
of a comparative analysis of students’ final grades. The given approach allows us to
view from a general perspective the level of the proactive system’s potential impact on
students’ overall academic performance in form of the final grades, which subsequently
represent the global scale character of our empirical data analysis.
We categorise the issued experiment’s data respectively by a course and group type of
the participating students. Therefore, the structure of our results’ data, presented in
Table 5.2 reflects the students’ academic performance for both, control group and study
group, related to our earlier mentioned courses of Algorithmics 2 and Probabilities. The
given results’ data delineates the total number of enrolled students for both courses and
the respective number of students, who passed or succeeded in the final exams at the
end of a semester.
We start the description of our results’ data by presenting first the associated percentage
of the passed students for each given group by a corresponding course. In relation to the
number of students, who passed the final exams for the study course of Algorithmics 2,
we have 0% of the succeeded students of the control group against 33.3% of succeeded
students of the related study group. Essentially, the given number of 0% indicates that
none of the students of the control group has passed the final exams at the end of an
academic semester. Correspondingly, in relation to a number of students, who passed
the final exams for the second study course of Probabilities, we have 70% of succeeded
students of the control group against the respective 71.4% of succeeded students of the
study group.
Ultimately, the grand totals, indicating a percentage of students of each group, who
passed the final exams at the end of the academic semester are represented as 48.3% for
diff.
Course total control study total % control % study %
Algorithmics62 18 9 9 3 16.7% 0 0.0% 3 33.3%
Probabilities 41 20 21 29 70.7% 14 70.0% 15 71.4%
TOTALS 59 29 30 32 54.2% 14 48.3% 18 60.0% 11.7%
Enrolled6students Students6who6passed6the6final6exams
Table 5.2: Variations of students’ final grades
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the control group against the corresponding 60% for the study group. As we may notice
from the results’ data, the according di↵erence in the overall process of passing the final
exams is equivalently represented by 11.7 percentage points of advantage for the study
group. Consequently, the variations of students’ final grades for both courses in form of
grand totals are depicted in Figure 5.5.
The given data delineates the characteristics of the experiment’s results, which aim to
highlight the underlying traits of the students’ overall academic performance within the
period of one study semester. All empirical data, presented above, consequently depicts
the fundamental properties of our experiment’s results on the first-mentioned level of
the learning-related aspects. Subsequently, in the following paragraphs we present a
data, which characterises the experiment’s results on the second-mentioned level of the
software-related aspects. The information of the given level aims to successively inter-
relate the data from both results’ categories. In the upcoming paragraphs, we will see
how an overall level of the students’ academic performance may be potentially related
to the specific usage of the augmented Moodle platform.
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Figure 5.5: Variations of students’ final grades for both courses in a form of grand
totals
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5.1.2 System-related category
In the given subsection, we present all related results’ data, which is initially associated
with a subcategory of the user-computer interactions. Consequently, the key objective
of the software-related category is to depict a potential relationship between the earlier
presented learning-related aspects and characteristics of the user’s direct interactions
with the system. It should be noted that the students’ perceptions of a correspond-
ing graphical user interface as well as the subsequent interactions with its compound
elements play an important role in the overall process of the proactive system optimi-
sation. Therefore, the current category of the software-related aspects is conventionally
divided in two subcategories, dealing respectively with the user-computer interactions
and system’s internal processes.
User-computer interactions
In order to create a direct link between the proactive system and its target environ-
ment, we implement a graphical user interface, which allows us to provide the necessary
informational exchange between the system and user. Furthermore, the implemented
elements of the user interface allow the students to interact with the proactive system
through a set of simple commands, including opening or deleting a message and opening
the list of messages. The characteristics of the integrated Messaging block equally allow
a user to see the headlines of the unread messages. For the given purposes, we have col-
lected the statistical data, which highlights the specifics of the user’s interactions with
our implemented Messaging block inside of the Moodle’s webpage.
All gathered statistical data shows that during one academic semester, there have been
251 explicit interactions with our Messaging block, including the browsing actions of
opening a message and deleting it, either prior to viewing or after it. Additionally,
the system has detected 224 messages that show no explicit user-computer interactions,
meaning a user neither deleted nor opened the displayed message. The given data may
indicate however that a user has read at least the heading of a message as it is always
visible to a user without any direct actions.
As we have delineated in our earlier sections, additionally to the statistical data collec-
tion, we create an electronic survey or questionnaire, which initially aims to serve as a
complementary data source for identifying the users’ views and opinions, regarding new
proactive functions of the Moodle platform. Furthermore, all collected survey data aims
to highlight the user’s perceptions and opinions, related to the underlying characteristics
of visual and interactive aspects of the Moodle’s implemented user interface elements.
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Figure 5.6: Variations of students’ total time of stay within the Moodle’s environment
for both groups
However, due to the low rate of the received survey answers, we successively decided not
to use the questionnaire data for any quantitative analysis, but instead to employ it for
the later qualitative analysis upon the next system’s optimisation steps.
Ultimately, the last data characteristics of user-computer interactions are related to
the aspect of online time variations, which initially indicate the corresponding users’
total time of stay on the Moodle platform for both groups of students. The following
data specifies the total online time that has been spent by a user within the associated
Moodle’s webpages during one academic semester. The given data shows the related
time values respectively for the control and study groups. According to the collected
statistical data, we have 225.3 hours of online browsing, spent by the control group
against 469.5 hours of online browsing, spent by the study group. Consequently, the
time di↵erence between two groups is represented by 244.2 hours of the additional online
browsing, spent by the study group within the Moodle’s environment in comparison to
the corresponding time value of the control group. The variations of the mentioned time
values for both groups are depicted in Figure 5.6.
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System statistics
The statistical data, described in the following paragraphs represents the system’s over-
all performance during the given period of one academic semester. The results’ data
highlights various sides of the system’s internal processes, which initially are charac-
terised as the underlying mechanisms of the system’s implemented proactive behaviour.
The data, presented below, highlights the number of system’s iterations, number of the
executed proactive scenarios, number of the communicated proactive notifications and
the average time value of a single iteration.
Thus, the collected data shows that for the running time of one academic semester the
proactive system performed 772050 consecutive iterations, where it executed 6151617
Meta-scenarios and respectively 1326 Target-scenarios. Consequently, 475 messages have
been sent to the users by the proactive system during a total period of one academic
semester. Additionally, in relation to the characteristics of its internal performance, the
system’s single iteration period took in average 20 milliseconds during which, between 4
and 15 proactive rules have been executed. The given period of 20 milliseconds equally
includes the access of the proactive system into the Moodle’s database.
5.1.3 Section summary
As we have seen, the given section deals with the results of our first empirical study,
which highlights two di↵erent types of the collected results, including learning-related
and software-related categories. The former category of the learning-related aspects
describes the characteristics of the students’ overall academic performance, which is es-
sentially based on two underlying factors, that is an assignment task accomplishment
and quality of the students’ final grades. Both subcategories aim to highlight the charac-
teristics of the students’ general learning performance, which has been partially a↵ected
during one academic semester by the stipulating factors of a proactive system behaviour.
Additionally, we highlighted the experiment’s results, which characterise the second cat-
egory of the system-related aspects. In the designated part we described two associated
factors, dealing respectively with the user-computer interactions and specific, system-
related functional aspects. In combination, both subcategories demonstrated several
underlying links between the system’s functional characteristics and user’s accounted
interactive feedbacks.
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5.2 General discussion
In the current section we present, in an analytical and comparative manner, the main
orientations and details of our understanding and interpretation of the earlier delineated
experiment’ results. We present the underlying relationships between the initial objec-
tives, experiments’ findings, methodology and the results’ analysis. Therefore, the key
objective of the present section is to unify in a discursive form the main points of the
earlier presented chapters by highlighting the main relational factors of the experiments’
results with regard to our initially stipulated study objectives. In the upcoming subsec-
tions we discuss the significance of the results by highlighting their relationship to the
chosen methods and characteristics of the described theoretical background. Ultimately,
we take a look on the experiments’ results from the perspective of their wider meanings
and implications for the existing knowledge.
5.2.1 Findings in relation to the thesis’ methods and approaches
As we have specified in our previous chapters, the main orientations and objectives of
the given study are characterised by a process of elaborating a stable conceptual frame-
work, based on the twofold structure of the deterministic and probabilistic principles.
Correspondingly, the first experiment and its successive empirical outcomes, addressed
the first mentioned methodological aspect or, in other words, the deterministic side of
the proactive system framework. Therefore, all issued experiment’s results consequently
highlight the underlying aspects of the proactive system’s concept on the given funda-
mental level. After a thorough analysis of the experiment’s results, we have identified
two main factors, which ultimately represent the findings’ main implications.
Implications of the first empirical study
Our first category of results’ interpretation, which specifies the findings’ significance
in terms of the chosen methods and approaches, characterises the currently employed
proactive system concept as a functional and e↵ective framework structure. In other
words, the initial results of the first experiment demonstrate that the proactive system
may e↵ectively operate on the following underlying principles:
Predetermined structure of a rule’s policy,
Sustained engine iteration,
Action task delegation,
Proactive scenarios’ mechanism of a target context monitoring [3, 5, 10].
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As we have seen in the earlier presented results’ sections, our proactive system is capable
to e↵ectively sustain on a continuous basis the iteration of its main functions, that is an
activation and execution of all associated proactive rules. During one academic semester,
the proactive system has been capable to continuously perform 772050 iterations, where
it executed 6151617 Meta-scenarios and 1326 Target-scenarios, which have been used as
the system’s main proactive mechanism.
The applied principles of a task delegation, by means of implemented proactive scenar-
ios, have demonstrated that the chosen approach is an e↵ective mechanism, allowing to
continuously monitor the various aspects of a user’s context environment. As we have
seen in the performed experiments, by applying the principles of proactive scenarios, we
are able to decontextualise certain aspects of an outward target environment [52]. The
given approach is implemented through modelling and simulating the individual repre-
sentations of particular context events. Consequently, the modelled instances of various
context events allow the system, upon the engine’s iteration, to detect the individual
deviations of the specified context situations.
Therefore, the multitude of the designed proactive scenarios, collectively represents an
abstraction model of a particular context setting, treated by our system. The approach of
the context fragmentation, through modelled proactive scenarios, consequently allows us
to create an actual representation of desired events for the purposes of their successive
proactive mediation. As we have seen in our both experiments, the given concept-
approach represents a functional model, allowing to e↵ectively monitor an associated
context environment.
All aforementioned conceptual characteristics, applied within the current system frame-
work and subsequently tested during our first empirical study, allow us to validate the
designated proactive system’s principles on a fundamental level of the deterministic
approach. In other words, our first empirical study demonstrates that the applied deter-
ministic mechanisms of the current system framework allow us to e↵ectively implement
the corresponding basic principles of the proactive computing paradigm.
The empirical data, issued from our first experiment, additionally indicates that the cur-
rently applied proactive system concepts are capable to constructively reflect the orig-
inal characteristics of proactive computing principles, initially proposed by Dr. David
L. Tennenhouse [1, 2]. In other words, the system’s functional characteristics of a task
delegation and its compound operative orientations towards the current needs of a user,
represent the proactive computing premises, mentioned by Tennenhouse in his prospec-
tive visions of a new paradigm.
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In relation to the specified principles of the proactive computing and according to the
earlier presented results, we may therefore state that our system always works on behalf
of a user with the underlying objective to provide the user with the necessary proactive
assistance, where such involvement is needed. On the other hand, our proactive system
always functions at a higher operational frequency than a user could possibly sustain.
The given disposition is mainly represented by the continuous information exchange be-
tween various proactive scenarios and their associated composite functions. As we have
mentioned in our theoretical chapter, the proactive system’s operational frequencies are
much faster, which puts automatically a human agent outside of the interactional loop.
In this perspective, the computing processes of our proactive system have intrinsically
faster response rate to an external stimuli in comparison to a situation where the hu-
man decision making is involved (see section 2.1.1). Collectively, all aforementioned
functional aspects of our system successively cover the main principles of the proactive
computing paradigm, initially proposed by David L. Tennenhouse.
The current category of results’ interpretation, which specifies the findings’ significance
in terms of the chosen methods and approaches, additionally indicates the need for de-
signing more elaborate context monitoring mechanisms for our proactive system. In
other words, the experiment’s findings stipulate that the currently implemented event-
monitoring techniques of the proactive system require more intricate and evolved mecha-
nisms of an outward context analysis. The new sensory mechanisms have to be sensitive
enough in order to be always able to detect the hidden metaphysical aspects of the user’s
cognitive characteristics.
The given approach disposition is based respectively on the quantitative and qualitative
results. The quantitative data is mainly represented by the collected statistics, which
highlight the character of the user’s interactions with our proactive messaging block.
The qualitative data is initially obtained from the organised electronic survey. Due to
the low rate of the questionnaire answers, we decided not to use the collected data for
any statistical calculations but instead to employ it for a further qualitative analysis.
The gathered survey data consequently indicates several proactive system’s behavioural
aspects. One of the identified aspects, highlighted by the collected questionnaire data,
emphasises a particular context situation where the proactive notification messages have
been sent in a non-intuitive manner, and thus negatively a↵ected the user’s emotional
state. The term non-intuitive may be successively defined by the context condition where
proactive notifications arrive to a user at an undesirable time and with an irritating high
frequency. As highlighted by the researchers from the Carnegie Mellon University in their
visionary paper about pervasive computing, Proactivity in itself contains a potential risk
of annoyance, which may obstruct the fulfilment of the initial goal of invisibility [20].
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Unless it is carefully designed and accurately optimised, proactive computing may have
a negative impact on a user’s emotional state. Consequently, the system’s new context
monitoring techniques have to possess more intuitive sensory mechanisms, which will
allow us to decrease the system’s obtrusive behaviour.
Conventionally, the system’s context monitoring capabilities are represented by a varia-
tion of the implemented proactive scenarios. Therefore, the highlighted above empirical
finding stipulates that for the purposes of more intuitive context monitoring techniques,
we first of all need to elaborate the compound structure of our proactive scenarios. The
new proactive scenarios have to be more intuitive not only in relation to a simple con-
text event detection, but equally in relation to the sensitivity towards user’s prevailing
cognitive characteristics. Thus, we may assert that the user’s underlying cognitive char-
acteristics, manifested within the target context environment are the composite elements
of an evolving context situation. However, the given level of context details is usually
not accessible through the ordinary quantitative techniques of an event monitoring. The
new proactive scenarios, must therefore be able to address qualitatively the process of
gathering and analysing the associated instances of a context data.
The main point of the currently discussed empirical findings, stipulates that the ini-
tial basic structure of the system’s monitoring techniques is characterised as functional
and e↵ective. However, for the purposes of a more intuitive context event monitoring,
the aforementioned fundamental mechanisms of the data interpretation require a more
elaborate adjustment with regard to the hidden aspects of the user’s cognitive states.
Consequently, the highlighted characteristics of the first experiment’s results ultimately
create the basis and corresponding guiding principles for a succeeding extension of the
proactive system’s initial features. The system evolution, in terms of its new designed
features and their intrinsic qualities, successively implies the need of elaborating and im-
plementing the new approaches and techniques. Correspondingly, all new implemented
methods and concepts have to be subsequently tested and validated, in terms of their
coherence and e↵ectiveness. Therefore, the main characteristics of our research state
at the moment of the first results’ analysis, ultimately lead us towards the design and
elaboration of the successive second set of empirical studies.
The underlying basis for the second experiment is conditioned by the analysis of the
results, issued from our first empirical study. The motivation to design more adapted
and intuitive proactive scenarios, capable to accurately identify the exact moments for
a proactive mediation, consequently prompts us to set up the second empirical study.
The main objectives of the second experiment are to elaborate the new according meth-
ods, techniques and approaches, which will accurately respond to the earlier identified
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methodological needs. Correspondingly, the second experiment and its successive em-
pirical outcomes address the second mentioned methodological aspect of our study or,
in other words, the probabilistic side of the proactive system framework.
Implications of the second empirical study
It should be noted, that the second experiment is primarily characterised as an ex-
ploratory study, which does not include the participation of user-subjects nor any qual-
ity assessment objectives. Initially, the second empirical study aims to demonstrate the
feasibility of the concept realisation. Consequently, all issued results are mainly based
on the documented observations, related to the concept’s methodological characteristics,
functions’ implementation specifications, and the system’s operative aspects.
Our current category of results’ interpretation, which specifies the findings’ significance
in terms of the chosen methods and approaches, collectively defines all applied meth-
ods and approaches as an e↵ective methodological strategy for the required concept
realisation. The study results indicate that a more complex structure of the second-
wave proactive scenarios may be successfully based on the principles of the probabilistic
approach and cognitive modelling methodology [11, 35, 58].
Collectively, the techniques of both approaches incorporate more accurate and intricate
mechanisms of a context data evaluation. The cognitive modelling approach allows us
to tune the mechanisms of the proactive system to the hidden aspects of the user’s
cognitive characteristics. The application of the mentioned approach allows the system
to access deeper levels of corresponding context settings. On the other hand, the im-
plemented probabilistic methods allow the system to accurately estimate the properties
of the detected context data and to specify the most relevant time for corresponding
proactive actions. Furthermore, the cognitive modelling methodology inherently incor-
porates the interdisciplinary aspect, and thus allows us to extend the functional limits
of the proactive system and to increase an accurateness level of its context monitoring
processes.
Consequently, we may highlight the threefold benefit, resulted from implementing the
cognitive modelling approach. (1) First of all, an application of the given methodology
provides our research with an interdisciplinary aspect, which consequently allows us to
view the underlying mechanisms of the proactive system from a multitude of di↵erent
new perspectives. The given factor allows us to go beyond the “standard” orientations
of viewing the system’s composite features and their defining characteristics. (2) The
application of the cognitive modelling approach, subsequently provides our system with
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a possibility to access deeper layers of the associated context settings. The given dis-
position allows the system to detect an entirely new range of information, and thus
to acquire more extensive and finer context details. (3) Ultimately, the application of
the cognitive modelling methodology allows us to put into place the chosen probabilis-
tic approach, which is initially applied for the purposes of evaluating the proportional
relations between two cognitive models.
Our current category of results’ interpretation additionally specifies the necessary con-
ditions for an e↵ective functioning of the probabilistic framework. The observations
of the system’s functional aspects indicate that the applied probabilistic and cognitive
modelling techniques consequently necessitate a thorough parameter optimisation and
overall models’ refinement. In other words, the identified empirical findings highlight
an importance of specifying more accurately the composite function’s parameters of the
probabilistic model as well as an importance of adjusting the modelled instances of a
user’s behaviour.
The applied probabilistic model requires the parameters’ adjustment for a more accu-
rate evaluation of the data between the D-model and S-model. On the other hand the
modelled behavioural patterns necessitate a more rigorous refinement of their composite
sequences of the allocated statistical data. The given models’ optimisation is a requisite
condition for the overall system refinement as all modelled instances of the user’s be-
havioural patterns initially touch an intricate level of human cognitive aspects. For an
e↵ective models’ optimisation, we have to thoroughly generalise their compound specifi-
cations in order to allow the models to cover a multitude of human cognitive variations.
In other words, more deeply we try to penetrate into context details, more refinement
and adjustment our system needs for an accurate detection of a target context data.
Consequently, in order to attune the proactive system in the mentioned way, an addi-
tional set of experiments is required. The new empirical study will have the key objective
to investigate the most prevalent characteristics of a user’s browsing behaviour in rela-
tion to two cognitive states of the mental satisfaction and dissatisfaction. In order to
e↵ectively identify all pertinent and composite specifications for both cognitive states,
the experiment’s settings will have to include the user-subjects, allowing us to create the
necessary study and control groups. Subsequently, we will have to record and analyse
all users’ manifested behavioural patterns, performed during an online search activity.
All collected instances of the user’s behaviour will have to be generalised and sorted ac-
cording to the quality of their expressive characteristics. The new potential experiments
are consequently attributed to future research e↵orts.
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5.2.2 Findings in relation to the theoretical background
Consequently, after having examined the first relationship between the chosen methods
and obtained results, we now pass to the discussion of results’ interrelations with the es-
tablished theoretical background. The given approach will allow us to view the findings’
implications from a di↵erent and more general perspective. The previously discussed
results’ implications allowed us to identify the validity and e↵ectiveness of the chosen
methods and approaches in relation to the project’s initial objectives and character-
istics of the obtained results. In the following discussion, we successively analyse the
results’ implications in relation to our initial objectives and elaborated theoretical basis
of the current study. The given approach will equally allow us to assess the validity and
e↵ectiveness of the chosen methodological techniques.
Implications of the first empirical study
Consequently, in the scope of the current perspective, the obtained results emphasise the
following three derived implications. (1) According to the results of the first experiment,
the concept of the proactive computing, as it was defined by David Tennenhouse, has
the positive e↵ect on a quality and e↵ectiveness of the user’s general performance. (2)
According to the collected statistics and results of the system’s general performance, we
may state that it is technically possible to implement the concept of proactivity on a
basis of the chosen methods and approaches. (3) Ultimately, in order to move beyond
the predefined deterministic structure of the proactive system, and thus to refine its
monitoring and mediating processes, we need to qualitatively extend its current concep-
tual and methodological framework by adapting new theories, methods and approaches.
The collected quantitative and qualitative empirical data has distinctly demonstrated an
underlying necessity of integrating the expertise of the corresponding cognitive science
domain.
Results’ implication #1. Our first-mentioned results’ implication characterises the
quality and character of the proactive computing potentials. According to the earlier
presented results of the first experiment, the students’ general reaction on the imple-
mented proactive features is primarily defined as positive. The given statement is based
on the acquired evidence, represented by the empirical data in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. From
a general perspective, the collected statistics specify the quality and e↵ectiveness of the
students’ overall performance within the academic environment through the partial me-
diation of the e-learning assisting platform [52]. The augmented Moodle functionality,
by proactive type of behaviour, consequently allowed the students of the study group
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to overreach the students of the control group in several learning-related categories.
The given results represent our main argument, characterising the quality impact of the
implemented proactive features.
Results’ implication #2. The second results’ implication initially characterises the
feasibility conditions for the implemented proactive features. On the basis of the chosen
approaches and issued experiment’s results, we may ultimately state that a realisation
of the concept into a viable real implementation is possible both, on the technical and
empirical levels. In our opinion, the proposed structure of the proactive engine and con-
cept characteristics of the proactive scenarios, collectively provide an e↵ective technical
framework for realising and implementing the idea of the proactive computing. Among
the proactive system’s various characteristics, several may be highlighted as the most
essential. The given list includes:
(a) the system’s generic structure,
(b) the system’s adaptability in relation to new target environments, and
(c) the system’s modular framework, which allows us to extend its initial features’ stock
through a multitude of new proactive scenarios.
The stable operation of the proactive system, may consequently serve as a stable ground,
or a proof of concept for all further expansions and developments of the proposed frame-
work.
Results’ implication #3. Our third and last results’ implication of the first experi-
ment aims to highlight the quality of the initially applied methodological framework and
the need for a further conceptual evolution. The analysis of the results suggests a gradual
shift of the initial deterministic framework towards a prospective probabilistic approach.
The given methodological orientation is stipulated by the composite properties of the
system’s deterministic mechanisms, which consequently require more elaborate mecha-
nisms for increasing the accurateness level of context monitoring processes. The initial
techniques of the deterministic approach allow the system to detect only the elementary
superficial types of context events, whereas the techniques of the probabilistic approach,
together with the cognitive modelling methodology, allow the system to analyse a context
with a more intuitive and perceptive orientation. For the purposes of updating the initial
conceptual framework, we elaborate and implement more complex proactive scenarios,
which consequently integrate the essential aspects of the probabilistic approach. Upon
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an adaptation of the given methodological directives, we keep our deterministic frame-
work as a fundamental basis for the successively implemented, additional probabilistic
techniques.
Consequently, in order to achieve the higher level of intuitiveness and system’s perceptive
qualities, we need more than a unique implementation of the probabilistic methods.
According to the character of the obtained quantitative and quantitative results, we
have subsequently identified a requisite condition, stipulating the necessity to include
in our research a more extensive theoretical input from the corresponding cognitive
science domain. In other words, in order to endow the system with a more perceptive
and intuitive functional capacity, enabling it to capture the deeper context layers of
the user’s cognitive characteristics, we need to include in our research the theoretical
and empirical knowledge of the applied cognitive psychology. In order to be able to
detect the corresponding cognitive states of a user, we need to adapt our methodology
according.
The given empirical finding plays an important role in our study as it emphasises the un-
derlying link between the proactive computing paradigm and cognitive science research.
The stipulated results’ implication of the first empirical study rationalises the neces-
sity of designing and building a thorough multidisciplinary methodology and according
empirical approaches. The existence of the given factor consequently implies an inher-
ent multidisciplinary nature of the proactive computing paradigm. Consequently, after
having identified the main characteristics of the empirical findings, we may assert that
for the purposes of unlocking and using more e↵ectively the potentials of the proactive
computing, we have to include the expertise of the associated cognitive science domain
in our methodology. Only then we are able to properly adapt the functional capacity of
our system towards more intuitive and perceptive operative qualities.
Ultimately, the given empirical finding serves as the main basis and necessary guid-
ing principle for the design and realisation of our second empirical study. During our
successive experiment, we therefore aimed to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept
realisation with respect to the implications of the previously identified results.
The aforementioned analytical outcomes of the first empirical study, consequently pro-
vide a stable methodological basis, which ultimately opens the doors for an implemen-
tation of more elaborate computational techniques and concept designs. The obtained
results of the first experiment demonstrate that for the purposes of an e↵ective concept
evolution within the proactive computing domain, a system’s methodological framework
has to go beyond pure computer science principles and approaches. Consequently, the
given factor implies a substantial theoretical shift of the applied methodology towards
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an interdisciplinary field, which initially includes the expertise of the cognitive science
domain.
Implications of the second empirical study
The second empirical study allows us to establish a necessary proof of concept on a more
intricate probabilistic level, which subsequently implies two following implications. (1)
According to the functional specifications of the implemented probabilistic methods,
such as the Bayesian parameter estimation, we may achieve a better accurateness of an
event detection and overall context recognition [35]. (2) Subsequently, an intuitiveness
or sensitivity level, related to the context characteristics may be achieved through a
methodological reorientation towards an interdisciplinary domain. The given shift is at-
tained through an application of the corresponding techniques, issued from the cognitive
modelling approach.
For the purposes of a context monitoring, we used the deterministic mechanisms, which
only allowed us to detect the predetermined instances of the related context details. The
given mechanisms are based on a simple detection of the predefined context characteris-
tics, through the corresponding proactive scenarios. The given approach characteristics
consequently allowed us to identify and to observe only the superficial layers of an as-
sociated context. However, for a more intuitive proactive mediation, we need the more
accurate tuning of our system towards hidden layers of a context or, in other words,
towards underlying aspects of the user’s cognitive states.
In the second empirical study, we therefore decided to design a more intuitive perceiving
mechanism, allowing the proactive system to operate on a more subtle level of context
details. On the one hand, through the running proactive scenarios and applied cognitive
modelling methodology, we detect the predefined instances of a user’s behaviour, which
consequently reflect the variations of the user’s currently prevailing cognitive character-
istics. On the other hand, by means of the Bayesian formula, we estimate the quality
and properties of the detected data, allowing to better define all corresponding specifi-
cations of the future proactive mediation, including time and type of actions [11]. The
given approach allows us to significantly increase the quality and accurateness of both,
the detected context data and assigned proactive actions.
Consequently, in order to increase an intuitiveness or sensitivity level of the system’s
monitoring mechanisms, we apply the additional empirical techniques, provided by the
chosen methodology of the cognitive science domain. A higher intuitiveness level, in
relation to the context events, is successively achieved by employing the associated
techniques of the cognitive modelling approach [64]. The given approach provides us
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with the possibility to additionally take into consideration the underlying aspects of the
user’s cognitive characteristics.
In order to achieve the aforementioned goal, we model the user’s behavioural patterns,
which initially represent the variations of two cognitive states. The instances of a user’s
behaviour are subsequently detected and evaluated by a set of several corresponding
proactive scenarios. In other words, the context monitoring process is divided in two
main parts, deterministic and probabilistic. The deterministic part has the objective
to detect the exact instances of a user’s behaviour, whereas the probabilistic part aims
to evaluate each instance of the identified data in order to estimate the properties of
the currently prevailing context settings. The application of the given interdisciplinary
approach consequently allows the system to penetrate into more subtle layers of context
details, which at this point are represented by the hidden aspects of the user’s cognitive
variations.
The second empirical study ultimately allowed us to elaborate a more adapted method-
ology, which successively provided us with the additional techniques and methods of an
interdisciplinary character. The chosen multi-domain approaches allowed us to build an
early prototype version of the proactive system, characterised by a more accurate and
intuitive functional capacity. Thus, the main results’ implication of the second experi-
ment highlights the feasibility of the concept realisation and consequently implies that
the proactive computing may attain a higher degree of its potential, if applied within a
multidisciplinary methodological framework.
5.2.3 Findings in relation to their general implications
From their general perspective, the experiments’ results have several wider meanings
and implications, which may be considered as the potential orientations for the existing
and future proactive computing research. The given results’ implications are briefly
highlighted in the following paragraphs.
Benefits of the modular approach
Both applied design techniques of the deterministic and probabilistic approaches, in
their general implementation specifications are stipulated by a unique methodological
orientation. The given orientation is characterised by the proactive system’s modular
approach, which comprises several functional benefits. Moreover, the mentioned modular
approach represents the core of the system’s framework, which is primarily used as
a functional basis for all additional methods and techniques. The application of the
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chosen design techniques consequently allows us (1) to separate the system’s functions
into semi-dependent processes, (2) to increase the productivity and functional capacity
of the system without changing its core mechanisms, and (3) to extend the system’s
adaptability in relation to a variety of new target environments.
The obtained empirical findings indicate that the proactive system can be e↵ectively
based on the principles of a target context segmentation. In order to achieve an e↵ective
monitoring of a context environment, we must first provide a system with a basis of the
predefined target elements or, in other words, instances of the modelled context events.
In our opinion, the given approach is crucial, as it allows us to define the system’s initial
functional orientation. Additionally, an application of the mentioned strategies provides
all further probabilistic techniques with a stable deterministic framework.
Consequently, in order to implement the aforesaid strategies of a target environment
segmentation, we need a set of the corresponding proactive scenarios, which will cover
the predefined part of context settings. The detected specified events can ultimately
serve as a functional input data for all further probabilistic evaluations of a related
context setting. In other words, we need the composite functions of the deterministic
framework in order to provide our probabilistic model with the corresponding input
values, reflecting the precise specifications of current context settings.
The given approach characteristics consequently reflect the main structure and underly-
ing objectives of our two empirical studies. Notably, the first experiment aims to test our
main monitoring mechanism, which is entirely built on the principles of the deterministic
approach. On the other hand, after having formalised the functional operation of the
deterministic framework, we were further able to implement our newly designed prob-
abilistic mechanisms. Thus, during our second exploratory study, we aimed to test the
combination of two frameworks. The first structure of the deterministic methods served
as the main technique for providing the second structure with the required mechanisms
of a data detection and parameters’ supply.
Consequently, upon the probabilistic data evaluation, we are able to identify the con-
cealed abstract details, and thus to specify the underlying properties of a target context
environment. In other words, by applying the probabilistic mechanisms of a context data
evaluation, we are able to refine the superficial characteristics of the associated context
settings. Ultimately, as stipulated by the results of two experiments, the system’s mod-
ular design and methodological structure of two frameworks allow the proactive system
to considerably increase its accurateness level of context monitoring processes. More-
over, the combination of the aforementioned approaches provides the system with the
according operational mechanisms, which allow the proactive module to increase the
e ciency level of its functional adaptability.
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The mentioned approach allows us to build a particularly adaptive system, which is
capable to reorganise its functional orientation by means of the newly added proac-
tive scenarios. In other words, more composite proactive scenarios the system contains,
more context details it is capable to cover. The given approach implies that a functional
operation of the proactive system can be easily adapted to any type of a context envi-
ronment. Consequently, the potential context environments may comprise a variety of
the target domains, including health monitoring systems, energy management systems,
security and threat prevention systems, satellite operating and management systems,
disaster prevention systems, air tra c and car tra c monitoring systems, financial and
economic stability monitoring systems and so on. Therefore, in order to adapt the proac-
tive system to a new target environment, we simply have to design and implement the
according proactive scenarios, which will subsequently cover the various composite as-
pects of the new context environment. However, regardless of the number and variation
of the implemented proactive scenarios, the Rules Running System and its operational
principles remain unchanged.
The chosen approach of the modular design characterises the composite structure of the
proactive system as highly generic. The key computational principles, represented by
the Rules Running System remain uniform in all circumstances. Upon an extension of
the system’s capabilities, through new proactive modules, we never change or modify
the main running mechanism of the proactive engine. Due to the system’s modular
structure, in order to extend its initial functional capabilities, it is simply enough to
design the corresponding proactive scenarios, which will implement the new required
features without modifying the system’s main running mechanism. The given factor
characterises the proactive system as a generic and adaptive mechanism, which conse-
quently allows us, if needed, to reorganise its initial functional orientation by selecting
the corresponding proactive scenarios. Alternatively, in order to extend the system’s
functional capabilities, we simply have to add the new supporting proactive scenarios.
Benefits of the interdisciplinary approach
Successively, the both empirical studies demonstrated a notable benefit and importance
of applying the chosen interdisciplinary methodology. The first empirical study empha-
sised an important research factor, stipulating that for a more accurate and intuitive
system’s functional capacity, we need to include an expertise of the associated cognitive
science domain in our methodological framework. On the other hand, the second empir-
ical study described the precise conceptual characteristics and functional specifications
of the applied interdisciplinary methodology, and thus demonstrated the feasibility of
the concept realisation.
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The chosen approach orientations, consequently provided the research project with the
highly valuable methodological contributions. The empirical findings stipulate that in
order to fully reveal the potentials of the proactive computing paradigm, we have to
situate it within an interdisciplinary methodological structure. According to its initial
definition, as proposed by David Tennenhouse, the proactive computing has to constantly
deal with various context elements and their corresponding characteristics, including a
multitude of human-related factors [1, 2].
As we saw in our study, the given human-related factors are essentially represented by a
variation of the user’s cognitive characteristics, which are largely manifested during the
user’s interactions with the associated elements of a context. In other words, better we
want to comprehend the context composite aspects of a user’s behaviour and its main
influential factors, more cognitive-based approaches we need [53, 64, 82]. Therefore, as
our study demonstrates, by employing the according multidisciplinary techniques, we are
ultimately able to build an intuitive, user-perceptive, context-aware proactive system.
On the contrary, if we only apply the techniques of the computer science domain, we
are solely able to cover the superficial layers of the associated context environment.
On the other hand, by employing the additional cognitive modelling techniques, issued
from the cognitive science domain, we are able to penetrate into more subtle abstract
layers of the same context environment. In other words, the chosen cognitive modelling
methodology allows us to identify and then to translate the hidden metaphysical aspects
of an associated context into an algorithmic level of the system’s composite functions.
Consequently, the given multidisciplinary approach provides the system with a valuable
mechanism, capable to identify and to account the hidden layers of context specifications.
5.2.4 Section summary
Our main objective in the given section is to analyse and to fuse the main results’ impli-
cations from both empirical studies in a discursive form. We divided all analytical pro-
ceedings into three categories, with the underlying objective to analyse the experiments’
results from three di↵erent perspectives. First, we reviewed the results’ implications in
relation the chosen methods and approaches of our methodological framework. Subse-
quently, we analysed the results in relation to our theoretical background and ultimately
in relation to their general implications and meanings.
In the first subsection of the results’ relation to the applied methods and approaches, we
presented the main findings’ implications, which accordingly addressed the formalisation
aspects of the deterministic framework. The first implication of the empirical findings
defined the currently employed proactive system concept as a functional and e↵ective
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framework structure. The second implication stipulated that the implemented event-
monitoring techniques of the proactive system required more intuitive mechanisms of
an outward context analysis. The new sensory mechanisms have to be sensitive enough
in order to be always able to detect the hidden metaphysical aspects of user’s cognitive
characteristics.
Subsequently, we have delineated the corresponding results’ implications, which ad-
dressed the formalisation aspects of our probabilistic framework. The first implication
of the empirical findings has stipulated that a more complex structure of the second-
wave proactive scenarios may be e↵ectively based on the principles of the probabilistic
approach and cognitive modelling methodology. The second implication stipulated that
the applied probabilistic and cognitive modelling techniques consequently necessitate a
thorough parameter optimisation and overall models’ refinement. In other words, we
need to specify more accurately the composite function’s parameters of the probabilistic
model and to thoroughly adjust the modelled patterns of a user’s behaviour.
Consequently, in our second subsection, we highlighted the main results’ implications in
relation to the established theoretical background. In the scope of the first experiment’s
results, we emphasised the following three derived implications. (1) According to results
of the first experiment, the concept of the proactive computing, as it was defined by
David Tennenhouse, has the positive e↵ect on a quality and e↵ectiveness of a user’s
overall performance. (2) According to the collected statistics and results of the system’s
general performance, we may state that it is technically possible to implement the con-
cept of proactivity on the basis of the chosen methods and approaches. (3) Ultimately,
in order to move beyond the predefined deterministic structure of the proactive system,
we need to qualitatively extend its current conceptual and methodological framework
by adapting new theories, methods and approaches.
Subsequently, in the scope of the second empirical study, we emphasised the following two
derived implications. (1) According to the functional specifications of the implemented
probabilistic methods, such as the Bayesian parameter estimation, we may achieve a
better accurateness of a context event detection. (2) An intuitiveness or sensitivity
level, related to context characteristics, may be achieved through a methodological re-
orientation towards an interdisciplinary domain. The given shift is attained through an
application of corresponding techniques, issued from the cognitive modelling approach.
Ultimately, in our last subsection, we highlighted the empirical findings in relation to
their general implications and meanings. The first derived implication stipulated the
functional benefit of applying the methodological aspect of the modular approach. The
application of the chosen design techniques consequently allowed us (1) to separate
the system’s functions into semi-dependent processes, (2) to increase the productivity
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and functional capacity of the system without changing its core mechanisms, and (3)
to extend the system’s adaptability in relation to a variety of new target environments.
Subsequently, the second results’ implication stipulated a notable benefit of applying the
chosen interdisciplinary methodology. The given approach orientations, consequently
provided the research project with the highly valuable methodological contributions,
which ultimately allowed us to build a more intuitive, user-perceptive, context-aware
proactive system.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future directions
The current chapter represents the conclusive part of our work, which aims to bring to-
gether all previously stated hypotheses, formulated research questions, applied method-
ological techniques and obtained empirical findings. The main objective of this chapter is
to provide an ultimate highlight of all essential research fundamentals, applied principles
and factual elements, allowing to provide the clear answers to the initially formulated
research questions.
In order to clearly delineate the key points of the research, we proceed according to
the initial organisation of our thesis. The given approach will allow us to provide a
structural synopsis of all essential research factors in their respective presented order.
Thus, in section 6.1 we start by highlighting the study’s main points and key orientations
of the research. Here, we restate our initial research questions. Additionally, in the same
section we review the essential characteristics of proactive computing paradigm. In the
subsequent section 6.2, we highlight the thesis’ main methodological aspects together
with the applied concept principles. After having reviewed the key specifications of our
approach, we successively make a brief overview of our results’ main implications in
section 6.3. Consequently, with regard to main methodological aspects and obtained
empirical findings, we highlight in section 6.4 several potential directions for the future
research endeavours.
6.1 Study’s main points and key research orientations
In order to review the initially formulated research directions, we provide in the given
section a highlight of main study points, which successively defines the thesis’ structure
and its key orientations. We review our study area and we provide a short synopsis of its
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essential compound definitions. Subsequently, we restate our research questions in order
to provide the conclusive remarks, regarding their underlying relations to the obtained
empirical data.
6.1.1 Study area and research objectives
Throughout the current work, we have primarily investigated the domain of Proac-
tive computing, which may be characterised as a comparatively new computer science
research paradigm [2]. Conceptually, the architecture and main framework of our soft-
ware system is entirely based on the concept characteristics of the mentioned approach.
The notion of proactivity may be largely defined as an anticipation of a context event,
activity-based problem, unwanted event, context conditions, or context change, which
are detected for the purposes of performing proactively the necessary context mediating
actions.
In our research, we understand and use the notion of Proactive computing as it was
defined by Dr. David L. Tennenhouse. In his vision of future of the computer science
research he explores a new paradigm, where he proposes to re-examine the relationships
between physical and abstract domains of a context, to re-evaluate our general ap-
proach of interactive computing, and to gradually move from interactive human-centred
to proactive human-supervised models of human-computer interactions [1, 2]. By tak-
ing into consideration the relationships between the associated aspects of physical and
abstract domains of a context, and through the enhancement of a target system by a
proactive type of behaviour we are therefore able to build more intuitive and perceptive
software systems.
According to the definition of a proactive system, given by David Tennenhouse, we
may highlight two main principles, which govern the entire process. The first principle
stipulates that any proactive system is always working on behalf of a user, where the
second principle specifies that a proactive system acts on its own initiative without
explicit instructions from the user [1]. In other words, we can assume that the system
may possess a set of policies, which define the patterns of its behaviour in various
contextual situations. Therefore, as a general characteristic, in order to prevent an
unwanted event from happening, a proactive system always aims to cause a change in a
context, rather than just to react to changes [13, 14].
Consequently, the proactive computing as a new research paradigm doesn’t possess yet
a clear methodological support and approach repository, which may initially provide
us with the necessary techniques, methods and tools for building a fully functional
proactive system. Being a comparatively new research direction, an application of the
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proactive computing thus requires a thorough empirical and theoretical investigation.
The undertaken research e↵orts allow us to reveal and to formalise the underlying func-
tional characteristics of the approach together with its associated methodological traits.
Therefore, the main objective of the present research project is to elaborate, build and
test the valid methodological and empirical frameworks, which will subsequently allow
us to provide our proactive system with a scientifically rationalised proof of concept.
Basing on the underlying factual traits of a proactive computing research, indicating
the lack of the clear methodological support, we therefore undertake the construction
of our own repository of guiding methods and approaches. Consequently, we decide to
investigate the proactive computing paradigm within the defining principles of two com-
puter science approach orientations. The chosen research directions respectively include
deterministic and probabilistic methodological frameworks. In order to provide an ac-
cording supportive basis for the system’s further conceptual and technical developments,
we define the corresponding functional principles for each applied approach framework.
On the deterministic level, we specify the according functional specifications of the proac-
tive system, which stipulate that we have to anticipate a target context event, basing
on the techniques of pre-programmed proactive scenarios and rules [10, 52]. The given
approach has the initial objective to provide the stable system functioning with the first
implemented prerequisites of the proactive computing paradigm. Correspondingly, on
the probabilistic level, we specify that the system has to anticipate a new event or to
refine the context details of an initial event, basing on a probabilistic analysis of already
available context information [11]. In parallel to the mentioned event monitoring pro-
cesses, the system has to additionally identify an exact activation time for the potential
response-actions, related to the detected context event.
According to the aforementioned methodological specifications, the implemented mech-
anisms of the deterministic approach provide the necessary functional grounds for the
corresponding mechanisms of the probabilistic approach. In other words, the stochastic
mechanisms of our probabilistic framework are conceptually linked to, and based on
the functional output of the elaborated deterministic framework. In order to refine the
prevailing context details and thus to penetrate into more subtle abstract layers of con-
text characteristics, we need first to identify the initial prerequisites of a target event.
The identified and collected context data must be the exact representation of the initial
target event. The given approach allows us to provide the corresponding system’s algo-
rithms with the event’s original exact properties for all further probabilistic evaluations
of context abstract details.
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In order to detect the predetermined target events, the context monitoring mechanisms
of the proactive system have to be based on the underlying principles of the determin-
istic approach. Furthermore, in order to be able to penetrate into more subtle and
deeper layers of prevailing context details, the system’s analytical mechanisms must be
accordingly based on the underlying principles of the probabilistic approach. Our main
objective for applying the stochastic mechanisms of a data evaluation is to be able to
precise the quality and properties of currently prevailing context characteristics, which
are initially represented by various detected instances of the predefined target events.
Consequently, in order to fulfil the thesis’ initial objective, we have to validate, or in
other words to formalise the theoretical and empirical specifications of both method-
ological frameworks. The given approach will subsequently allow us to provide the
necessary proof of concept for all applied design aspects and their corresponding tech-
nical realisations. Additionally, we are able to formalise the proactive system’s general
structure, its underlying methodological framework, and eventually the quality of its
primary functional capacities. Due to the thesis’ main objective, stipulating the neces-
sity to scientifically rationalise all proactive system’s operating mechanisms, we have to
design, formalise, and test both, the governing theoretical and empirical aspects of our
entire methodological framework. The given objective leads us towards the specifica-
tion of the thesis’ main research problem and all associated research questions, which
collectively define the underlying structure of the current work.
6.1.2 The scope and specifications of the research problem
Research problem. As we build our system, conceptually basing on a new research
dimension of proactive computing paradigm, our proactive system does not possess a
clear empirical and methodological support. Throughout our literature research, we
have identified the lack of coherent specifications of the domain approach repository
and essential methodological definitions. Therefore, for the purposes of an e↵ective
formalisation of the system’s applied methods and approaches, we need a more extensive
investigation on theoretical and empirical levels. The given objective allows us to provide
a valid proof of concept for all designed conceptual elements and implemented functional
characteristics of our proactive system.
Consequently, in order to address the aforementioned research problem, and thus to
provide a valid proof of concept for our proactive system, we subsequently formulate a
set of research questions, which aim to guide us throughout the progress of our research.
Notably, the stated research questions define the main directions of our study. Each
formulated research question aims to address a specific aspect of the identified research
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problem. Collectively, all research questions define three main orientations of the applied
methodological framework, including the theoretical basis, approach directions on a
deterministic level and approach directions on the corresponding probabilistic level.
Research question #1. Our first research question aims to determine the theoret-
ical basis and methodological prerequisites for all further specifications of the applied
methods and approaches. Thus, the Research Question #1 is formulated as follows:
What are the main theoretical and methodological prerequisites and orien-
tations, which define the conceptual directions of a system, built within the
framework of the proactive computing paradigm?
Consequently, we provide the corresponding answer, which specifies that on the theoret-
ical level the proactive system’s conceptual aspects are mainly stipulated by the compos-
ite characteristics of several related computer science approaches. Besides the proactive
computing itself, the list includes the theoretical orientations of ubiquitous computing,
autonomic computing and context-aware computing [2, 16, 32]. Subsequently, on the
methodological level the system’s conceptual orientation is stipulated by two approaches
of the corresponding deterministic and probabilistic research frameworks. The chosen
methodological disposition is partially conditioned by an analysis of the related research
literature.
Research question #2. Our second research question aims to specify the main con-
ceptual characteristics and design orientations, which subsequently govern the proactive
system’s development process within the deterministic paradigm. The Research Ques-
tion #2 is formulated as follows:
What are the key principles and elements, which define the main system
concept, its functionality and its integrity on the fundamental deterministic
level?
Correspondingly, we provide an answer to our second research question, which stipulates
that on the deterministic level the system’s main design orientations are essentially
characterised by various functional attributes. The list comprises several fundamental
elements of the proactive system, including Rules Running System, proactive scenarios
and rule’s algorithmic architecture [5, 12]. Consequently, the validation or formalisation
of the deterministic side of the system is primarily achieved through our first empirical
study, which assesses the relevance, quality, reliability and the outward implications of
the aforementioned functional attributes.
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Research question #3. Our last research question aims to determine the main con-
ceptual characteristics and design orientations, which accordingly specify the proactive
system’s transition to the probabilistic dimension. The Research Question #3 is formu-
lated as follows:
What are the key principles and approaches, which define the transition of
the framework concept from deterministic towards probabilistic dimension?
Consequently, we provide an answer to our third research question, which stipulates that
on the successive probabilistic level the system’s main design orientations are charac-
terised by several implemented approaches. The corresponding list of underlying empiri-
cal methods includes several applied techniques, including Cognitive modelling approach
and Bayesian parameter estimation [11, 58]. The validation or formalisation of the
probabilistic side of the system is achieved through our second empirical study, which
explores various interdisciplinary techniques.
6.2 Synopsis of key methodological aspects
After having reviewed the thesis’ main orientations and objectives, we present below
the successive procedural steps, which collectively describe all theoretical and empirical
aspects of the thesis. In the given section we highlight the project’s key methodological
factors, which constitute the main body of the thesis. Our methodological framework
is the structural representation of all composite theoretical, conceptual and empirical
aspects, necessary for a realisation and accomplishment of the current work.
6.2.1 Characteristics of the concept formalisation
The key methodological specifications of the present study are characterised by a for-
malisation of the chosen concepts and methods within the principles of two theoretical
perspectives. The application of the given approach is fundamental as it allows us to
build the proof of concept in a progressive manner. We conceptualise, elaborate and
implement our methods first by following the principles of the deterministic approach.
The given methodological aspect provide us with the possibility to build the stable fun-
damental basis of the proactive system. Consequently, the formalised functional basis
allows us to implement more evolved, context monitoring and data analytical techniques.
Thus, we elaborate and implement the probabilistic part of our system, which is con-
ceptually linked to the underlying methods of the deterministic framework. In other
words, by applying the probabilistic computational techniques, we try to extend the
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system’s initial context monitoring capabilities and thus to increase the accurateness
and intuitiveness level of a successive proactive mediation.
The implementation of the fundamental deterministic framework allows us first to inves-
tigate the functionality and potentials of the key principles of basic proactive functions
and their successive outward impact. On the other hand, the implementation of the
second probabilistic framework allows us to go further, where we able to explore the
fundamental principles of the proactive computing paradigm on more advanced levels.
The realisation of the deterministic framework is essentially based on the design and ap-
plication of several computational techniques, which provide the fundamental system’s
functioning. In order to implement the underlying proactive computing principles, we
elaborate and apply a number of key deterministic elements, including Rules Running
System, proactive rule and its fixed algorithmic structure, proactive scenarios and their
inherent task delegation mechanisms [5, 10]. For the purposes of a context monitoring
function, we design several proactive scenarios, which are programmed to capture the
predefined instances of corresponding context conditions. Conceptually, a proactive sce-
nario is represented as a set of compound predefined rules, which specify the scenario’s
main type and its basic functional characteristics. The collections of predefined rules,
represented by specific proactive scenarios are consequently executed by our Rules Run-
ning System, which ensures the continuity aspect of the proactive system’s monitoring
and mediating processes. Therefore, all aforementioned composite elements, built within
the principles of the deterministic framework, collectively provide a stable operational
basis for all further developments of the system’s functional concepts.
An implementation of the stable deterministic framework allows us to design and to im-
plement more elaborate context monitoring and context mediating techniques, based on
the principles of a probabilistic approach. Conventionally, the probabilistic framework
consists of several composite proactive modules, which collectively allow us to refine
the accurateness of the system’s monitoring capabilities and to increase the intuitive-
ness level of the system’s mediating actions. The aforementioned framework includes an
implementation of the probabilistic data evaluation by means of the applied Bayesian
parameter estimation. Additionally, the framework includes an adaptation of related
interdisciplinary techniques, borrowed from the cognitive modelling approach [53, 58].
The application of the mentioned approach consequently allows us to create an interde-
pendent link between abstract and physical domains of a target context environment.
The applied techniques of a multidisciplinary methodology provide us with the possibility
to model the user’s essential behavioural characteristics, allowing the system to detect
a variation of users’ prevailing cognitive states [57, 64]. Upon the realisation of the
given approach, we are able to translate the manifested instances of the user’s mental
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characteristics into an algorithmic level of the system’s functions. Consequently, the
Bayesian parameter estimation is applied upon the detected context data, allowing to
evaluate the prevalence level of the user’s manifested cognitive states. Therefore, the
application of both approaches provides us with the possibility to penetrate into more
subtle abstract layers of a context, and thus to increase the accurateness and intuitiveness
level of the system’s monitoring and mediating techniques.
A formalisation of both methodological approaches plays the crucial role in an overall
objective of providing our system with a valid proof of concept. An e↵ective valida-
tion of the chosen concepts, theories and methods, allows us to provide an empirical
evidence, necessary for a well grounded proof of concept. Conventionally, a methodolog-
ical structure of the concept validation is represented as a gradual formalisation process
of all system’s aspects. First, we elaborate, design and formalise the system’s funda-
mental mechanisms through an implementation of essential computational techniques,
basing on the underlying principles of the deterministic approach. Second, we elabo-
rate and formalise the successive stochastic mechanisms of a context data evaluation
through an implementation of associated computational techniques of the probabilistic
approach. Ultimately, the e↵ective validation of both methodological frameworks and
their corresponding computational techniques, provides our system with the necessary,
scientifically rationalised proof of concept.
6.2.2 Specifications of the concept implementation
A formalisation of the system’s general concept consequently requires the elaboration of
corresponding applicable methods and approaches, allowing to incorporate the under-
lying functional principles of the prospective methodological frameworks. As we have
seen in our earlier chapters, one of the fundamental elements of the proactive system is a
proactive scenario. The underlying mechanisms of the implemented proactive scenarios
ultimately provide our system with the valuable proactive behaviour. A variation of
the designed and implemented proactive scenarios defines an orientation of the system’s
functional characteristics. Therefore, in order to build our proactive system, which is
conceptually based on two distinct methodological frameworks, we have to design two
distinct variations of the system’s proactive scenarios.
The formalisation of both methodological frameworks is obtained through the design,
implementation and testing of two waves of proactive scenarios. The main design ori-
entations and conceptual characteristics of the first-wave proactive scenarios aim to
define the fundamental algorithmic mechanisms, which allow us to implement the basic
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functional capacity of a system’s proactive behaviour. Moreover, by formalising the un-
derlying mechanisms of the first-wave scenarios, we are able to create a stable functional
framework for all future types of proactive scenarios. Thus, the first-wave proactive
scenarios are mainly characterised as a fundamental realisation of the initial concept,
which is entirely based on the underlying principles of the deterministic approach.
Correspondingly, the main design objectives of the second-wave proactive scenarios aim
to elaborate more accurate operative techniques, allowing to increase the intuitiveness
and e cacy level of the system’s monitoring and mediating capabilities. The given set
of proactive scenarios is based on, and designed according to the functional principles
of the first-wave scenarios. However, the implementation of additional probabilistic
and cognitive modelling techniques distinguishes both types of proactive scenarios in
terms of their complexity, functional capacity and the acquired qualities of the system’s
monitoring and mediating capabilities.
6.3 An overview of experiments’ objectives and results’
main implications
As we saw in our theoretical and methodological descriptions, a formalisation process
of the proactive system’s key mechanisms is consequently achieved by means of the or-
ganised empirical studies, which aim to investigate various aspects of the implemented
methods, techniques and approaches. Both waves of proactive scenarios, together with
their underlying functional mechanisms are therefore subjected to a thorough investiga-
tion, performed within the framework of two experiments.
The key objectives of the first experiment consisted of organising an enquiry study, which
aimed to test the system’s fundamental functions and their overall performance, to eval-
uate the system’s functional capacity and to study an impact of a system’s proactive
behaviour on users’ general performance. In other words, the first empirical study aimed
to validate the deterministic part of the proactive system and, on the other hand, to
determine the scale of its functional impact on a user. Ultimately, an e↵ective formalisa-
tion of the deterministic mechanisms opened the doors for a successive implementation
of various supplemental techniques of the probabilistic approach.
Consequently, the key objective of the second experiment consisted of organising an
exploratory study, which aimed to elaborate the system’s initial functional capabilities
by applying more advanced techniques of the probabilistic approach and cognitive mod-
elling methodology [11]. In other words, the second empirical study aimed to validate
the probabilistic part of the proactive system and, on the other hand, to emphasise
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the feasibility of a concept realisation and to highlight a value of the multidisciplinary
methodological contribution. Ultimately, from a theoretical point of view, the second
experiment aimed to outline the potential directions for the future research e↵orts.
Throughout the length of an entire research process, the current study aims to empha-
sise the importance of situating the proactive computing paradigm within an interdis-
ciplinary methodological framework. In our opinion, the given approach allows us to
significantly increase the quality and scale of proactive computing potentials. Besides a
formalisation of two methodological frameworks, both enquiry and exploratory empirical
studies aim to respectively highlight first the importance and second the feasibility of a
multidisciplinary methodological structure.
Upon the first enquiry study, we have identified the following empirical findings.
(1) Proactive computing is possible, if applied within the defined fundamental deter-
ministic structure [10].
(2) Proactive system behaviour positively a↵ects the users’ general performance [52].
(3) User-oriented proactive scenarios prove to be an e cient system’s mechanism for
mediating a target context environment.
(4) For a more e↵ective performance, the proactive system’s context monitoring and
context mediating mechanisms require more accuracy and intuitiveness in relation
to the hidden aspects of users’ cognitive states.
Given the identified empirical findings, we may consequently notice a presence of the
proactive system’s strong methodological inclinations towards a systematic consideration
of a cognitive science expertise. The designated methodological orientation towards a
more extensive application of various cognitive-based approaches has been essentially
stipulated by insu cient perceptive qualities of a basic proactive system’s behaviour in
relation to the hidden aspects of users’ cognitive states.
Consequently, during our next empirical study, we aimed to take further the outcomes
of the first experiment and thus to enhance the system’s perceptive capabilities by
introducing new techniques of the cognitive modelling approach and probabilistic data
evaluation. Ultimately, upon our successive exploratory study, we have identified the
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(1) Amore intuitive proactive system behaviour is possible, if realised within the defined
interdisciplinary methodological framework.
(2) It is technically feasible to increase the system’s potential and general proactive
computing proficiency, if applied in conjunction with the cognitive modelling ap-
proach and probabilistic data evaluation [11].
(3) The given probabilistic framework requires a more accurate and meticulous opti-
misation of its parameters as it touches more complex factors of users’ cognitive
processes and deals with the hidden metaphysical aspects of context settings.
Given the identified empirical findings of our second exploratory study, we may notice
that an application of the cognitive science expertise plays the crucial role in an overall
process of refining the initial qualities of a proactive system’s behaviour. Upon the given
phase of a concept refinement, the cognitive science expertise takes a leading role in a
quality optimisation process, which consequently allows us to partially unlock the hidden
values of proactive computing potentials. The designated methodological orientations
are essentially stipulated by an increasing need to include a cognitive science expertise,
which ultimately allows us to adequately deal with the underlying human-related factors
of a target context environment.
After having reviewed all identified empirical findings, we may subsequently emphasise
an inherent interdisciplinary nature of the proactive computing paradigm. An e↵ective
implementation of the elaborated interdisciplinary methodological framework provides
a valid, scientifically rationalised proof of concept and a stable ground for all future
similar research orientations within the proactive computing domain.
6.4 Future research directions
According to the earlier discussed methodological and empirical characteristics of our
study, we may at present assert that at the given state of the research we have the
fully functional proactive system, which is based on the fundamental principles of the
deterministic approach. Furthermore, we have the first, early prototype of the proactive
system, which is based on the underlying principles of the probabilistic approach. The
first empirical study allowed us to validate the fundamental mechanisms of the proactive
system’s deterministic framework. Concurrently, we were able to optimise the system’s
composite functions and to assess the quality of their impact on users’ general perfor-
mance, which consequently allowed us to produce the fully functional prototype of the
proactive system. Accordingly, the second exploratory study allowed us to formalise and
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to implement the composite elements of the system’s successive probabilistic framework.
However, due to the imposed time limitations we were not able to fully optimise the sys-
tem’s probabilistic mechanisms and to empirically assess the quality of their functional
impact on a user. Therefore, we have to attribute the system’s optimisation process and
functional assessment to the future research e↵orts.
The main orientations for the future research are primarily characterised by an underly-
ing necessity of organising the additional enquiry study, which will allow us to attune the
system’s functional mechanisms and to empirically assess the quality of their outward
impact. The implemented mechanisms of our probabilistic framework will successively
require a more accurate functional optimisation of the defined models’ parameters and
patterns’ specifications.
The first key objective of the potential third experiment will be an optimisation pro-
cess of the system’s functional properties, which specify the composite aspects of both
cognitive models. Due to general characteristics of the present study, the currently
implemented simulations of users’ behavioural patterns are modelled on a basis of theo-
retical postulations of the cognitive psychology and not on a basis of the real empirical
data. However, the elaborated cognitive models represent the most probable variations
of a user’s browsing behaviour at the di↵erent context conditions. In order to empiri-
cally support the modelled user’s behavioural patterns, we need to attest our cognitive
models by the real, user-based empirical data, which will define the main characteristics
of a user’s browsing activity at di↵erent context conditions.
In order to achieve the stated objective we will have to collect the real user’s brows-
ing data, which will subsequently help us to clearly define the composite specifications
for both cognitive models. We will have to record and to analyse all users’ manifested
behavioural patterns, which initially express the users’ cognitive states of mental satis-
faction or dissatisfaction. All collected instances of a user’s behaviour will have to be
generalised and sorted according to the quality of their expressive characteristics. Given
the underlying specifications of the aforementioned experiment, we will need a more ex-
tensive theoretical and empirical input from the related methodologies of the cognitive
psychology.
The described characteristics of the first objective ultimately lead us to the succes-
sive second objective of the potential future experiment. Upon the identification and
collection of an empirical user’s data, we project to additionally assess the already im-
plemented mechanisms of the current probabilistic framework. We will have to test
the performance, quality and an outward impact of all newly implemented system’s
functions, dealing with the detection and analysis of the cognitive models. The empir-
ical investigations will be dedicated to a quality assessment of the proactive system’s
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functional impact on a user’s browsing activity and search performance. In order to
e↵ectively fulfil the aforementioned objective, the empirical study will have to include
the prerequisite control and study group participants.
The future research may concurrently include various prospective directions for a pro-
gressive extension of the proactive system’s current functional capabilities and built-in
features. We intend to dedicate our future research e↵orts to the realisation of several
specific objectives, including:
Elaborating the necessary mechanisms, which will allow us to implement the fea-
ture of an event priority for the dedicated proactive actions.
Elaborating a mechanism, which will consequently allow the proactive scenarios to
communicate between each other and, if necessary, to exchange the related context
data.
Designing and implementing a supportive, decision-making module, which will
supervise a progression status of all running proactive scenarios and, if necessary,
will be capable to intervene in case of context conflicts or action priority conflicts.
Designing more advanced autonomic computing features, allowing the system to
choose and activate the necessary proactive scenarios in order to adequately re-
spond to new context conditions.
Elaborating more extensive mechanisms, covering the proactive system’s tech-
niques of a user’s data analysis, event prediction and general context evaluation.
Extending the current methodological framework by incorporating the additional
methods and approaches, borrowed from a theoretical repository of the cognitive
psychology.
The delineated list of possible study directions is not exhaustive and thus does not
represent the final ideas and orientations for our future research. The given list of
prospective research e↵orts only highlights the main directions, which may subsequently
be modified or extended.
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6.5 Conclusion
The earlier described conceptual, theoretical and empirical characteristics of the cur-
rent research project, collectively represent the thesis’ methodological cornerstone. The
elaborated methodological mechanisms aimed to provide tangible answers to all research
questions and thus to generate the valid proof of concept. The formalised methodological
structure consequently allowed us to scientifically rationalise the implemented functional
principles of the proactive system.
The realisation of the aforementioned objectives may naturally take di↵erent concep-
tual forms and di↵erent research directions. In the case of the present work, the chosen
methodological framework was distinctly characterised by an interdisciplinary aspect of
the applied research methods. We supported the employed principles of the proactive
computing paradigm by various interdisciplinary techniques. The tools and expertise of
one research domain ultimately completed the methodological framework of the second
research domain. The chosen approach orientations define the current study as a mul-
tidisciplinary research project, which in our opinion, is a highly important investigative
and exploratory factor in the contemporary computer science research.
Today, we may easily notice a progressive expansion of various computer technologies,
which successively pervade the daily routines of our lives. The contemporary computer
science research comes across a requisite condition, which prompts us to start taking
into account the hidden aspects of omnipresent human factors. The given evolutionary
traits consequently imply the progressive need to include into computer science research
the additional theoretical input and supporting expertise of the corresponding cognitive
science research. The designated approach orientations will subsequently allow us to
produce viable computer technologies, which will take into account the variations of a
human situated behaviour and pervading subtle aspects of human cognitive states. Only
thus we are able to produce truly intuitive, user-perceptive computer technologies.
The present study had the objective to emphasise the given link between computer sci-
ence and cognitive science domains. Throughout the design and formalisation of our in-
terdisciplinary methodological framework, we applied the domain-specific expertise from
the related methodological and theoretical repository of the cognitive science research.
We have emphasised in our study that a proactive computing paradigm is inherently
linked to the hidden human factors, which compose the associated settings of a context
environment. Consequently, during our experiments we have identified an important
empirical finding, which stipulates that the proactive computing paradigm may display
its hidden functional potentials, if applied within an interdisciplinary methodological
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framework. In other words, if we support the proactive computing paradigm, by a the-
oretical and methodological expertise of the cognitive psychology, we may eventually
expand the boundaries of its initial functional capacities.
In order to provide a viable empirical basis, we had to build a scientifically rationalised
proof of concept for our proactive system, which would substantiate the chosen concep-
tual orientations. All designed and implemented methodological mechanisms, together
with the realised empirical studies, aimed to formalise the underlying concept charac-
teristics of our proactive system. Consequently, an e↵ective realisation of the system’s
proof of concept, together with the obtained empirical results, allowed us to assert that
proactive computing is indeed tightly linked to underlying human factors. In order to
display its full potential, the proactive computing research needs to be supported by the
corresponding methodological and theoretical expertise of the cognitive science domain.
Besides the formalisation of the twofold methodological structure of the proactive sys-
tem, the present research project allowed us furthermore to provide a viable basis for the
future research endeavours. The achievements of the current work provide the future
research and all related exploratory studies with a stable and operational methodological
framework, which aims to describe the mechanisms of unlocking the proactive computing
potentials. By providing a stable methodological and empirical basis, we are therefore
able to support the prospective research e↵orts, which aim to explore the potentials of
the proactive computing paradigm.
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